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Note To The Reader
On September 18, 2013, this Report was submitted to the Honorable Michael P. Toomin
and was placed under temporary seal by the Court until the case of People v. Vanecko concluded.

On January 31, 2014, Mr. Vanecko waived his trial rights and pled guilty to the charge of
involuntary manslaughter in connection with the death of David Koschman. Thereafter, the
Special Prosecutor moved the Court to lift the temporary seal of the Report, and on February 3,
2014, the Court granted the Special Prosecutor’s motion.

The Report was publicly released on February 4, 2014.
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I.

MANDATE OF THE SPECIAL PROSECUTOR
On April 23, 2012, Judge Michael P. Toomin appointed Dan K. Webb, Chairman of

Winston & Strawn LLP, and former United States Attorney for the Northern District of Illinois,
as the Special Prosecutor in the Matter of the Death of David Koschman.
In doing so, Judge Toomin ordered that the Special Prosecutor investigate two distinct
issues related to the Koschman matter:
Issue One
[W]hether criminal charges should be brought against any person
in connection with the homicide of David Koschman in the spring
of 2004[.]1
Issue Two
[W]hether, from 2004 to the present, employees of the Chicago
Police Department and the Cook County State’s Attorney’s Office
acted intentionally to suppress and conceal evidence, furnish false
evidence, and generally impede the investigation into Mr.
Koschman’s death.2
Judge Toomin further ordered that “at the conclusion of his investigation, the Special
Prosecutor shall submit a final report to this Court and for the benefit of the Cook County Board
of Commissioners detailing the progress and ultimate results of the investigation and any
criminal prosecutions commenced.”3
Therefore, the Special Prosecutor, having concluded his investigation, submits this report
to the Court which, in the pages that follow, describes in detail the ultimate results of the
investigation undertaken pursuant to the judicial mandate set forth above.

1

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 5 (Order by J. Toomin (Apr. 23, 2012)).

2

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 5 (Order by J. Toomin (Apr. 23, 2012)).

3

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 5 (Order by J. Toomin (Apr. 23, 2012)).

II.

SUMMARY OF FINAL CONCLUSIONS OF THE SPECIAL PROSECUTOR’S
INVESTIGATION
A.

Issue One: Whether Criminal Charges Should be Brought Against Any
Person in Connection with Koschman’s Homicide

On December 3, 2012, the Special Prosecutor, after having thoroughly investigated
whether criminal charges should be brought against any person in connection with the homicide
of David Koschman in the spring of 2004, sought, and the special grand jury returned, an
indictment against Richard J. (“RJ”) Vanecko charging him with involuntary manslaughter in
connection with Koschman’s death. According to the trial court, the Vanecko trial is expected to
commence in early 2014. With the indictment of Vanecko, the Special Prosecutor has satisfied
the Court’s mandate to determine whether criminal charges should be brought in connection with
Koschman’s death.
B.

Issue Two: Whether, From 2004 to the Present, Employees of the Chicago
Police Department and the Cook County State’s Attorney’s Office Acted
Intentionally to Suppress and Conceal Evidence, Furnish False Evidence,
and Generally Impede the Investigation Into Koschman’s Death
1.

Applicable State Law Crimes

The Special Prosecutor, while conducting his assessment as to whether employees of the
Chicago Police Department (“CPD”) and the Cook County State’s Attorney’s Office (“SAO”)
acted intentionally to suppress and conceal evidence, furnish false evidence, and generally
impede the investigation into Koschman’s death, first had to determine what Illinois criminal
state law violations could potentially stem from such conduct, assuming the evidence could
ultimately substantiate such a charge.4 With that in mind, the Special Prosecutor primarily
evaluated the following four Illinois criminal violations: (1) official misconduct; (2) obstructing
justice; (3) conspiracy; and (4) tampering with public records – each of which has a three-year
statute of limitations.5

Under Illinois law, no prosecution can be commenced against any

4

The Special Prosecutor emphasizes that his evaluation was limited to Illinois state law violations
only, as he lacks jurisdiction in connection with potential federal criminal law violations.

5

Official misconduct (720 ILCS 5/33-3) (West 2013); obstructing justice (720 ILCS 5/31-4) (West
2013); conspiracy (720 ILCS 5/8-2) (West 2013); and tampering with public records (720 ILCS 5/32-8)
(West 2013). The Special Prosecutor further evaluated the potential for “organizational” criminal liability
against state and municipal law enforcement agencies, such as CPD and SAO, in connection with failing
to properly investigate a criminal matter, but found no applicable state law statutes.

2

individual under these statutes if the final act in commission of the crime occurred more than
three years ago.6
2.

Burden of Proof

Constitutional due process rights require that a person may not be convicted of a crime
unless the prosecution meets its burden of proving all the elements of the charged offense
beyond a reasonable doubt, including the applicable criminal intent (also known as “scienter”).7
In Illinois, the prosecution’s burden is explained to jurors as follows:
The defendant is presumed to be innocent of the charge against
him. This presumption remains with him throughout every stage
of the trial and during your deliberations on the verdict and is not
overcome unless from all the evidence in this case you are
convinced beyond a reasonable doubt that he is guilty.
The State has the burden of proving the guilt of the defendant
beyond a reasonable doubt, and this burden remains on the State
throughout the case. The defendant is not required to prove his
innocence.8
The burden of proving all elements of a crime beyond a reasonable doubt is widely
recognized as a “heavy” burden of proof.9 Additionally, under applicable ethical standards, a

6

The applicable statute of limitations, 720 ILCS 5/3-5 (West 2013), requires that prosecution for
the offenses listed above “must be commenced within 3 years after the commission of the offense if it is a
felony, or within one year and 6 months after its commission if it is a misdemeanor.”
However, under Illinois law, and as more fully described in Section V., in certain factual
situations there can be exceptions to the statute of limitations, although, based upon the Special
Prosecutor’s investigation and legal analysis, none were deemed applicable in this instance.

7

U.S. CONST. amend. XIV; Christoffel v. United States, 338 U.S. 84, 89 (1949) (“An essential part
of a procedure which can be said fairly to inflict a punishment is that all the elements of the crime shall be
proved beyond a reasonable doubt”); In re Winship, 397 U.S. 358 (1970); Davis v. United States, 160
U.S. 469 (1895); People v. Hernandez, 2012 WL 997363 (Ill. App. Ct. 1st Dist. 2012); Speiser v. Randall,
357 U.S. 513, 525–26 (1958); see also In re Winship, 397 U.S. 358, 369–72 (1970); Morissette v. United
States, 342 U.S. 246 (1952); People v. Anderson, 473 N.E.2d 1345, 1351 (Ill. App. Ct. 2d Dist. 1985)
(“State must prove scienter”).

8

Illinois Pattern Jury Instruction 2.03.

9

See, e.g., People v. Antoine, 676 N.E.2d 1374, 1378 (Ill. App. 4th Dist. 1997); People v.
Kozlowski, 639 N.E.2d 1369, 1373 (Ill. App. Ct. 1st Dist. 1994); People v. Sanchez, 546 N.E.2d 268, 271
(Ill. App. Ct. 4th Dist. 1989).
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prosecutor acting in good faith should not pursue a prosecution for charges that the prosecutor
cannot reasonably expect to prove beyond a reasonable doubt by legally sufficient evidence at
trial.10
3.

Background on the Law of Criminal Intent (Scienter)

Under Illinois law, in order to convict a defendant of a criminal offense, the prosecution
must prove two things beyond a reasonable doubt: first, that a crime occurred, and second, that it
was committed by the person charged.11 According to the Illinois Criminal Code, proof that a
crime occurred requires proof of a voluntary act by the defendant12 that is prohibited by law, and
proof of criminal intent (scienter), which is a particular state of mind.13 In other words, under
Illinois law, and as more fully described in Section V., a person can be found guilty of an offense
only if, with respect to each element described by the statute defining the offense, he or she acted
with the requisite criminal intent (recklessly, knowingly, or intentionally), depending upon the
terms of the criminal statute.14 In proving the accused’s criminal intent (scienter), the beyond a

10

See, e.g., American Bar Association, “Standards for Criminal Justice: Prosecution and Defense
Function” § 3-3.9(a) (3d ed., 1993) (“A prosecutor should not institute, cause to be instituted, or permit
the continued pendency of criminal charges in the absence of sufficient admissible evidence to support a
conviction”); National District Attorneys Association, “National Prosecution Standards” § 4-2.2 (3d ed.,
2009) (“A prosecutor should file charges that he or she believes adequately encompass the accused’s
criminal activity and which he or she reasonably believes can be substantiated by admissible evidence at
trial.”)

11

People v. Hurry, 967 N.E.2d 817, 820 (Ill. App. Ct. 3d Dist. 2012), as modified on denial of
reh’g, (Apr. 20, 2012); People v. Bell, 598 N.E.2d 256, 262 (Ill. App. Ct. 2d Dist. 1992); People v. Curry,
694 N.E.2d 630, 636 (Ill. App. Ct. 1st Dist. 1998); People v. Groves, 691 N.E.2d 86, 93-94 (Ill. App. Ct.
1st Dist. 1998), appeal denied, 699 N.E.2d 1034 (1998); People v. Assenato, 586 N.E.2d 445, 448 (Ill.
App. Ct. 1st Dist. 1991), habeas corpus denied, 1998 WL 704327 (N.D. Ill. 1998); People v. Lenius, 688
N.E.2d 705, 718 (Ill. App. Ct. 1st Dist. 1997), appeal denied, 698 N.E.2d 546 (1998) and cert. denied,
119 S. Ct. 185 (U.S. 1998); People v. Lloyd, 660 N.E.2d 43, 48 (Ill. App. Ct. 1st Dist. 1995); People v.
Lesure, 648 N.E.2d 1123, 1125 (Ill. App. Ct. 1st Dist. 1995).

12

720 ILCS 5/4-1 (West 2013).

13

720 ILCS 5/4-3 (West 2013).

14

See People v. Valley Steel Products Co., 375 N.E.2d 1297, 1305 (Ill. 1978); People v. McMullen,
414 N.E.2d 214, 218 (Ill. App. Ct. 4th Dist. 1980); People v. Arron, 305 N.E.2d 1, 3 (Ill. App. Ct. 1st
Dist. 1973). The only exception, which is not relevant to the Special Prosecutor’s investigation, is that
“absolute liability offenses” do not require a culpable mental state as an element. People v. Studley, 631
N.E.2d 839, 841 (Ill. App. Ct. 4th Dist. 1994).
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reasonable doubt standard is an especially high hurdle because it can rarely be proven by direct
evidence; but, instead, is typically proved only by surrounding circumstances, i.e., circumstantial
evidence.15
C.

The Events of 2004: Evaluating Whether Employees of CPD and SAO
Violated Illinois Criminal Law
1.

Prosecution is Barred by the Applicable Statute of Limitations

As more fully described in Section V., any state law violations by employees of CPD and
SAO relating to acts that occurred during their participation in the Koschman matter in 2004 are
barred by the three-year statute of limitations.
D.

The Events of 2011-2012: Evaluating Whether Employees of CPD and SAO
Violated Illinois Criminal Law
1.

The Events of 2011-2012: Prosecution Is Not Barred by the
Applicable Statute of Limitations

Unlike the events which occurred in 2004, any state law violations by employees of CPD
and SAO relating to acts that occurred during their participation in the Koschman matter in 2011
and 2012 are not barred by the applicable three-year statute of limitations as of the date of this
report.
2.

The Events of 2011-2012: Insufficient Evidence to Prove Beyond a
Reasonable Doubt the Element of Criminal Intent (Scienter)

However, as more fully described in Section V., based upon all the evidence gathered by
the Special Prosecutor and his office (the Office of the Special Prosecutor (“OSP”)) (e.g.,
witness interviews, sworn witness testimony before the special grand jury, documents
subpoenaed and reviewed), and after having evaluated the elements of the potentially applicable
state criminal laws with regard to the acts of certain individuals, the Special Prosecutor does not
believe he could prove beyond a reasonable doubt by legally sufficient evidence at trial that any
employee of CPD or SAO acted with the requisite criminal intent (scienter) to violate Illinois law
during their participation in the Koschman matter in 2011 and 2012. Therefore, in compliance

15

See People v. Castillo, 974 N.E.2d 318, 326-27 (Ill. App. Ct. 1st Dist. 2012), appeal denied, 979
N.E.2d 881 (Sept. 26, 2012).
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with his ethical obligations discussed above, the Special Prosecutor must exercise his
prosecutorial discretion and not seek any additional charges in this matter.
E.

Evidence Supporting the Decision to Appoint a Special Prosecutor

The sections of the report that follow summarize in great detail what the evidence
actually established during the course of the Special Prosecutor’s investigation. The Special
Prosecutor notes that the evidence outlined below strongly supports Judge Toomin’s April 6,
2012, order and decision to appoint a special prosecutor in this matter.16 Indeed, it is the Special
Prosecutor’s conclusion that the evidence outlined in the pages that follow does “bring
transparency to the mixed signals emanating from this troubling case,” as was Judge Toomin’s
stated objective in ordering the appointment of a special prosecutor in the Matter of the Death of
David Koschman.17
III.

OVERVIEW OF THE SPECIAL PROSECUTOR’S INVESTIGATION
In May 2012, the OSP engaged as its investigative partner the City of Chicago Inspector

General’s Office (“IGO”).18 The IGO had initiated its own investigation into the Koschman
matter on February 28, 2011.19 During the OSP’s investigation, IGO assisted with interviewing
witnesses, preparing special grand jury materials, analyzing records, and developing
investigative leads.
On June 18, 2012, pursuant to Judge Toomin’s Order, the Special Prosecutor empaneled
a special grand jury to sit during the duration of the investigation. The special grand jury
operated independently of the routine grand jury process controlled by SAO at the Leighton

16

See generally Apr. 6, 2012, Order by J. Toomin.

17

See Apr. 6, 2012, Order by J. Toomin, at 33.

18

IGO is led by Inspector General Joseph M. Ferguson, a former federal prosecutor with the United
States Attorney’s Office for the Northern District of Illinois.
19

The work product stemming from IGO’s investigation prior to the appointment of the Special
Prosecutor was shared with the OSP. This included work product related to the IGO’s more than 30
interviews of witnesses in 2011 and early 2012, prior to the Special Prosecutor’s appointment.

6

Criminal Court Building at 26th Street and S. California Avenue in Chicago.20 In order to protect
the independence and secrecy of the special grand jury’s work, the OSP obtained court approval
for the special grand jury to convene at Winston & Strawn LLP’s law offices at 35 W. Wacker
Drive, Chicago, Illinois.
In August 2012, the OSP also engaged the services of a well-known investigative firm,
Kroll Associates, Inc. (“Kroll”).21

Kroll’s investigators assisted the OSP’s investigation,

including assistance in forensic and data retrieval expertise and interviewing current City of
Chicago employees where the IGO’s presence complicated cooperation.22
During the course of the Special Prosecutor’s investigation, 146 witnesses provided
information through witness interviews and/or special grand jury testimony.

The OSP

interviewed 133 witnesses23 (110 of whom agreed to sit for a voluntary interview, while 23
required the interviews be conducted pursuant to a proffer agreement).24 The special grand jury
was presented with the results of relevant witness interviews, and 24 witnesses personally
appeared before the special grand jury and testified (14 witnesses provided live special grand
jury testimony without asserting their Fifth Amendment rights, while 10 testified under courtordered “use immunity” after they refused to testify and invoked their Fifth Amendment
20

Both the office of the Clerk of the Circuit Court of Cook County and the Cook County Sheriff’s
Office provided the OSP valuable assistance in the coordination and administration of the special grand
jury.

21

Kroll’s Chicago office is led by Jeffrey H. Cramer, a former federal prosecutor with the United
States Attorney’s Office for the Northern District of Illinois.
22

In Garrity v. New Jersey, 385 U.S. 493, 87 S. Ct. 616 (1967), the United States Supreme Court
held that police officers who were forced to speak or be terminated under their employment agreements
were compelled to incriminate themselves in violation of the Fourteenth and Fifth Amendments. As such,
the state was prohibited from using their compelled statements in their subsequent criminal prosecutions.
In light of potential objections concerning Garrity, Kroll investigators assisted with conducting interviews
of active City of Chicago employees rather than IGO investigators, due to IGO’s authority to seek the
termination of city employees.

23

Before the Special Prosecutor was appointed, IGO interviewed 31 witnesses related to the
Koschman matter, 27 of whom were re-interviewed by the OSP.

24

The OSP interviewed certain witnesses pursuant to a uniform proffer agreement. As part of the
proffer agreement, witnesses agreed to be interviewed and provide statements in exchange for the promise
that the OSP could not use any of their actual statements against that person in any subsequent
prosecution; although any leads developed from those statements could be used against that person in any
subsequent prosecution.

7

privilege against self-incrimination).25
The special grand jury issued 160 subpoenas for documentary evidence and testimony,
and collected more than 22,000 documents (totaling over 300,000 pages). The records sought
and collected included, among other items, telephone records, e-mails, police reports, policy
manuals and procedures, attendance records, medical records, access logs, data recovered from
backup tapes of shared drives, video surveillance, billing records, and receipts. In addition to the
records collected by special grand jury subpoena, the OSP’s investigation also procured court
orders to obtain documents when necessary.
Lastly, due to the passage of eight years between the date of the incident and the
appointment of a Special Prosecutor, many potentially important records from 2004 proved
unavailable. For example, while phone records existed for certain individuals dating back to
April 2004, other phone records, such as the personal cell phone records for the lead detective in
the 2004 CPD investigation, no longer exist. Similarly, e-mail records for CPD and SAO
employees from 2004 no longer exist and could not be recovered, as determined by OSP’s full
exploration, with the assistance of Kroll’s computer forensics, of CPD and SAO’s e-mail
systems. These efforts uncovered that the e-mail records from 2004 no longer exist because of
25

A proffer agreement is less comprehensive than court-ordered “use immunity” or “transactional
immunity.” The Illinois Code of Criminal Procedure authorizes a court, upon motion of the State, to
order that “a witness be granted [use] immunity from prosecution in a criminal case as to any information
directly or indirectly derived from the production of evidence from the witness if the witness has refused
or is likely to refuse to produce the evidence on the basis of his or her privilege against selfincrimination.” 725 ILCS 5/106–2.5(b) (West 1994). However, a grant of “use immunity” does not act
as an absolute bar from prosecution but, rather, prohibits the State from using any evidence obtained
under the grant of immunity, or leads derived from that evidence, against the immunized witness in a later
criminal proceeding. People ex rel. Cruz v. Fitzgerald, 363 N.E.2d 835, 837, 66 Ill. 2d 546, 549 (1977);
People v. Adams, 721 N.E.2d 1182, 1189, 308 Ill. App. 3d 995, 1004-05 (4th Dist. 1999). On the other
hand, “transactional immunity” affords broader protection from future prosecution than “use immunity”
and acts to completely bar the State from prosecuting an immunized witness for any offenses to which the
immunity relates. 725 ILCS 5/106–1 (West 1976) and 725 ILCS 106–2 (West 1964); see also People v.
Ousley, 919 N.E.2d 875, 885-886, 235 Ill. 2d 299, 313-314 (2009). As noted, the OSP did obtain “use
immunity” orders from the Court for those witnesses who asserted their Fifth Amendment rights and
refused to testify. The OSP, however, did not seek any orders for “transactional immunity.” Grants of
use immunity were necessary for the OSP to fulfill its court-ordered mandate.
The following witnesses were granted “use immunity”: Bridget McCarthy, Kevin McCarthy,
Craig Denham, Det. James Gilger, Det. Nick Spanos, Det. Edward Louis, Det. Patrick Flynn, SAO Dir. of
State Program Michael Joyce, Lt. Richard Rybicki, and Det. Ronald Yawger. A request by a witness for
“use immunity” should not be interpreted to mean that the person has actual criminal liability.

8

record retention policies and could not be recovered.
IV.

DETAILED DISCUSSION OF THE EVIDENCE
A.

Overview of the 2004 Incident on Division Street

On Saturday, April 24, 2004, David Koschman, then 21 years of age, and three of his
friends — Scott Allen, James Copeland, and David Francis — drove together from their homes
in Mount Prospect, Illinois, to Chicago’s Humboldt Park neighborhood to visit their friend,
Shaun Hageline, at his apartment.26 Koschman and his friends, who had all gone to high school
together,27 had made plans to go out that night in the City and then attend the Chicago Cubs
game the next day.28 While at Hageline’s apartment that evening, the group watched an NBA
playoff basketball game,29 drank beer,30 and some also recounted smoking marijuana.31 Later
that evening, the Koschman group headed to Division Street32 — a popular destination on
Chicago’s near-north side known for its high concentration of bars and clubs. The Koschman
group visited several bars in the Division Street area that night,33 and then, around approximately

26

Hageline, Shaun, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 6:14-7:2 (Aug. 8, 2012); Allen, Scott, Special Grand
Jury Tr. at 7:19-23, 8:7-24 (Aug. 8, 2012).

27

Hageline, Shaun, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 6:19-24 (Aug. 8, 2012); Allen, Scott, Special Grand
Jury Tr. at 7:24-8:6, 8:14-16 (Aug. 8, 2012).

28

Hageline, Shaun, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 6:19-7:2 (Aug. 8, 2012); Allen, Scott, Special Grand
Jury Tr. at 8:17-20 (Aug. 8, 2012) (Koschman, Francis, Copeland, and Allen planned to attend the Cubs
game).

29

Copeland, James, IGO Interview Rep. at 1 (May 21, 2012).

30

Hageline, Shaun, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 7:3-6 (Aug. 8, 2012); Allen, Scott, Special Grand Jury
Tr. at 8:21-24 (Aug. 8, 2012); Francis, David, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 12:20-23 (Aug. 8, 2012);
Copeland, James, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 7:15-16 (July 11, 2012).

31

Hageline, Shaun, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 7:3-7:6 (Aug. 8, 2012); Allen, Scott, Special Grand
Jury Tr. at 8:21-24 (Aug. 8, 2012); Francis, David, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 12:20-23 (Aug. 8, 2012).

32

Hageline, Shaun, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 7:7-9 (Aug. 8, 2012); Copeland, James, Special Grand
Jury Tr. at 7:17-19 (July 11, 2012).

33

Allen, Scott, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 9:1-6 (Aug. 8, 2012); Hageline, Shaun, Special Grand Jury
Tr. at 7:9-13 (Aug. 8, 2012); Copeland, James, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 7:21-22 (July 11, 2012).
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3:15 a.m.,34 the group left the area and began walking westward35 down Division Street to make
their way back to Hageline’s apartment.36
That same night, Richard J. Vanecko, Craig Denham, Kevin McCarthy, Bridget
McCarthy, and others attended an engagement dinner for Vanecko’s cousin, Katherine Daley, at
the Adobo Grill in the Old Town neighborhood of Chicago.37 Vanecko is the nephew of Richard
M. Daley, who in 2004, was the Mayor of the City of Chicago. Following dinner, a group of
people from the engagement party — including Vanecko, the McCarthys, and Denham — went
to a bar in the River North area of Chicago called the Pepper Canister.38 After a few hours
there,39 the McCarthys, Vanecko, and Denham — planning to go to Butch McGuire’s, a bar —
took a cab to Division Street, where they exited just west of Dearborn Street and started walking
eastward.40

34

Allen, Scott, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 9:7-13 (Aug. 8, 2012); Hageline, Shaun, Special Grand
Jury Tr. at 7:16-21 (Aug. 8, 2012).

35

Allen, Scott, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 9:7-13 (Aug. 8, 2012); Hageline, Shaun, Special Grand
Jury Tr. at 7:16-21 (Aug. 8, 2012).

36

Hageline, Shaun, IGO Interview Tr. at 10:1-6 (July 16, 2011).

37

McCarthy, Bridget, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 14:21-15:15 (Aug. 15, 2012); Denham, Craig,
Special Grand Jury Tr. at 14:17-15:24 (Aug. 15, 2012); Special Grand Jury Exhibit 57 at 1 (Michael
Daley Special Grand Jury Declaration (Aug. 16, 2012)).

38

McCarthy, Bridget, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 15:11-19 (Aug. 15, 2012); Denham, Craig, Special
Grand Jury Tr. at 16:8-11 (Aug. 15, 2012).

39

Both groups had been drinking much of the night. Before the special grand jury, Bridget
McCarthy testified that she, her husband, Vanecko, and Denham had been drinking for approximately
eight hours. See McCarthy, Bridget, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 29:2-3, 29:17-30:4 (Aug. 15, 2012); see
also McCarthy, Kevin, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 39:9-22 (Aug. 15, 2012) (stating he had been with his
wife, Vanecko, and Denham for eight hours and “had had some drinks”); Denham, Craig, Special Grand
Jury Tr. at 35:11-12 (Aug. 15, 2012) (acknowledging he was “drunk”). Similarly, in addition to drinking
beers at Hageline’s apartment, Copeland testified before the special grand jury that Koschman’s group of
friends left Hageline’s apartment to head to Division Street around 10 p.m. that night, where the group
continued drinking and was intoxicated. Copeland, James, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 7:15-8:1 (July 11,
2012); see also Francis, David, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 32:3-7 (Aug. 8, 2012) (acknowledging he was
“intoxicated”); Hageline, Shaun, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 21:21-22:11 (Aug. 8, 2012) (acknowledging he
was “intoxicated”); Allen, Scott, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 9:10-13 (Aug. 8, 2012) (“We were all drunk,
but we weren’t slurring our words. We were not slurring our words or stumbling.”).
40

See McCarthy, Bridget, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 15:20-16:9 (Aug. 15, 2012).
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While walking, the Koschman group and the Vanecko group crossed paths on the south
sidewalk of Division Street,41 during which Koschman bumped into Denham.42

A verbal

altercation ensued, and then Vanecko hit43 Koschman with “a flush head-on punch that hit
Koschman square in the face.”44 Another witness at the scene described: “[Koschman] came
flying back and fell straight back like a dead weight.”45 Koschman’s head then struck the
pavement.46 At the time of the incident, Vanecko was 29 years old, 6’3” and 230 pounds, while
Koschman was 21 years old, 5’5” and 125 pounds.47
Immediately after Vanecko hit Koschman, Vanecko and Denham ran from the scene and
took a taxi back to the Pepper Canister.48 Kevin McCarthy was briefly detained by police and
41

McCarthy, Bridget, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 16:10-18 (Aug. 15, 2012); Hageline, Shaun, IGO
Interview Rep. at 1-2 (May 19, 2012).
42

See Allen, Scott, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 9:23-24; 39:21-40:3 (Aug. 8, 2012); see Denham,
Craig, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 17:8-11 (Aug. 15, 2012).

43

See Allen, Scott, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 21:13-22:4 (Aug. 8, 2012); see Copeland, James, IGO
Interview Tr. at 30:20-22 (June 23, 2011); see also Copeland, James, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 7:21-24
(Aug. 8, 2012).

44

Copeland, James, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 9:16-18 (Jul. 11, 2012).

45

Kohler, Phillip, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 9:7-11 (July 11, 2012).

46

Dr. Stephen F. Futterer, a neuroradiologist at Northwestern Memorial Hospital who reviewed
Koschman’s initial CT brain scans on April 26, 2004, determined that Koschman suffered: (1) a fracture
in the right back of the head (or the right occipital bone); (2) a separate fracture in the left back of the
head (or left occipital bone); (3) a fracture on the left, inner side of the skull (extending across the left
petrous apex, which is part of the temporal bone); (4) elevated intracranial pressure (based upon a paucity
of sulci and crowding of the basilar cisterns); and (5) bruises of the brain tissue (or hemorrhagic
contusions in the bilateral inferior/anterior frontal lobes, left greater than right). See Special Grand Jury
Exhibit 24 at 3 (Statement of Dr. Stephen F. Futterer (Aug. 8, 2012)).

Dr. Gordon Sze, Professor of Radiology and Chief of Neuroradiology at Yale University School
of Medicine, who serves as a consulting medical expert to the OSP, stated in his expert report, among
other things: “It should be noted that the occipital bone constitutes one of the thicker portions of the
skull. It should also be noted that the petrous apex lies more than half way across the skull and is in the
interior of the skull. Therefore, the amount of force necessary to cause a fracture of the occipital bone,
with propagation to the petrous apex, is very significant.” Gordon Sze, MD, Expert Report at 3 (Apr. 3,
2013).
47

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 10 (CPD001115-CPD001118) (Case Supplementary Report
3193543 (approved Nov. 10, 2004)).

48

See Denham, Craig, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 21:9-15 (Aug. 15, 2012).
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released at the scene of the crime.49 When Kevin McCarthy was questioned at the scene, he lied
to police, claiming he did not know the identities of the other men who had run (Vanecko and
Denham).50 When released, Kevin McCarthy and his wife, Bridget McCarthy, entered a taxi on
Division Street, conferred with Vanecko by cell phone, and traveled to the Pepper Canister to
meet Vanecko and Denham.51 While the Pepper Canister had been officially closed, someone at
the bar allowed the four to enter and meet.52
Koschman was taken unconscious by ambulance from Division Street to Northwestern
Memorial Hospital.53 Despite numerous surgeries over the next eleven days, on May 6, 2004,

49

See McCarthy, Kevin, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 21:12-16, 22:8-15 (Aug. 15, 2012).

50

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 6 at CPD001050 (CPD001049-CPD001050) (General Offense
Case Report (approved Apr. 25, 2004)) (“McCarthy states he doesn’t know who other offenders are.”)
Kevin McCarthy testified before the special grand jury that he did not recall being asked by Ofc. Tremore
whether he knew the other individuals at the scene. See McCarthy, Kevin, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 52:611 (Aug. 15, 2012). But, Kevin McCarthy did admit during his testimony before the special grand jury
that he lied to detectives later that same morning when he told them his wife and he exited the taxi alone
and came upon two groups of people arguing. See McCarthy, Kevin, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 53:5-6
(Aug. 15, 2012).

51

See McCarthy, Kevin, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 22:14-19, 86:14-17, 87:6-9 (Aug. 15, 2012);
McCarthy, Bridget, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 19:2-8 (Aug. 15, 2012); Sprint Account Statement for
Richard Vanecko at SPR000547 (May 22, 2004) (SPR000545-SPR000548).

52

Before the special grand jury, Bridget McCarthy was the only member of the Vanecko group who
would agree that the Pepper Canister was closed when the group was there after the incident (the
altercation on Division Street occurred at approximately 3:15 a.m.), while Denham and Kevin McCarthy
could not recall. See McCarthy, Bridget, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 54:7-15 (Aug. 15, 2012); Denham,
Craig, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 40:3-9 (Aug. 15, 2012); McCarthy, Kevin, Special Grand Jury Tr. at
75:17-19 (Aug. 15, 2012). No one in the Vanecko group could explain how the group was let into the bar
when it was closed. See McCarthy, Bridget, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 54:7-24 (Aug. 15, 2012); Denham,
Craig, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 40:3-8 (Aug. 15, 2012). The OSP interviewed Ivan McCullagh, who was
the manager of the Pepper Canister in 2004, and he explained that in 2004, the Pepper Canister closed at
3:00 a.m. on Saturdays and did not have a late-night liquor license. See McCullagh, Ivan, IGO Interview
Rep. at 1 (Aug. 22, 2012). The OSP also interviewed Steve Bringas and Dominic O’Mahony, two
bartenders at the Pepper Canister in 2004. See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 63 (Bringas, Steve, IGO
Interview (Sept. 13, 2012)) and O’Mahony, Dominic, IGO Interview Rep. (Nov. 21, 2012). No one
(McCullagh, Bringas, or O’Mahony) recalled ever letting the McCarthys, Denham, and Vanecko into the
Pepper Canister after the bar had closed.

53

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 23 (Statement of Dr. Matthew R. Levine (May 8, 2004)); Special
Grand Jury Exhibit 24 at 2-4 (Statement of Dr. Steven F. Futterer (Aug. 8, 2012)); Patient Progress Notes
(May 2, 2004) (IG_002067).
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Koschman died from injuries resulting from Vanecko’s physical assault.54
B.

The 2004 CPD Investigation of the Incident
1.

Early Morning Hours of April 25, 2004

On April 25, 2004, at approximately 3:15 a.m.,55 after Koschman was hit56 by Vanecko,
on Division Street, Vanecko and Denham ran away57 and the McCarthys also walked away from
the immediate scene.58

Koschman’s friends flagged down 18th District Patrol Ofc. Edwin

Tremore, directed him to where the altercation had occurred, and pointed out the McCarthys,
who were still in the vicinity.59 Before attending to Koschman, Tremore placed Kevin McCarthy
in handcuffs and seated him in the back of his squad car.60 Tremore then continued on foot

54

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 25 (Statement of Dr. Tae Lyong An (Aug. 13, 2012)).
Koschman’s Blue Cross Blue Shield insurance policy covered his medical expenses, totaling
approximately $250,000 incurred during his hospitalization. Northwestern Memorial Hospital patient
billing records (NMH004303-NMH004307).
55

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 6 at CPD001049 (CPD001049-CPD001050) (General Offense
Case Report (approved Apr. 25, 2004)).

56

See Allen, Scott, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 11:7-9, 11:13-14 (Aug. 8, 2012) (“Right at this time, I
saw Koschman get punched in the face.”); (the punch “was definitely a sucker punch”); see Copeland,
James, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 9:7-9 (Aug. 8, 2012) (“[The punch] was flush. It was closed fists. It
wasn’t like a smack.”) and Copeland, James, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 9:16-18 (Jul. 11, 2012) (“The
punch was a flush head-on punch that hit Koschman square in the face.”); Hageline, Shaun, Special
Grand Jury Tr. at 10:22-11:2 (Aug. 8, 2012) (“I don’t remember Koschman trying to break his fall, which
leads me to believe that he was knocked out before he hit the ground.”); Kohler, Phillip, Special Grand
Jury Tr. at 9:8-12 (Jul. 11, 2012) (“Almost immediately after Koschman moved between the two groups,
he came flying back and fell straight back like a dead weight. It was like an explosion.”). Furthermore,
according to their testimony before the special grand jury in 2012, neither Kevin McCarthy, Bridget
McCarthy, nor Craig Denham saw the physical contact between Vanecko and Koschman because they
had each turned their backs and were walking away at the time Koschman was struck. See McCarthy,
Kevin, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 18:9-14, 20:8-22, 49:14-18 (Aug. 15, 2012); McCarthy, Bridget, Special
Grand Jury Tr. at 17:23-18:14, 39:5-14 (Aug. 15, 2012); Denham, Craig, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 20:410, 47:7-14, 48:7-10 (Aug. 15, 2012); see also General Progress Report at CPD001542 (CPD001541CPD001543) (May 13, 2004).

57

See Denham, Craig, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 20:4-24 (Aug. 15, 2012).

58

See McCarthy, Bridget, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 17:23-18:2 (Aug. 15, 2012).

59

See Tremore, Edwin, Kroll Interview Rep. at 2-3 (Sept. 18, 2012).

60

See Tremore, Edwin, Kroll Interview Rep. at 3 (Sept. 18, 2012).
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down Division Street, where he found Koschman lying in the street unconscious.61 Tremore
immediately called for an ambulance.62
In response to Tremore’s request, the Office of Emergency Management and
Communications (“OEMC”) dispatched the Chicago Fire Department’s (“CFD”) Engine 4 and
Ambulance 11.63 By approximately 3:21 a.m.,64 the dispatched CFD personnel began attending
to Koschman. Koschman, having been attended to primarily by CFD Paramedic-in-Charge
Patrick Jessee, was then transferred from the street into Ambulance 11 via a scene-stretcher, and
at approximately 3:30 a.m., the ambulance departed to take Koschman to Northwestern
Memorial Hospital, which was about a mile away.65

Koschman arrived at Northwestern

Memorial Hospital at approximately 3:35 a.m. and was immediately taken from Ambulance 11
into the emergency room via a hospital stretcher.66
Meanwhile, back on Division Street, Tremore questioned Kevin McCarthy.67 During the
questioning, Kevin McCarthy lied to Tremore by claiming he did not know the identities of the
other men who had run from the scene (Vanecko and Denham).68 After interviewing Kevin
McCarthy, Tremore ultimately released him on-site, after Koschman’s friends told Tremore that

61

See Tremore, Edwin, Kroll Interview Rep. at 3 (Sept. 18, 2012).

62

See Tremore, Edwin, Kroll Interview Rep. at 3 (Sept. 18, 2012).

63

See CFD Pre-Hospital Care Report at CLD000001 (Apr. 25, 2004) (CLD000001-CLD000003);
see CFD Pre-Hospital Care Report at CFD000012 (Apr. 25, 2004) (CFD000011-CFD000014).

64

See CFD Pre-Hospital Care Report at CFD000012 (Apr. 25, 2004) (CFD000011-CFD000014);
see CFD Pre-Hospital Care Report at CLD000001 (Apr. 25, 2004) (CLD000001-CLD000003).

65

See CFD Pre-Hospital Care Report at CFD000012-CFD000013 (Apr. 25, 2004) (CFD000011CFD000014).

66

See CFD Pre-Hospital Care Report at CFD000012-CFD000013 (Apr. 25, 2004) (CFD000011CFD000014).

67

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 6 (CPD001049-CPD001050) (General Offense Case Report
(approved Apr. 25, 2004)).

68

Tremore’s General Offense Case Report identifies four “offenders” (which includes Kevin
McCarthy); three of them were listed as “unknown.” See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 6 at CPD001049
(CPD001049-CPD001050) (General Offense Case Report (approved Apr. 25, 2004)). It is now known
the three “unknown offenders” were Vanecko, Denham, and Bridget McCarthy.
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it was not Kevin McCarthy who assaulted Koschman.69 Bridget McCarthy remained nearby70
while her husband was in temporary custody and left by taxi with her husband when he was
released. The OSP has found no indication that Bridget McCarthy spoke with anyone from CPD
that night.71
Tremore also took statements from Michael Connolly, a bystander witness, and
Koschman’s friend, Shaun Hageline.72 According to Tremore’s General Offense Case Report,
Hageline told him that Koschman was punched in the face.73 According to the same report,
Connolly told Tremore that Koschman was pushed in the chest;74 however Connolly explained to
the special grand jury in August 2012 that he did not actually see the physical contact between
Vanecko and Koschman, because his view was obstructed,75 although he did see Koschman fall
like a “dead weight” after the physical contact occurred.76
According to Tremore, because the unidentified men who fled the scene had simply been
described by the witnesses as “white males,” he did not put out a bulletin for other officers to be
on the lookout for them, due to the amount of white males that were in the area at that time of the

69

See McCarthy, Kevin, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 22:8-15 (Aug. 15, 2012).

70

See McCarthy, Bridget, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 45:8-16 (Aug. 15, 2012).

71

See, e.g., McCarthy, Bridget, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 100:15-101:7 (Aug. 15, 2012).

72

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 6 (CPD001049-CPD001050) (General Offense Case Report
(approved Apr. 25, 2004)).

73

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 6 at CPD001050 (CPD001049-CPD001050) (General Offense
Case Report (approved Apr. 25, 2004)) (“Witness #2 [Hageline] stated the same except he says victim
was punched in the face not pushed.”) In his 2012 special grand jury testimony, Hageline stated, “I did
not actually see the punch thrown, but I heard a noise that could have been the sound of a punch or the
sound of Koschman’s head hitting the pavement.” See Hageline, Shaun, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 10:1015 (Aug. 8, 2012). Other than Vanecko and Koschman, the only other people at the scene of the incident
who saw the physical contact between Vanecko and Koschman were Allen and Copeland, and both have
consistently stated since 2004 that Vanecko punched Koschman in the face.
74

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 6 at CPD001049 (CPD001049-CPD001050) (General Offense
Case Report (approved Apr. 25, 2004)) (“Witness #1 (Connelly) [sic] stated . . . one of the unknown
offenders pushed victim in the chest….”)

75

See Connolly, Michael, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 9:9-13 (July 11, 2012).

76

See Connolly, Michael, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 9:14-16 (July 11, 2012); see also Kohler,
Phillip, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 9:8-12 (July 7, 2012).
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morning (closing time for many of the bars).77 Additionally, Tremore did not enter any of the
businesses near the altercation in an attempt to identify any additional witnesses, citing that the
incident took place just west of Dearborn Street, at a section of the block with no bars.78 After
departing the scene, Tremore drove to Northwestern Memorial Hospital to check on the
condition of Koschman.79 There he spoke with the emergency room attending physician, Dr.
Matthew Levine, who related that Koschman was being treated for a head injury and was in
serious condition.80
In order for Tremore to complete the required CPD paperwork (the General Offense Case
Report), he needed OEMC to assign a “records division number,” also known as a RD #.
Tremore was provided RD # HK323454 for his report.81 Based on the facts known at that time,
Tremore categorized the offense as a simple battery, a designation that his Sergeant, Patrick
Moyer, approved.82 Tremore simultaneously notified detectives in the Violent Crimes section of
Area 3 about the incident.83 Around 5:15 a.m., approximately two hours after Koschman had
been struck, Tremore officially completed his work on the matter.84 He was never contacted by
any detectives during their subsequent 2004 and 2011 investigations into the Koschman case.85

77

See Tremore, Edwin, Kroll Interview Rep. at 4 (Sept. 18, 2012).

78

See Tremore, Edwin, Kroll Interview Rep. at 5 (Sept. 18, 2012).

79

See Tremore, Edwin, Kroll Interview Rep. at 5 (Sept. 18, 2012).

80

See Tremore, Edwin, Kroll Interview Rep. at 5 (Sept. 18, 2012); see Special Grand Jury Exhibit 6
at CPD001050 (CPD001049-CPD001050) (General Offense Case Report (approved Apr. 25, 2004)).

81

See Tremore, Edwin, Kroll Interview Rep. at 5 (Sept. 18, 2012); see Special Grand Jury Exhibit 6
at CPD001050 (CPD001049-CPD001050) (General Offense Case Report (approved Apr. 25, 2004)).

82

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 6 at CPD001049 (CPD001049-CPD001050) (General Offense
Case Report (approved Apr. 25, 2004)).

83

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 6 at CPD001049 (CPD001049-CPD001050) (General Offense
Case Report (approved Apr. 25, 2004)).

84

See Tremore, Edwin, Kroll Interview Rep. at 3 (Sept. 18, 2012); It is unknown how many CPD
officers were actually at the scene of the altercation that morning and may have interacted with witnesses
or bystanders. Only Tremore has been identified.

85

See Tremore, Edwin, Kroll Interview Rep. at 6 (Sept. 18, 2012).
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2.

The Area 3 Investigation
a.

Assigning the Koschman Matter

Upon notification of Area 3 detectives, responsibility for investigating the matter moved
from CPD’s Patrol Division to the Detective Division.

Typically, detectives receive new

assignments from their sergeant (and sometimes through a sergeant within the Area’s Case
Management Office) after their “watch” roll call.86 In any given 24-hour period, CPD personnel
typically work one of three possible “watches” (or shifts). Although the specific start and end
times vary, generally speaking, the “first watch” is from approximately midnight until 9 a.m.; the
“second watch” is from approximately 8 a.m. until 5 p.m.; and the “third watch” is from
approximately 4 p.m. until 1 a.m.

Sergeants are generally responsible for overseeing the

assignments given to detectives during their watch,87 although detectives are given wide latitude
as to how best to handle the details of a particular investigation they are assigned.88
Area 3 Violent Crimes Sgt. Robert O’Leary primarily worked the second watch in 2004,
and was working on the morning of April 25, 2004.89 According to Robert O’Leary, he assigned
Det. Rita O’Leary (no relation) and Det. Robert Clemens, both of whom primarily worked
second watch in 2004, to follow up on the Koschman case when they arrived to begin their watch
the morning of April 25.90 Robert O’Leary cannot recall why he assigned Rita O’Leary and

86

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 123 at 2-3 (O’Leary, Robert, Kroll Interview Rep. (Oct. 8, 2012)).

87

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 123 at 2-3 (O’Leary, Robert, Kroll Interview Rep. (Oct. 8, 2012)).

88

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 122 at 3 (O’Leary, Rita, Kroll Interview Rep. (Oct. 5, 2012)); see
Clemens, Robert, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 7 (Oct. 25, 2012).

89

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 123 at 2, 5 (O’Leary, Robert, Kroll Interview Rep. (Oct. 8,

2012)).
90

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 123 at 5 (O’Leary, Robert, Kroll Interview Rep. (Oct. 8, 2012)).
Det. Andrew Sobolewski is listed on police reports from 2004 as the “Primary Detective Assigned” to the
matter, even though he never worked on the case. See, e.g., Special Grand Jury Exhibit 10 at CPD001115
(CPD001115-CPD001128) (Case Supplementary Report 3193543 (approved Nov. 10, 2004)); see Special
Grand Jury Exhibit 15 at CPD001218 (CPD001199-CPD001234) (Case Supplementary Reports 8585610
and 858620 (approved Feb. 28, 2011)). Sobolewski passed away on July 22, 2012, and did not testify
before the special grand jury; however, the IGO interviewed him about the Koschman matter in August
2011. Det. Edward Day, who worked in Area 3’s Case Management Office, believes he assigned
Sobolewski to the Koschman matter in the Criminal History Records Information System (CHRIS),
CPD’s system for electronically storing police reports, a couple of days after the April 25 incident. See
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Clemens to the Koschman matter, but he noted that it could “have been as simple as they were
the first two detectives in that day.”91

Both Rita O’Leary and Clemens had pre-planned

furloughs, with both working their final days before vacation or furlough on April 27,92 with Rita
O’Leary set to return May 20,93 and Clemens on May 19.94
Neither Rita O’Leary nor Clemens are absolutely certain which sergeant assigned the
case to them.95 Rita O’Leary asserts she was never truly “assigned” the Koschman case, but
rather was only asked to conduct a very narrow initial portion of the work (a few witness
interviews and to follow up on Koschman’s medical condition).96
Similarly, Clemens believes he was either “assigned to assist” Rita O’Leary’s
investigation97 — as opposed to being formally assigned the investigation himself — or that he
may have simply “volunteered” to help Rita O’Leary interview Kevin McCarthy without ever
being assigned anything by a sergeant.98 Nevertheless, Clemens is confident that Rita O’Leary

Day, Edward, IGO Interview Rep. at 4-5 (Nov. 29, 2012). Once a name is entered in CHRIS as a matter’s
“Primary Detective Assigned,” that name carries forward regardless of a detective’s actual involvement.
See Sobolewski, Andrew, IGO Interview Tr. at 8:7-9:3, 23:6-12 (Aug. 5, 2011). Sobolewski stated that
although he was listed as “Primary Detective Assigned,” he was not responsible for investigating the
matter. See Sobolewski, Andrew, IGO Interview Tr. at 23:6-12 (Aug. 5, 2011). Sobolewski did not
recall ever working on the Koschman matter, including aiding or being asked to aid Rita O’Leary on the
case. See Sobolewski, Andrew, IGO Interview Tr. at 2:24-8:6, 36:9-11 (Aug. 5, 2011).
91

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 123 at 5 (O’Leary, Robert, Kroll Interview Rep. (Oct. 8, 2012)).

92

See CPD Attendance & Assignment Record, Det. Div. Area 3 at IG_004044-IG_004045 (Apr. 27,
2004) (IG_004041-IG_004051); CPD Attendance & Assignment Record, Det. Div. Area 3 at IG_004054IG_004056 (Apr. 28, 2004) (IG_004052-IG_004061).

93

See CPD Attendance & Assignment Record, Det. Div. Area 3 at IG_004279 (IG_004276IG_004285) (May 20, 2004).

94

See CPD Attendance & Assignment Record, Det. Div. Area 3 at IG_004268 (IG_004266IG_004275) (May 19, 2004).

95

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 122 at 3 (O’Leary, Rita, Kroll Interview Rep. (Oct. 5, 2012));
Clemens, Robert, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 5 (Oct. 25, 2012).

96

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 122 at 3, 9 (O’Leary, Rita, Kroll Interview Rep. (Oct. 5, 2012)).

97

See Clemens, Robert, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 17:1-14 (Apr. 24, 2013).

98

See Clemens, Robert, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 69:10-70:19 (Apr. 24, 2013).
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was officially assigned the investigation99 — likely by Robert O’Leary100 — even though he
believes that the scope of what Rita O’Leary (and potentially he himself) was asked to do was
not the “investigation in total.”101
b.

Investigative Steps Taken by Det. O’Leary and Det. Clemens
on April 25, 2004

The first investigative work done on the Koschman matter by Area 3 detectives occurred
at approximately 9:30 a.m. on the morning of April 25, 2004, when Rita O’Leary called
Northwestern Memorial Hospital to check on Koschman’s condition.102 Rita O’Leary spoke
with a nurse over the phone and learned that Koschman was unconscious, unable to be
interviewed, and was in critical but stable condition.103
At approximately 11:00 a.m.,104 Rita O’Leary was joined by Clemens,105 and they
drove106 to Kevin McCarthy’s residence to interview him (Kevin McCarthy had been identified
in Tremore’s report from earlier that morning).107 Once inside Kevin McCarthy’s residence, Rita
O’Leary took the lead in questioning him,108 while Clemens listened and asked follow-up

99

See Clemens, Robert, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 69:10-19, 75:4-6 (Apr. 24, 2013); see Clemens,
Robert, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 3 (Oct. 25, 2012).

100

See Clemens, Robert, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 5 (Oct. 25, 2012).

101

See Clemens, Robert, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 75:18-76:4 (Apr. 24, 2013).

102

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 7 at CPD001058 (CPD001054-CPD001060) (Case
Supplementary Report 3215651 (approved Nov. 10, 2004)).

103

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 7 at CPD001058 (CPD001054-CPD001060) (Case
Supplementary Report 3215651 (approved Nov. 10, 2004)).

104

See Clemens, Robert, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 86:13-19 (Apr. 24, 2013); see Special Grand Jury
Exhibit 122 at 6 (O’Leary, Rita, Kroll Interview Rep. (Oct. 5, 2012)).

105

See Clemens, Robert, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 69:10-24 (Apr. 24, 2013).

106

See Clemens, Robert, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 9 (Oct. 25, 2012).

107

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 6 (CPD001049-CPD001050) (General Offense Case Report
(approved Apr. 25, 2004)).

108

See Clemens, Robert, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 9 (Oct. 25, 2012).
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questions.109

Rita O’Leary described Kevin McCarthy as appearing to be hungover and

groggy.110 Clemens thought Kevin McCarthy smelled of alcohol and was still intoxicated from
the night before.111
During the questioning, Kevin McCarthy once again denied knowing anyone involved in
the altercation, which was false.112 While questioning Kevin McCarthy in his home, detectives
asked him if they could speak to his wife, Bridget McCarthy.113 Kevin insisted Bridget was not
available at that time.114 The detectives asked Kevin McCarthy where Bridget and he went after
he was released by Tremore. Kevin McCarthy told the detectives that they went home,115 which
was also false. In fact, after Kevin McCarthy was released by Tremore, the McCarthys got into a
cab on Division Street.116 Then, Bridget McCarthy called Vanecko on her cellphone from the

109

See Clemens, Robert, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 4 (Oct. 25, 2012).

110

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 122 at 6 (O’Leary, Rita, Kroll Interview Rep. (Oct. 5, 2012)).

111

See Clemens, Robert, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 89:6-14 (Apr. 24, 2013). Both groups had been
drinking for a number of hours that night and were intoxicated to some degree. See McCarthy, Bridget,
Special Grand Jury Tr. at 29:2-3 (Aug. 15, 2012) (“I had definitely been drinking and was drunk”);
McCarthy, Kevin, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 39:9-22 (Aug. 15, 2012) (stating he had been with his wife,
Vanecko, and Denham for eight hours and “had had some drinks”); Denham, Craig, Special Grand Jury
Tr. at 35:11-12 (Aug. 15, 2012) (acknowledging he was “drunk”); Francis, David, Special Grand Jury Tr.
at 32:3-7 (Aug. 8, 2012) (acknowledging he was “intoxicated”); Hageline, Shaun, Special Grand Jury Tr.
at 21:21-22:11 (Aug. 8, 2012) (acknowledging he was “intoxicated”); Allen, Scott, Special Grand Jury Tr.
at 9:10-13 (Aug. 8, 2012) (“We were all drunk, but we weren’t slurring our words. We were not slurring
our words or stumbling”); Copeland, James, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 7:21-8:1 (July 11, 2012)
(acknowledging he was “intoxicated”). According to toxicology reports, Koschman’s blood alcohol level
was 0.193. See Toxicology Report (Apr. 25, 2004) (IG_000610-IG_000611).

112

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 122 at 6 (O’Leary, Rita, Kroll Interview Rep. (Oct. 5, 2012)).

113

See Clemens, Robert, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 4 (Oct. 25, 2012); see Special Grand Jury
Exhibit 122 at 6 (O’Leary, Rita, Kroll Interview Rep. (Oct. 5, 2012)).

114

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 122 at 6 (O’Leary, Rita, Kroll Interview Rep. (Oct. 5, 2012)).

115

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 7 at CPD001059 (CPD001054-CPD001060) (Case
Supplementary Report 3215651 (approved Nov. 10, 2004)).

116

See McCarthy, Bridget, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 19:2-8 (Aug. 15, 2012).
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cab.117 Vanecko advised Bridget McCarthy that he and Denham were at the Pepper Canister,
and the McCarthys went there to meet them.118 Denham and Kevin McCarthy testified before
the special grand jury that they could not recall anything that happened at that meeting.119
Bridget McCarthy testified before the special grand jury that she only recalled telling the group
at the Pepper Canister that Kevin had been handcuffed.120
Both Rita O’Leary and Clemens thought Kevin McCarthy was lying to them throughout
the interview.121 Rita O’Leary stated that both she and Clemens “probably” took notes during
their interview of Kevin McCarthy,122 while Clemens, on the other hand, testified that he did not
take any notes.123
Detectives typically record their interview notes on General Progress Report (“GPR”)
forms.124 GPRs are thereafter used to prepare detectives’ Case Supplementary Reports, or “case
supps,” as they are often referred to. Both the GPRs and the case supps are, according to CPD
protocol,125 supposed to be preserved in case files126 and tendered to defense counsel under

117

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 32 at SP000024 (SPR000023-SPR000027) (cell phone bill for
cell phone number associated with Bridget McCarthy reflecting calls on April 25, 2004); see also
McCarthy, Bridget, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 50:11-54:6 (Aug. 15, 2012).

118

See McCarthy, Bridget, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 19:3-8, 54:1-6 (Aug. 15, 2012).

119

See McCarthy, Kevin, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 23:2-8 (Aug. 15, 2012); Denham, Craig, Special
Grand Jury Tr. at 21:15-17 (Aug. 15, 2012).

120

See McCarthy, Bridget, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 57:2-23 (Aug. 15, 2012).

121

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 122 at 6 (O’Leary, Rita, Kroll Interview Rep. (Oct. 5, 2012)); see
Clemens, Robert, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 89:6-18 (Apr. 24, 2013).

122

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 122 at 6 (O’Leary, Rita, Kroll Interview Rep. (Oct. 5, 2012)).

123

See Clemens, Robert, Special Grand Jury. Tr. at 78:18-79:1, 87:24-88:4 (Apr. 24, 2013). But
note, at one point during Clemens’ proffer interview with the OSP, he stated he could not recall whether
he took notes during the interview of Kevin McCarthy. See Clemens, Robert, Kroll Interview Rep.
(Proffer) at 4 (Oct. 25, 2012).

124

Villardita, Anthony, IGO Interview Rep. at 3 (Feb 13, 2013); see Chasen, Michael, IGO
Interview Tr. at 51:4-20 (Aug. 23, 2011); Giralamo, Anthony, IGO Interview Rep. at 2 (Dec. 21, 2012).

125

See CPD’s Detective Division Standard Operating Procedures, Ch. 8, Sec. 8.3, Conducting a
Field Investigation, Sub. Sec. (L)(4) at IG_005310-IG_005311 (1988) (IG_005234-IG_005450) (stating
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prevailing discovery rules.
Rita O’Leary believes the GPRs she took throughout the day on April 25, 2004, formed
the basis of the Case Supplementary Reports (one draft and one final report) she created for the
Koschman case.127 However, Rita O’Leary’s GPRs of her interview of Kevin McCarthy, as well
as her GPRs from her other interviews taken that day, are missing.128

In former CPD

Superintendent Jody Weis’s opinion, missing GPRs raise red flags about an investigation.129
At approximately 3:00 p.m. on April 25, 2004,130 Rita O’Leary called Connolly, one of
the two bystander witnesses (but the only one of whom Tremore had taken a statement from at
the scene earlier that morning), and conducted a brief interview.131 Connolly told Rita O’Leary
that he and his friend, Phillip Kohler (who was the other bystander witness), witnessed the
altercation on Division Street that morning.132

that “[i]n every case received for field investigation the assigned detective will . . . submit to the watch
supervisor … all general progress reports and investigative notes prepared during the investigation.”)
126

In normal practice, detectives are required to attach corresponding GPRs to their draft reports
submitted to sergeants for review. See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 123 at 10 (O’Leary, Robert, Kroll
Interview Rep. (Oct. 8, 2012)); see Special Grand Jury Exhibit 122 at 5 (O’Leary, Rita, Kroll Interview
Rep. (Oct. 5, 2012)) (stating that she typically submitted GPRs with her reports); see Louis, Edward,
Special Grand Jury Tr. at 34:24-36:7 (Feb. 20, 2013) (stating that as a matter of practice the GPRs go
with the Case Supplementary Reports). Specifically, Robert O’Leary stated that Area 3 detectives were
required to put their GPRs in a bin for a sergeant to review and sign, and then those GPRs were to be
placed in the case file. See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 123 at 10 (O’Leary, Robert, Kroll Interview Rep.
(Oct. 8, 2012)).
127

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 122 at 6 (O’Leary, Rita, Kroll Interview Rep. (Oct. 5, 2012)).

128

While Robert O’Leary stated there have been instances when GPRs are not turned in with reports,
he believes Rita O’Leary’s April 25, 2004 GPRs should have been turned in and ultimately placed in the
Koschman case file. See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 123 at 10 (O’Leary, Robert, Kroll Interview Rep.
(Oct. 8, 2012)). Additionally, even though it would have been Rita O’Leary’s typical practice to turn in
her GPRs, she cannot recall whether she specifically did in this instance. See Special Grand Jury Exhibit
122 at 5 (O’Leary, Rita, Kroll Interview Rep. (Oct. 5, 2012)).

129

See Weis, Jody, IGO Interview Rep. at 2 (May 28, 2013).

130

See Michael Connolly Phone Records at IG_002403 (IG_002399-IG_002413).

131

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 7 at CPD001059-CPD001060 (CPD001054-CPD001060) (Case
Supplementary Report 3215651 (approved Nov. 10, 2004)).

132

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 7 at CPD001059-CPD001060 (CPD001054-CPD0001060) (Case
Supplementary Report 3215651 (approved Nov. 10, 2004)).
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The final Case Supplementary Report recording this interview was altered from what was
recorded in the draft.

Rita O’Leary’s April 25, 2004, draft Case Supplementary Report

contained a short write-up on her phone interview of Connolly. A portion of the draft report
reads as follows:
CONNOLLY does see the victim get into the center of the
altercation, he does not know if the victim was a [sic] aggressor or
peacemaker, then he saw the victim get ‘pushed or shoved’ from
the group and fall to the ground.133
The same paragraph in Rita O’Leary’s May 20, 2004 final Case Supplementary Report reads as
follows:
CONNOLLY saw the victim get into the center of the altercation,
and then he saw the victim get ‘pushed or shoved’ from the group
and fall to the ground.
The final case supp removes the phrase “he [Connolly] does not know if the victim was a [sic]
aggressor or peacemaker.”134 Rita O’Leary’s April 25, 2004 handwritten GPR of this telephone
interview of Connolly is missing.135
At approximately 3:20 p.m., Rita O’Leary called Northwestern Memorial Hospital again

133

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 14 at CPD001619 (CPD001616-CPD001619) (Draft CPD Case
Progress Report 323454 (drafted Apr. 25, 2004)).

134

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 7 at CPD001059 (CPD001054-CPD001060) (Case
Supplementary Report 3215651 (approved Nov. 10, 2004)). Rita O’Leary testified that she did not know
whether she removed the phrase on her own or upon someone else’s instruction, but either way she
believed the phrase was “redundant.” See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 122 at 7-8 (O’Leary, Rita, Kroll
Interview Rep. (Oct. 5, 2012)). Connolly testified before the special grand jury that this statement was
not an accurate reflection of what he told CPD in 2004 and that he “would not have said the term
‘peacemaker’ at all.” Connolly, Michael, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 7:10-14 (Aug. 8, 2012). He further
testified that he has “always said that the victim was the verbal aggressor in the incident. And definitely
no peacemaking action on his part at all.” Connolly, Michael, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 7:10-14 (Aug. 8,
2012). Connolly explained to the special grand jury that he did not actually see the physical contact
between Vanecko and Koschman, because his view was obstructed, although he did see Koschman fall
like a “dead weight” after being struck. See Connolly, Michael, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 9:9-16 (July 11,
2012).

135

The Court noted this discrepancy between the draft narrative and the final case supplementary
report in its April 6, 2012 Order granting the petition to appoint a special prosecutor. See Order by J.
Toomin at 12, Apr. 6, 2012.
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to check on Koschman’s medical condition.136 Rita O’Leary spoke with the same nurse she had
spoken with earlier in the day, and the report was the same — Koschman remained in critical but
stable condition.137 At that time, the nurse handed the telephone to Nanci Koschman, David’s
mother, who, according to the case supp, explained her son’s injuries in more detail and related
that David would be sedated for at least the next five days.138
With that, Rita O’Leary and Clemens’s investigative work ended. However, based on
their April 25, 2004 work alone, they were provided with the names of at least six additional
individuals (Bridget McCarthy, Scott Allen, James Copeland, David Francis, Phillip Kohler, and
Vrej Sazian) who could provide further information.
139

INTERVIEWED” in Rita O’Leary’s draft case supp.
contacted these witnesses.

All six were listed as “TO BE
Rita O’Leary and Clemens never

In fact, none of these witnesses were contacted by any CPD

personnel until May 9, 2004 — three days after Koschman had died. To be clear, no Area 3
detective work occurred on the Koschman matter from the end of Rita O’Leary and Clemens’s
April 25 shift until May 9, 2004 (13 days).
c.

Certain Issues Stemming from Area 3’s Initial Work
i.

Assignment of Detectives on Furlough

Both detectives assigned on April 25, 2004, to investigate the Koschman matter were
scheduled to take an extended period of time off (through the use of vacation days and official
furlough) beginning April 28 — meaning that on the day they were assigned the case, at a
maximum, they were available to work three shifts before stopping. Detectives knew, from
information gathered from Tremore’s conversation with the emergency room doctor, and from
136

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 7 at CPD001059 (CPD001054-CPD001060) (Case
Supplementary Report 3215651 (approved Nov. 10, 2004)).

137

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 7 at CPD001059 (CPD001054-CPD001060) (Case
Supplementary Report 3215651 (approved Nov. 10, 2004)).

138

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 7 at CPD001059 (CPD001054-CPD001060) (Case
Supplementary Report 3215651 (approved Nov. 10, 2004)). Nanci Koschman also told Rita O’Leary that
earlier that day she had received a phone call from Sazian, a friend of David’s, who was the first person to
inform her that David had been injured in an altercation while out with his friends Scott Allen, James
Copeland, and David Francis.

139

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 14 at CPD001617-CPD001618 (CPD001616-CPD001619) (Draft
Case Supplementary Report (drafted Apr. 25, 2004)).
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Rita O’Leary’s calls to the hospital, that Koschman would be unable to provide an immediate
statement because he had suffered a severe head injury, was in critical condition, and would be
sedated for at least five additional days.
According to CPD witnesses, given Koschman’s condition, Rita O’Leary and Clemens
(or certainly at least other Area 3 detectives) should have continued to investigate the matter
through April 27, and upon leaving for their extended periods of time off, the case should have
been immediately reassigned to other Area 3 detectives.140 Neither occurred.
Rita O’Leary explained she did not work on the matter on April 26 or 27 because her
assignment was narrow in scope and was limited to conducting a few witness interviews and
following up on Koschman’s medical condition.141 According to Rita O’Leary, the work she did
on April 25 was the totality of the work she was assigned to handle, and she “got the ball rolling”
by identifying additional witnesses to be interviewed.142 However, she did not attempt to contact
those additional witnesses herself before leaving for furlough. Clemens explained he did not
work on the matter on April 26 or 27 because he was simply “assigned to assist”143 the
investigation or may have simply “volunteered”144 for the matter.

According to Clemens,

responsibility for the investigation should have rotated to third watch detectives.145
According to Clemens, it was “common knowledge” that Rita O’Leary and he were
scheduled for furlough in late April,146 a sentiment that Rita O’Leary echoed.147 In fact, Rita

140

See Rybicki, Richard, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 65:19-67:1 (Mar. 27, 2013); see McLaughlin,
Gillian, IGO Interview Rep. at 5 (Jan. 25, 2013); see also Chasen, Michael, IGO Interview Tr. at 100:19101:6 (Aug. 23, 2011).

141

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 122 at 3 (O’Leary, Rita, Kroll Interview Rep. (Oct. 5, 2012)).

142

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 122 at 3-4 (O’Leary, Rita, Kroll Interview Rep. (Oct. 5, 2012)).

143

See Clemens, Robert, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 17:9-14 (Apr. 24, 2013).

144

See Clemens, Robert, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 69:10-70:19 (Apr. 24, 2013).

145

See Clemens, Robert, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 6 (Oct. 25, 2012). Commander James
Gibson also believes this procedure should have occurred. See Gibson, James, Kroll Interview Rep. at 4
(Dec. 13, 2012). In the spring of 2004, Gibson was an Area 3 sergeant who typically worked the “third
shift.” See Sobolewski, Andrew, IGO Interview Tr. at 19:10-20:8 (Aug. 5, 2011) (explaining that cases
often get passed from shift to shift).

146

See Clemens, Robert, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 71:23-72:5 (Apr. 24, 2013).
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O’Leary explained that she reminded her sergeant when she was given the case that she was
going on furlough.148 Also, Clemens explained that furlough schedules are widely known, with
the Area Commander and Case Management Office both having knowledge of the applicable
dates for all detectives.149 Both Clemens and Rita O’Leary have explained that they bid on the
April/May 2004 furlough dates in 2003.150
The initial days of an investigation are critical, since a case can become a “cold case”
relatively quickly and it is atypical for both detectives working a matter to be gone at the same
time.151 Former Area 3 Sgt. James Gibson explained that the fact that both detectives would
soon be on furlough “would not preclude them from beginning the investigation,” but ideally, the
same detectives work an investigation day after day.152

Another Area 3 sergeant, Gillian

McLaughlin (who in 2004 typically worked second watch), noted that the Koschman case should
not have been assigned to Rita O’Leary and Clemens if they were leaving on furlough; that is,
unless the unit was short-handed.153 Philip Cline, then CPD Superintendent, stated it was not

147

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 122 at 3 (O’Leary, Rita, Kroll Interview Rep. (Oct. 5, 2012)).

148

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 122 at 3 (O’Leary, Rita, Kroll Interview Rep. (Oct. 5, 2012)).

149

See Clemens, Robert, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 72:6-23 (Apr. 24, 2013).

150

See Clemens, Robert, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 72:6-13 (Apr. 24, 2013); see Special Grand Jury
Exhibit 122 at 3 (O’Leary, Rita, Kroll Interview Rep. (Oct. 5, 2012)). In response to a special grand jury
subpoena, CPD produced a Records Disposal Certificate indicating that the applicable furlough request
forms had been destroyed, pursuant to CPD policy, in approximately March 2004. See CPD Records
Disposal Certificate for Area 3 Detective Division at CPD003148 (CPD003144-CPD003148). During its
investigation, the OSP has found no evidence that undermines Clemens’ and Rita O’Leary’s assertion that
their April 2004 furloughs were scheduled well in advance, pursuant to the normal CPD furlough
selection procedures. In fact, the applicable CPD directive on furlough selections supports their
statements. See CPD Department Notice No. 03-53 regarding Annual Watch, Furlough Selections, and
Vacation Schedules 2004 (Issued Oct. 16, 2003) (CPD001937-CPD001940).

151

As stated by Sgt. Thomas Mills, who worked as a sergeant in the Violent Crimes office in
Detective Division Area 5 in 2011, “lots of information comes in within 48 hours” and “[a] case can
become a cold case relatively quickly.” See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 108 at 3 (Mills, Thomas, Kroll
Interview Rep. (Aug. 20, 2012)).

152

See Gibson, James, Kroll Interview Rep. at 4 (Dec. 13, 2012).

153

See McLaughlin, Gillian, IGO Interview Rep. at 5 (Jan. 25, 2013); see Clemens, Robert, Kroll
Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 5 (Oct. 25, 2012) (stating that sometimes a sergeant just has to “pick who’s
available”); see Special Grand Jury Exhibit 122 at 3 (O’Leary, Rita, Kroll Interview Rep. (Oct. 5, 2012))
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ideal for detectives leaving for vacation to be assigned aggravated battery cases.154 Similarly,
then Detective Division Chief James Molloy said that “common sense says you shouldn’t”
assign a new investigation to detectives about to begin furlough.155
The OSP was told that it was “odd” the case was not reassigned.156 Det. Anthony
Villardita simply noted: “someone dropped the ball.”157 According to police, the failure to
reassign the case and the resulting halt in the investigation is “surpris[ing],”158 “uncommon,”159
has “no explanation,”160 does not “look good,”161 and is “embarrass[ing]” for CPD.162
When asked whose responsibility it is to make sure cases do not “fall through the cracks,”
McLaughlin did not attempt to skirt the obligation, answering: it is the sergeants’
responsibility.163 Area 3 Lt. Richard Rybicki, who supervised the Violent Crimes sergeants and
detectives, testified that, ultimately, it was his responsibility “to make sure that a case [didn’t]
fall through the cracks like this.”164
ii.

Canvass for Additional Witnesses and Evidence

Immediately after the April 25, 2004 incident, detectives were aware that Koschman

(stating that she likely was given the assignment because no other detectives were available); see Gibson,
James, Kroll Interview Rep. at 4 (Dec. 13, 2012) (stating that detective assignments are largely
determined based upon who is available on any given day).
154

See Cline, Phillip, IGO Interview Rep. at 6 (Dec. 28, 2012).

155

See Molloy, James, Kroll Interview Rep. at 4 (Dec. 7, 2012).

156

See McLaughlin, Gillian, IGO Interview Rep. at 5 (Jan. 25, 2013) (McLaughlin also stated that
things like this happen at CPD when things “fall through the cracks”).

157

See Villardita, Anthony, IGO Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 7 (Feb. 13, 2013).

158

See Gibson, James, Kroll Interview Rep. at 5 (Dec. 13, 2012).

159

See Clemens, Robert, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 6 (Oct. 25, 2012).

160

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 123 at 7 (O’Leary, Robert, Kroll Interview Rep. (Oct. 8, 2012)).

161

See Kobel, Richard, IGO Interview Rep. at 5 (Jan. 17, 2013).

162

See Clemens, Robert, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 6 (Oct. 25, 2012).

163

See McLaughlin, Gillian, IGO Interview Rep. at 5 (Jan. 25, 2013).

164

See Rybicki, Richard, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 60:16-21 (Mar. 27, 2013).
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suffered serious head injuries,165 was in critical condition,166 and would be sedated for at least the
next five days.167 Nevertheless, according to CPD personnel, the inability to interview a victim
should not delay the progress of an investigation.168 In addition, according to CPD’s Detective
Division Standard Operating Procedures:
[C]ertain investigative procedures must be accomplished in each
follow-up investigation.
In every case received for field
investigation the assigned detective will: … (B) seek witnesses by
a canvass of the area in the immediate vicinity of the location of
occurrence [and] (C) view the crime scene and locate, secure and
evaluate any evidence found.169
Area 3 detectives did not canvass for additional witnesses or evidence (including video
surveillance).170

Numerous current and former detectives and police officers, including

165

See Tremore, Edwin, Kroll Interview Rep. at 5 (Sept. 18, 2012); See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 6
at CPD001050 (CPD001049-CPD001050) (General Offense Case Report (approved Apr. 25, 2004)).

166

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 7 at CPD001058 (CPD001054-CPD001060) (Case
Supplementary Report 3215651 (approved Nov. 10, 2004)).

167

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 7 at CPD001059 (CPD001054-CPD001060) (Case
Supplementary Report 3215651 (approved Nov. 10, 2004)).

168

See, e.g., Gilger, James, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 121:3-8 (Jan. 23, 2013) (agreeing that “the fact
you cannot interview the victim is not supposed to stop you from continuing your investigation”).

169

See CPD’s Detective Division Standard Operating Procedures, Ch. 8, Sec. 8.3 Conducting a Field
Investigation, Sub. Sec. (B) and (C) at IG_005309-IG_005310 (1988) (IG_005234-IG_005450).

170

Detectives never canvassed for video surveillance, either in 2004 or as part of the 2011 reinvestigation. In 2012, in an effort to obtain any surveillance videos that may have recorded the incident,
the special grand jury issued subpoenas to those businesses, or entities that owned the businesses, located
on Division Street on April 25, 2004, including: Bar Chicago, Butch McGuire’s Tavern, Empire
Restaurant, FedEx Store, Fifth Third Bank, Jewel Food Store, The Lodge, Original Mother’s, Starbucks,
T-Mobile store, UPS Store, and Walgreens.
Only Original Mother’s had retained any surveillance videos from April 25, 2004 — taken from a
video camera mounted inside the bar monitoring the entrance/exit — and provided a copy of the video to
the OSP. The video contained footage of Koschman and his friends entering and exiting the Original
Mother’s bar on that same date (approximately three hours before the incident), but did not capture
anything else of any relevance. The following businesses responded that they had no external
surveillance video recording devices in 2004: Butch McGuire’s, Empire Restaurant, The Lodge, and
Original Mother’s.
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Superintendent Cline, explained that detectives should have canvassed the scene for witnesses
and video surveillance shortly after the incident occurred.171 When Rita O’Leary was asked why
she did not conduct a canvass of the area or seek video surveillance, she did not have an answer,
other than to say she was assigned only to conduct some interviews.172 Clemens believes the
third watch (the shift that started directly after Rita O’Leary’s and his shift ended), should have
taken over the investigation on April 25, and immediately canvassed the scene for witnesses and
video.173 As previously noted, the investigation did not transition to third watch detectives on
April 25, 2004.
d.

Koschman’s Death and Assignment of Detective Yawger

Koschman died on May 6, 2004, from injuries sustained as a result of the April 25 attack.
After Koschman died, hospital staff notified CPD and the Cook County Medical Examiner’s
Office.174 In response, 18th District Patrol Ofc. Tracie Sheehan was dispatched to the hospital to
document Koschman’s transfer to the Medical Examiner’s Office.175 That same day, Sheehan

The following businesses may have had external surveillance video recording devices in 2004,
but some did not know for certain, and regardless, any video from those devices no longer exists: FedEx,
Fifth Third Bank, Jewel Food Store, Starbucks Coffee Company, T-Mobile store, UPS Store and
Walgreens.
171

See Cline, Phillip, IGO Interview Rep. at 2-3, 6 (Dec. 28, 2012); see Kobel, Richard, IGO
Interview Rep. at 3-4 (Jan. 17, 2013) (stating that he would have done those things as a detective);
McLaughlin, Gillian, IGO Interview Rep. at 5 (Jan. 25, 2013); Jacobs, Jesse, IGO Interview Rep. at 4
(Oct. 16, 2012); Special Grand Jury Exhibit 108 at 3 (Mills, Thomas, Kroll Interview Rep. (Aug. 20,
2012)); Louis, Edward, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 52:1-53:4 (Feb. 20, 2013) (stating that there was no
reason not to take investigative steps such as gathering physical evidence, interviewing doormen,
checking for videotapes, and trying to locate witnesses, while Koschman was unconscious in the
hospital); Special Grand Jury Exhibit 123 at 11 (O’Leary, Robert, Kroll Interview Rep. (Oct. 8, 2012));
Gibson, James, Kroll Interview Rep. at 5 (Dec. 13, 2012); Molloy, James, Kroll Interview Rep. at 5, 8
(Dec. 7, 2012); Chasen, Michael, IGO Interview Rep. at 4 (Nov. 27, 2012); Rybicki, Richard, Special
Grand Jury Tr. at 64:11-16 (Mar. 27, 2013).

172

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 122 at 8 (O’Leary, Rita, Kroll Interview Rep. (Oct. 5, 2012)).

173

See Clemens, Robert, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 6 (Oct. 25, 2012).

174

See CPD Hospitalization Case Report (May 7, 2004) (CPD001061); Special Grand Jury Exhibit
26 (CCME000015) (Office of the Medical Examiner Case Report (May 8, 2004)).

175

See Sheehan, Tracie, Kroll Interview Rep. at 2 (Oct. 17, 2012); see CPD Hospitalization Case
Report (May 7, 2004) (CPD001061). All cases handled by CPD are given a unique identifier, called an
RD # (Records Division), which is used to organize and track that case. On April 25, the Koschman
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notified McLaughlin of Koschman’s death.176 On May 7, Koschman’s body was transferred to
the Medical Examiner’s Office,177 and an autopsy was conducted on May 8.178 The Deputy
Medical Examiner, Tae Lyong An, M.D., concluded the postmortem examination report by
providing the following opinion regarding Koschman’s cause of death: “This 21 year old white
male, DAVID KOSCHMAN, died from craniocerebral injuries due to a blunt trauma. The
manner of death is classified as homicide.”179 On May 10, Area 3 detectives reclassified the case
from a simple battery to a homicide based upon the Medical Examiner’s report.180
matter was assigned RD # HK323454. See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 6 (CPD001049-CPD001050)
(General Offense Case Report (approved Apr. 25, 2004)). That RD # should have carried forward for all
of CPD’s work on the Koschman case. However, on May 6, 2004, the Koschman investigation was given
a second RD #. The second RD # was created when Sheehan was dispatched to the hospital on May 6, to
handle the arrangements for Koschman’s body to be transferred to the Medical Examiner’s Office. See
Sheehan, Tracie, Kroll Interview Rep. at 2-3 (Oct. 17, 2012). The second RD # provided by the
dispatcher to Sheehan was HK348411. As Det. Patrick Flynn, who was the liaison between Area 3 and
the Medical Examiner’s Office, explained, it is not uncommon for a dispatcher to supply another RD #
under the same victim’s name when an officer is sent to the hospital to coordinate the delivery of a body
to the morgue. See CPD Hospitalization Case Report (May 7, 2004) (CPD001061); Flynn, Patrick,
Special Grand Jury Tr. at 66:2-17 (Mar. 13, 2013); see also Skelly, Thomas, Kroll Interview Rep. at 2
(Nov. 5, 2012) (stating the issuance of multiple RD #s happens frequently); see also Webb, Kenneth, IGO
Interview Rep. at 3 (Feb. 11, 2013) (stating it happens once or twice a week). Flynn discovered the dual
RD #s on July 19, 2004, and submitted a Case Supplementary Report which not only “unfounded” the
second RD # but also included a notation that all investigative reports should be entered under the original
RD #. See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 114 (IG_007578-IG_007579) (Case Supplementary Report
3364006 (approved July 20, 2004)). According to Flynn, unfounding a case under these circumstances
simply means the underlying matter has already been given a RD #, and that the second RD # should not
be used any longer. See Flynn, Patrick, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 63:6-66:17 (Mar. 13, 2013). Therefore,
for a period of time, certain CPD paperwork on the Koschman matter was filed under the original RD #,
while a small number of records were filed under the second RD #.
176

See CPD Hospitalization Case Report (May 7, 2004) (CPD001061).

177

See Office of the Medical Examiner, First Call Sheet (May 7, 2004) (CCME000016).
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See Office of the Medical Examiner, Report of Postmortem Examination at CCME000008 (May
8, 2004) (CCME000008-CCME0000013).

179

See Office of the Medical Examiner, Report of Postmortem Examination at CCME000013 (May
8, 2004) (CCME000008-CCME0000013). See also Special Grand Jury Exhibit 54 at 5 (Statement of Dr.
Joshua M. Rosenow (Aug. 8, 2012)) (the Northwestern Memorial Hospital physician who admitted
Koschman) (stating “I would classify Koschman’s cause of death as complications stemming from a
traumatic brain injury.”)
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 9 at CPD001067-CPD001068 (CPD001066-CPD001068) (Case
Supplementary Report 3192832 (approved May 10, 2004)).
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Det. Ronald Yawger was officially assigned on May 9, 2004, to continue the Koschman
investigation, which had remained dormant since April 25, 2004.181

However, the OSP

uncovered some evidence indicating Yawger was involved in the investigation prior to May 9,
2004.

Specifically, on April 25, 2011, at 11:43 a.m., approximately eight hours after the

incident, Yawger (who is identified by his PC Login ID number “PC0N556”), accessed criminal
arrest records for Kevin McCarthy.182 The timing of the inquiry indicates the search may have
been run in conjunction with Rita O’Leary’s and Clemens’ interview of Kevin McCarthy on
April 25, 2004.183 Yawger testified before the special grand jury in July 2013, and after being
shown the access evidence, he acknowledged having accessed Kevin McCarthy’s criminal arrest
records on April 25, 2004; however, he stated he “knew nothing about this case [the Koschman
case] until . . . it was assigned to [him]” on May 9, 2004.184 Furthermore, Yawger testified that
he did not know who asked him to access Kevin McCarthy’s criminal arrest records on April 25,
2004.185
When Yawger testified before the special grand jury in July 2013, he also stated that he
may have been assigned the matter on May 9, 2004, by Robert O’Leary.186 According to
Yawger, Robert O’Leary was his immediate supervisor on the Koschman investigation,187
although Robert O’Leary did not recall assigning the case.188 According to Yawger’s special
grand jury testimony, he personally did the majority of the detective work on the 2004
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See General Progress Report (May 9, 2004) (CPD001065).
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McCarthy, Kevin CLEAR Rep. (Apr. 25, 2004) (CPD001679); see also CLEAR Rep. Personnel
Who Accessed Case Rep. HK323454 (Sept. 19, 2011) (CPD004075) (identifying PC0N556 as Yawger’s
User ID).
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See McCarthy, Kevin CLEAR Rep. (Apr. 25, 2004) (CPD001679).
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See Yawger, Ronald, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 39:16-40:6, 44:10-18, 45:10-12 (July 15, 2013).
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See Yawger, Ronald, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 46:9-12, 46:16-21 (July 15, 2013).
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See Yawger, Ronald, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 111:23-112:2 (July 15, 2013).
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See Yawger, Ronald, IGO Interview Tr. at 92:7-15 (July 1, 2011).
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O’Leary, Robert, Kroll Interview Rep. at 5 (Oct. 8, 2012).
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Koschman case.189
Yawger also previously told IGO investigators that he did not know why he was assigned
the case,190 and that he was “[j]ust assigned.”191 But, according to other detectives working in
Area 3 in 2004, Yawger was likely chosen because of his reputation.192 Area 3 Commander
Michael Chasen stated he was not involved in the decision to add Yawger to the Koschman
investigation, but speculated that Yawger was probably chosen because he was a good detective
with an excellent reputation for handling homicide and death investigations.193 Likewise, even
though McLaughlin was not sure why Yawger was assigned to the matter, she reiterated that if
the Koschman case had in fact fallen through the cracks, Yawger was the kind of detective who
could get the case “back to where it needed to be” because he had a reputation of being a
thorough detective.194 She believes that if the proverbial “ball was dropped” by CPD during the
initial days, then the case would have been reassigned to its “best guy” – someone like
Yawger.195
e.

Detective Yawger’s Investigation

On May 9, 2004, Yawger called Koschman’s three friends who were with Koschman on
Division Street the night of the altercation —Allen, Copeland, and Francis — each of whom said
they could be interviewed in person on May 12.196 Yawger also left voicemails for Bridget
189

See Yawger, Ronald, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 34:22-24 (July 15, 2013).
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See Yawger, Ronald, IGO Interview Tr. at 75:23-76:2 (July 1, 2011).

191

See Yawger, Ronald, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 111:17-19 (July 15, 2013).
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Yawger retired from CPD on August 15, 2007, and currently works as an investigator for the
Illinois Attorney General’s Office. See Yawger, Ronald, IGO Interview Tr. at 98:12-18 (July 1, 2011).
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See Chasen, Michael, IGO Interview Rep. at 4 (Nov. 27, 2012).
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See McLaughlin, Gillian, IGO Interview Rep. at 6 (Jan. 25, 2013).
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See McLaughlin, Gillian, IGO Interview Rep. at 6 (Jan. 25, 2013). Yawger stated during his
testimony before the special grand jury in July 2013, that even after the Koschman case became a
homicide, he never canvassed the scene for additional witnesses, such as Division Street bar bouncers,
who may have viewed the April 25, 2004 altercation. See Yawger, Ronald, Special Grand Jury Tr. at
35:15-20 (July 15, 2013).

196

See General Progress Report (May 9, 2004) (CPD001065); see Giralamo, Anthony, IGO
Interview Rep. at 4 (Dec. 21, 2012) (stating Yawger drafted this report and noting that he (Det. Giralamo)
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McCarthy, Sazian, and Kohler, asking them to contact detectives.197 Finally, he left a note for
third watch detectives asking them to locate and interview Bridget McCarthy, Sazian, and
Kohler.198
On May 10, Det. Giralamo interviewed Kohler at the Third Municipal District
Courthouse in Rolling Meadows.199 Giralamo’s GPR states that Kohler was walking east on
Division Street when he saw two groups of people arguing and pushing, with Koschman
standing “curbside” and towards “the back of the group.”200 It further states that Kohler saw
did not participate in any of the phone calls mentioned in Yawger’s GPR). The OSP made extensive
efforts to acquire Yawger’s cell phone records from 2004, and of particular interest were his records from
April 25, 2004 (the date of the incident) through May 20, 2004 (the date of the lineups). While the
issuance of multiple subpoenas yielded phone records from September 2004 through December 2004, the
OSP could not obtain the aforementioned and potentially critical April 2004 through May 2004 records,
even after working diligently with the applicable carrier’s subpoena compliance center. Ultimately, the
OSP received confirmation in writing indicating that the remaining requested 2004 phone records no
longer existed. See correspondence from AT&T (April 15, 2013) (ATT005988-ATT005996).
197

See General Progress Report (May 9, 2004) (CPD001065).

198

See General Progress Report (May 9, 2004) (CPD001065).
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Kohler was at the courthouse for jury duty. See Kohler, Phillip, IGO Interview Rep. at 3 (May
16, 2012). In 2012, Kohler told the OSP it was during this interview that he was first shown two or three
grainy black-and-white street camera photographs of a white male wearing a hat. See Kohler, Phillip,
IGO Interview Rep. at 3 (May 16, 2012). Kohler also recalled that when he was at Area 3 on May 20,
2004, to view lineups, detectives again showed him what might have been the same photographs he was
shown previously. See Kohler, Phillip, IGO Interview Rep. at 3-4 (May 16, 2012). Kohler noted he did
not recognize the person in the photographs. Giralamo did not recall showing Kohler any photographs
during the May 10, 2004 interview. See Giralamo, Anthony, IGO Interview Rep. at 5 (Dec. 21, 2012).
However, Giralamo did state that generally speaking, if Yawger or one of his sergeants directed him to
show a witness some photographs, he would have. See Giralamo, Anthony, IGO Interview Rep. at 5
(Dec. 21, 2012). According to Yawger’s special grand jury testimony, he does not think Kohler was ever
shown photographs. See Yawger, Ronald, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 116:1-24 (July 15, 2013). But,
Yawger also testified that he was not present for Kohler’s May 10, 2004 interview. See Yawger, Ronald,
Special Grand Jury Tr. at 114:18-115:7 (July 15, 2013). Besides Kohler, no other witnesses or CPD
personnel have mentioned the black-and-white street camera photographs. The special grand jury sought
these photographs from CPD via subpoena and no responsive materials were produced. See Special
Grand Jury Subpoena Duces Tecum to CPD at 2, June 27, 2012.
200

See General Progress Report (approved May 13, 2004) (CPD001588). On July 11, 2012, as part
of his testimony, Kohler read a statement which, in part, stated that he was walking with Connolly east on
Division Street when they encountered the two groups and, “As we got closer, we stopped to take a look.
The group that I know — that I now know included David Koschman, had their backs to us and were
facing east. The other group was facing west. Koschman was standing about three feet in front of us and
behind the other members of his group. I remember Koschman being a small kid.” Kohler, Phillip,
Special Grand Jury Tr. at 7:22-8:10 (July 11, 2012).
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Koschman “rush[ing] forward into [the] center of [the] group (aggressive).”201 Giralamo’s GPR
notes that Koschman was observed almost immediately being pushed out of the center of the
group, where he fell backwards and hit his head.202 During his testimony before the special
grand jury in July 2012, Kohler stated that he “lost sight of Koschman after he moved in between
the two groups,” but that “[a]lmost immediately after Koschman moved between the two groups,
he came flying back and fell straight back like a dead weight. It was like an explosion.”203
Kohler further stated: “Koschman hit his head pretty hard on the curb, and I believe his head
actually bounced off the curb.”204 According to Giralamo’s GPR, Kohler also told detectives
that he had never seen anyone in Vanecko’s group before that night and was unable to identify
any of the participants in the altercation.205
On May 12, Yawger interviewed Francis,206 Copeland,207 and Allen.208 Giralamo may
have also participated in these interviews.209 That same day, Sazian210 was also interviewed by
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See General Progress Report (approved May 13, 2004) (CPD001588). Kohler clarified before the
special grand jury that Koschman was being “verbally aggressive,” but did not recall any physical
contact. Kohler, Phillip, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 8:18-9:4 (July 11, 2012) (Koschman “jumped through
a small space between his friends and into the middle of the two groups. I don’t recall Koschman
clenching his fists or actually touching anyone in the other group, but he was being verbally aggressive
toward the people who said something to him. To the best of my memory, Koschman’s friends were not
restraining him.”)
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See General Progress Report (approved May 13, 2004) (CPD001588).
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See Kohler, Phillip, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 9:5-12 (July 11, 2012).
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See Kohler, Phillip, Special Grand Jury Tr. 9:11-16 (July 11, 2012).
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See General Progress Report (approved May 13, 2004) (CPD001588). Kohler would later tell
detectives and Sun-Times reporters in 2011 that he in fact attended high school with Vanecko at Loyola
Academy. Kohler, Phillip, Special Grand Jury Tr. 10:23-11:15 (July 11, 2012).
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See General Progress Report (approved May 13, 2004) (CPD001586-CPD001587).
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See General Progress Report (approved May 13, 2004) (CPD001584-CPD001585).
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See General Progress Report (approved May 13, 2004) (CPD001581-CPD001583).
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See Giralamo, Anthony, IGO Interview Rep. at 5 (Dec. 21, 2012).
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 106 (CPD001577) (General Progress Report (May 12, 2004)).
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Yawger or Giralamo over the phone.211 While GPRs have been located for the interviews of
Francis, Copeland, and Allen, the existence and location of a GPR for the Sazian interview is
unknown, even though Yawger testified he would have created a GPR (if he interviewed him).212
During Yawger’s interviews, Francis, Allen, and Copeland provided statements bearing on the
identity of the offender, as well as whether Koschman was punched or pushed. According to
Yawger’s GPR of his interview with Francis, Francis did not know whether Koschman was “hit
or pushed.”213 According to Yawger’s GPR of the interview with Copeland, Copeland stated
that, “the larger of the three guys punched [Koschman] in the face.”214 Additionally, according
to Yawger’s GPR of his interview with Allen, Allen stated that “the larger of the 3 guys punched
[Koschman] in the face.”215
Yawger’s GPR of the Allen interview also contained several sentences that were
scratched out by Yawger.216 In 2011, the IGO, in an attempt to decipher what had been crossed
out, sent the original GPR to the FBI for analysis by the FBI’s Questioned Documents Unit.217
Even with the use of sophisticated technology, the FBI was unable to read the entire obliterated
portion.218 However, based on the FBI’s analysis, and the context of Allen’s statement, a portion
of Yawger’s GPR which was crossed out states, “After a few minutes, arguing became ‘more
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See Yawger, Ronald, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 33:14-34:1 (July 15, 2013).
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See Yawger, Ronald, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 34:8-14, 28:6-10 (July 15, 2013).
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See General Progress Report at CPD001587 (approved May 13, 2004) (CPD001586CPD001587).
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See General Progress Report at CPD001584 (approved May 13, 2004) (CPD001584CPD001585).
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See General Progress Report at CPD001582 (approved May 13, 2004) (CPD001581CPD001583).
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See General Progress Report at CPD001581 (approved May 13, 2004) (CPD001581CPD001583). See Yawger, Ronald, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 60:19-21 (July 15, 2013).
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See FBI Laboratory Report of Examination (Dec. 19, 2011) (IG_005735-IG_005736).
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See FBI Laboratory Report of Examination (Dec. 19, 2011) (IG_005735-IG_005736).
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heated, the larger of the three guys, now becomes very aggressive, starts saying alright come on
lets go.’”219
Later that day, Yawger spoke over the phone with Bridget and Kevin McCarthy’s
attorney, Bill Dwyer.220 Dwyer informed Yawger that his clients knew the other two people
involved in the incident (something Kevin McCarthy had twice previously denied).221 Dwyer
told Yawger he would bring his clients in for an interview on May 13.222 As noted below,
Bridget was interviewed on May 13 as planned, while Kevin was not interviewed until May 19.
Before leaving for the day, Yawger left another note for third watch detectives asking them to
interview Hageline in person.223
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See General Progress Report at CPD001581 (approved May 13, 2004) (CPD001581CPD001583); see FBI Laboratory Report of Examination at IG_005736 (Dec. 19, 2011) (IG_005735IG_005736). According to Yawger’s grand jury testimony, GPRs are “extremely important” because
they record what a witness says to the interviewing officer. See Yawger, Ronald, Special Grand Jury Tr.
at 63:22-64:1, 31:11-14 (July 15, 2013).
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 106 (CPD001577) (General Progress Report (May 12, 2004)).
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 106 (CPD001577) (General Progress Report (May 12, 2004)). As
would ultimately be disclosed, the other two people involved were Vanecko and Denham.
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 106 (CPD001577) (General Progress Report (May 12, 2004)).
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 106 (CPD001577) (General Progress Report (May 12, 2004)).
Yawger’s note also instructed third watch detectives to “PLEASE CALL ME AT HOME OR ON MY
CELL PHONE BEFORE YOU GO TO INTERVIEW HIM” and left his cell phone number. Louis
testified that he did not call Yawger as instructed, while his partner, Villardita, could not recall if he
called Yawger, although he believes he would have followed the instructions. Louis, Edward, Special
Grand Jury Tr. at 38:22-39:6, 72:6-15 (Feb. 20, 2013); Villardita, Anthony, IGO Interview Rep. (Proffer)
at 4-5 (Feb. 13, 2013). Both said it was not unusual to leave requests such as the one left by Yawger. See
Louis, Edward, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 40:1-6 (Feb. 20, 2013); Villardita, Anthony, IGO Interview
Rep. (Proffer) at 5 (Feb. 13, 2013); see also Giralamo, Anthony, IGO Interview Rep. at 5 (Dec. 21, 2012)
(stating it was typical for Yawger to leave notes). While Villardita could not recall precisely, he
presumed Yawger wanted to be called before the witness was interviewed so that Yawger could provide
background or ensure that a specific topic was covered during the interview. See Villardita, Anthony,
IGO Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 5 (Feb. 13, 2013). During his July 2013 special grand jury testimony,
Yawger confirmed Villardita’s presumption as to the purpose of his note, see Yawger, Ronald, Special
Grand Jury Tr. at 121:23-123:19 (July 15, 2013), although Yawger could not recall whether Detectives
Louis or Villardita actually called him in response to his note, see Yawger, Ronald, Special Grand Jury
Tr. at 121:17-19 (July 15, 2013).
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On May 13, Detectives Villardita and Louis interviewed Hageline, though the existence
and location of any GPR is unknown.224 Louis testified that there would have been a GPR
generated in connection with the Hageline interview, and that it was his practice and procedure
to submit GPRs with his case supps.225 Villardita similarly stated that he recalls GPRs for the
Hageline interview, and that the notes should have accompanied the case supp into the
Koschman homicide file.226 Following Hageline’s interview, Louis submitted his case supp
report that evening (which was approved by Gibson on May 17, 2004).227
According to Louis’s case supp, Hageline described the individuals in Vanecko’s
group.228 Hageline described: subject #1 as a 6’-6’2” white male weighing 190-230 pounds,
wearing a black hat and gray shirt; subject #2 as a 5’9”-6’ white male weighing 185 pounds, with
black hair and glasses; subject #3 as a 5’8” white male with no further description; and subject
#4 as a white female with blond hair.229 According to Louis’s case supp, Hageline described
how Koschman and subjects #1-2 were “calling names” back and forth.230 When Hageline
turned his head to find a taxi, he heard a noise “like a snap sound” and saw Koschman on the
ground.231

Hageline reported that when he attended to Koschman, Koschman’s lip was
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 11 (CPD001698-CPD001701) (Case Supplementary Report
3201023 (approved May 17, 2004)).
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See Louis, Edward, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 35:2-36:10 (Feb. 20, 2013).
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See Villardita, Anthony, IGO Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 4-5 (Feb. 13, 2013).
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 11 at CPD001698 (CPD001698-CPD001701) (Case
Supplementary Report 3201023 (approved May 17, 2004)).
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 11 at CPD001700 (CPD001698-CPD001701) (Case
Supplementary Report 3201023 (approved May 17, 2004)).
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 11 at CPD001700-CPD001701 (CPD001698-CPD001701) (Case
Supplementary Report 3201023 (approved May 17, 2004)).
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 11 at CPD001701 (CPD001698-CPD001701) (Case
Supplementary Report 3201023 (approved May 17, 2004)).

231

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 11 at CPD001701 (CPD001698-CPD001701) (Case
Supplementary Report 3201023 (approved May 17, 2004)). On August 8, 2012, as part of his testimony,
Hageline read in a statement which, in part, stated, “[a]s the argument continued to go on, I walked a
couple of steps away from the group to grab a cab. My back was to the groups at that time. Out of the
corner of my eye, I saw a movement, and then Koschman stumbled back and fell into Division Street. I
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swollen.232 According to Louis’s case supp, Hageline reported he did not see who actually
struck Koschman, “but believed it was subject #1.”233
Meanwhile, that same day, Yawger interviewed Bridget McCarthy.234 Bridget McCarthy
informed Yawger that the two previously unidentified men who were with Kevin and her on
Division Street the morning of the altercation were Vanecko and someone she knew only as
“Craig.”235 Bridget McCarthy described walking with Denham when someone in a group of
“kids” walking the other direction “flicked” Denham’s glasses off — starting an argument
between this “kid” and Denham.236 According to Yawger’s GPR, Vanecko and Kevin McCarthy
then arrived after paying for the taxi, grabbed Denham, and said “let’s go.”237 Bridget McCarthy
further described to Yawger that Koschman’s friends were trying to “drag” Koschman away.238
According to Yawger’s GPR, the McCarthys, Denham, and Vanecko all turned their backs and
started to walk away.239 Bridget then stated that she was talking to the others while walking
did not actually see the punch thrown, but I heard a noise that could have been the sound of a punch or the
sound of Koschman’s head hitting the pavement. Koschman fell back — Koschman fell on his back, and
he was facing up. Koschman’s nose and mouth were bleeding, and there was blood bubbles in his spit. I
don’t remember Koschman trying to break his fall, which leads me to believe that he was knocked out
before he hit the ground.” Hageline, Shaun, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 10:1-11:2 (Aug. 8, 2012).
232

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 11 at CPD001701 (CPD001698-CPD001701) (Case
Supplementary Report 3201023 (approved May 17, 2004)).
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 11 at CPD001701 (CPD001698-CPD001701) (Case
Supplementary Report 3201023 (approved May 17, 2004)). On August 8, 2012, as part of his testimony,
Hageline read in a statement which, in part, stated, “I remember saying to one of the guys in the group,
What the fuck did you do that for? This guy was built like a linebacker and it seemed like he could have
beaten us all up. I think this was the guy who struck Koschman. He was the most threatening guy and
was the biggest of all of them.” Hageline, Shaun, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 11:3-13 (Aug. 8, 2012).
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See General Progress Report (May 13, 2004) (CPD001541-CPD001543).
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See General Progress Report at CPD001541 (May 13, 2004) (CPD001541-CPD001543). We
know now that Bridget was referring to Denham. During Yawger’s July 2013 special grand jury
testimony, he stated he “was the very first person [at CPD] to become aware of [Vanecko’s involvement]”
in the April 25, 2004 incident. See Yawger, Ronald, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 48:6-11 (July 15, 2013).
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See General Progress Report at CPD001541 (May 13, 2004) (CPD001541-CPD001543).
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See General Progress Report at CPD001542 (May 13, 2004) (CPD001541-CPD001543).
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See General Progress Report at CPD001542 (May 13, 2004) (CPD001541-CPD001543).
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See General Progress Report at CPD001542 (May 13, 2004) (CPD001541-CPD001543).
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away until she realized her husband, Denham, and Vanecko were not following her — at which
point she turned around and saw Koschman on the ground.240 Bridget McCarthy stated she did
not see whether Koschman was “hit or pushed.”241

Yawger’s GPR reflects that Bridget

McCarthy stated she then saw Denham and Vanecko run from the scene.242 According to
Yawger’s GPR, Bridget McCarthy then stated that police eventually released Kevin McCarthy
and placed them in a taxi, whereupon the couple “went home,” which was false.243

As

previously noted, Bridget McCarthy testified before the special grand jury in 2012 that her
husband and she in fact met up with Vanecko and Denham at the Pepper Canister, after the bar
had already closed.244
Dwyer, the McCarthys’ lawyer, informed Yawger that Vanecko was Mayor Daley’s
nephew.245

According to Yawger, he was the first person at CPD to learn of Vanecko’s

involvement in the Koschman matter246 – something he first was told by Bridget McCarthy
during her May 13, 2004 interview.247 Yawger, upon learning that a relative of Mayor Daley
was involved in the altercation, immediately notified Robert O’Leary and Chasen.248
However, Rybicki testified that CPD knew of the Mayor’s nephew’s (Vanecko)
involvement only a “couple of days” after April 25, 2004, when the case arrived at Area 3.
According to Rybicki, he was not present when the case first arrived at Area 3 but became aware
of it hours later, or possibly the next day.249 Rybicki first learned of Vanecko’s involvement in
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See Yawger, Ronald, IGO Interview Tr. at 78:1-16 (July 1, 2011).
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See Rybicki, Richard, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 33:18-24 (Mar. 27, 2013).
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the incident “pretty shortly thereafter,” or within a “a couple of days” of learning about the
case.250 According to Rybicki, he first learned of Vanecko’s involvement when the investigation
was still in its early stages and Rita O’Leary and Clemens were working the case.251 Although
Rybicki could not recall the specific details of any conversations with Chasen about the case, he
recalled having one conversation with Chasen where it came up that “holy crap, maybe the
mayor’s nephew is involved.”252 Likewise, Mayor Daley’s Deputy Chief of Staff for Public
Safety, Matthew Crowl, was uncertain of the exact date, but believed he became aware of the
Koschman matter shortly after the incident, when someone at CPD informed him that a nephew
of Mayor Daley had been involved in a bar fight on the North Side, possibly in the
Rush/Division Street area.253
Rybicki further testified that the assignment of the case to Yawger may have been
influenced in part by Vanecko’s involvement.254 Rybicki testified that it was important to assign
the case to someone competent “because of the fact of who was involved.”255 Rybicki also
testified that Yawger “was a highly-experienced homicide detective, and [he thought] it was
more a matter of, let’s be real careful here.”256
Following Bridget’s interview, Dwyer told Yawger that Vanecko would be represented
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See Rybicki, Richard, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 34:16-35:18 (Mar. 27, 2013).
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See Rybicki, Richard, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 33:18-35:18, 67:6-10 (Mar. 27, 2013).
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See Rybicki, Richard, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 37:16-38:22 (Mar. 27, 2013). According to Area
3 attendance records, Rybicki was on furlough (or was otherwise not working) starting May 12, 2004 and
ending May 27, 2004. See Area 3 Detective Division Attendance & Assignment Sheets (Apr. 24, 2004May 28, 2004) (IG_004011-IG_004354). Thus, when Bridget McCarthy informed Yawger of Vanecko’s
involvement, Rybicki had already begun his time away. The OSP has not been able to identify who it
was that informed CPD of Vanecko’s involvement prior to Rybicki’s departure on May 12, 2004.
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Crowl, Matthew, IGO Interview Rep. at 2 (Apr. 25, 2013).
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See Rybicki, Richard, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 68:7-69:22 (Mar. 27, 2013).
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See Rybicki, Richard, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 69:6-22 (Mar. 27, 2013).
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See Rybicki, Richard, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 68:7-14 (Mar. 27, 2013).
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by attorney Terence Gillespie.257 Yawger then called Gillespie and it was agreed that Gillespie
would meet with Yawger on May 17 to schedule a time to bring in Vanecko for an interview (an
interview which never occurred).258
headquarters.

259

On May 17, Gillespie met with Yawger at Area 3

Yawger informed Gillespie of the circumstances surrounding the incident, and

it was agreed that Vanecko would stand in a lineup on May 20.260 Thus, Yawger determined he
would place Vanecko in a physical lineup (and communicated this to Vanecko’s attorney) prior
to speaking with Vanecko or the two other males with Bridget McCarthy at the scene of the
incident.261
On May 19, Dwyer arrived at Area 3 headquarters with his clients Kevin McCarthy and
Denham.262 Yawger interviewed Kevin McCarthy and Denham, and both admitted Vanecko was

257

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 10 at CPD001124 (CPD001115-CPD001128) (Case
Supplementary Report 3193543 (approved Nov. 10, 2004)). It appears from Yawger’s notes that he was
advised that both Terrence Gillespie and attorney Marc Martin represented Vanecko. See Special Grand
Jury Exhibit 170 (IG_001525) (Handwritten Notes). This representation resulted from a referral made to
Vanecko by Michael Daley, a Chicago attorney who is Vanecko’s uncle and the brother of former Mayor
Richard M. Daley. See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 57 at 2 (Michael Daley Special Grand Jury
Declaration (Aug. 16, 2012)).
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 10 at CPD001124 (CPD001115-CPD001128) (Case
Supplementary Report 3193543 (approved Nov. 10, 2004)).
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 10 at CPD001124 (CPD001115-CPD001128) (Case
Supplementary Report 3193543 (approved Nov. 10, 2004)).
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 10 at CPD001124 (CPD001115-CPD001128) (Case
Supplementary Report 3193543 (approved Nov. 10, 2004)). According to GPRs authored by Yawger, on
May 18, Yawger called Kohler, Allen, Copeland, Francis, and Connolly, and they all agreed to come to
Area 3 headquarters on May 20 to view lineups and be interviewed by Assistant Cook County State’s
Attorneys. See General Progress Report (May 18, 2004) (CPD001091). Yawger also left voicemail
messages for Hageline. See General Progress Report (May 18, 2004) (CPD001091). Lastly, Yawger left
a note asking third watch detectives to contact Hageline to try and get him to view the lineups at the same
time as his friends. See General Progress Report (May 18, 2004) (CPD001091).
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As of May 17, 2004, Yawger had not spoken with either Vanecko or Denham. While detectives
had previously spoken with Kevin McCarthy on April 25, 2004, the version of events he relayed to
detectives on that date was contradicted by his wife’s statements to Yawger on May 13, 2004.
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 10 at CPD001124 (CPD001115-CPD001128) (Case
Supplementary Report 3193543 (approved Nov. 10, 2004)).
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the fourth member of their group during the altercation on Division Street on April 25.263
According to Yawger’s GPRs, both Kevin McCarthy and Denham indicated they attended an
engagement party the night of the incident and that after that party, they took a taxi, along with
Bridget McCarthy and Vanecko, to Division Street.264 Denham told police that once on Division
Street, he and Bridget McCarthy exited the cab while Kevin McCarthy and Vanecko stayed
behind to pay the fare.265 According to Yawger’s GPR, a “bunch of guys” bumped into Denham
and knocked his glasses off.266 Yawger’s notes indicate that Denham then began arguing with
the other group — which involved “pushing and shoving,” as well as “a lot of swearing and
name calling.”267 By this time, Kevin McCarthy and Vanecko had caught up to Denham and
Bridget McCarthy.268
According to the GPR of Kevin McCarthy’s interview, he and Vanecko stepped in
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 10 at CPD001124, CPD001126 (CPD001115-CPD001128) (Case
Supplementary Report 3193543 (approved Nov. 10, 2004)).
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See General Progress Report at CPD001100 (May 19, 2004) (CPD001100-CPD001103); General
Progress Report at CPD001097 (May 19, 2004) (CPD001097-CPD001099). According to her case supp,
Bridget McCarthy also informed Yawger that the four of them “were at an engagement party for mutual
friends.” See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 10 at CPD001123 (CPD001115-CPD001128) (Case
Supplementary Report 3193543 (approved Nov. 10, 2004)). There is no indication that Yawger ever
inquired who else was at the engagement party or whose engagement party they attended. In 2012, the
OSP learned through witness interviews that the engagement party on April 24, 2004 was for Katherine
Daley, Vanecko’s cousin and the daughter of attorney Michael Daley. See Daley, Katherine, IGO
Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 1-2 (July 27, 2012); Special Grand Jury Exhibit 56 at 2 (Jill Denham Special
Grand Jury Declaration (Aug. 28, 2012)).
On May 25, 2004, Bridget McCarthy sent Katherine Daley, her close friend, an e-mail
referencing the Koschman incident. In the e-mail, Bridget McCarthy explains that she cannot discuss the
night of the incident because “it is best for myself and RJ [Vanecko] that it not be discussed and anyone
know what happened.” Bridget McCarthy-Katherine Daley e-mail at ACE031977 (May 10-25, 2004)
(ACE031977-ACE031989). Bridget McCarthy adds, “The evening should be kept between the four of us
present . . . .” Bridget McCarthy-Katherine Daley e-mail at ACE031977 (May 10-25, 2004)
(ACE031977-ACE031989).
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See General Progress Report at CPD001097 (May 19, 2004) (CPD001097-CPD001099).
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See General Progress Report at CPD001097 (May 19, 2004) (CPD001097-CPD001099).
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See General Progress Report at CPD001097 (May 19, 2004) (CPD001097-CPD001099).
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See General Progress Report at CPD001098 (May 19, 2004) (CPD001097-CPD001099).
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between the two groups and tried to separate them by pushing Craig along.269 According to
Kevin McCarthy, as he and Vanecko attempted to remove Denham from the scene, Koschman
broke free from his friends, pushed his way past Vanecko and Kevin McCarthy, and attempted to
“get at” Denham.270 The GPR further states that Kevin McCarthy stepped in the way, while
Koschman’s friends grabbed Koschman and restrained him again.271 According to Yawger’s
GPR, Kevin McCarthy told Yawger that Koschman attempted to attack Denham “physically and
verbally” but was restrained by his friends.272
Kevin McCarthy also told Yawger that, at that point, all four turned their backs and
began walking eastbound on Division Street away from “the group of kids.”273 The incident
“was over” as far as Kevin McCarthy was concerned.274 Yawger’s GPR of his interview with
Denham similarly relayed that Denham “thought everything was over” at that point.275 Denham
further described that as he was walking away, Vanecko was behind him (while the McCarthys
were ahead), he felt a “hard jolt from behind,” and next thing he knew, he and Vanecko were
running down the street.276
According to Yawger’s GPRs for both interviews, both Denham and Kevin McCarthy
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See General Progress Report at CPD001101 (May 19, 2004) (CPD001100-CPD001103).
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See General Progress Report at CPD001101 (May 19, 2004) (CPD001100-CPD001103).
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See General Progress Report at CPD001101 (May 19, 2004) (CPD001100-CPD001103).
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See General Progress Report at CPD001102 (May 19, 2004) (CPD001100-CPD001103).
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See General Progress Report at CPD001102 (May 19, 2004) (CPD001100-CPD001103).
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See General Progress Report at CPD001102 (May 19, 2004) (CPD001100-CPD001103).
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See General Progress Report at CPD001098 (May 19, 2004) (CPD001097-CPD001099).
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See General Progress Report at CPD001098 (May 19, 2004) (CPD001097-CPD001099). On
August 15, 2012, as part of his testimony, Denham read in a statement which, in part, stated, “[a]t some
point I turned and began walking away. After walking away, I felt a jolt or some force in my back, and I
started running. I do not know what jolted me in the back. I did not know if the jolt was a push
encouraging me to run or if it was an aggressive act, but I recall reflectively [sic] reacting to the jolt and
beginning to run. I know at some point R. J. Vanecko was running with me.” Denham, Craig, Special
Grand Jury Tr. at 20:4-20 (Aug. 15, 2012).
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turned their backs to walk away and did not see who struck Koschman.277 Denham told Yawger
he did not see Koschman on the ground, did not see anyone get hit or pushed, and did not know
why he was running — speculating it could have been because he did not want to be “jumped” or
it may have been fear of getting into trouble for public intoxication.278 At the conclusion of the
interviews, Yawger made arrangements with Kevin McCarthy and Denham’s attorney Dwyer to
have both his clients stand in lineups the following day, May 20.279 While Kevin McCarthy had
lied to police on two separate occasions about the identities of the other members of his group,
police did not seek charges against him for obstructing justice.280
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See General Progress Report at CPD001098 (May 19, 2004) (CPD001097-CPD001099); General
Progress Report at CPD001102-CPD001103 (May 19, 2004) (CPD001100-CPD001103).
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See General Progress Report at CPD001098 (May 19, 2004) (CPD001097-CPD001099).
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See Yawger, Ronald, Special Grand Jury Tr. 35:5-6 (July 15, 2013).
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According to detectives, obstruction of justice or similar charges were not considered against
Kevin McCarthy because, in essence, there is no statute prohibiting lying to the police. For example,
Molloy noted that even though Kevin McCarthy lied to police during its investigation, CPD did not seek
charges because “there’s no law in Chicago against lying to the police.” See Molloy, James, Kroll
Interview Rep. at 7 (Dec. 7, 2012). Chasen explained further that CPD detectives are lied to by witnesses
on a daily basis, something that he too believes is not against the law. See Chasen, Michael, IGO
Interview Rep. at 10 (Nov. 27, 2012). While it is true there is no state law that directly criminalizes lying
to a police officer under all circumstances, there is a state obstruction of justice statute which could cover
such behavior if the requisite elements are met. See 720 ILCS 5/31-4 (West 2013) (“(a) A person
obstructs justice when, with intent to prevent the apprehension or obstruct the prosecution or defense of
any person, he or she knowingly commits any of the following acts: (1) Destroys, alters, conceals or
disguises physical evidence, plants false evidence, furnishes false information; or (2) Induces a witness
having knowledge material to the subject at issue to leave the State or conceal himself or herself; or (3)
Possessing knowledge material to the subject at issue, he or she leaves the State or conceals himself.
…”). The statute of limitations for this offense is three years. 720 ILCS 5/3-5(b) (West 2011).
Former Superintendent Cline noted that lying to police is so common that Kevin McCarthy’s
actions did not rise to asking for charges. See Cline, Phillip, IGO Interview Rep. at 6 (Dec. 28, 2012).
And according to Robert O’Leary, even though police are lied to very often, charges for obstruction of
justice are never filed. See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 123 at 11 (O’Leary, Robert, Kroll Interview Rep.
(Oct. 8, 2012)). Lastly, while Rita O’Leary firmly believes that “Kevin’s lies hurt [CPD’s] investigation,”
she cannot remember a single instance of a witness being charged with obstruction of justice. See Special
Grand Jury Exhibit 122 at 6 (O’Leary, Rita, Kroll Interview (Oct. 5, 2012)). 2004 Deputy Chief of
Detectives Richard Kobel stated obstruction charges can happen, while not typical, if the lies told in any
instance are particularly harmful to a case. See Kobel, Richard, IGO Interview Rep. at 5-6 (Jan. 17,
2013).
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f.

Certain Issues Stemming from Area 3’s Continuing Work

Although according to Yawger’s GPRs, Kevin McCarthy stated he later left the scene in
a taxi and Denham stated he accompanied Vanecko to another bar after the incident, there is no
indication in any of the GPRs or case supps that Yawger asked either Denham or Kevin
McCarthy where they went after the incident and whether they spoke with Vanecko about the
matter. In fact, during his July 2013 testimony before the special grand jury, Yawger stated he
never asked them those questions, though he did acknowledge he “should have asked them
that.”281 In 2012, the McCarthys testified before the special grand jury that they met Denham
and Vanecko at the Pepper Canister immediately after the incident.282 Denham also testified that
although he could not recall going to the Pepper Canister after the incident, he was told by
Vanecko’s attorney, Terence Gillespie, that both he and Vanecko in fact took a taxi there
afterwards.283 As stated previously, the Pepper Canister was closed by the time the altercation
happened.284 Kevin McCarthy and Denham testified that they did not speak about the incident,
while Bridget McCarthy testified they may have spoken about the fact that her husband was
detained, but nothing else.285
Area 3 detectives also did not seek phone records; therefore, could not discover that
Vanecko and Bridget McCarthy called each other several times between 3:30 a.m. and 4 a.m.
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See Yawger, Ronald, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 57:4-11 (July 15, 2013).
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See McCarthy, Kevin, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 22:8-19 (Aug. 15, 2012); McCarthy, Bridget,
Special Grand Jury Tr. at 19:2-8 (Aug. 15, 2012).
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See Denham, Craig, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 21:9-17 (Aug. 15, 2012).
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See McCarthy, Bridget, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 53:24-54:24 (Aug. 15, 2012); Farley, Pam,
Special Grand Jury Tr. at 22:16-23:6 (Jan. 23, 2013). The special grand jury issued subpoenas to the
Pepper Canister seeking records identifying employees working the night of the incident, receipts and
credit card records, and the bar’s liquor license for 2004, but was unable to obtain any employment or
payment records from 2004. Pam Farley, co-owner of the Pepper Canister in 2004, testified before the
special grand jury that employment and payment records could not be located due to their age and
because the records had been stored in a basement that had flooded. See Farley, Pam, Special Grand Jury
Tr. at 15:22-20:11 (Jan. 23, 2013). The OSP also interviewed Ivan McCullagh, who received ownership
of the Pepper Canister from Farley in 2012, and who was the manager of the bar in 2004 — as well as
Steve Bringas and Dominic O’Mahony, two bartenders at the Pepper Canister in 2004. No one recalled
letting the McCarthys, Denham, and Vanecko into the Pepper Canister after the bar had closed.
285

See McCarthy, Kevin, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 23:2-8 (Aug. 15, 2012); McCarthy, Bridget,
Special Grand Jury Tr. at 57:2-5 (Aug. 15, 2012); see also Denham, Craig, Special Grand Jury Tr. at
21:15-17, 40:3-18 (Aug. 15, 2012) (Denham testified that he has no memory of any conversations there).
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leading up to their meeting at the Pepper Canister.286
3.

May 20, 2004 (the Lineups)

Beginning May 17, 2004, Yawger started making arrangements, through their counsel, to
have Vanecko, Kevin McCarthy, and Denham stand in lineups at Area 3 headquarters on May
20.287 Some CPD officers interviewed by the OSP described a “buzz” at Area 3 headquarters on
the day of the lineups because it had become known that the Mayor’s nephew (Vanecko) was
going to be a lineup participant.288 Yawger and Det. Patrick Flynn conducted the lineups, with
Yawger standing outside the lineup room with witnesses and Flynn standing inside the lineup
room with those individuals being viewed.289
a.

Timing and Need for Lineups

In this case, however, Assistant State’s Attorney (“ASA”) Darren O’Brien, head of
SAO’s Felony Review unit in 2004, testified before the special grand jury in 2013 that he is not
sure whether he requested the lineups held on May 20, 2004.290 According to his 2013 testimony
before the special grand jury, Yawger arranged the lineups.291
Before the lineups were even conducted, detectives already believed Vanecko was the
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 32 at SPR000024 (SPR000023-SPR000027) (Sprint phone
charges for phone number associated with Bridget McCarthy reflecting calls between Bridget McCarthy
and Vanecko’s cellular phones).
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See Yawger, Ronald, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 35:5-6 (July 15, 2013) (stating that he arranged
the May 20, 2004 lineups) (May 1, 2004).
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See, e.g., Special Grand Jury Exhibit 122 at 9 (O’Leary, Rita, Kroll Interview Rep. (Oct. 5,

2012)).
289

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 12 at CPD001107 (CPD001105-CPD1108) (Case Supplementary
Report 3222163 (approved Nov. 8, 2004)). Det. John Griffin took the photos of the first lineup. See
Special Grand Jury Exhibit 12 at CPD001107 (CPD001105-CPD001108) (Case Supplementary Report
3222163 (approved Nov. 8, 2004)). Evidence Technician Willard Streff took the photos of the second
lineup.
See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 13 at CPD001113 (CPD001111-CPD001114) (Case
Supplementary Report 3222388 (approved Nov. 10, 2004)).
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See O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 33:16-34:1 (May 8, 2013). Although in O’Brien’s
opinion, “In this case lineups were absolutely necessary to establish the identity of any prospective
offender ….” See O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 34:23-35:1 (May 8, 2013).
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Yawger, Ronald, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 35:5-6 (July 15, 2013).
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person who had struck Koschman. For instance, Yawger has stated that he knew Vanecko was
the person who struck Koschman based on the witnesses’ statements and through the process of
elimination.292

For example, Koschman’s friends (Allen and Copeland — the only two

eyewitnesses to the actual physical contact between Vanecko and Koschman) had provided
definitive statements that, in sum and substance, the largest of the males in the other group had
punched Koschman. Furthermore, Kevin McCarthy and Denham told Yawger they did not hit
Koschman, and it was known the female (Bridget McCarthy) also did not strike Koschman.293
Based on appearance, Yawger could tell Vanecko was the “biggest guy” in the group.294 In other
words, according to Yawger, Vanecko was “the guy” (meaning the offender).295 Additionally,
Flynn testified that Area 3 detectives did not consider Kevin McCarthy or Denham to be suspects
at the time they stood in the lineups.296 Despite the detectives’ beliefs, based on the evidence,
that Vanecko was the offender, the lineups were still held.
With regard to timing, the lineups were held nearly a month after the altercation, and
were conducted without first attempting to speak with Vanecko. Superintendent Cline stated that
lineups should be held as soon as possible after an incident.297 Indeed, it is especially important
to hold lineups as soon after an incident as possible where, as here, the incident occurred late at
night between strangers298 and lasted but a few minutes.299
In 2012, Chasen explained to the OSP that conducting a lineup was the right thing to do.
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See Yawger, Ronald, IGO Interview Tr. at 94:16-96:4 (July 1, 2011); see also Yawger, Ronald,
Special Grand Jury Tr. at 50:5-17 (July 15, 2013).
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See Yawger, Ronald, IGO Interview Tr. at 94:16-96:4 (July 1, 2011).
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See Yawger, Ronald, IGO Interview Tr. at 94:16-96:4 (July 1, 2011).
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See Yawger, Ronald, IGO Interview Tr. at 94:16-96:4 (July 1, 2011).
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See Flynn, Patrick, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 45:3-46:14 (Mar. 13, 2013).
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See Cline, Philip, IGO Interview Rep. at 3 (Dec. 28, 2012); Yawger, Ronald, Special Grand Jury
Tr. at 50:24-51:5 (July 15, 2013).
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See O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 34:6-8 (May 8, 2013) (stating “when parties are
complete strangers, conducting a lineup sooner is better than later.”).
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See Flynn, Patrick Special Grand Jury Tr. at 29:18-30:15 (Mar. 13, 2013); O’Brien, Darren,
Special Grand Jury Tr. at 34:2-8 (May 8, 2013); Yawger, Ronald, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 51:13-15
(July 15, 2013).
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He noted that detectives could not only presume Vanecko was the offender, but rather an
identification had to be made by a witness.300 Similarly, Flynn believes that even if CPD can
identify a witness through process of elimination, a lineup is still necessary so witnesses can
identify the person they saw commit the offense301 — a sentiment echoed in 2013 by 2004
Deputy Superintendent Steven Peterson.302 Likewise, Superintendent Cline noted that even if a
suspect can be identified through process of elimination, holding a lineup helps ensure that CPD
has the correct offender.303 Indeed, despite the length of time between the April 25, 2004
incident and the May 20, 2004 lineups, according to Yawger, there still was no doubt in his mind
that the witnesses would pick Vanecko out of the lineup.304 Furthermore, Giralamo noted that
SAO requests lineups for all homicide cases when feasible.305 Chasen also noted that lineups are
conducted in the “majority” of homicide cases.306
b.

The Lineups

The first lineup consisted of six lineup participants: Vanecko along with five CPD
officers who acted as “fillers.”307 Once Area 3 has a description of the suspect who will stand in
the lineup, detectives try to find “fillers” matching the suspect’s description somewhere in the
vicinity, including individuals in lockup or volunteers in and around the building.308 In this case,
according to detectives, finding “fillers” on the day of the lineup who matched Vanecko’s
description proved somewhat difficult. For example, Yawger recalls delays in finding “big,”
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See Chasen, Michael, IGO Interview Rep. at 6 (Nov. 27, 2012).
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See Flynn, Patrick, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 74:3-17, 78:15-20 (Mar. 13, 2013).
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See Peterson, Steve, IGO Interview Tr. at 99:8-100:18 (Jan. 10, 2012).
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See Cline, Philip, IGO Interview Rep. at 3 (Dec. 28, 2012).
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See Yawger, Ronald, IGO Interview Tr. at 4:10-17, 26:17-24 (July 1, 2011).
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See Giralamo, Anthony, IGO Interview Rep. at 7 (Dec. 21, 2012).
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See Chasen, Michael, IGO Interview Rep. at 6 (Nov. 27, 2012).
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 12 at CPD001107 (CPD001105-CPD001108) (Case
Supplementary Report 3222163 (approved Nov. 8, 2004)).
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See Flynn, Patrick, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 17:1-14 (Mar. 13, 2013).
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white male “fillers.”309

In fact, Flynn asked Area 3 lockup to identify anyone matching

Vanecko’s description, and he personally checked the courtroom areas and other floors of
headquarters to see if he could find “fillers.”310 Flynn ultimately selected “fillers” from available
police officers.311
All six of the participants in the first lineup were white males of similar height, weight,
and age.312 Vanecko chose to stand in position number two.313 Vanecko’s lawyer, Terence
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See Yawger, Ronald, IGO Interview Tr. at 1:16-18 (July 1, 2011).
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See Flynn, Patrick, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 23:14-23 (Mar. 13, 2013).

311

See Flynn, Patrick, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 23:24-24:11, 43:3-9 (Mar. 13, 2013). See also
General Order 88-18 at CPD095827 (effective Sept. 24, 1988) (CPD095827-CPD095828) (stating “Police
officers should not be used [as ‘fillers’] unless other alternatives have been exhausted.”).

312

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 12 at CPD001108 (CPD001105-CPD001108) (Case
Supplementary Report 3222163 (approved Nov. 8, 2004)).

On May 13, 2004, Hageline told detectives the largest male in the other group (Vanecko) was
wearing a black hat the night of the altercation on Division Street. Special Grand Jury Exhibit 11 at
CPD001700-CPD001701 (CPD001698-CPD001701) (Case Supplementary Report 3201023 (approved
May 17, 2004)). Hageline also told detectives that one of the other males in the group (Denham) was
wearing glasses – something Bridget McCarthy, Kevin McCarthy, and Denham himself have also stated.
See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 11 at CPD001700-CPD001701 (CPD001698-CPD001701) (Case
Supplementary Report 3201023 (approved May 17, 2004)); see Special Grand Jury Exhibit 10 at
CPD001123, CPD001126 (CPD001115-CPD001128) (Case Supplementary Report 3193543 (approved
Nov. 10, 2004)); see McCarthy, Kevin, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 16:9-14, 41:16-19 (Aug. 15, 2012).
Even so, the Vanecko lineup participants did not wear hats, nor did the Denham/Kevin McCarthy lineup
participants wear glasses. According to Flynn, typically speaking, if a witness identified something
distinctive about a potential suspect, such as a hat, he would try to mimic that characteristic in the lineup.
See Flynn, Patrick, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 26:24-27:17 (Mar. 13, 2013). Griffin stated that depending
on the circumstances of the case, if a witness identifies a potential suspect as having worn a hat or glasses,
he would have the lineup participants put such items on and take them off while witnesses viewed the
lineup. See Griffin, John, IGO Interview Rep. at 3, 5-6 (Dec. 12, 2012). The decision as to whether the
lineup participants would temporarily wear either was Yawger’s to make. See Flynn, Patrick, Special
Grand Jury Tr. at 38:5-9 (Mar. 13, 2013). Yawger stated that, despite Hageline’s statement that the
offender was wearing a hat, he did not think it was an important factual issue in the case, and he did not
think a hat would make any difference, as he was sure Vanecko would be identified by the witnesses. See
Yawger, Ronald, IGO Interview Tr. at 42:17-43:9 (July 1, 2011).
313

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 12 at CPD001108 (CPD001105-CPD001108) (Case
Supplementary Report 3222163 (approved Nov. 8, 2004)).
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Gillespie, was also present.314

Detectives were unable to interview Vanecko prior to his

participation in the lineup, which is not uncommon, especially for suspects represented by
counsel.315
The first lineup was viewed separately by six witnesses: Connolly, Kohler, Hageline,
Allen, Copeland, and Francis.316
positively identify anyone.317

Connolly, Kohler, Copeland and Francis were unable to

Hageline identified the officer in the fourth position as the

offender (but added he was not positive).318 And Allen identified the officer in the first position
as the offender (but added he was not positive).319 It has been suggested by the press that
Vanecko, in preparation for the lineup, attempted to change his appearance from how he looked
the night of the incident (including potentially shaving his head). However, the OSP did not
uncover evidence that substantiated this notion.
The second lineup on May 20, 2004, also consisted of six lineup participants: Kevin
McCarthy, Denham, and four “fillers” (one of whom was a CPD officer and another an ASA).320
All six lineup participants were white males of similar height, weight, and appearance.321 Kevin

314

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 12 at CPD001107 (CPD001105-CPD001108) (Case
Supplementary Report 3222163 (approved Nov. 8, 2004)).

315

See Molloy, James, Kroll Interview Rep. at 6 (Dec. 7, 2012); see Chasen, Michael, IGO Interview
Rep. at 6 (Nov. 27, 2012).

316

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 12 at CPD001107 (CPD001105-CPD001108) (Case
Supplementary Report 3222163 (approved Nov. 8, 2004)).

317

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 12 at CPD001108 (CPD001105-CPD001108) (Case
Supplementary Report 3222163 (approved Nov. 8, 2004)).

318

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 12 at CPD001108 (CPD001105-CPD001108) (Case
Supplementary Report 3222163 (approved Nov. 8, 2004)).

319

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 12 at CPD001108 (CPD001105-CPD001108) (Case
Supplementary Report 3222163 (approved Nov. 8, 2004)).

320

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 13 at CPD001113-CPD001114 (CPD001111-CPD001114) (Case
Supplementary Report 3222388 (approved Nov. 10, 2004)).

321

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 13 at CPD001114 (CPD001111-CPD001114) (Case
Supplementary Report 3222388 (approved Nov. 10, 2004)).
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McCarthy chose to stand in position number one, while Denham selected position five.322 Their
lawyer, Dwyer, was also present.323
The lineup was viewed separately by the same six witnesses:
Hageline, Allen, Copeland, and Francis.

Connolly, Kohler,

Connolly, Kohler, and Copeland were unable to

positively identify anyone.324 Hageline identified Denham as the person who was not only
initially placed in handcuffs by the police the night of the incident,325 but also as one of the guys
who tried breaking up the altercation.326 Allen identified Kevin McCarthy as not only the guy
who was with the girl (Bridget McCarthy) and placed in handcuffs, but also as someone who
tried breaking up the altercation.327 Lastly, Francis identified Kevin McCarthy as the person who
was with the female (Bridget McCarthy) and who was stopped by the police after the incident,
but Francis did not remember what role Kevin McCarthy played during the altercation.328
In summary, according to CPD reports on the lineup, on May 20, 2004, neither
Koschman’s friends nor the bystanders were able to positively identify Vanecko in a lineup as
the person who struck Koschman.
4.

May 20, 2004 (Felony Review Visit)

According to O’Brien, the role of SAO’s Felony Review unit is to “review the

322

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 13 at CPD001114 (CPD001111-CPD001114) (Case
Supplementary Report 3222388 (approved Nov. 10, 2004)).

323

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 13 at CPD001113 (CPD001111-CPD001114) (Case
Supplementary Report 3222388 (approved Nov. 10, 2004)).

324

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 13 at CPD001113-CPD001114 (Case Supplementary Report
3222388 (approved Nov. 10, 2004)).

325

Kevin McCarthy was the person in the Vanecko group who was placed in handcuffs the night of
the altercation, not Denham. Tremore, Edwin, Kroll Interview Rep. at 3 (Sept. 18, 2012).

326

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 13 at CPD001114 (CPD001111-CPD001114) (Case
Supplementary Report 3222388 (approved Nov. 10, 2004)).

327

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 13 at CPD001114 (CPD001111-CPD001114) (Case
Supplementary Report 3222388 (approved Nov. 10, 2004)).

328

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 13 at CPD001114 (CPD001111-CPD001114) (Case
Supplementary Report 3222388 (approved Nov. 10, 2004)).
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sufficiency of the evidence gathered by the police.”329 For homicides, such as the Koschman
case, when contacted by CPD, the assigned Felony Review ASA reports to the CPD detective,
meets with the investigating detective, speaks with all available parties, including the suspect if
possible, reads available reports, and examines all available evidence to decide what charges to
approve, if any.330 When called by detectives to review a case, a Felony Review ASA can
approve charges, reject charges, or classify the case as a continuing investigation (“CI”).331

329

See O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 16:22-24 (May 8, 2013).

330

SAO approval is typically required in order for police to charge any person with a felony. See
Boliker, Shauna, IGO Interview Rep. at 1-2 (Mar. 25, 2013); see O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr.
at 17:8-12 (May 8, 2013); see Milan, Bob, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 6:17-19 (Apr. 24, 2013). In 2004,
SAO’s Felony Review unit consisted of one Felony Review supervisor, three Felony Review deputy
supervisors, and four Felony Review teams of approximately 10 ASAs each. See Milan, Bob, Special
Grand Jury Tr. at 5:22-6:7 (Apr. 24, 2013); see O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 15:19-22 (May
8, 2013). Each of the four teams worked three consecutive days in a row in 12-hour shifts, so that the
Felony Review unit operated 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. See Milan, Bob, Special Grand Jury Tr. at
6:6-15 (Apr. 24, 2013).
CPD officers are to call Felony Review dispatchers, who are on duty 24 hours a day and were
charged with paging the on-duty Felony Review ASAs when a CPD officer called requesting Felony
Review assistance. See O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 16:1-12 (May 8, 2013); see Milan,
Bob, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 8:17-18 (Apr. 24, 2013); see Kirk, Daniel, IGO Interview Rep. at 2 (Mar.
26, 2013). The dispatchers provided the assigned ASA with a contact, such as the detective, to facilitate
the review of the case. See Kirk, Daniel, IGO Interview Rep. at 2 (Mar. 26, 2013).

According to O’Brien, detectives would occasionally contact him directly with regard to a request
for Felony Review. See O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 16:1-12 (May 8, 2013). The Felony
Review unit dispatchers maintained a log of both the time that CPD called Felony Review and the time
that the assigned ASA finished his or her review of the case. See O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr.
at 16:15-22 (May 8, 2013). The time that the ASA left the Felony Review office to meet with the calling
CPD officer was not recorded in the log. See O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 16:20-22 (May
8, 2013). This log could also record whether the ASA was reviewing the case solely as an “advice.” See
O’Brien, Darren, IGO Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 4 (Feb. 5, 2013). According to current SAO Chief
Deputy Walt Hehner, Felony Review ASAs contacted the Felony Review dispatcher after reviewing a
case to inform them of whether charges were approved or rejected. See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 151 at
3 (Hehner, Walt, IGO Interview Rep. (Mar. 11, 2013)).
331

See Kirk, Daniel, IGO Interview Rep. at 2 (Mar. 26, 2013). When Felony Review CI’s a case,
that means CPD needs to obtain additional evidence before a charging decision can be made. See
O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 19:1-12 (May 8, 2013); see Murray, Bernard, IGO Interview
Rep. at 3 (Feb. 22, 2013); see Devine, Richard, IGO Interview Rep. at 2 (Apr. 9, 2013). According to
Murray, it is common, especially in homicide cases, for a case to be CI’d. See Murray, Bernard, IGO
Interview Rep. at 3 (Feb. 22, 2013). In those instances, the ASA would actually create a “to-do list” of
steps that CPD should follow to obtain approval of charges. See Milan, Bob, Special Grand Jury Tr. at
10:21-11:5, 16:19-17:2 (Apr. 24, 2013).
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However, a Felony Review ASA can also be requested by CPD to review a particular case for
the sole purpose of providing guidance to detectives about that case, which is commonly referred
to as an “advice.”332 Generally speaking, CPD would request an “advice” from Felony Review
when detectives were not ready to seek charges, but instead, wanted to know SAO’s opinion on
whether and what charges may be appropriate for a particular case.333
a.

SAO Felony Review Unit Contacted

On May 20, 2004, the day of the lineups, O’Brien visited Area 3 to interview witnesses
and consult detectives regarding potential charges in the Koschman case.334 During his 2013
special grand jury testimony, O’Brien could not pinpoint an exact date that he was first contacted

332

See O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 19:13-17 (May 8, 2013). According to Hehner,
approximately 20 percent of CPD calls to Felony Review are for “advices.” See Special Grand Jury
Exhibit 151 at 11 (Hehner, Walt, IGO Interview Rep. (Mar. 11, 2013)). However, according to Kirk,
calls for “advices” seldom occur. See Kirk, Daniel, IGO Interview Rep. at 2 (Mar. 26, 2013).

333

O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 19:13-17 (May 8, 2013); Kirk, Daniel, IGO Interview
Rep. at 2 (Mar. 26, 2013); Murray, Bernard, IGO Interview Rep. at 3 (Feb. 22, 2013); Milan, Bob,
Special Grand Jury Tr. at 10:16-20 (Apr. 24, 2013).

334

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 10 at CPD001127 (CPD001115-CPD001128) (Case
Supplementary Report 3193543 (approved Nov. 10, 2004)). A difference of opinion exists as to whether
it is unusual for the head of Felony Review to conduct a review himself. See Special Grand Jury Exhibit
122 at 9 (O’Leary, Rita, Kroll Interview Rep. (Oct. 5, 2012)) (O’Brien’s review of a case was not “an
everyday occurrence”). According to Rybicki, he had never seen the Felony Review Chief come to a
detective area to review a case, calling the occurrence unusual. See Rybicki, Richard, Special Grand Jury
Tr. at 75:21-76:2 (Mar. 27, 2013). Rybicki acknowledged that, in this respect, the Koschman matter was
treated differently than other cases because of the persons involved and because the case was
“newsworthy.” See Rybicki, Richard, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 100:12-18 (Mar. 27, 2013); see also
Rybicki, Richard, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 46:20-47:1 (Mar. 27, 2013) (He said whoever told him about
calling in the State’s Attorney said that they did so because “they wanted to be thorough. They wanted,
you know, independent review of what their investigation had led to so far. And that they were crossing
all the T’s and dotting the I’s.”) According to current SAO Chief of Staff Kirk, it is not completely
unheard of for the head of Felony Review to review a case, but that it was not typical and did not occur on
a daily basis. See Kirk, Daniel, IGO Interview Rep. at 3 (Mar. 26, 2013). But see Devine, Richard, IGO
Interview Rep. at 2 (Aug. 8, 2013) (stating he was not shocked or surprised to learn that O’Brien went to
Area 3 to review the Koschman matter because in his (State’s Attorney Devine’s) opinion it was not
unusual for the head of Felony Review to personally review a case); Milan, Bob, IGO Interview Rep. at 2
(Aug. 8, 2013) (stating that in his opinion it was not unusual for the head of Felony Review to personally
review a case, and that when he (Milan) was the head of Felony Review, he personally reviewed cases
approximately 12 to 24 times a year). O’Brien testified before the special grand jury that he took the
Koschman matter himself “because [he] wanted to have firsthand information about the case by
interviewing the witnesses [himself] to make sure [SAO] didn’t miss anything, and so that [he] could
answer any questions of [his] bosses.” O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 32:1-6 (May 8, 2013).
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by Yawger regarding the Koschman case, but he testified that he was likely contacted by phone
the day before the lineups (May 19, 2004), as well as the day of the lineups (May 20, 2004).335
According to both O’Brien and Yawger, this was the first contact CPD made with SAO
regarding the Koschman case.336 O’Brien testified that he learned that Mayor Daley’s relative
was involved during these phone calls.337 Yawger told the special grand jury in July 2013 that he
would not have called the head of Felony Review (O’Brien) if Vanecko had not been Mayor
Daley’s nephew.338
Yawger also told the special grand jury that he initially called O’Brien for an “advice” on
the Koschman case, but then [Yawger] shifted gears and instead wanted O’Brien to charge
Vanecko.339 Yawger explained to the IGO in 2011 that he wanted O’Brien to charge Vanecko

335

See O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 30:10-24 (May 8, 2013).

336

See O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 31:8-13 (May 8, 2013); see also Yawger, Ronald,
IGO Interview Tr. at 11:15-24 (July 1, 2011) (SAO was unaware of case prior to his call to O’Brien, and
O’Brien seemed as if he was hearing information for first time.); see also Yawger, Ronald, IGO Interview
Tr. at 9:18-10:9 (July 1, 2011) (Yawger stated that he called the main line for the Felony Review unit);
O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 30:20-24 (May 8, 2013) (“I’m not sure if I was paged by the
caller directly or received a call through the Felony Review dispatcher. I’ve given my pager number to
many police personnel throughout my career.”)

337

See O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 31:1-13 (May 8, 2013). See also O’Brien, Darren,
Special Grand Jury Tr. at 14:9-12 (May 8, 2013) (stating “Vanecko’s Daley family relationship had no
impact in forming my opinion that charges were not appropriate in this case.”)

338

See Yawger, Ronald, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 126:7-15, 128:12-15 (July 15, 2013). According
to Yawger, and others, he reached out to O’Brien directly to review the case because the case involved the
nephew of Mayor Daley. See Yawger, Ronald, IGO Interview Tr. at 7:17-22 (July 1, 2011); see also
Epach, Thomas, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 13:12-15 (May 8, 2013) (testifying that Yawger told him he
called O’Brien directly); see also O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 31:10-13 (May 8, 2013) (“I
believe the reference to a Daley relative is why I, as opposed to one of the felony review team, went out
on a call.”); see Rybicki, Richard, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 76:5-7 (Mar. 27, 2013). Chasen claims that
he “demanded” that O’Brien, rather than another ASA, review the case because he wanted an immediate
answer, and as the head of Felony Review, O’Brien could provide an answer immediately. See Chasen,
Michael, IGO Interview Rep. at 5 (Nov. 27, 2012); see also Kobel, Richard, IGO Interview Rep. at 2 (Jan.
17, 2013). Chasen could not recall any other time he requested the head of Felony Review to personally
review a case, and acknowledged that the Koschman case may have been the first time he made such a
demand. See Chasen, Michael, IGO Interview Rep. at 5 (Nov. 27, 2012). According to Giralamo,
O’Brien sometimes reviewed high profile or “heater” cases, and he only recalled seeing O’Brien at Area 3
four or five times. See Giralamo, Anthony, IGO Interview Rep. at 6 (Dec. 21, 2012).

339

See Yawger, Ronald, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 127:6-13 (July 15, 2013); Yawger, Ronald, IGO
Interview Tr. at 7:22-23 (July 1, 2011).
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and that a “Judge [could] throw [the case] out” if there was not sufficient evidence to support
such a charge.340 Before the special grand jury in 2013, Yawger explained his thought process
by stating:
I just wanted — it’s not a good thing to say, but I just wanted to
kick the can down the road. I mean, why would we [CPD] make
this decision? I wanted out of this case. I wanted to get it over
with. I figured just charge the guy and go to preliminary hearing,
and it would have been thrown out . . . And then we’re done with
it, it’s on somebody else’s hands, which is not the right thing to
do.341
However, according to O’Brien’s 2013 special grand jury testimony, Yawger’s call was merely
for an “advice,” and he was never asked by anyone to approve charges in the Koschman case.342
Tom Epach (a former Cook County ASA) was the Executive Assistant to Superintendent
Cline in 2004 and acted as a liaison between CPD and SAO; on occasion advocating on behalf of
detectives when CPD thought a case should be charged.343 In May 2013, Epach testified before
the special grand jury and stated that sometime after the May 20, 2004 lineups, he received a call
from Yawger requesting that he (Epach) reach out to SAO to attempt to obtain approval for
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Yawger, Ronald, IGO Interview Tr. at 8:4-7 (July 1, 2011).

341

See Yawger, Ronald, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 127:13-24 (July 15, 2013).

342

See O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 19:17-18, 23:21-24:6, 53:5-17 (May 8, 2013).
O’Brien testified that “If Yawger had requested charges against anyone in this case, I would have rejected
them … I thought CPD did not have enough evidence to pursue charges.” See O’Brien, Darren, Special
Grand Jury Tr. at 53:12-16 (May 8, 2013). As evidence that charges were not requested, O’Brien pointed
to the fact that he never wrote up the case as a rejection, that CPD reports show that charges were never
requested, and that Superintendent Cline made a statement to the press that CPD felt charges were not
appropriate. See O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 152:5-20 (May 8, 2013); Special Grand Jury
Exhibit 10 at CPD001117 (CPD001115-CPD001128) (Case Supplementary Report 3193543 (approved
Nov. 10, 2004)); Fran Spielman, No Charges in Fatal Fight Involving Daley’s Nephew (May 26, 2004)
(NEWS000009-10) (Superintendent Cline reported as stating on Tuesday, May 25, 2004 that there was
“insufficient evidence” to bring charges in connection with Koschman’s death). Regardless of whether
O’Brien was called to Area 3 for approval of charges or for an “advice,” SAO had the authority to charge
the case. See Milan, Bob, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 59:5-8 (Apr. 24, 2013).
343

See Epach, Thomas, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 7:23-8:8 (May 8, 2013); Kobel, Richard, IGO
Interview Rep. at 5 (Jan. 17, 2013); Molloy, James, Kroll Interview Rep. at 6 (Dec. 7, 2012); Chasen,
Michael, IGO Interview Rep. at 7 (Nov. 27, 2012).
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charges against Vanecko.344 According to Epach, when Yawger contacted him, Yawger stated
he had already requested involuntary manslaughter charges against Vanecko on May 20, 2004.345
Epach testified that Yawger told him that O’Brien refused Yawger’s request when he (Yawger)
requested charges, and that O’Brien told Yawger that SAO did not charge involuntary
manslaughter cases if SAO thought the case would ultimately be dismissed.346 Epach testified
that he called O’Brien to convince him to bring charges against Vanecko; however, according to
Epach, O’Brien could not be persuaded to do so.347 According to Epach, he “told O’Brien [over
the phone] that I [Epach] thought self-defense could be viewed as unreasonable in this case.”348
O’Brien told the special grand jury that he does not recall any such request from Epach,349 while
Yawger told the special grand jury that, to the best of his recollection, he did ask Epach to help
him get the case charged.350
b.

O’Brien’s Interviews of Witnesses

On May 20, 2004, at Area 3, after the lineups were complete, O’Brien interviewed
Koschman’s friends (Copeland, Allen, Francis, and Hageline) and Vanecko’s friends (the
McCarthys and Denham), but he did not interview Connolly or Kohler (the bystander
witnesses).351 It is unclear who was interviewed first, as Yawger has stated that the Koschman
group was interviewed first,352 but O’Brien testified that he interviewed Vanecko’s friends
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See Epach, Thomas, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 10:6-12, 11:15-18 (May 8, 2013).

345

See Epach, Thomas, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 11:3-7, 11:11-14, 26:19-27:4 (May 8, 2013).

346

See Epach, Thomas, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 26:19-27:7, 77:21-78:4 (May 8, 2013).
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See Epach, Thomas, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 15:9-16:14 (May 8, 2013).

348

See Epach, Thomas, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 16:5-7 (May 8, 2013).
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See O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 54:21-24, 55:3-5, 134:7-10 (May 8, 2013).

350

See Yawger, Ronald, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 130:23-131:2; 132:11-18 (July 15, 2013).

351

During one of three interviews with the OSP, O’Brien stated that he recalled the lineups were in
progress when he arrived at Area 3 on May 20, 2004. O’Brien, Darren, IGO Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 9
(Feb. 20, 2013).

352

See Yawger, Ronald, IGO Interview Tr. at 13:10-17 (July 1, 2011).
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first.353 The witnesses were interviewed individually,354 except for the McCarthys, who were
interviewed at the same time accompanied by their attorney, Bill Dwyer.355
Before the special grand jury in July 2013, Yawger stated that he took notes, which he
described as “doodling” to simply “highlight[] some of the stuff” the witnesses were saying
during O’Brien’s interviews of Koschman’s friends, but that he did not take notes during the
interviews of the McCarthys or Denham.356

Yawger’s GPR for the Koschman friends’

interviews totaled less than a single page for all four interviews,357 and no GPRs exist from the
interviews of the McCarthys or Denham, even though O’Brien testified before the special grand
jury in 2013 that he thinks Yawger took notes during all the May 20, 2004 witness interviews.358
According to Yawger, O’Brien “really went after” the McCarthys in his interview and
threatened to stop the interview and bring them before the grand jury because O’Brien did not
believe the McCarthys’ statements that “they did not see” what happened when Koschman was
struck.359 O’Brien similarly testified before the special grand jury in 2013 that he believed it was
a reasonable inference that the McCarthys and Denham were lying during their interviews to
protect Vanecko.360 At one point, according to Yawger, the McCarthys’ attorney (Dwyer) even
353

See O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 36:18-21 (May 8, 2013).

354

See Yawger, Ronald, IGO Interview Tr. at 15:2-7 (July 1, 2011).

355

See Yawger, Ronald, IGO Interview Tr. at 17:23-18:6 (July 1, 2011).

356

See Yawger, Ronald, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 65:7-66:1, 67:14-68:2 (July 15, 2013). In 2013,
O’Brien testified before the special grand jury and said he relied on the detective participating in the
interviews to record a summary of each witness statement, see O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at
17:15-18:16 (May 8, 2013), whereas Yawger told the special grand jury that “Darren O’Brien would
never ask any policeman to take his notes, I guarantee you that,” see Yawger, Ronald, Special Grand Jury
Tr. at 66:15-21 (July 15, 2013).
357

According to Yawger’s GPR, Allen told O’Brien that Koschman was punched in the cheek, while
Copeland told O’Brien that Koschman was punched in the mouth. See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 17
(CPD001051) (General Progress Report (May 20, 2004)).
358

See O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 36:13-15 (May 8, 2013). O’Brien also testified
that he personally did not take notes during any of the interviews in the Koschman matter. See O’Brien,
Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 35:18-19 (May 8, 2013).

359

See Yawger, Ronald, IGO Interview Tr. at 18:19-19:20 (July 1, 2011); see Yawger, Ronald,
Special Grand Jury Tr. at 53:19-56:1 (July 15, 2013).

360

O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 37:20-38:1, 104:6-24 (May 8, 2013).
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threatened to complain to the attorney disciplinary authorities about O’Brien.361 Likewise,
according to then First Assistant State’s Attorney Robert Milan’s 2013 special grand jury
testimony, the McCarthys’ attorney also called him after the May 20, 2004 interviews to
complain about O’Brien’s questioning, stating that O’Brien was “harsh on them” and called them
“liars.”362
As noted above, O’Brien did not interview Connolly or Kohler. O’Brien testified that
instead of interviewing these bystander witnesses, he “relied upon CPD reports and
conversations with Detective Yawger as to what they said.”363 O’Brien testified it was not
necessary to interview Kohler and Connolly because their versions of the incident were generally
consistent with that of Koschman’s friends, except as to whether Vanecko punched or pushed
Koschman.364
c.

The Charging Decision
i.

O’Brien’s Standard for Approving Charges

Under Illinois law, a finding of probable cause (defined as sufficient evidence to justify
the reasonable belief that the defendant has committed or is committing a crime) is needed to
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Yawger, Ronald, IGO Interview Tr. at 19:16-20 (July 1, 2011); see also O’Brien, Darren, Special
Grand Jury Tr. at 38:2-7 (May 8, 2013) (stating that he “recall[s] their attorney interrupted the interview
several times and was angry with me for the manner in which I aggressively interviewed his clients. He
threatened to remove his clients from the interview room.”)

362

Milan, Bob, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 51:14-20 (Apr. 24, 2013). Milan also testified before the
special grand jury that Dwyer stated he wanted to file an Attorney Registration and Disciplinary
Commission complaint against O’Brien based on his conduct at the interviews. Milan, Bob, Special
Grand Jury Tr. at 51:14-20 (Apr. 24, 2013).

363

O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 46:13-17 (May 8, 2013).

364

O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 46:22-47:3 (May 8, 2013). O’Brien testified that “I
do not know the line of vision that the two independent witnesses had at the time of the incident, but my
impression was both described the incident as if they had a clear view.” O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand
Jury Tr. at 46:17-21 (May 8, 2013). Both Kohler and Connolly testified before the special grand jury in
2012 that they only saw the aftermath of the physical contact between Vanecko and Koschman and not
the contact itself. See Connolly, Michael, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 9:9-13 (July 11, 2012); Kohler,
Phillip, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 13:15-21 (Aug. 8, 2012).
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return an indictment.365

However, prosecutors have what is commonly referred to as

“prosecutorial discretion,” which under Illinois law, provides that a prosecutor is allowed to
independently determine whether to charge an individual with a criminal offense and which
charge(s) to bring.366
In his 2013 special grand jury testimony, O’Brien described his personal standard for
approving charges:
To approve charges in my mind, I would need to know with no
doubt that a crime was committed, that the CPD identified the right
person as the offender, and that there was some admissible
evidence against that person and no negative evidence. There were
some cases that was [sic] rejected because the negative evidence
was so bad the case could not be salvaged by any new evidence.
Negative evidence is evidence that show the offender was innocent
of the offense or that contradicted evidence of guilt.367
According to former SAO Criminal Prosecutions Chief Bernie Murray, O’Brien
“demanded more from police” for all cases coming into SAO where charges were sought.368
According to O’Brien, his overarching charging policy is that he does “not risk charging a person
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See, e.g., People v. Creque, 382 N.E.2d 793, 796, 72 Ill. 2d 515, 523 (1978); People v. Jones, 830
N.E.2d 541, 551-552, 215 Ill. 2d 261, 273-75 (2005).
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See, e.g., Schiller v. Mitchell, 828 N.E.2d 323, 335 (Ill. App. Ct. 2d Dist. 2005).
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O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 24:16-25:3 (May 8, 2013).

368

Murray, Bernard, IGO Interview Rep. at 5 (Feb. 22, 2013). According to Bernie Murray, if a case
did not meet probable cause standards or the standard of having a strong probability of success at trial,
then the Felony Review ASA would formally reject charges. See Murray, Bernard, IGO Interview Rep. at
3 (Feb. 22, 2013). However, according to Milan, an ASA could reject a case “for whatever reason” if the
evidence was insufficient “to sustain the burden beyond a reasonable doubt.” See Milan, Bob, Special
Grand Jury Tr. at 11:6-10 (Apr. 24, 2013). For all felonies except for homicides, CPD may override
SAO’s rejection of charges. See Kobel, Richard, IGO Interview Rep. at 5 (Jan. 17, 2013). If a Felony
Review ASA rejects charges and a CPD watch commander disagrees, the latter may call the on-duty CPD
assistant deputy superintendent (“ADS”) for a consultation. Detective Division Standard Operating
Procedures Sec. 8.8 “Obtaining Approval for Felony Charges” at IG_002503 (1988) (IG_002422IG_002630); Chasen, Michael, IGO Interview Rep. at 9-10 (Nov. 27, 2012). If the ADS believes charges
are appropriate, he, in turn, can inform the ASA that the felony charges are approved. Detective Division
Standard Operating Procedures Sec. 8.8, “Obtaining Approval for Felony Charges” at IG002503 (1988)
(IG_002422-IG_002630); Chasen, Michael, IGO Interview Rep. at 9-10 (Nov. 27, 2012). When this
happens, the case will typically go to a preliminary hearing, where SAO often has it dismissed. Chasen,
Michael, IGO Interview Rep. at 10 (Nov. 27, 2012).
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unless [he is] certain – or as certain as [he] could be of [the offender’s] guilt.”369
ii.

Issues Allegedly Preventing Charges

According to O’Brien’s 2013 special grand jury testimony, after he finished interviewing
witnesses on the day of the lineups (May 20, 2004), he spoke with Yawger about the case and
whether charges would be appropriate.370 O’Brien testified that after reviewing the available
evidence, it was his belief that the case was “nowhere near chargeable,” and he told Yawger
such.371 O’Brien’s assessment that the case could not be charged (as noted above, O’Brien
asserts he was never formally asked by CPD to charge the case) was based primarily on his
issues concerning the: (1) lack of witness identification of the offender, and (2) viability of the
offender’s putative affirmative defense of self-defense.372
(A)

Supposed Lack of Witness Identification of the
Offender

As discussed above, before the May 20, 2004, lineups were conducted, CPD believed
Vanecko was the person who had struck Koschman. Furthermore, O’Brien testified before the
special grand jury that the identification of an offender can be made by process of elimination.373
Although the McCarthys and Denham told O’Brien that they did not strike Koschman,374
O’Brien asserted in his special grand jury testimony that he “could not conclude” whether the
person who struck Koschman was Kevin McCarthy, Denham, or Vanecko because he could not
rely on Kevin McCarthy’s and Denham’s statements that they did not strike Koschman.375
Additionally, even though O’Brien knew that Koschman’s friends informed police the night of

369

O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 24:13-15 (May 8, 2013).

370

O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 48:3-19 (May 8, 2013).

371

O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 49:13-18 (May 8, 2013).

372

O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 48:16-19 (May 8, 2013).

373

O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 52:6-10 (May 8, 2013). According to Bernie Murray,
there is no need for a positive ID at a lineup before charging a circumstantial case. Murray, Bernard, IGO
Interview Rep. at 4 (Feb. 22, 2013).

374

O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 38:16-19 (May 8, 2013).

375

O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 52:11-22 (May 8, 2013). No witnesses indicated
Bridget McCarthy (the only woman in the group) struck Koschman.
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the incident that Kevin McCarthy was not the offender, O’Brien testified that “those same
friends impliedly said it was also not Vanecko when they failed to pick him out of a lineup.”376
When O’Brien was reminded by the OSP that witnesses had stated that the person who struck
Koschman was the “tallest” or “largest” in the group, and even though Vanecko was both the
largest (at approximately 230 pounds) and the tallest (at approximately 6’3”),377 person in his
group, O’Brien speculated that because the incident occurred in April, the Vanecko group was
likely wearing jackets the night of the incident, “which could possibly distort someone’s
impression of size.”378
(B)

O’Brien’s Evaluation of Self-Defense

Under Illinois law, self-defense is an affirmative defense that must be raised by the
defendant, not the prosecution.379 In Illinois, the law of self-defense is as follows:
A person is justified in the use of force against another when and
to the extent that he reasonably believes that such conduct is
necessary to defend himself or another against such other’s
imminent use of unlawful force. However, he is justified in the use
of force which is intended or likely to cause death or great bodily
harm only if he reasonably believes that such force is necessary to
prevent imminent death or great bodily harm to himself or another,

376

O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 52:23-53:4 (May 8, 2013).

377

Of note, Denham was 5’10” and 170 pounds, and Kevin McCarthy was 6’2” and 190 pounds.
See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 40 (Denham Driver License Search Results) and Special Grand Jury
Exhibit 39 (Kevin McCarthy Driver License Search Results).

378

O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 50:22-51:3 (May 8, 2013). No witnesses have told
police or testified before the special grand jury that the Vanecko group was wearing jackets, nor that
jackets distorted their ability to perceive the height or weight of the persons involved in the altercation.

379

See People v. Zapata, 808 N.E.2d 1064, 1069-70 (Ill. App. Ct. 1st Dist. 2004); People v. Moore,
797 N.E.2d 217, 225 (Ill. App. Ct. 2d Dist. 2003). However, according to Kirk, Felony Review ASAs are
trained to anticipate possible defenses, such as self-defense. Kirk, Daniel, IGO Interview Rep. at 5 (Mar.
26, 2013). The accused has the burden of producing evidence to raise the question of self-defense unless
that issue arises from the state’s proof. People v. Haynes, 260 N.E.2d 377, 379 (Ill. App. Ct. 1st Dist.
1970). Once a defendant raises the issue of self-defense, the state has the burden of proving beyond a
reasonable doubt that the defendant did not act in self-defense, in addition to proving the elements of the
charged offense. People v. Zapata, 808 N.E.2d 1064, 1069 (Ill. App. Ct. 1st Dist. 2004). If the state
negates any one of the elements of self-defense, the defendant’s claim of self-defense must fail. People v.
Young, 807 N.E.2d 1125, 1134 (Ill. App. Ct. 1st Dist. 2004).
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or the commission of a forcible felony.380
According to O’Brien’s 2013 special grand jury testimony, he believes the law requires
him “To . . . look at all the evidence, not just what a prospective offender might say. If any
witness or possible offender provides evidence that a person was acting in self-defense and I
conclude that that is true, I then consider whether the response to that threat was reasonable. If it
is, then no crime has been committed and I obviously cannot charge anyone with an offense.”381
O’Brien also testified that “whoever pushed or punched Koschman did so because they
were acting in response to Koschman’s aggression.”382 In fact, according to O’Brien, regardless
of whether Koschman was punched or pushed, either use of force would have been reasonable,
in his opinion.383 However, O’Brien admitted under oath that none of the witnesses told him that
Koschman threw punches or made physical contact with Vanecko immediately before Koschman
was struck.384 In fact, O’Brien also testified that he did not remember the McCarthys or Denham
ever telling CPD or him that during the altercation they or Vanecko felt threatened in a physical
way or that as they walked away, “there was any danger to them” (i.e., they did not think that
great bodily harm to themselves or others was imminent).385 According to O’Brien, when a
person “[f]lees from the scene [as Vanecko did], such evidence may be an indicator of
consciousness of guilt, but it could also mean the person did not want to be involved in law

380

720 ILCS 5/7-1 (West 2004).

381

O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 26:7-17 (May 8, 2013). According to Hehner, SAO
does approve charges for cases even if it is believed that a defendant is likely to raise self-defense at trial.
Special Grand Jury Exhibit 151 at 11 (Hehner, Walt, IGO Interview Rep. (Mar. 11, 2013)). According to
2011 Area 5 CPD Commander Salemme, self-defense is one of the “favorite reasons” given by SAO for
rejecting charges in a case. Special Grand Jury Exhibit 109 at 8 (Salemme, Joseph, Kroll Interview Rep.
(Jan. 15, 2013)).

382

O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 26:18-27:4 (May 8, 2013) (concluding that
Koschman’s friends would not lie about Koschman being the aggressor); see also O’Brien, Darren,
Special Grand Jury Tr. at 27:10-21 (May 8, 2013).

383

O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 28:5-13 (May 8, 2013).

384

O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 40:6-9 (May 8, 2013).

385

O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 130:9-17 (May 8, 2013).
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enforcement activity.”386 However, according to O’Brien, fleeing the scene could also “indicate
the person fleeing may be fearful of being attacked again.”387
Additionally, even though O’Brien and CPD did not speak to Vanecko, according to
O’Brien, he was nevertheless able to divine Vanecko’s actual state of mind based on not only
what the witnesses told him, but also upon his “common sense as to what the average person’s
state of mind would have been” under the circumstances.388 O’Brien explained to the special
grand jury that the Koschman and Vanecko groups had “been yelling back and forth,”389 and
thus, when Koschman continued the argument:
What options did the Vanecko group have? Run? They never
would have been able to turn and run before Koschman was on
them. Stand there and let Koschman strike them first? Not only
would that be absurd, the law does not require such action. I
believe it [striking Koschman] was more likely a reaction by
someone in the Vanecko group throwing up his hands to prevent
Koschman from getting to them rather than a punch. Vanecko’s
group had been drinking, too, and I doubt any among them would
have had the time to actually make a decision to throw a punch;
however, I don’t know exactly what type of contact occurred.390
O’Brien summed up his stance on the issue of self-defense in this matter by stating:
I concluded that if it was Vanecko who punched or pushed
Koschman, it was reasonable to believe that Vanecko felt either he
or another in his group were being physically threatened by
Koschman and acted accordingly. I believe Koschman was
physically threatening, and concluded Koschman’s aggression led
to him being pushed or punched.391

386

O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 29:13-17 (May 8, 2013).

387

O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 29:18-19 (May 8, 2013).

388

O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 40:21-41:9 (May 8, 2013).

389

O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 45:18-19 (May 8, 2013).

390

O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 45:22-46:12 (May 8, 2013).

391

O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 40:11-20 (May 8, 2013). See also O’Brien, Darren,
Special Grand Jury Tr. at 48:16-49:-6 (May 8, 2013) (stating the Koschman case “was not a close call”
when describing the reasons he felt charges in this matter were precluded). As part of his testimony
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Additionally, O’Brien testified that he was unaware of the fact that the Vanecko group
rendezvoused at the Pepper Canister after the incident on April 25, 2004 (an event that was
uncovered by the OSP and revealed to him during an interview with the OSP).392 In hindsight,
according to O’Brien, after learning of the Pepper Canister meeting, he wishes he had asked the
McCarthys and Denham why they met up and what they discussed.393

That is because,

according to O’Brien, “[w]hen the parties to a violent act rendezvous after the act, the purpose of
the meeting could be an important consideration if the purpose was to develop a consistent
fictitious story about the incident.”394
O’Brien testified that when he left Area 3 after the May 20, 2004 lineups, he probably
reported the results of his visit up SAO’s chain of command, likely to Bernie Murray and Milan,
but O’Brien stressed he “did not ask them what [he] should do [with the case].”395 O’Brien
explained further that while he does not specifically remember speaking about the Koschman
case with his superiors, he is “sure they all agreed that this case was not chargeable.”396 Milan
recalled hearing the results of O’Brien’s Felony Review visit, and testified that while he cannot
remember how many times he spoke with State’s Attorney Richard Devine about the Koschman
case in 2004, he “would bet the ranch” that he discussed the matter, including O’Brien’s

before the special grand jury, O’Brien read a statement which, in part, stated, “I also considered any
disparity in size between Koschman and any of the larger males in Vanecko’s group as well as the fact
that Vanecko left the scene after the incident. Both are considerations in any self-defense evaluation,
though they are not necessarily dispositive.” See O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 47:8-15
(May 8, 2013). Regarding his consideration of the size disparity between Vanecko and Koschman,
O’Brien testified that, “what would the alternative be for Vanecko or somebody to sit there and say he’s
going to hit me. He’s smaller than me. I probably should let them strike first. I don’t think the law
requires that.” See O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 169:21-170:2 (May 8, 2013).
392

O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 56:6-9 (May 8, 2013).

393

O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 56:11-15 (May 8, 2013).

394

O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 29:20-30:1 (May 8, 2013).

395

O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 54:6-11 (May 8, 2013). During Milan’s special grand
jury testimony, he described O’Brien as “one of the finest men” and “one of the finest lawyers” he knows.
See Milan, Bob, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 51:22-24 (Apr. 24, 2013).

396

O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 151:3-14 (May 8, 2013).
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findings, with State’s Attorney Devine once or maybe twice during that period.397
Furthermore, current State’s Attorney Anita Alvarez told the OSP she never discussed the
Koschman case with O’Brien or State’s Attorney Devine in 2004, despite her being in the
supervisory chain of command, and State’s Attorney Alvarez speculated that she was likely
bypassed because she was not part of SAO’s “good old boy network.”398 According to State’s
Attorney Alvarez, if she had been in charge of SAO in 2004, she not only would have wanted to
have been made aware of the Koschman matter, but she would have wanted to have discussed it
with O’Brien and CPD personnel, as well as had an opportunity to personally review the files –
something she believes should have probably occurred at SAO in 2004.399
According to the current First Assistant State’s Attorney Shauna Boliker, she was
surprised SAO did not conduct a more extensive review of the Koschman case in 2004.400
Boliker would have expected SAO “higher ups” to have been heavily involved with reviewing
the case, due to the fact that SAO knew its actions were going to be scrutinized because of the
Mayor’s nephew’s (Vanecko’s) involvement in the matter.401

397

Milan, Bob, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 40:2-13, 60:17-23 (Apr. 24, 2013). However, Milan also
testified that his knowledge of the Koschman case was derived from what O’Brien told him, and that he
(Milan) did not have independent knowledge of the facts, and did not interview witnesses or review CPD
reports. See Milan, Bob, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 40:22-41:5, 43:5-10, 54:7-10, 118:3-5 (Apr. 24, 2013).
Once the Sun-Times began covering the Koschman story in 2011, Milan testified that he recalls
discussing the case with State’s Attorney Devine (and O’Brien) approximately “a half a dozen” times
since 2011. Milan, Bob, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 38:7-19, 84:7-85:7 (Apr. 24, 2013). State’s Attorney
Devine’s best recollection was that he was informed of SAO’s involvement in the Koschman case by
Milan, after O’Brien had become involved in the matter. Compare Devine, Richard, IGO Interview Rep.
at 2 (Dec. 20, 2011) (informed by Milan or Bernie Murray) with Devine, Richard, IGO Interview Rep. at
3 (Apr. 9, 2013) (does not think that Bernie Murray notified him of the Koschman matter). Milan also
likely told him of O’Brien’s findings. Devine, Richard, IGO Interview Rep. at 3 (Apr. 9, 2013). State’s
Attorney Devine could not recall reviewing any written materials relating to the matter. See Devine,
Richard, IGO Interview Rep. at 2 (Dec. 20, 2011); Devine, Richard, IGO Interview Rep. at 3 (Aug. 8,
2013). State’s Attorney Devine never issued instructions to Felony Review in connection with the matter;
nor did he recall any formal meetings with top supervisors relating to the Koschman case. See Devine,
Richard, IGO Interview Rep. at 2 (Dec. 20, 2011).
398

Alvarez, Anita, IGO Interview Rep. at 1 (Apr. 29, 2013).

399

Alvarez, Anita, IGO Interview Rep. at 9 (Apr. 29, 2013).

400

Boliker, Shauna, IGO Interview Rep. at 7 (Mar. 25, 2013).

401

Boliker, Shauna, IGO Interview Rep. at 7 (Mar. 25, 2013).
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d.

Felony Review Folder

As part of the Felony Review process, the reviewing ASA is required to create what is
referred to as a Felony Review folder.402 ASAs use the folders to record certain key case
information learned from their review of the evidence, as well as from their interviews of
witnesses or the offender himself.403 In 2004, besides retaining the hard copy Felony Review
folder, Felony Review cases were also logged into the SAO’s “Prosecutor’s Management
Information System” (PROMIS).404
In this case, neither O’Brien’s Felony Review folder (or folders) from his May 20, 2004
interviews, nor the matter’s related electronic records, exist.405 Specifically, O’Brien testified

402

Furthermore, according to Kirk, Felony Review ASAs were required to turn in a Felony Review
folder for every case they reviewed. See Kirk, Daniel, IGO Interview Rep. at 2 (Mar. 26, 2013). Indeed,
according to Hehner, Felony Review folders for “advice” cases were to be kept in the event CPD called
SAO for charges at a later date. Special Grand Jury Exhibit 151 at 3 (Hehner, Walt IGO Interview Rep.
(Mar. 11, 2013)); see also Boliker, Shauna, IGO Interview Rep. at 6-7 (Mar. 25, 2013); Alvarez, Anita,
IGO Interview Rep. at 5 (Apr. 29, 2013). The ASA used the folder to record details of the case: the
nature of the ASA’s review, including whether the review was a rejection of charges, approval of charges,
a continuing investigation, or an “advice.” See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 151 at 2-4 (Hehner, Walt, IGO
Interview Rep. (Mar. 11, 2013)); O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 20:15-21:9 (May 8, 2013);
Kirk, Daniel, IGO Interview Rep. at 2 (Mar. 26, 2013); Milan, Bob, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 12:20-14:4
(Apr. 24, 2013). The purpose of the Felony Review folder is to provide ASAs with a guide for the
preliminary hearings as the case continues toward trial. Kirk, Daniel, IGO Interview Rep. at 2 (Mar. 26,
2013).
403

The Felony Review folder is approximately the size of a legal pad with carbon copy sheets that
were colored white and yellow. See O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 20:15-23 (May 8, 2013);
Milan, Bob, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 14:9-21 (Apr. 24, 2013); O’Brien, Darren, IGO Interview Rep.
(Proffer) at 3 (Feb. 5, 2013); Special Grand Jury Exhibit 151 at 2 (Hehner, Walt, IGO Interview Rep.
(Mar. 11, 2013)). The ASA would write on the white sheet and the writing would imprint on the yellow
sheet behind it as well as the outer folder. Milan, Bob, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 14:9-21 (Apr. 24, 2013).
Therefore, the information recorded in the Felony Review folder would appear on three physical papers:
(1) the white sheet, where the information was originally written; (2) the yellow sheet, where the
information was imprinted from the white sheet; and (3) the outer folder, where the information was
imprinted from the white sheet. See Milan, Bob, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 14:9-21 (Apr. 24, 2013).

404

Special Grand Jury Exhibit 151 at 3-4 (Hehner, Walt, IGO Interview Rep. (Mar. 11, 2013).

405

O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 57:24-59:4 (May 8, 2013). Several witnesses have
stated that it is extremely uncommon for Felony Review folders to get lost. See, e.g., Gilger, James,
Special Grand Jury Tr. at 110:16-111:12 (Jan. 16, 2013) (It is “very uncommon” for a Felony Review file
to be lost, and in the hundreds of felony cases he had investigated, no other Felony Review file had ever
been lost); Spanos, Nicholas, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 61:13-19 (Feb. 6, 2013) (Spanos agreed that it was
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before the special grand jury in 2013 that he is sure he brought a Felony Review folder or
folders406 with him to Area 3 on May 20, 2004.407 O’Brien further testified that after he
completed the May 20, 2004 witness interviews, he likely brought the Felony Review folder
back to his office to await further contact from CPD regarding any new developments in the
case.408 According to O’Brien’s special grand jury testimony, he likely kept the Koschman
folder in his office desk drawer for some time, but “[w]hen nothing more happened in the case,
[he] threw the folder away.”409
Even if O’Brien destroyed the hard copy Felony Review folder, PROMIS should have
retained an electronic record of the matter (even if O’Brien was only called for an “advice”).410
In fact, Milan confirmed that “advices” “should have been input[ted]” into the PROMIS

unusual for a Felony Review file to be missing and confirmed that he has never had any other case in
which the Felony Review file was missing).
406

O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 33:3-8 (May 8, 2013) (stating that due to the number
of witnesses he interviewed for the Koschman matter on May 20, 2004, it was possible he used four or
five Felony Review folders because each folder only had room for biographical information for two
witnesses).

407

O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 32:14-21 (May 8, 2013). However, O’Brien
previously informed certain SAO staff that he did not recall creating a Felony Review folder for the
Koschman matter. For example, according to Boliker, O’Brien informed her (and other SAO staff) that
he did not recall whether he created a Felony Review folder when he went to Area 3 on May 20, 2004.
See Boliker, Shauna, IGO Interview Rep. at 6 (Mar. 25, 2013); see also Kirk, Daniel, IGO Interview Rep.
at 4 (Mar. 26, 2013). State’s Attorney Alvarez told the OSP that SAO still does not know for certain
whether the Felony Review file for the Koschman matter ever existed. Alvarez, Anita, IGO Interview
Rep. at 5 (Apr. 29, 2013).
408

O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 32:22-33:2 (May 8, 2013).

409

O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 58:23-59:4 (May 8, 2013). O’Brien could not provide
a concrete time period in which he threw away the Koschman Felony Review folder. He has said he
“probably” kept the Koschman Felony Review folder for “a couple of years” before throwing it away.
O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 86:5-11 (May 8, 2013). However, he has also said that he
may have thrown away the Felony Review folder when he cleaned out his desk at the time he left the
position as head of Felony Review in 2008. O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 14:21-22, 90:1619 (May 8, 2013).

410

Special Grand Jury Exhibit 151 at 3 (Hehner, Walt, IGO Interview Rep. (Mar. 11, 2013));
Boliker, Shauna, IGO Interview Rep. at 2 (Mar. 25, 2013); Milan, Bob, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 21:2022:4 (Apr. 24, 2013); Kirk, Daniel, IGO Interview Rep. at 2 (Mar. 26, 2013).
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database.411 Indeed, during his special grand jury testimony, O’Brien confirmed that while he
was Chief of the Felony Review unit, he made substantial efforts to ensure that the data entry
employees entered advice calls in SAO’s computer system.412 However, no electronic Felony
Review records for the Koschman case have ever been discovered.
Additionally, in or around February 2011, and in response to a Chicago Sun-Times (“SunTimes”) Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”)413 request received by SAO in January 2011,
O’Brien was instructed by either John Brassil (SAO’s Chief of the Felony Review unit) or Fabio
Valentini (SAO’s Chief of the Criminal Prosecutions Bureau) to search for his May 20, 2004
Koschman Felony Review folder(s).414
415

undertake similar efforts.

Several other SAO employees were instructed to

Furthermore, on March 22, 2013, at the OSP’s direction, and in an

effort to locate an electronic version of the Koschman Felony Review folder, an investigator
from Kroll met with representatives from SAO to search O’Brien’s shared drive from SAO backup tapes. The searches performed by Kroll did not yield any files related to the Koschman
felony review.416 Despite these efforts, and as noted above, the Koschman Felony Review folder
(both hard copy and electronic versions) has never been located, and thus was unavailable for the
411

Milan, Bob, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 25:23-26:8 (Apr. 24, 2013). Hehner also confirmed that
advices should have been recorded on SAO’s computer system. Special Grand Jury Exhibit 151 at 4
(Hehner, Walt, IGO Interview Rep. (Mar. 11, 2013)).

412

O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 22:19-23:2 (May 8, 2013).

413

The purpose of the Illinois Freedom of Information Act is to serve the “public policy of the State
of Illinois that access by all persons to public records promotes the transparency and accountability of
public bodies at all levels of government.” 5 ILCS 140/1 (West 2011).

414

O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 58:15-22 (May 8, 2013); Special Grand Jury Exhibit
151 at 7 (Hehner, Walt, IGO Interview Rep. (Mar. 11, 2013)); Alvarez, Anita, IGO Interview Rep. at 5
(Apr. 29, 2013); Kirk, Daniel, IGO Interview Rep. at 4 (Mar. 26, 2013).

415

Boliker, Shauna, IGO Interview Rep. at 6 (Mar. 25, 2013); Special Grand Jury Exhibit 151 at 5
(Hehner, Walt, IGO Interview Rep. (Mar. 11, 2013)).

416

The OSP also attempted to retrieve e-mails from SAO personnel from 2004. Due to the passage
of time and a migration to a different e-mail system in 2010, those e-mails no longer exist. See Cook
County Bureau of Technology, Chief Information Officer Lydia Murray correspondence (Jan. 4, 2013)
(CCSAO_033293). While e-mails were backed up to tape and stored off-site for a period of one year;
SAO’s backup tapes prior to 2008 were routinely overwritten. See Lydia Murray correspondence (Jan. 4,
2013) (CCSAO_033293). Additionally, although Cook County Bureau of Technology officials located a
number of e-mail backup tapes, none pre-dated 2008. See Murray, Lydia, IGO Interview Rep. at 1-2
(Feb. 27, 2013).
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OSP to review and consider during its investigation.417
5.

Press Inquiries

Following the 2004 decision by CPD and SAO not to charge Vanecko, the media began
to report Vanecko’s connection to the incident. On May 22, both the Chicago Tribune and the
Sun-Times published articles reporting that the Mayor’s nephew had been questioned in
connection with the death of David Koschman.418 John Gorman, Press Secretary for SAO in
2004, is quoted in the Chicago Tribune article as stating, “We were consulted about this by the
police and agreed that no charges would be placed against any individual in this case at this time.
There were four guys, and Vanecko was one of them.”419 According to Gorman, he likely got
this information directly from someone in the Felony Review unit — possibly O’Brien.420
On May 22, 2004, Hal Dardick of the Chicago Tribune submitted a FOIA request seeking
“all police reports relating to the April 24 [sic] incident that led to the death of

David

Koschman. . . .”421 CPD denied the request on several grounds, including that disclosure would
have “interfere[d] with pending or actually and reasonably contemplated law enforcement
proceedings. . . .”422 One consequence of an open investigation is that it provides a grounds for

417

Special Grand Jury Exhibit 151 at 4 (Hehner, Walt, IGO Interview Rep. (Mar. 11, 2013));
Alvarez, Anita, IGO Interview Rep. at 5 (Apr. 29, 2013). Furthermore, and in response to the OSP’s
request, SAO searched again in 2013, but the result was the same – no relevant Koschman files or
paperwork were found. See Valentini letter (Apr. 11, 2013) (CCSAO_033623-CCSAO_033624).

418

See Jeff Coen and Carlos Sadovi, Daley Nephew at Fatal Fight Scene, (May 22, 2004)
(CCSAO_008311-CCSAO_008312); Frank Main and Fran Spielman, Mayor’s Nephew Quizzed in Fatal
Fight, (May 22, 2004) (CCSAO_008316-CCSAO_008317).
419

See Jeff Coen and Carlos Sadovi, Daley Nephew at Fatal Fight Scene, at CCSAO_008311, (May
22, 2004) (CCSAO_008311-CCSAO_008312).

420

See Gorman, John, IGO Interview Rep. at 3 (Jan. 25, 2013).

421

See CPD FOIA Requests 2004-Present at CCSAO_002646 (CCSAO_002644-CCSAO_002666);
Sandoval, Matthew, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 5 (Jan. 11, 2013). The request was stamped
“received” by CPD on May 25, 2004.

422

See CPD FOIA Requests 2004-Present at CCSAO_002646 (CCSAO_002644-CCSAO_002666);
5 ILCS 140/7(c)(i) (West 2004). CPD FOIA Unit Officer Matthew Sandoval stated that he pulled reports
for Dardick, but those reports may have never been picked up. See Sandoval, Matthew, Kroll Interview
Rep. (Proffer) at 5 (Jan. 11, 2013).
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denial of a FOIA request.423
On May 26, 2004, Sun-Times reporter Fran Spielman published an article, “No Charges
in Fatal Fight Involving Daley’s Nephew. Did Clout Play Role? ‘Of Course Not,’ Police Chief
Says.”424 The article quotes then Superintendent Cline as making several remarks about the
Koschman investigation, which remained open at the time. The article quotes Superintendent
Cline as saying, “The state’s attorney’s office and the Police Department both agree at this time,
there’s no basis for criminal charges based on the witness statements and all of the evidence we
have,” and that a charge of involuntary manslaughter “doesn’t fit, based on everything we’ve
looked at so far. . . . If new evidence came up, we could change. But, based on all of the
evidence we have now — all the witnesses brought in and lineups conducted — there’s no basis
for criminal charges.”425 Following the report of Superintendent Cline’s statement, it appears the

423

See 5 ILCS 140/7(c)(i) and (viii) (West 2004).

424

See Spielman, No Charges in Fatal Fight Involving Daley’s Nephew. Did Clout Play Role? ‘Of
Course Not,’ Police Chief Says (May 26, 2004) (NEWS000009-NEWS000010).

425

See Spielman, No Charges in Fatal Fight Involving Daley’s Nephew. Did Clout Play Role? ‘Of
Course Not,’ Police Chief Says at NEWS000009 (May 26, 2004) (NEWS000009-NEWS000010). On
February 28, 2011, the Sun-Times published an article entitled, “Questions in Death Involving Daley
Nephew,” which quoted former Superintendent Cline as stating, “At the best, it was mutual combatants…
If the other person is the aggressor, then Vanecko has the right to defend himself.’’ (NEWS000021).
When interviewed by the OSP, former Superintendent Cline again used the phrase “mutual combatants”
to describe the incident on April 25, 2004. Cline, Phillip, IGO Interview Rep. at 7 (Jan. 2, 2013);
O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 28:14-16 (May 8, 2013). In Illinois, the concept of “mutual
combat” can sometimes arise when a defendant charged with first-degree murder seeks a jury instruction
on the lesser included offense of second-degree murder. See People v. Young, 618 N.E.2d 1026, 1037,
248 Ill. App. 3d 491, 505 (Ill. App. Ct. 1st Dist. 1993). The Illinois Supreme Court defines “mutual
combat” as “a fight or struggle which both parties enter willingly or where two persons, upon a sudden
quarrel and in hot blood, mutually fight upon equal terms and where death results from the combat.”
People v. Austin, 549 N.E.2d 331, 334, 133 Ill.2d 118, 125 (1989). When determining whether evidence
of mutual combat exists, “the provocation must be proportionate to the manner in which the accused
retaliated,” id. at 335, and mere words generally are not sufficient to show provocation. People v. Brown,
584 N.E.2d 355, 367, 222 Ill. App. 3d 703, 720 (Ill. App. Ct. 1st Dist. 1991).
Allen testified before the special grand jury in 2012, that “there was never a point when
Koschman was squaring off to fight anyone.” See Allen, Scott, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 11:3-5 (Aug. 8,
2012); see also Francis, David, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 14:4-8 (Aug. 8, 2012) (“Koschman never raised
his fists or appeared to be squaring off to fight anyone. I never thought anyone would start throwing
fists.”) Allen also testified that Koschman was unprepared to defend himself and Koschman was
“[a]bsolutely defenseless.” See Allen, Scott, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 38:23-39:4 (Aug. 8, 2012).
Connolly additionally testified before the special grand jury that, “I wouldn’t characterize [Koschman] as
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media did not publish another article regarding the Koschman case until 2011.
6.

Det. Yawger Meets with Nanci Koschman and Her Lawyer

On or around July 12, 2004, Nanci Koschman (David Koschman’s mother), accompanied
by her attorney, Loretto Kennedy, met with Yawger at Area 3 headquarters.426 According to
what Kennedy told the OSP in 2013, Ms. Koschman arranged the meeting in order to learn more
about what occurred the night her son was struck (Apr. 25, 2004).427 During the meeting
Yawger told Ms. Koschman that witnesses had told CPD that her son, David, was the aggressor
in the incident.428 Kennedy recalled this news making Ms. Koschman very upset.429
In his 2011 interview with the IGO, Yawger recalled this 2004 meeting with Ms.
Koschman (and her attorney).430 According to Yawger, during the meeting he explained to Ms.
Koschman and her attorney that CPD knew who the offender was, but that CPD could not “get
him charged.”431 Furthermore, Yawger recalled that he could not provide Ms. Koschman or her
lawyer the name of the offender (Vanecko), because the offender had not been charged or

being physically aggressive. Would not characterize him as physically aggressive. He didn’t have his
fists raised and didn’t appear to be squaring off to fight anyone. Koschman was not attempting to strike
anyone.” See Connolly, Michael, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 8:12-22 (July 11, 2012). Kohler similarly
testified, “I don’t recall Koschman clenching fists or actually touching anyone in the other group.” See
Kohler, Phillip, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 8:20-9:2 (July 11, 2012). Additionally, as noted above, O’Brien
testified before the special grand jury that none of the witnesses told him that Koschman “threw punches
or made physical contact with Vanecko immediately before Koschman was struck.” O’Brien, Darren,
Special Grand Jury Tr. at 40:6-9 (May 8, 2013).
426

Kennedy, Loretto, IGO Interview Rep. at 1 (Jan. 2, 2013); Kennedy, Loretto, IGO Interview Rep.
at 1 (Jan. 18, 2013). Kennedy told the OSP that Nanci Koschman’s brother-in-law, Richard Pazderski,
also attended the meeting with Yawger. Kennedy, Loretto, IGO Interview Rep. at 1 (Jan. 2, 2013). See
also Yawger, Ronald, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 77:2-11 (July 15, 2013).
427

Kennedy, Lorreto, IGO Interview Rep. at 1 (Jan. 2, 2013). Kennedy told the OSP the meeting
lasted no more than 30 minutes. Kennedy, Loretto, IGO Interview Rep. at 1 (Jan. 2, 2013).

428

Kennedy, Loretto, IGO Interview Rep. at 2-3 (Jan. 2, 2013).

429

Kennedy, Loretto, IGO Interview Rep. at 2 (Jan. 2, 2013).

430

Yawger, Ronald, IGO Interview Tr. at 35:13-14 (July 1, 2011).

431

Yawger, Ronald, IGO Interview Tr. at 35:22-24 (July 1, 2011).
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identified by witnesses.432 However, Yawger told the IGO in 2011 that he did inform Ms.
Koschman and her attorney that the offender was a “pretty prominent figure” and “not a regular
guy walking down the street.”433
7.

Det. Yawger Submits His Reports

Despite concluding his investigation on May 20, 2004, Yawger did not submit his case
supp reports documenting the lineups until November 8, 2004, and his case supp report
documenting the investigation’s conclusions until November 10, 2004.434 Detectives and police
personnel nearly universally commented that a six-month delay in submission of reports is “a
long time” and “unusual.”435 During his interview with the OSP in 2012, former Superintendent
Cline stated it was odd the report was not written until six months later in November 2004.436
During his interview with IGO investigators in 2011, Yawger could not explain the delay in
submitting his reports, stating, “No, I have no idea. Because those reports had been, were done
that night [May 20, 2004], they had to be done, they had to be done and in.”437 In addition, Rita
O’Leary’s case supp report documenting her interviews of Connolly and Kevin McCarthy on
April 25, 2004, was submitted on May 20, 2004, but not approved until November 10, 2004.438
Detectives similarly opined that such a delay between submission of a report and approval was

432

Yawger, Ronald, IGO Interview Tr. at 37:13-23 (July 1, 2011); see also Kennedy, Loretto, IGO
Interview Rep. at 2 (Jan. 2, 2013); Kennedy, Loretto, IGO Interview Rep. at 1 (Jan. 18, 2013).

433

Yawger, Ronald, IGO Interview Tr. at 37:15-18 (July 1, 2011); Kennedy, Loretto, IGO Interview
Rep. at 2-3 (Jan. 2, 2013).

434

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 13 (CPD001111-CPD001114) (Case Supplementary Report
3222388 (approved Nov. 10, 2004)); Special Grand Jury Exhibit 12 (CPD001105-CPD001108) (Case
Supplementary Report 3222163 (approved Nov. 8, 2004)); Special Grand Jury Exhibit 10 (CPD001115CPD001128) (Case Supplementary Report 3193543 (approved Nov. 10, 2004)).

435

See Flynn, Patrick, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 41:1-10 (Mar. 13, 2013); Chasen, Michael, IGO
Interview Rep. at 8 (Nov. 27, 2012) (“Chasen stated that he was not sure why the reports took so long to
be completed (referencing Exhibit 6), and he stated that it was unusual.”)

436

See Cline, Philip, IGO Interview Rep. at 4 (Dec. 28, 2012).

437

See Yawger, Ronald, IGO Interview Tr. at 91:11-13 (July 1, 2011).

438

Special Grand Jury Exhibit 7 at CPD001054 (CPD001054-CPD001060) (Case Supplementary
Report 3215651 (approved Nov. 10, 2004)).
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also unusual.439
On November 10, 2004, Yawger submitted his concluding case supp report, using the PC
login of his partner Giralamo.440 The report concludes:
Based upon the evidence examined in this incident, the interviews
of all parties involved, and the line ups conducted, the following
was concluded; the investigation of this incident did not reveal any
unjustifiable behavior on behalf of the subject who either pushed
or punched David Koschman as David Koschman was clearly the
aggressor in this incident. Also, the actual identity of the subject
who either pushed or punched David Koschman could not
positively be determined.
Upon the completion of these interviews, and after conferring with
ASA Darren O’Brien, it was decided that no charges would, or
could be sought due to the fact that the victim in this incident,
David Koschman, was clearly the aggressor as corroborated by all
of the witnesses interviewed, in that David Koschman continued to
attack the group of people consisting of Bridget McCarthy, Kevin
McCarthy, Craig Denham, and Richard Vanecko resulting in the
victim either being pushed or punched in self defense, which
subsequently caused David Koschman to fall to the ground,
striking his head, and causing his death.
Due to the above information, R/D’s request this Involuntary
Manslaughter investigation remain in PROGRESS.
The final case supp’s conclusion is at odds with Yawger’s request to O’Brien in May
2004, to charge the case; as well as Yawger’s request to Epach to ask O’Brien to charge the case.
Indeed, despite what Yawger’s final case supp says, during his 2013 testimony before the special
grand jury, he stated that he really did not know if Vanecko acted in self-defense.441 And
although, following the submission and approval of Yawger’s reports, the Koschman case — per

439

See Clemens, Robert, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 119:15-120:1 (Apr. 24, 2013); Special Grand Jury
Exhibit 123 at 6 (O’Leary, Robert, Kroll Interview Rep. (Oct. 8, 2012)); Giralamo, Anthony, IGO
Interview Rep. at 4 (Dec. 21, 2012).

440

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 10 (CPD001115-CPD001128) (Case Supplementary Report
3193543 (approved Nov. 10, 2004)); Yawger, Ronald, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 30:10-17 (July 15, 2013)
(stating that he used Giralamo’s PC login because Giralamo was not only out of town, but he was the one
who initiated the original case supp; therefore, for Yawger to be able to update and edit the case supp
created by Giralamo, he needed to use his partner’s PC login).

441

See Yawger, Ronald, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 155:1-156:16 (July 15, 2013).
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CPD — remained open and “in progress” from November 2004 until 2011, no investigative
activity at all took place during this time.
C.

The 2011 CPD Re-investigation
1.

January 4, 2011, Sun-Times FOIA Request

On January 4, 2011, Sun-Times reporter Tim Novak submitted a FOIA request to the
Chicago Police Department seeking:
…copies of all police reports regarding an altercation or fight at 35
W. Division at 3:15 a.m. April 25, 2004.
The incident involved David Koschman, 21, of Mount Prospect,
who later died of head injuries on May 6, 2004.
The police reports should contain a narrative describing the
incident, as well as any other additional reports involving
interviews with witnesses to the incident.
Please also include the names of any witnesses, including people
who were interviewed by police officers.442
During his interview with the OSP in 2013, Superintendent Weis, CPD Superintendent in
2011, explained that he first learned of the FOIA request and the fact that the Koschman case
remained “open”443 from CPD’s General Counsel Debra Kirby.444 According to Superintendent

442

See Novak FOIA Request at IG_004500 (Jan. 4, 2011) (IG_004496-IG_004517).

443

According to Kobel, a case may be: (1) “closed, non-criminal” (for example, if a person died in a
non-arson fire); (2) “cleared, closed” (for example, all offenders are in custody); (3) “cleared, open”
(when some offenders remain not in custody); or (4) “cleared, closed/open, exceptional” (the offender is
still outstanding but no charges will be filed). Kobel, Richard, IGO Interview Rep. at 5 (Jan. 17, 2013).
According to Kobel, the Koschman case “could have been categorized as ‘cleared, open, exceptional’
because an offender identification was not made and no charges were sought. If an offender was
identified and no charges were brought, it would have been ‘cleared, closed, exceptional.’” See Kobel,
Richard, IGO Interview Rep. at 5 (Jan. 17, 2013). According to Area 3 Det. Sobolewski, “normally” a
case would have been closed after the lineups and felony reviews interviews, stating, “there would be no
reason to keep it open. Once you present the evidence to the State’s Attorney’s office, they determine
whether charges are appropriate or not. They make that decision and we have nothing to do with that
decision. And if they will not prosecute, you can close the case and bar the prosecution.” According to
Sobolewski, the case should have been clear, closed after the lineups — meaning detectives know who
the offender is but cannot prove it. Nevertheless, Sobolewski stated it was normal practice to also leave
homicide cases open where the perpetrator had not been identified. Sobolewski, Andrew, IGO Interview
Tr. at 55:5-57:2 (Aug. 5, 2011).
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Weis, he was “shocked” the request involved an open 2004 investigation.445

When

Superintendent Weis asked Kirby why the case was still open, Kirby informed him “things just
happen.”446 Superintendent Weis recalled telling his Chief of Staff, Michael Masters, that this
matter made CPD look bad and to get the Koschman case resolved.447 According to Masters,
Superintendent Weis believed the case should be re-investigated and asked then Chief of
Detectives Tom Byrne for recommendations on how the re-investigation should be conducted.448
Byrne subsequently directed Deputy Chief of Detectives Dean Andrews to review the
findings of the 2004 investigation.449 According to then-Area 3 Commander Gary Yamashiroya,
he received a request from either Andrews or Byrne to produce the original homicide file for the
Koschman case, so Yamashiroya instructed Area 3 Homicide Lt. Denis Walsh450 to locate the

444

See Weis, Jody, IGO Interview Rep. at 1 (May 28, 2013). As discussed in more detail below,
CPD’s Office of Legal Affairs would be notified of FOIA requests sent by members of the media.
According to Superintendent Weis’ Chief of Staff, Michael Masters, Kirby attempted to notify
Superintendent Weis in person shortly after receiving the FOIA request. Prior to notifying
Superintendent Weis, Kirby stopped by Masters’s office in order to give him a “thirty second rundown.”
According to Masters, Kirby told him that the FOIA requested information relating to a case from 2003 or
2004 and the name “Vanecko” may have come up during their discussion. See Masters, Michael, IGO
Interview Rep. at 1 (May 16, 2013).

445

See Weis, Jody, IGO Interview Rep. at 1 (May 28, 2013).

446

See Weis, Jody, IGO Interview Rep. at 1 (May 28, 2013); Masters, Michael, IGO Interview Rep.
at 2 (May 16, 2013) (stating that during a conversation with Superintendent Weis, Masters, and Kirby,
“The question as to why the case was still open was posed, but neither Masters nor Superintendent Weis
received a satisfactory response.”) When interviewed by the OSP in 2013, Kirby did not recall any
specific conversations with Superintendent Weis about the Koschman matter. See Kirby, Debra, Kroll
Interview Rep. at 4 (Feb. 15, 2013).

447

According to Superintendent Weis, he was focused on why the case was left pending and not
properly closed in 2004. Superintendent Weis felt someone should have made the decision to close the
case in 2004 and recalled then Superintendent Cline saying in 2004 there was insufficient evidence to
charge the case. In Superintendent Weis’ opinion, the Koschman case was simple and could have been
wrapped up in a month. See Weis, Jody, IGO Interview Rep. at 1-2 (May 28, 2013).
448

See Masters, Michael, IGO Interview Rep. at 2 (May 16, 2013).

449

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 120 at 4 (Byrne, Thomas, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 9, 2013)).

450

At the time of the April 25, 2004 Koschman incident, Walsh was a lieutenant in CPD’s 18th
District, heading the Entertainment District Detail, a portion of which included Rush Street and Division
Street. See O’Donnell, William, IGO Interview Rep. at 2 (Oct. 4, 2012); see Walsh, Denis, IGO
Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 2 (Aug. 14, 2013). During his interview with the OSP, Walsh stated that the
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file.451

“Within ‘a few days,’” Walsh reported back to Yamashiroya that the Koschman

homicide file could not be located.452 After Andrews requested that Area 3 make an additional
effort to find the file, Yamashiroya found a manila folder with reports relating to Koschman in
his own personal credenza.453 Though, as detailed below, the manila folder Yamashiroya found
was not the original Koschman homicide file. After reviewing the file found by Yamashiroya,454
Andrews recommended the case be re-assigned to Area 5 detectives.455
2.

Reassignment to Area 5 Detectives

According to Andrews, after reviewing the police reports from 2004, he determined that
certain investigative steps had not been taken and that certain information was missing.456 For
example, Andrews concluded that despite multiple witnesses’ description of the “big guy”
striking Koschman, the reports did not document heights and weights of any of the people in
Vanecko’s group.457 During his interview with the OSP in January 2013, Andrews stated, “[i]f

first time he heard about the Koschman matter, or Mayor Daley’s nephew’s involvement, was in January
2011. Walsh, Denis, IGO Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 10 (Aug. 14, 2013).
451

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 148 at 3 (Yamashiroya, Gary, Kroll Interview Rep. (Feb. 5,

2013)).
452

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 148 at 3 (Yamashiroya, Gary, Kroll Interview Rep. (Feb. 5,

2013)).
453

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 148 at 3 (Yamashiroya, Gary, Kroll Interview Rep. (Feb. 5,

2013)).
454

Andrews also reviewed certain police reports electronically via CHRIS. CPD maintains access
logs which record the dates and times that users (as tracked by user PC Login number) access or print a
case supp report logged into CHRIS. These logs are generated by running a report called a CLEAR
report. According to CLEAR reports showing those who accessed Yawger’s concluding case supp report
(Case Supplementary Report 3193543) and Rita O’Leary’s case supp report (Case Supplementary Report
3215651), Andrews accessed those police reports on January 11, 2011. See Special Grand Jury Exhibit
97 at CPD093727-CPD092730, CPD093737-CPD093739 (CPD093713-CPD093743) (CLEAR Report
for Case Supp 3193543 and CLEAR Report for Case Supp 3215651).
455

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 115 at 5 (Andrews, Dean, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 30, 2013));
See Weis, Jody, IGO Interview Rep. at 1 (May 28, 2013); Masters, Michael, IGO Interview Rep. at 2
(May 16, 2013).

456

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 115 at 5 (Andrews, Dean, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 30, 2013)).

457

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 115 at 5 (Andrews, Dean, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 30, 2013)).
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that’s not there, I don’t know what else isn’t there, so I want it re-investigated.”458 Andrews
further stated his goals were to determine a correct classification for the case and whether there
was sufficient evidence to name an offender.459 As a result, Andrews directed that witnesses be
re-interviewed. Similarly, Byrne described the re-investigation as necessary because a “nexus”
to Vanecko was present and “[i]t looked like all the parties involved were there. It was about
connecting the dots.”460
According to Andrews, he chose Area 5 for the re-investigation because he was
previously assigned there and was familiar with Area 5 detectives.461 Area 5 Commander Joseph
Salemme subsequently chose Det. James Gilger, and his partner, Det. Nick Spanos, to conduct
the re-investigation because he was told to select his “best detective.” 462
On January 13, 2011, Peterson and Andrews held a meeting at CPD’s headquarters at
3510 South Michigan Avenue to officially re-assign the Koschman case to Area 5 detectives.463

458

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 115 at 5 (Andrews, Dean, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 30, 2013)).
Yawger’s concluding police report in 2004 lists height and weight information for Koschman, Kevin
McCarthy, and Vanecko. Special Grand Jury Exhibit 10 (CPD 001115-CPD001128) (Case
Supplementary Report 3193543 (approved Nov. 10, 2004)). Andrews nevertheless explained during his
interview with the OSP that he felt the descriptions in the report’s narrative are too limited and stated, “I
need heights and weights, I need numbers.” Special Grand Jury Exhibit 115 at 8 (Andrews, Dean, Kroll
Interview Rep. (Jan. 30, 2013)).

459

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 115 at 5 (Andrews, Dean, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 30, 2013)).

460

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 120 at 5 (Byrne, Thomas, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 9, 2013)).

461

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 115 at 5 (Andrews, Dean, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 30, 2013)).
Prior to the January 13, 2011, meeting, Gilger and Andrews had a history of working together. In August
2003, Gilger was detailed to CPD’s intelligence unit where Andrews was commander. Gilger, James,
Special Grand Jury Tr. at 87:23-88:21 (Jan. 16, 2013). Later, when Gilger was detailed to Area 5,
Andrews was again his commander. Gilger, James, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 87:23-88:21 (Jan. 16,
2013). Andrews and Cirone were personal friends. Special Grand Jury Exhibit 115 at 14 (Andrews,
Dean, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 30, 2013)). Gilger and Salemme also had a prior history of working
together. As Gilger testified, “[w]e’re very tight,” having known each other for “about 25 years or even
longer probably.” Gilger, James, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 89:1-7 (Jan. 16, 2013).
462

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 109 at 4 (Salemme, Joseph, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 15, 2013));
Special Grand Jury Exhibit 115 at 8 (Andrews, Dean, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 30, 2013)).
Nevertheless, Area 5 Sgt. Thomas Mills stated during his interview with the OSP that “this information
[the decision to select Gilger] was ‘likely run up the chain of command.’” See Special Grand Jury Exhibit
108 at 2 (Mills, Thomas, Kroll Interview Rep. (Aug. 20, 2012)).

463

See Gilger, James, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 75:22-76:14, 77:3-78:21 (Jan. 16, 2013).
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Peterson, Byrne, Andrews, Yamashiroya, Walsh, Salemme, Cirone, and Gilger all attended the
meeting, which occurred in Byrne’s office.464 Office of Legal Affairs attorney Bill Bazarek also
attended for at least a portion of the meeting.465 The meeting lasted approximately a half-hour to
an hour.466
According to Andrews, he informed those present that the case was being re-assigned to
Area 5 detectives in order to have a “fresh set of eyes”467 investigate. Andrews told Area 5
detectives what evidence he thought was missing and instructed them to re-interview
witnesses.468 According to Salemme, along with explaining the re-assignment, Andrews “may
have said he reviewed the file and he thought it was either chargeable or clear, closed
exceptional.469 He had some feeling after reviewing it.”470 According to Salemme, the meeting
also included a brief summary of the previous investigation along the lines of “Vanecko is a

464

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 115 at 7 (Andrews, Dean, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 30, 2013));
Special Grand Jury Exhibit 116 at 2 (Peterson, Steven, IGO Interview Rep. (Feb. 4, 2013)); Special Grand
Jury Exhibit 148 at 4 (Yamashiroya, Gary, Kroll Interview Rep. (Feb. 5, 2013)); but see Special Grand
Jury Exhibit 109 at 3 (Salemme, Joseph, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 15, 2011)) (meeting occurred in
Andrews’ office). See Gilger, James, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 75:22-76:14; 77:3-78:21 (Jan. 16, 2013).
Yamashiroya and Walsh attended from Area 3 in order to provide the case file and because the case
originated as an Area 3 homicide case. Although both representatives from Area 3 and Area 5 were
aware of the pending re-assignment prior to the meeting, Area 3 Commander Yamashiroya voiced some
reluctance to transfer a case previously assigned to Area 3. See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 115 at 7
(Andrews, Dean, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 30, 2013)); Cirone, Sam, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 5
(Mar. 22, 2013); Bazarek, William, Kroll Interview Rep. at 4 (Mar. 13, 2013); Special Grand Jury Exhibit
109 at 4 (Salemme, Joseph, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 15, 2013)). The case was nevertheless re-assigned
to Area 5.

465

See Bazarek, William, Kroll Interview Rep. at 3 (Mar. 13, 2013).

466

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 148 at 4 (Yamashiroya, Gary, Kroll Interview Rep. (Feb. 15,
2013)) (20-30 minutes); Special Grand Jury Exhibit 115 at 7 (Andrews, Dean, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan.
30, 2013) (30 minutes); Special Grand Jury Exhibit 109 at 3 (Salemme, Joseph, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan.
15, 2013)) (45-60 minutes).

467

Special Grand Jury Exhibit 116 at 3 (Peterson, Steven, IGO Interview Rep. (Feb. 4, 2013)).

468

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 115 at 7 (Andrews, Dean, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 30, 2013)).

469

A case may be clear, closed exceptionally where the offender is identified but there is some bar to
law enforcement bringing charges. See Kobel, Richard, IGO Interview Rep. at 5 (Jan. 17, 2013).

470

Special Grand Jury Exhibit 109 at 5 (Salemme, Joseph, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 15, 2013));
Special Grand Jury Exhibit 115 at 5 (Andrews, Dean, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 30, 2013)) (Andrews
decided the Koschman matter needed to be re-investigated after he reviewed the 2004 investigation).
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suspect, he’s related to Daley, the investigation stopped at some point.”471
During the meeting, according to Gilger, he asked those present whether he should
contact Yawger and was instructed to not contact him.472 When interviewed by the OSP,
Andrews stated that no such instruction was given and that there was an “expectation” that
Gilger would have communicated with detectives involved in the 2004 investigation.473
Similarly, Salemme stated during his interview with the OSP in January 2013 that he presumed
someone had contacted Yawger to ask about the location of the original homicide file and that he
knew that Gilger and Yawger were playing “phone tag” at one point, but was unsure whether
they had ever spoken.474 Peterson also indicated that the decision of whether to contact the
detectives who worked on the case in 2004 was left up to Gilger and Spanos.475 During his
interview with the OSP, Yamashiroya further described yet another scenario, stating that at the
meeting there was “some talk about talking to Detective Yawger” and that Walsh was going to
reach out to him.476 During Walsh’s interview with the OSP, he recalled that during this meeting

471

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 109 at 3 (Salemme, Joseph, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 15, 2013));
see also Gilger, James Special Grand Jury Tr. at 95:20-96:7 (Jan. 16, 2013) (stating the group discussed
“Basically that Vanecko had been brought in, lineups had been done and he was never picked out. Never
gave a statement. And basically they asked me to reinvestigate the case.”). Within CPD, ostensibly there
were several procedures that may have caught an open case such as the Koschman investigation. One
such process is a “homicide audit” or a “homicide audit report” — in essence a process whereby a
homicide file would be examined for deficiencies. According to Andrews, because the Koschman
investigation was classified as an involuntary manslaughter investigation in 2004, it would not have been
the subject of a homicide audit. See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 115 at 9 (Andrews, Dean, Kroll Interview
Rep. (Jan. 30, 2013)). Superintendent Weis and Masters further expressed disappointment that the
Koschman investigation had remained open since 2004, given the institution of a process as part of
Superintendent Weis’ administration whereby detective area commanders and detective division
personnel were responsible for identifying and accounting for open homicide investigations. See Weis,
Jody, IGO Interview Rep. at 2 (May 28, 2013); Masters, Michael, IGO Interview Rep. at 2 (May 16,
2013).
472

See Gilger, James, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 83:13-15 (Jan. 16, 2013).
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 115 at 8 (Andrews, Dean, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 30, 2013)).
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 109 at 5 (Salemme, Joseph, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 15, 2013)).
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 116 at 3 (Peterson, Steven, IGO Interview Rep. (Feb. 4, 2013)).

476

Yamashiroya said he recalled some discussion at the meeting about the need to speak with
Yawger but did not know if anyone from Area 5 ever spoke with him. See Special Grand Jury Exhibit
148 at 5 (Yamashiroya, Gary, Kroll Interview Rep. (Feb. 5, 2013)).
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he was ordered by a superior to talk to Yawger about CPD’s 2004 investigation, which he did
sometime later that month.477
In lieu of the original homicide file, which could not be located, Yamashiroya brought the
file he found in his credenza to turn over to Area 5 detectives at the January 2011 meeting.478
According to Salemme, the fact that the original investigative file was missing was discussed at
the meeting, though others present did not recall any such discussion.479 Area 5 detectives left
the meeting with the assignment to re-investigate Koschman’s death.480
3.

Area 5’s Investigation

Before the special grand jury in January 2013, Gilger testified that the “very first thing”
detectives did as part of the re-investigation was visit SAO’s criminal offices at 2650 South
California Avenue to request the felony review file for the case.481 Gilger’s motivation for
attempting to find the file was to see if O’Brien had recorded any witness statements from his
interviews on May 20, 2004.482 Gilger requested the felony review file from Brassil, then the
head of the Felony Review unit. Brassil and another ASA looked up the Koschman case in
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Walsh, Denis, IGO Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 7, 9 (Aug. 14, 2013).

478

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 148 at 4 (Yamashiroya, Gary, Kroll Interview Rep. (Feb. 5,
2013)); Special Grand Jury Exhibit 109 at 5 (Salemme, Joseph, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 15, 2013));
Cirone, Sam, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 5 (Mar. 22, 2013).

479

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 109 at 5, 9 (Salemme, Joseph, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 15,
2013). Cirone stated he was unsure whether there was any discussion of what was missing, but he
“assume[d] there was.” See Cirone, Sam, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 5 (Mar. 22, 2013). Andrews
stated he could not recall such a discussion. See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 115 at 7 (Andrews, Dean,
Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 30, 2013)). During his interview, Yamashiroya indicated there was no
discussion at the January 13, 2011 meeting regarding why the original case file could not be located. See
Special Grand Jury Exhibit 148 at 5 (Yamashiroya, Gary, Kroll Interview Rep. (Feb. 5, 2013)).

480

According to Cirone, who supervised both Gilger and Spanos, the detectives worked exclusively
on the re-investigation during this time period, and did not receive any other assignments. See Cirone,
Sam, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 7 (Mar. 22, 2013). Additionally, Gilger and Spanos were
instructed to keep the re-investigation confidential. See Gilger, James, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 82:4-21
(Jan. 16, 2013); Cirone, Sam, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 7 (Mar. 22, 2013).

481

See Gilger, James, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 106:17-107:2, 107:19-22, 109:13-110:3 (Jan. 16,

2013).
482

See Gilger, James, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 106:17-107:2, 107:19-22 (Jan. 16, 2013).
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SAO’s database, “PROMIS,” but could not find any files.483 Brassil informed Gilger he would
attempt to locate the file but called him a couple of days later, saying SAO did not have a felony
review file for the Koschman case.484
Gilger and Spanos conducted their first witness interview that Sunday night, January 16,
2011, when they interviewed Koschman’s friend, Sazian.485 Because Sazian was not present for
the altercation on April 25, 2004, he did not provide much information regarding the incident
itself.486

Nevertheless, detectives asked Sazian whether he would submit to a polygraph

examination, to which Sazian agreed.487
On the following Monday afternoon, January 17, 2011, Gilger and Spanos interviewed
three of Koschman’s friends:

Allen, Copeland, and Hageline.488

Gilger and Spanos first

interviewed Copeland at his house at approximately 8:30 p.m.489 According to the first line of
Gilger’s GPR, Copeland “related essentially the same account as earlier reported.”490 According
to Gilger’s GPR of Copeland’s interview, Koschman’s friends were all trying to keep Koschman
away “from starting anymore trouble,”491 when Koschman broke free and “walk[ed] back

483

See Gilger, James, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 110:6-8 (Jan. 16, 2013).

484

See Gilger, James, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 110:8-12 (Jan. 16, 2013).

485

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 75 (CPD001259) (General Progress Report re Sazian interview
(approved Feb. 28, 2011)).

486

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 75 (CPD001259) (General Progress Report re Sazian interview
(approved Feb. 28, 2011)).

487

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 75 (CPD001259) (General Progress Report re Sazian interview
(approved Feb. 28, 2011)).

488

According to a General Progress Report dated January 17, 2011, Gilger may have attempted to
interview Francis at approximately 6:30 p.m. and learned that Francis lived in Colorado. See General
Progress Report re Francis (approved Feb. 28, 2011) (CPD001247).

489

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 76 (CPD001252-CPD001254) (General Progress Report re
Copeland interview (approved Feb. 28, 2011)).

490

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 76 (CPD001252-CPD001254) (General Progress Report re
Copeland interview (approved Feb. 28, 2011)).

491

Based upon the GPR of this interview, Gilger’s case supp report states, “Copeland stated that they
were trying to pull KOSCHMAN away from starting anymore [sic] trouble” before he was struck. See
Special Grand Jury Exhibit 15 at CPD001231 (CPD001199-CPD001234) (Case Supplementary Report
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towards the other group and. . . the largest of the male whites” in the other group punched
Koschman.492 Copeland further told Gilger he thought Koschman was “knocked out” by the
punch.493
At approximately 9:30 p.m. on January 17, 2011, Gilger interviewed Allen (who was
living in Colorado at the time) by phone.494 According to Gilger’s GPR, Allen stated that after
the initial bump “everyone started arguing and yelling ‘screw you’” and that the people in the
other group were “the aggressors.”495 Gilger’s GPR of the Allen interview also reads that
Koschman “was in the thick of the argument and was also yelling.”496 According to Gilger’s
GPR, Allen also stated that he saw Koschman get punched by the offender, who was “clearly the

8585610 (approved Feb. 28, 2011)). During his testimony before the special grand jury in 2012,
Copeland testified this statement was not an accurate reflection of what happened the night of the
incident, stating, “No. Again, I mean, I do remember, you know, gesturing and nudging him to kind of
move away, but physically pulling him back, I don’t remember doing that.” See Copeland, James,
Special Grand Jury Tr. at 12:16-19 (Aug. 8, 2012).
492

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 76 at CPD001252 (CPD001252-CPD001254) (General Progress
Report re Copeland interview (approved Feb. 28, 2011)). Based upon the GPR of this interview, Gilger’s
case supp report states, “Copeland stated when KOSCHMAN walked up to this group.” See Special
Grand Jury Exhibit 15 at CPD001231 (CPD001199-CPD001234) (Case Supplementary Reports 8585610
and 858620 (approved Feb. 28, 2011)). Before the special grand jury, Copeland clarified that the
statement that Koschman “walked up to this group” was inaccurate because, “he was — he didn’t walk up
and immediately get punched. He did make his way back over, and then we came back. And we were
kind of in — the whole — both groups were kind of in the same area. And the punch occurred shortly
after that.” See Copeland, James, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 13:10-16 (Aug. 8, 2012).

493

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 76 at CPD001252 (CPD001252-CPD001254) (General Progress
Report re Copeland interview (approved Feb. 28, 2011)).

494

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 77 (CPD001257-CPD001258) (General Progress Report re Allen
interview (approved Feb. 28, 2011)).

495

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 77 at CPD001257 (CPD001257-CPD001258) (General Progress
Report re Allen interview (approved Feb. 28, 2011)).

496

Based upon the GPR of this interview, Gilger’s case supp report states, “Allen stated he saw
Koschman in the thick of the argument, who was also yelling.” See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 15 at
CPD001231 (CPD001199-CPD001234) (Case Supplementary Reports 8585610 and 858620 (approved
Feb. 28, 2011)). Allen testified before the special grand jury in 2012 that the statement was inaccurate,
“[b]ecause it’s not like he was in the thick of the argument. It was one giant argument and we were all
yelling, so no, I would not — I did not say that.” See Allen, Scott, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 29:13-16
(Aug. 8, 2012).
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biggest guy of the three.”497
Finally, at approximately 10:30 p.m., Gilger interviewed Hageline (who was living in
California at the time) by phone. According to Gilger’s GPR, Hageline “saw [Koschman] get
punched in the face, once in the face.”498 During his testimony before the special grand jury in
2012, Hageline clarified that, “I had stepped away from the two groups to get a cab because I
didn’t believe that the situation was — was going to resolve itself, so I was just stepping away to
get my friends in a cab. Shortly thereafter, maybe a second or two, I had seen some kind of
movement and it looked like a punch, but I didn’t have a clear view of it. It was just something
kind of like over my shoulder. But it seemed to be a punch.”499
Gilger and Spanos interviewed Koschman’s other friend on the scene, Francis, by
telephone on January 18, 2011. Because Francis was living in Colorado, Gilger and Spanos
interviewed him by phone.500 Gilger’s GPR of their interview with Francis states that he saw
Koschman accidentally bump into the other group.501 According to the GPR, after both groups
started yelling at each other, Copeland and Francis attempted to break things up since he knew
Koschman was “a little mad” and had “a lil temper.”502 The GPR further states that everyone

497

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 77 at CPD001258 (CPD001257-CPD001258) (General Progress
Report re Allen interview (approved Feb. 28, 2011)). According to Allen’s 2012 testimony before the
special grand jury, he himself was not at times entirely cooperative with CPD in 2011, in that, while being
interviewed by police during the re-investigation, he impolitely criticized CPD’s work on the Koschman
matter. See Allen, Scott, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 14:19-15:3, 45:7-46:6 (Aug. 8, 2012).

498

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 78 at CPD001255 (CPD001255-CPD001256) (General Progress
Report re Hageline interview (approved Feb. 28, 2011)). Gilger’s case supp report states, “Hageline
observed KOSCHMAN get punched once in the face, and he fell backwards and hit his head on the
street.”
See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 15 at CPD001232 (CPD001199-CPD001234) (Case
Supplementary Reports 8585610 and 858620 (approved Feb. 28, 2011)). Hageline clarified before the
special grand jury that this statement was not accurate because Hageline “had stepped away from the
group” and did not actually see Koschman being punched in the face. See Hageline, Shaun, Special
Grand Jury Tr. at 25:20-21 (Aug. 8, 2012).
499

See Hageline, Shaun, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 15:2-11 (Aug. 8, 2012).

500

See Gilger, James, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 133:10-17 (Jan. 16, 2013).
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 79 at CPD001250 (CPD001250-CPD001251) (General Progress
Report re Francis interview (approved Feb. 28, 2011)).
502

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 79 at CPD001250 (CPD001250-CPD001251) (General Progress
Report re Francis interview (approved Feb. 28, 2011)).
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was walking away and Francis thought the altercation was over, when Koschman “went at this
guy.”503 Francis testified before the special grand jury in 2012 that he was not sure whether that
statement was accurate stating, “I mean, I kind of don’t know what ‘go after’ means. I mean, he
kept talking to him. He didn’t go after him in the terms of — in the sense that he was, like,
trying to fight him or anything like that.”504 According to the GPR, Francis next saw Koschman
get punched505 such that “it looked like he was knocked off of his feet.”506 As with Sazian,
detectives asked Copeland, Allen, Hageline, and Francis whether they would submit to
polygraph examinations, and all agreed.507 Ultimately, detectives did not require polygraphs of
any of the witnesses.
Detectives also interviewed the two bystander witnesses, Kohler and Connolly, on
January 18 and 19, 2011 respectively.508 During his interview with Area 5 detectives on January
18, Kohler told detectives for the first time that based on seeing photos in a Sun-Times article, he
recognized Vanecko as a high school classmate of his at Loyola Academy, but did not recognize
Vanecko on the night of the incident.509 According to Gilger’s GPR of his interview with
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 79 at CPD001251 (CPD001250-CPD001251) (General Progress
Report re Francis interview (approved Feb. 28, 2011)).
504

See Francis, David, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 24:18-22 (Aug. 8, 2012).
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Before the special grand jury, Francis testified that he could not remember whether he actually
saw Koschman punched. See Francis, David, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 25:10-12 (Aug. 8, 2012).
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 79 at CPD001251 (CPD001250-CPD001251) (General Progress
Report re Francis interview (approved Feb. 28, 2011)).
507

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 76 at CPD001254 (CPD001252-CPD001254) (General Progress
Report re Copeland interview (approved Feb. 28, 2011)); Special Grand Jury Exhibit 77 at CPD001258
(CPD001257-CPD001258) (General Progress Report re Allen interview (approved Feb. 28, 2011));
Special Grand Jury Exhibit 15 at CPD001232 (CPD001199-CPD001234) (Case Supplementary Reports
8585610 and 858620 (approved Feb. 28, 2011)); Special Grand Jury Exhibit 79 at CPD001251
(CPD001250-CPD001251) (General Progress Report re Francis interview (approved Feb. 28, 2011)).

508

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 15 (CPD001199-CPD001234) (Case Supplementary Reports
8585610 and 858620 (approved Feb. 28, 2011)).

509

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 80 at CPD001249 (CPD001248-CPD001249) (General Progress
Report 323454 (approved Feb. 28, 2011)). In 2004, Kohler told Giralamo he had never seen anyone in
Vanecko’s group prior to the incident. See General Progress Report (approved May 13, 2004)
(CPD001588).
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Kohler, Kohler related that “pushing and shoving happened between the two groups.”510 Kohler
testified before the special grand jury in 2012 that he did not believe that statement was accurate,
stating, “I believe I stated that they were arguing, but I don’t think I said anything about pushing
or shoving at that point.”511 Similar to what he told Giralamo in 2004, Gilger’s GPR records
Kohler as indicating Koschman “jumped into the middle of the argument” and fell backwards.512
Kohler clarified in his special grand jury testimony in 2012 that Koschman “jumped in and it was
immediate that he came back out,” that “[a]lmost immediately after Koschman moved between
the two groups, he came flying back and fell straight back like a dead weight. It was like an
explosion.”513
According to Gilger’s GPR of his interview with Connolly, Connolly stated the two
groups were beginning to argue when Connolly and Kohler arrived.514 The GPR indicates
Connolly stated Koschman was “doing most of the talking,” the argument “got really heated,”
and Koschman “appeared to be pushed by one of the other guys.”515 The GPR states that
Connolly saw Koschman “get pushed by someone, tripped on the back of the curb, [and] fell
backwards.”516 During his testimony before the special grand jury in 2012, Connolly clarified
that, “It was an assumption on my part it was a push because I was — my view was impeded by
the other people in the group when David stepped onto the sidewalk. And then he was — I
interpreted it to be a push that caused him to fall backwards. … But I did not see a push or a

510

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 80 at CPD001248 (CPD001248-CPD001249) (General Progress
Report 323454 (approved Feb. 28, 2011)).
511

See Kohler, Phillip, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 6:17-19 (Aug. 8, 2012).
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 80 at CPD001248 (CPD001248-CPD001249) (General Progress
Report 323454 (approved Feb. 28, 2011)).
513

See Kohler, Phillip, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 12:18-19 (Aug. 8, 2012); Kohler, Phillip, Special
Grand Jury Tr. at 9:5-16 (July 11, 2012).
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 81 at CPD001245 (CPD001245-CPD001246) (General Progress
Report re: Connolly interview (approved Feb. 28, 2011)).
515

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 81 at CPD001246 (CPD001245-CPD001246) (General Progress
Report re: Connolly interview (approved Feb. 28, 2011)).
516

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 81 at CPD001246 (CPD001245-CPD001246) (General Progress
Report re: Connolly interview (approved Feb. 28, 2011)).
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punch. I was blocked. My vision was blocked. I interpreted it to be a push.”517
On January 21, 2011, Gilger ran into O’Brien in the hallway outside the library at SAO’s
offices at 2650 South California Avenue and had a one- or two-minute conversation about the
Koschman case.518 Specifically, they discussed issues with the case, including self-defense or
lack of identification, or both.519 Although reflected in the case supp concluding the 2011 reinvestigation, the OSP has found no GPR memorializing this encounter.
On January 24, 2011, Gilger and Spanos went to the home of Kevin and Bridget
McCarthy in an attempt to interview them.520 Kevin McCarthy instructed his wife not to speak
with the detectives.521 Kevin McCarthy then related that he and his wife were represented by
counsel and that they stood by their statements from 2004.522 On January 27, 2011, Gilger
attempted to interview Denham by phone.523 Denham told detectives he did not have anything to
add to his prior statement to police in 2004 and related “essentially the same account” that the
group had been drinking, Vanecko pushed him as they both ran down the street, and he did not
witness Vanecko or Kevin McCarthy punch anyone.524
Gilger and Spanos also attempted to interview Vanecko. On January 24, 2011, they
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See Connolly, Michael, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 9:15-10:1 (Aug. 8, 2012).
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 15 at CPD001204 (CPD001199-CPD001234) (Case
Supplementary Reports 8585610 and 8585620 (approved Feb. 28, 2011)); O’Brien, Darren, Special
Grand Jury Tr. at 57:7-18 (May 8, 2013).

519

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 15 at CPD001204 (CPD001199-CPD001234) (Case
Supplementary Reports 8585610 and 8585620 (approved Feb. 28, 2011)); O’Brien, Darren, Special
Grand Jury Tr. at 57:7-18 (May 8, 2013).
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 15 at CPD001204 (CPD001199-CPD001234) (Case
Supplementary Reports 8585610 and 8585620 (approved Feb. 28, 2011)).
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 15 at CPD001204 (CPD001199-CPD001234) (Case
Supplementary Reports 8585610 and 8585620 (approved Feb. 28, 2011)).
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 15 at CPD001204 (CPD001199-CPD001234) (Case
Supplementary Reports 8585610 and 8585620 (approved Feb. 28, 2011)).
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 83 (CPD001244) (General Progress Report re: Denham interview
(approved Feb. 28, 2011)).
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Special Grand Jury Exhibit 83 (CPD001244) (General Progress Report re: Denham interview
(approved Feb. 28, 2011)).
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attempted to locate Vanecko at

South Michigan Avenue, his last known address, but were

informed by a doorman that Vanecko no longer lived there.525 On February 9, 2011, Gilger
spoke with Vanecko’s attorney, Marc Martin.526 Gilger told Martin that Spanos and he wanted
to speak with Vanecko about the 2004 incident, but Martin explained that his client would not be
making any statements.527 Gilger requested that Vanecko either come to Area 5 headquarters or
call him on the telephone in order to personally invoke his right to remain silent.528 Martin
agreed.529 Later that day, Gillespie called Gilger and told him that he, and not Martin, would be
representing Vanecko.530 Gillespie indicated that he would speak with his client about coming
into Area 5 to make a statement.531
Afterward, Gilger sent an e-mail to Walsh to give him “an update on the Vanecko case
. . . .”532 In his e-mail, Gilger described his conversation with Gillespie, including that he had
told him “if this is self-defense, we need to know this.”533 The e-mail further states, “I told
Gillespie that Felony Review is already involved in this case, which they are, and will possibly
be asked to review the case, which I know is going to be a rejection.”534 According to Gilger, he

525

Special Grand Jury Exhibit 15 at CPD001204-CPD001205 (CPD001199-CPD001234) (Case
Supplementary Reports 8585610 and 8585620 (approved Feb. 28, 2011)).
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Special Grand Jury Exhibit 15 at CPD001206 (CPD001199-CPD001234) (Case Supplementary
Reports 8585610 and 8585620 (approved Feb. 28, 2011)).
527

Special Grand Jury Exhibit 15 at CPD001206 (CPD001199-CPD001234) (Case Supplementary
Reports 8585610 and 8585620 (approved Feb. 28, 2011)).
528

Special Grand Jury Exhibit 15 at CPD001206 (CPD001199-CPD001234) (Case Supplementary
Reports 8585610 and 8585620 (approved Feb. 28, 2011)).
529

Special Grand Jury Exhibit 15 at CPD001206 (CPD001199-CPD001234) (Case Supplementary
Reports 8585610 and 8585620 (approved Feb. 28, 2011)).
530

Special Grand Jury Exhibit 15 at CPD001206 (CPD001199-CPD001234) (Case Supplementary
Reports 8585610 and 8585620 (approved Feb. 28, 2011)).
531

Special Grand Jury Exhibit 15 at CPD001206 (CPD001199-CPD001234) (Case Supplementary
Reports 8585610 and 8585620 (approved Feb. 28, 2011)).
532

Special Grand Jury Exhibit 86 (CPD000464) (Gilger e-mail (Feb. 9, 2011)).
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Special Grand Jury Exhibit 86 (CPD000464) (Gilger e-mail (Feb. 9, 2011)).

534

Special Grand Jury Exhibit 86 (CPD000464) (Gilger e-mail (Feb. 9, 2011)).
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meant that the Felony Review unit “know[s] I’m working on the case. As a matter of fact, they
[SAO’s Felony Review unit] even consulted with Darren O’Brien on the case, so they’re
involved in that respect. That’s what I meant here.”535 Gilger testified that what he meant by
“which I know is going to be a rejection” was that based upon O’Brien’s decision in 2004 — and
without a statement from Vanecko, no identification of the offender in a lineup, and Vanecko’s
friends refusing to provide additional statements in 2011 — charges would be rejected.536 A few
days later, Martin called Gilger and told him that Vanecko would not be coming in.537
4.

Draft Reports

On February 10, 2011, Gilger initiated a draft report in CHRIS (CPD’s system for
electronically storing police reports) that would form the basis of his final case supp report.538
By February 11, 2011, Gilger had drafted the narrative section of his report concluding the 2011
re-investigation.539 Gilger testified that this draft was a working version of the final report, but
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Gilger, James, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 12:16-13:4 (Jan. 23, 2013). O’Brien was not part of
SAO’s Felony Review unit in 2011. See O’Brien, Darren, IGO Interview Rep. at 2 (Feb. 5, 2013).

536

See Gilger, James, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 14:21-16:14 (Jan. 23, 2013) (“Well, based on what I
had so far. You know, if I couldn’t get Richard Vanecko in there to give me a statement, what do I have?
I don’t have any — I don’t have any statement from the defendant in this case. I have no identification in
a lineup. And the witnesses that are on Vanecko’s side are asking for their lawyer, and they’re not
cooperating with me either.”)

537

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 15 at CPD001206 (CPD001199-CPD001234) (Case
Supplementary Reports 8585610 and 8585620 (approved Feb. 28, 2011)). To be clear, Vanecko was not
legally or constitutionally obligated to make any statement to CPD.

538

See Case Statuses for HK323454 at CPD006061-CPD006062 (Sept. 23, 2011) (CPD006052CPD006064). Cirone officially reassigned the case within CHRIS on February 9, 2011. See Case
Statuses for HK323454 at CPD006052 (Sept. 23, 2011) (CPD006052-CPD006064). Ultimately, because
Gilger’s final case supp report restated much of the narrative of police reports from 2004, it had to be split
into two separate case supp reports, Case Supplementary Reports 8585610 and 8585620, in order to enter
it into CHRIS. See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 116 at 5 (Peterson, Steve, IGO Interview Rep. (Feb. 4,
2013); Special Grand Jury Exhibit 108 at 4 (Mills, Thomas, Kroll Interview Rep. (Aug. 20, 2012)).
539

On February 11, 2011, Area 5 Det. Leal sent two files via e-mail to Gilger — “HK323454
narrative.doc” and “HK323454.pdf.” Special Grand Jury Exhibit 89 at CPD016769 (CPD016769CPD016827) (Leal e-mail (Feb. 11, 2011)). According to both Leal and Gilger, Leal sent this e-mail
while helping Gilger transfer a draft narrative from a thumb drive to CHRIS. Leal, Emiliano, Kroll
Interview Rep. at 3 (Dec. 6, 2012); Gilger, James, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 22:8-23:6 (Jan. 23, 2013).
Detectives often draft their report narratives outside of CHRIS — saving it to a thumb drive, for example
— because of deficiencies with CHRIS. Gilger, James, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 23:11-21 (Jan. 23,
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that it reflected “what [his] thinking was” up to that date.540 Spanos echoed this sentiment during
his testimony before the special grand jury.541
The February 11, 2011, draft narrative concluded as follows:
In conclusion, interviews with eyewitnesses after the incident
described a tall, or taller, male white subject who punched
KOSCHMAN. At the time of the incident, Richard VANECKO
was 6’02” and approximately 230 pounds, which is clearly taller
and heavier than Craig DENHAM, and clearly heavier than Kevin
MCCARTHY. When initially interviewed, Scott ALLEN and
James COPELAND stated the male white (VANECKO) who
punched the victim, and the male white (DENHAM) who was
arguing with KOSCHMAN, ran away together.
When
interviewed, HAGELINE thought the person who punched
KOSCHMAN was the tallest of the three subjects that morning.
The interview with DENHAM, who admitted that he and
VANECKO left in a cab together and later said VANECKO was
pushing him down the street before entering this cab, confirmed
this fact. Interviews were conducted with Bridget and Kevin
MCCARTHY and Craig DENHAM, who confirmed the fact that
VANECKO and DENHAM left together. And finally, when asked
to give a statement to Area 3 Detectives following his lineup,
VANECKO declined on the advice of his attorney, which only cast
additional suspicion on him as the person who punched David
KOSCHMAN.
Though [sic] the course of this lengthy investigation, it was clearly
obvious that Richard VANECKO punched David KOSCHMAN,
in spite of the fact that none of the eyewitnesses ever identified
him as such.
In view of the above, the R/Ds request this be classified as

2013). Compare Special Grand Jury Exhibit 89 at CPD016770-CPD016798) (CPD016769-CPD016827)
(Draft Case Supplementary Report 323454 (Feb. 11, 2011)) with Special Grand Jury Exhibit 15
(CPD001199-CPD001234) (Case Supplementary Reports 8585610 and 8585620 (approved Feb. 28,
2011)).
The OSP attempted to obtain e-mails from CPD for 2004 but was unsuccessful. CPD’s e-mail
archives date back only to 2009. See Ofc. Anthony Isla correspondence (Mar. 12, 2013) (CPD097080).
As a result, in responding to the OSP’s subpoena request for responsive e-mails, CPD was able to retrieve
documents dating back only that far. See Anthony Isla correspondence (Mar. 12, 2013) (CPD097080).
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See Gilger, James, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 33:23-34:2 (Jan. 23, 2013).
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See Spanos, Nicholas, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 86:4-10 (Feb. 6, 2013).
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CLEARED, EXCEPTIONALLY, CLOSED.542
Gilger’s February 11, 2011, draft narrative contains no reference to Vanecko acting in selfdefense.543 Additionally, though the draft contained a placeholder for what Gilger hoped would
be a report of his interview of Vanecko (“On 14 Feb 2011 at XXXX hours, Richard VANECKO
…….”) (ellipses in original), it contained no similar placeholder for a section concerning selfdefense.544 The draft narrative also does not reference the January 21, 2011, encounter between
Gilger and O’Brien.545
As indicated in this draft, by February 11, 2011, Gilger had concluded that Vanecko had
punched Koschman.546 Moreover, Gilger and Spanos did not undertake any additional witness
interviews or gather any additional evidence as part of their re-investigation after this date,
according to their reports.547 Although both Gilger and Spanos admitted that this draft reflected
their beliefs as of February 11, 2011, their subsequent testimony characterized it as “just a
draft.”548 Gilger stated: “I don’t always put everything in there that I ultimately want to have in
the report. . . . There were things I was going to add, and there was [sic] probably things I was
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Special Grand Jury Exhibit 89 at CPD016798 (CPD016769-CPD016827) (Draft Case
Supplementary Report 323454 (Feb. 11, 2011)).
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Special Grand Jury Exhibit 89 at CPD016770-CPD016798 (CPD016769-CPD016827) (Draft
Case Supplementary Report 323454 (Feb. 11, 2011)).
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Special Grand Jury Exhibit 89 at CPD016798 (CPD016769-CPD016827) (Draft Case
Supplementary Report 323454 (Feb. 11, 2011)). The draft narrative concludes with the case being
“cleared/closed exceptionally.” According to Kobel, the “cleared/closed exceptionally” designation
means the offender is still outstanding but no charges will be filed. See Kobel, Richard, IGO Interview
Rep. at 5 (Jan. 17, 2013).
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Special Grand Jury Exhibit 89 at CPD016770-CPD016798 (CPD016769-CPD016827) (Draft
Case Supplementary Report 323454 (Feb. 11, 2011)).
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Special Grand Jury Exhibit 89 at CPD016798 (CPD016769-CPD016827) (Draft Case
Supplementary Report 323454 (Feb. 11, 2011)).
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 15 (CPD001199-CPD001234) (Case Supplementary Reports
8585610 and 8585620 (approved Feb. 28, 2011)).
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Gilger, James, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 22:3-4, 89:11-24 (Jan. 23, 2013); Spanos, Nicholas,
Special Grand Jury Tr. at 94:24 (Feb. 6, 2013).
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going to take out, you know. But at that point when I typed it in, that’s what I had so far.”549
For example, Gilger testified that although he had not yet included anything about self-defense,
he was planning on doing so.550
There is evidence suggesting that portions of Gilger’s case supp report concluding the
2011 re-investigation were drafted or edited by his supervisors. Approximately 16 days after
Gilger wrote the draft narrative described above, and without any intervening investigative work
performed, on Sunday, February 27, 2011, at 9:54 p.m., Sgt. Sam Cirone sent an e-mail with no
subject description from his personal e-mail account, “
e-mail account, “

@aol.com” to Andrews’ personal

@yahoo.com,” and Salemme at his departmental e-mail account.551

The entirety of the e-mail’s body was as follows:
CORRECTION #1
On 21 Jan 2011, Det. GILGER spoke with ASA Darren O’Brien at
the Cook County courthouse located at 2650 S. California. Det.
GILGER informed ASA O’Brien that the R/Ds had re-investigated
this incident and informed ASA O’Brien of the current progress of
the investigation. ASA O’Brien stated he was consulted by Area 3
Detectives on possible charges, but after the consultation between
his office and the police department, it was agreed that charges
were not warranted because of self-defense.
CORRECTION #2
In view of the above, and based on the fact that David
KOSCHMAN broke away from his group of friends and
aggressively went after VANECKO, stating, “Fuck you! I’ll kick
your ass!” These aggressive actions caused VANECKO to take
action and defend himself and his friends from being attacked.
Due to the aforementioned reasons and through the course of this
investigation, it is clear that Richard VANECKO, alone, punched
David KOSCHMAN, which caused him to fall backwards and
injure his head, which ultimately caused his death.
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Gilger, James, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 37:11-19 (Jan. 23, 2013).
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Gilger, James, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 38:8-20 (Jan. 23, 2013).
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 90 (CPD000391) (Cirone e-mail (Feb. 27, 2011)); Special Grand
Jury Exhibit 115 at 13 (Andrews, Dean, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 30, 2013)); Cirone, Sam, Kroll
Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 11 (Mar. 22, 2013).
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Based on this, the R/Ds request this be classified as CLEARED,
EXCEPTIONALLY, CLOSED.552
When interviewed pursuant to a proffer agreement in 2013, Cirone explained he sent the
e-mail because in order to “exceptionally clear/close” a case, it must be reviewed by a
commander and must go “up the food chain.”553 According to Cirone, he typed the e-mail in his
office with Gilger present and used his personal e-mail account because “it was probably the
account [he] had open.”554 With regard to how he received his supervisors’ “corrections” to
Gilger’s draft report, Cirone stated during his interview with the OSP that he may have received
a “marked on” copy from Andrews or Salemme,555 or he may received the edits via e-mail or a
phone call.556 Cirone could not identify who actually crafted the language contained under
“Correction #1” and “Correction #2” in the e-mail.557 Because the OSP’s investigation was
unable to locate any drafts of Gilger’s report between the February 11, 2011 draft narrative sent
by Det. Emiliano Leal and this February 27, 2011, e-mail with “corrections,” sent 16 days later,
it is unclear what version Andrews and Salemme may have edited.

As stated above, the

February 11, 2011 draft lacked any mention of Gilger’s meeting with O’Brien or self-defense —
the subject of both “corrections” in the February 27, 2011 e-mail. Thus, the precise extent of
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 90 (CPD000391) (Cirone e-mail (Feb. 27, 2011)).
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Cirone, Sam, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 11 (Mar. 22, 2013). When asked during his
interview with the OSP why Gilger’s report was being edited late at night on a Sunday, Cirone stated
there was no urgency to finish the reports by Monday and he was unaware of any pressure to wrap up the
re-investigation prior to Superintendent Weis leaving office. See Cirone, Sam, Kroll Interview Rep.
(Proffer) at 11-12 (Mar. 22, 2013).
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See Cirone, Sam, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 11 (Mar. 22, 2013).
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See Cirone, Sam, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 11 (Mar. 22, 2013). Between February 10,
2011, and February 28, 2011, Gilger printed out his draft case supp report approximately 11 times,
although he denied sharing a draft with anyone except Spanos before it was complete. See Gilger, James,
Special Grand Jury Tr. at 58:10-59:6, 59:11-60:2 (Jan. 23, 2013).
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See Cirone, Sam, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 11 (Mar. 22, 2013). Between 9:55 p.m. and
10:28 p.m., Andrews and Cirone exchanged several text messages and spoke for approximately 11
minutes at 10:02 p.m. AT&T Phone Records for Dean Andrews (Feb. 27, 2011) (ATT005708,
ATT005721). Cirone stated he could not recall what Andrews or Salemme said in response to sending
this e-mail. See Cirone, Sam, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 11 (Mar. 22, 2013).
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See Cirone, Sam, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 12 (Mar. 22, 2013).
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Andrews’ or Salemme’s edits are unknown.
When interviewed by the OSP in 2013, Andrews somewhat recalled receiving the
February 27, 2011 e-mail, although he was unsure why Cirone sent the e-mail to his personal email address and could not recall receiving any e-mails similar to this.558 Andrews stated the email would have been part of the review process for the report (which was submitted and
approved the next day).559 With regard to the substance of the changes, Andrews believed he
“probably asked for some minor changes,” including that the narrative should be more specific
and should document the exchange between Koschman and Vanecko.560 According to Andrews,
he did not discuss the final report with Byrne or seek approval from a supervisor to clear/close
the case exceptionally.561
When interviewed by the OSP in 2013, Salemme did not recall the February 27, 2011 email, nor did he know why the corrections were being suggested.562 Prior to being shown the email during his interview, Salemme said his editing of the report was limited to minor issues
such as spelling and typos.563
About 30 minutes after the e-mail containing “Correction #1” and “Correction #2,” at
approximately 10:22 p.m., Cirone sent another e-mail, this time only to Andrews, containing the
following language:
R/Ds concluded that David KOSCHMAN, having yelled “Fuck
you! I'll kick your ass!”, by breaking away from his group of
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 115 at 13-14 (Andrews, Dean, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 30,

2013)).
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 115 at 13 (Andrews, Dean, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 30, 2013)).
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 115 at 13 (Andrews, Dean, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 30, 2013)).
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 115 at 14 (Andrews, Dean, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 30, 2013)).
During his interview with the OSP in 2013, Salemme further reiterated that Andrews made the final
decision to close the re-investigation exceptionally, and that the decision was not run by Byrne. See
Special Grand Jury Exhibit 109 at 13 (Salemme, Joseph, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 15, 2013)).
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Special Grand Jury Exhibit 109 at 13 (Salemme, Joseph, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 15, 2013)).
With regard to the e-mail addresses listed on the e-mail, Salemme assumed that “
@aol.com”
belonged to Cirone, but did not know whose e-mail address “
@yahoo.com” was. See Special
Grand Jury Exhibit 109 at 13 (Salemme, Joseph, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 15, 2013)).
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friends and aggressively going after VANECKO was clearly the
assailant in this incident. These aggressive actions caused
VANECKO to take action and defend himself. This investigation
has shown that Richard VANECKO, alone, punched David
KOSCHMAN, which caused him to fall backwards and injure his
head, which ultimately caused his death.
Based on this, the R/Ds request this case be classified as
CLEARED CLOSED/EXCEPTIONALLY.564
The language contained in this e-mail would eventually appear verbatim in Gilger’s report.565 A
few minutes later, Andrews e-mailed in response: “Very nicely done.”566
5.

February 28, 2011

On Monday afternoon, February 28, 2011, Gilger submitted his concluding case supp
report for the Koschman re-investigation.567 Gilger submitted his case supp reports at the
beginning of his shift that day at 3:17 p.m. (Case Supp 8585610) and 3:18 p.m. (Case Supp
8585620).568 Four minutes later, Sgt. Thomas Mills approved the report in CHRIS.569 Gilger
testified that Mills knew nothing about the Koschman re-investigation.570 When asked how a
sergeant with no familiarity with the re-investigation was able to approve a 36-page report in
four minutes, Gilger testified that Salemme probably just directed Mills to approve the report.571
As Gilger described, “when the commander tells you just to approve the report, you know, [the

564

See Cirone E-mail (Feb. 27, 2011) (AOL001831).
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 15 at CPD001206-CPD001207 (CPD001199-CPD001234) (Case
Supplementary Reports 8585610 and 8585620 (approved Feb. 28, 2011)).
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See Andrews E-mail (Feb. 27, 2011) (YAH001496).
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 15 (CPD001199-CPD001234) (Case Supplementary Reports
8585610 and 8585620 (approved Feb. 28, 2011)).
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Special Grand Jury Exhibit 15 at CPD001199, CPD001208 (CPD001199-CPD001234) (Case
Supplementary Reports 8585610 and 8585620 (approved Feb. 28, 2011)).
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Special Grand Jury Exhibit 15 at CPD001199, CPD001208 (CPD001199-CPD001234) (Case
Supplementary Reports 8585610 and 8585620 (approved Feb. 28, 2011)).
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Gilger, James, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 61:15-62:2 (Jan. 23, 2013).
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Gilger, James, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 62:7-63:7 (Jan. 23, 2013).
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approving sergeant] is doing what he has been instructed to do.”572
The final paragraphs of Gilger’s report summarizes the conclusions of the reinvestigation into Koschman’s death:
In conclusion, interviews with eyewitnesses after the incident
stated the tallest of the three male subjects punched KOSCHMAN.
At the time of the incident, Richard VANECKO was 6’02” and
approximately 230 pounds, which is clearly taller and heavier than
Craig DENHAM, and clearly heavier than Kevin MCCARTHY.
When initially interviewed, Scott ALLEN and James COPELAND
stated the male white since identified as (VANECKO) who
punched the victim, and the male white since identified as
(DENHAM) who was arguing with KOSCHMAN, ran away
together. When interviewed, HAGELINE stated the male white
who punched KOSCHMAN, was the tallest of the three subjects in
their group. The interview with DENHAM, who admitted that he
and VANECKO left in a cab together and later said VANECKO
was pushing him down the street before entering this cab,
confirmed this fact. Interviews were conducted with Bridget and
Kevin MCCARTHY573 and Craig DENHAM, who also confirmed
the fact that VANECKO and DENHAM left together.
R/Ds concluded that David KOSCHMAN, having yelled, “Fuck
you! I'll kick your ass!” by breaking away from his group of
friends and aggressively going after VANECKO was clearly the
assailant in this incident. These aggressive actions caused
VANECKO to take action and defend himself. This investigation
has shown that Richard VANECKO, alone, punched David
KOSCHMAN, which caused him to fall backwards and injure his
head, which ultimately caused his death.
Based on this, the R/Ds request this case be classified as
CLEARED CLOSED/EXCEPTIONALLY.574
As previously noted, this conclusion was edited and approved by Gilger’s supervisors, including
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Gilger, James, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 63:14-16 (Jan. 23, 2013).
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As previously noted, Kevin and Bridget McCarthy did not agree to be re-interviewed during the
2011 reinvestigation. Thus, in coming to their conclusion, Gilger and Spanos relied on the interviews
given by the McCarthys in 2004. See, e.g., Gilger, James, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 144:10-147:7 (Jan.
23, 2013).
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Special Grand Jury Exhibit 15 at CPD001206-CPD001207 (CPD001199-CPD001235) (Case
Supplementary Reports 8585610 and 8585620 (approved Feb. 28, 2011)).
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Cirone and Andrews, the night before. Whereas detectives and SAO in 2004 were unable to
determine if Koschman was punched and by whom, the re-investigation concluded Vanecko had
punched Koschman, but that Vanecko acted in self-defense.
According to those involved, the decision to identify Vanecko as the offender was made
by Gilger and Spanos, and their supervisors supported that decision.575 Just as police determined
a re-investigation was necessary to connect the dots, CPD personnel in 2011 concluded that
Vanecko was the offender through process of elimination or “connecting the dots.”576 According
to Gilger, in his opinion it was “obvious” that Vanecko was the offender.577
Unlike the detectives in 2004, Gilger and Spanos determined that it was a punch that
caused Koschman to fall, rather than a push. According to Gilger, “a punch was thrown. . . .
that’s my investigation of the case, I feel it was a punch rather than a shove.”578 Similarly,
Spanos indicated detectives were able to determine a punch was thrown based upon witness
interviews and reviewing the case file from 2004.579
Ultimately, however, Gilger’s report concluded that Vanecko acted in self-defense.
Specifically, Gilger and Spanos concluded that, “David KOSCHMAN, having yelled, ‘Fuck you!
I’ll kick your ass!’ by breaking away from his group of friends and aggressively going after
VANECKO was clearly the assailant in this incident.

These aggressive actions caused
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Cirone, Sam, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 9 (Mar. 22, 2013); Special Grand Jury Exhibit 115
at 5, 7 (Andrews, Dean, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 30, 2013)).
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Special Grand Jury Exhibit 120 at 10 (Byrne, Thomas, Interview Rep. (Jan. 9, 2013)); Cirone,
Sam, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 6 (Mar. 22, 2013); Special Grand Jury Exhibit 116 at 4 (Peterson,
Steven, IGO Interview Rep. (Feb. 4, 2013)).
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Gilger, James, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 27:4-30:3 (Jan. 23, 2013). According to Gilger and Sgt.
Cirone, Vanecko was identified as the offender “for the report” or “for reporting purposes” only. Cirone,
Sam, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 6, 13 (Mar. 22, 2013); Gilger, James, Special Grand Jury Tr. at
42:10-18 (Jan. 23, 2013). Spanos testified before the special grand jury that “just because we [Gilger and
he] identified him [Vanecko] by process of eliminations [sic] through our investigation doesn’t give us
[CPD] probable cause to arrest him. . . .” Spanos, Nicholas, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 142:22-143:2
(Feb. 6, 2013).
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Gilger, James, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 32:7-12 (Jan. 23, 2013).
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Spanos, Nicholas, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 89:19-90:3 (Feb. 6, 2013).
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VANECKO to take action and defend himself.”580 The report’s conclusion that Vanecko acted
in self-defense appears to be based on several faulty premises worth noting.
First, Gilger’s report attributed a statement to Koschman in support of the conclusion that
Vanecko acted in self-defense. Namely, the report concluded that Koschman yelled “Fuck you!
I’ll kick your ass.”581 Upon review of the rest of that police report, that phrase is nowhere
attributed to Koschman or any other witness. Nor is that phrase attributed to Koschman in any of
the detectives’ handwritten notes or GPRs from 2011. The closest source appears to be a
statement recorded in Yawger’s interview of Kevin McCarthy on May 19, 2004, during which
Kevin McCarthy reportedly stated “at this time the primary kid (Koschman) and another kid
were still swearing, calling himself, Craig, and Richard names, and saying things like ‘I’ll kick
your ass,’ etc.”582 Kevin McCarthy admittedly lied to police in 2004 when he told police he did
not know anyone involved in the altercation.583
Second, Gilger’s report concluded that “by breaking away from his group of friends and
aggressively going after VANECKO [Koschman] was clearly the assailant in this incident.”
This conclusion also does not seem supported by other portions of the police reports or the
detectives’ own handwritten notes. For example, in Gilger’s handwritten GPRs of his January
17, 2011, interview with Allen, Gilger recorded that Allen informed him that Vanecko’s group
“were the aggressors.”584 As Gilger acknowledged during his special grand jury testimony, the
failure to include this statement was a fairly important omission that was contrary to his ultimate
conclusion.585 Similarly, Gilger’s report attributes a statement to Copeland that Koschman
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 15 at CPD001206 (CPD001199-CPD001234) (Case
Supplementary Reports 8585610 and 8585620 (approved Feb. 28, 2011)).
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Supplementary Report 3193543 (approved Nov. 10, 2004)); General Progress Report at CPD001102
(May 19, 2004) (CPD001100-CPD001103).
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McCarthy, Kevin, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 53:5-6 (Aug. 15, 2012).
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See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 77 at CPD001257 (CPD001257-CPD001258) (General Progress
Report re: Allen interview (approved Feb. 28, 2011)).
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See Gilger, James, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 83:18-85:3 (Jan. 23, 2013).
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“broke free” from his friends prior to being punched that is nowhere to be found in Gilger’s
handwritten GPRs.586 Rather, Gilger admitted that his conclusion that Koschman ran back and
lunged at Vanecko’s group was based “predominantly” on police reports from 2004.587
Third, Gilger’s report concluded that Koschman’s actions “caused VANECKO to take
action and defend himself.” This conclusion that Vanecko acted in defense of himself, or what
may have caused any of Vanecko’s actions, does not appear to have any basis in the witness
interviews recorded in Gilger’s report. Detectives never spoke with Vanecko or took any kind of
statement regarding his involvement in the incident on April 25, 2004.

Moreover, Kevin

McCarthy, Bridget McCarthy, and Denham all stated they did not see the moments preceding the
impact in interviews with Yawger in 2004 and stood by these statements in 2011.588 During his
special grand jury testimony, Gilger also acknowledged he was “suspicious” of the McCarthys’
and Denham’s claims that they had their backs turned prior to the punch.589
Finally, there also appear to be circumstances that detectives either ignored or failed to
consider. In evaluating whether Vanecko may have acted in self-defense or in defense of others,
Gilger’s report did not reference the height and weight disparity between Vanecko and
Koschman. As recorded in Gilger’s report, Vanecko stood 6’3” and weighed 230 pounds in
2004 — compared with Koschman’s height of 5’5” and weight of 125 pounds.590 Such a
disparity could be relevant to an evaluation of self-defense. Despite the re-investigation’s focus
on obtaining “heights and weights,” there is no mention of this disparity in height and weight
between the offender and the victim. In fact, detectives may have believed a disparity in size
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See Gilger, James, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 82:2-83:17 (Jan. 23, 2013); Special Grand Jury
Exhibit 15 at CPD001231 (CPD001199-CPD001234) (Case Supplementary Reports 8585610 and
8585620 (approved Feb. 28, 2011)); Special Grand Jury Exhibit 76 (CPD001252-CPD001254) (General
Progress Report re: Copeland interview (approved Feb. 28, 2011)).
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“does not matter.”591 As another example, an affirmative defense such as self-defense must be
raised by a putative defendant and necessarily negates any issue of lack of identification — i.e.,
one cannot say they did not strike the victim, but if they did, they acted in self-defense.592
Several other aspects of Gilger’s report call into question its reliability. On page 13 of
Case Supplementary Report 8585610, Gilger supplies for the first time an explanation for why
no work was performed on the Koschman investigation between April 25, 2004, and May 6,
2004. Following a recitation of Rita O’Leary’s April 25, 2004, telephone interview of Michael
Connolly and immediately preceding the pronouncement of Koschman’s death, the report states,
“Efforts were being made to interview the additional witnesses that were at the scene of the
incident.”593 During his testimony before the special grand jury, Gilger stated, “Well, I’m
guessing they were probably going to try to find the phone numbers, or the — or find the
addresses. The names and — well, they already had the names, but probably phone numbers or
addresses.”594 Neither Andrews, Salemme, nor Cirone knew the basis for Gilger’s statement that
efforts were being made to interview the additional witnesses that were at the scene of the
incident.595 The OSP’s investigation has not uncovered any efforts on behalf of anyone at CPD
to interview additional witnesses between April 25, 2004, and May 6, 2004.
Additionally, despite drawing very different conclusions from Yawger, detectives in 2011
expressed differing conclusions regarding the thoroughness of CPD’s investigation in 2004.
According to Andrews, the 2004 investigation was thorough, as nothing “substantially different”
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Cirone, Sam, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 12 (Mar. 22, 2013).
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See People v. Zapata, 808 N.E.2d 1064, 1069-70 (Ill. App. Ct. 1st Dist. 2004); People v. Moore,
797 N.E.2d 217, 225 (Ill. App. Ct. 2d Dist. 2003). Under Illinois law, self-defense is an “affirmative
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N.E.2d 706, 714 (Ill. App. Ct. 5th Dist. 2000), “where a defendant contests guilt based upon self-defense,
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Special Grand Jury Exhibit 109 at 7 (Salemme, Joseph, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 15, 2013)); Cirone,
Sam, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 15 (Mar. 22, 2013).
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was uncovered in 2011.596 Byrne indicated he did not know why the investigation was not
closed in 2004, but refused to criticize the 2004 investigation since he was not present when
decisions were made.597 Even further up the chain of command, Peterson opined that the 2004
investigation by CPD was not a thorough investigation and involved “poor, shoddy detective
work.”598 Perhaps most tellingly, Gilger testified it was “absurd” to reject charges on the basis of
self-defense where one cannot even identify the offender.599

As noted previously, despite

identifying Vanecko as the person who punched Koschman, detectives in 2011 reached the same
conclusion of self-defense as detectives in 2004, without any additional evidence supporting
such a conclusion.600
The same day that Gilger submitted his final case supplementary report concluding that
the case should be cleared/closed exceptionally, Tim Novak, Chris Fusco, and Carol Marin,
reporters from the Sun-Times, published the first in a series of articles about Koschman’s death
entitled “Who Killed David Koschman? A Watchdog’s Investigation.”601 The front-page article
detailed its findings regarding red flags or inconsistencies with the 2004 investigation into
Koschman’s death and revealed that CPD had conducted a re-investigation in 2011.602 Notable
in this article are reports by witnesses Hageline and Copeland that CPD and SAO descriptions in
earlier statements by those entities of Koschman as an aggressor in the incident is “not how it
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happened.”603
The Sun-Times on February 28, 2011, also reported that Deputy Police Superintendent
Ernest Brown stated that “the investigation into David Koschman’s death was never technically
re-opened.”604 According to quotes attributed to Brown, the case had only remained open due to
an “administrative oversight.”605 He is reported as stating that the goal of the re-investigation
was to conduct a “comprehensive review of the entire investigative process as it stood.”606 He
went on to tell the Sun-Times that this review “revealed that the facts of that investigation
remained unchanged since it was initially investigated.”607 Brown told the Sun-Times that the
case would be “closed shortly.”608
6.

Case Officially Closed

On March 1, 2011, the Sun-Times published two more articles regarding Koschman’s

603

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 142 at NEWS000027 (NEWS000022-NEWS000027) (Novak,
Fusco, Marin, Who Killed Daivd Koschman? A Watchdog’s Investigation (Feb. 28, 2011)) (reporting
SAO’s press statement that “All witnesses who were questioned indicated that Koschman was the
aggressor and had initiated the physical confrontation by charging at members of the other group after
they were walking away” and Superintendent Cline’s statement “At the best, it was mutual
combatants….If the other person is the aggressor, then Vanecko has the right to defend himself.”)

604

Spielman, Fusco, Novak, Police Brass: No Special Treatment (Feb. 28, 2011) (NEWS000014NEWS000015).

605

Spielman, Fusco, Novak, Police Brass: No Special Treatment (Feb. 28, 2011) (NEWS000014NEWS000015).

606

Spielman, Fusco, Novak, Police Brass: No Special Treatment (Feb. 28, 2011) (NEWS000014NEWS000015).

607

Spielman, Fusco, Novak, Police Brass: No Special Treatment (Feb. 28, 2011) (NEWS000014NEWS000015).

608

Spielman, Fusco, Novak, Police Brass: No Special Treatment (Feb. 28, 2011) (NEWS000014NEWS000015). As CPD concluded its re-investigation, IGO opened up its own investigation on
February 28, 2011, amid the allegations of police misconduct. Specifically, the IGO began to look into
allegations that unknown CPD employees obstructed justice and “covered up a homicide investigation
involving a nephew of the mayor.” IGO Case Initiation Rep. at IG_007245 (Feb. 28, 2011) (IG_007244IG_007344). The IGO’s investigation was motivated by the initial article published in the Sun-Times, and
more specifically, by the report that there were inconsistencies between statements witnesses made to
Sun-Times reporters versus statements recorded in CPD police reports.
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death, including an editorial piece calling for the appointment of a special prosecutor.609 The
same day, Gilger submitted another report officially closing the Koschman re-investigation in
CHRIS.610 As with Gilger’s police report submitted on February 28, 2011, detectives classified
the case as “CLEARED CLOSED/EXCEPTIONALLY.”
According to CPD policy, “[a]n exceptional clearance is the solving of a criminal offense
when the offender was not arrested, was not charged, or was not turned over to the court for
prosecution due to unusual circumstances. Detectives must identify the offender, exhaust all
investigative leads, and do everything possible to clear a case by arrest before exceptionally
clearing the case.”611 Detective Division Special Order 96-5 further provides guidance based
upon the federal Uniform Crime Reporting handbook concerning when a case can be
cleared/closed exceptionally, stating, “Detectives must list in their Supplementary Report the
facts that support their decision to exceptionally clear a case. Below are some guidelines for the
four questions, which must be answered “yes.”
1. The investigation must identify the offender.
***
2. The investigation must disclose enough information to support
an arrest, charge, and turning over to a court for prosecution.
***
3. The offender’s exact location is known; an arrest could be made
now.
***
4. There is a reason outside of law enforcement control, which

609

Novak, Fusco, Marin, Years After Death Involving Daley’s Nephew, Mom’s Anguish Won’t End
(Mar. 1, 2011) (NEWS000030-NEWS000033); Chicago Sun-Times, Editorial: Chicago Police Must Get
to Bottom of This (Mar. 1, 2011) (NEWS000028-NEWS000029).

610

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 102 (CPD001182-CPD001186) (Case Supplementary Report
8616466 (approved Mar. 1, 2011)). Coinciding with the Koschman investigation being cleared/closed
exceptionally was the departure of Superintendent Weis and a transition in CPD administration.
Superintendent Weis stepped down as CPD Superintendent on March 1, 2011. According to Peterson and
Masters, the period surrounding the submission of Gilger’s report was a period of transition. Special
Grand Jury Exhibit 116 at 4-5 (Peterson, Steven, IGO Interview Rep. (Feb. 4, 2013); Masters, Michael,
IGO Interview Rep. at 9 (May 16, 2013)). The next day, on March 2, 2011, Terry Hilliard took over as
interim CPD Superintendent and served in that capacity until the new administration took office.

611

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 74 at CPD002830-CPD002831 (CPD002822-CPD002842) (CPD
Detective Division Special Order 96-5).
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prevents an arrest, charge, and prosecution.”612
Thus, under Detective Division policy, in order to exceptionally clear/close the Koschman
investigation in 2011, detectives needed to identify an offender.613 Similarly, the investigation
would have had to disclose enough evidence to support an arrest, charge, and turning over of the
case to court for prosecution. In light of these requirements, Gilger testified the Koschman
investigation was closed in violation of Special Order 96-5 based upon his belief in a lack of
sufficient information to support an arrest, charge, and turning over of the case for
prosecution.614
Special Order 96-5 further dictates who must approve exceptional clearances in homicide
cases. The order provides that “[i]n murder investigations, if the Felony Review Unit has
rejected charges against the offender, the detective will list in the Supplementary Report the
reasons for the rejection and the facts which support the arrest of the offender. The detective will
request an exceptional clearance for the case. Approval for exceptionally cleared homicide cases
is the responsibility of the area commander and the appropriate field group deputy chief.”615 As
Deputy Chief Andrews acknowledged, his role as the only person authorized to approve the
exceptional clear/closing of the Koschman investigation.616 According to Andrews, he did not
discuss the fact that the case would be exceptionally cleared/closed with any of his supervisors or
612

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 74 at CPD002832-CPD002833 (CPD002822-CPD02842) (CPD
Detective Division Special Order 96-5) (emphasis added).

613

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 115 at 6 (Andrews, Dean, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 30, 2013)).

614

See Gilger, James, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 98:20-99:3, 108:19-109:1 (Jan. 23, 2013); see also
Sullivan, Karen, Kroll Interview Rep. at 3 (Feb. 5, 2013).

615

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 74 at CPD002833-CPD002834 (CPD002822-CPD002842) (CPD
Detective Division Special Order 96-5).

616

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 115 at 8 (Andrews, Dean, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 30, 2013));
see also Cirone, Sam, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 13 (Mar. 22, 2013). In light of Andrews’ sole
authority to approve the exceptional clear/closing of the Koschman matter, on March 10, 2011, nine days
after Gilger officially closed Area 5’s re-investigation, Walsh submitted a memorandum to Andrews
attaching police reports concluding the re-investigation for Andrews’ review and approval. See Walsh
Memo to Andrews (Mar. 10, 2011) (CPD060760-CPD060770). Walsh’s memorandum stated that “The
analysis of the investigation supports the findings. The offender has been identified and it has been
determined that the offender was taking actions to defend himself. The case will be Exceptionally
Cleared/Closed, Other Exceptional Clearance.” See Walsh Memo to Andrews at CPD060760 (Mar. 10,
2011) (CPD060760-CPD060770).
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anyone else in the command staff, including Byrne or Masters.617
In 2011, despite Superintendent Weis’ stated desire to have the case presented to SAO for
a charging decision, CPD never officially presented the case for charges or submitted it to SAO’s
Felony Review unit.618

617

See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 115 at 8, 14 (Andrews, Dean, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 30,
2013)). Andrews additionally stated that as of January 2013, he had not reported (to the Uniform Crime
Reports published by the FBI) the Koschman investigation as a cleared case, and would not do so until
the OSP concluded its investigation. Andrews explained, however, that this was significant only for
statistical purposes. Special Grand Jury Exhibit 115 at 14-15 (Andrews, Dean, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan.
30, 2013)).

The case was also reclassified from an involuntary manslaughter to second-degree murder.
Andrews indicated that as part of the re-investigation, his goals were to determine both whether there was
sufficient evidence to name an offender and a correct classification for the case. See Special Grand Jury
Exhibit 115 at 5 (Andrews, Dean, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 30, 2013)). Since detectives were able to
name an offender, all that remained was determining a proper classification. Last active in 2004, the
Koschman investigation was left open as an involuntary manslaughter investigation. See Special Grand
Jury Exhibit 10 at CPD001128 (CPD001115-CPD001128) (Case Supplementary Report 3193543
(approved Nov. 10, 2004)). In 2011, following some internal debate among Peterson, Byrne, Andrews,
and Salemme, the case was reclassified as second-degree murder. See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 15
(CPD001199-CPD001234) (Case Supplementary Reports 8585610 and 8585620 (approved Feb. 28,
2011)); Special Grand Jury Exhibit 115 at 11 (Andrews, Dean, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 30, 2013));
Special Grand Jury Exhibit 120 at 9 (Byrne, Thomas, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 9, 2013)); Special Grand
Jury Exhibit 116 at 6 (Peterson, Steven, IGO Interview Rep. (Feb. 4, 2013); Special Grand Jury Exhibit
109 at 10 (Salemme, Joseph, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 15, 2013)). According to Special Order 96-5, it is
CPD policy that, “Detectives will not reclassify offenses or incidents unless there is adequate
justification; they will document such justification in the Supplementary Report. Detectives will base
reclassifications upon facts, not upon unsubstantiated assumptions or opinions.” Special Grand Jury
Exhibit 74 at CPD002828 (CPD002822-CPD002842) (CPD Detective Division Special Order 96-5).
Nevertheless, in practice, it appears reclassification is largely for statistical purposes and specifically in
this case was largely “academic.” Special Grand Jury Exhibit 109 at 10 (Salemme, Joseph, Kroll
Interview Rep. (Jan. 15, 2013)).
618

Compare Weis, Jody, IGO Interview Tr. at 23:7-15 (Nov. 14, 2011) (“I don’t know if, what
detective presented it to her but I, I, I recall that the case was presented to the State’s Attorney and I don’t
know if it was Felony Review or whomever and I believe the decision was made that they were not going
to charge and then I think Anita may have changed her mind after that but my recollection was that the
facts were presented to the State’s Attorney, someone there, and the decision was made not to charge, that
it was not a crime”); Weis, Jody, IGO Interview Rep. at 1 (May 28, 2013) (Superintendent Weis stated he
wanted new detectives from a different detective area to look into the Koschman matter from “A to Z”
and get the case to SAO’s Felony Review unit for a decision); with Spanos, Nicholas, Special Grand Jury
Tr. at 77:9-18 (Feb. 6, 2013); Gilger, James, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 11:23-12:2 (Jan. 23, 2013); Special
Grand Jury Exhibit 115 at 12 (Andrews, Dean, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 30, 2013)); Special Grand Jury
Exhibit 120 at 10 (Byrne, Thomas, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 9, 2013)) (“In 2004 the state’s attorney did
not charge; it was not presented in 2011”); Kirk, Daniel, IGO Interview Rep. at 5 (Mar. 26, 2013). At the
same time, there is some indication that SAO asked CPD “to be looped in” regarding the progress of the
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7.

The Missing CPD Koschman Homicide File

At CPD, every homicide case is supposed to have a corresponding permanent master
homicide case file (“homicide file”). CPD does not have an established policy for how (nor
where) homicide files are to be kept; instead, each detective area is left to develop its own
protocol and filing system.619 Homicide files typically contain, often in chronological order, the
key CPD documentation (e.g., original GPRs, finalized and approved case supps, etc.)620 that has
been created since the inception of the case. While CPD homicide files are not kept under lock
and key,621 they are typically housed together in an organized fashion at the detective area, and
access to them is generally restricted to those detectives (and their superiors) assigned to the
particular matter. Detectives consider homicide files to be “sacrosanct,” and therefore, they
should not be left out in the open unattended.622
a.

Creating and Maintaining Homicide Files at Area 3

At Area 3, the detective area which handled the 2004 Koschman homicide investigation,
the filing methodology for homicide cases has changed slightly throughout the relevant time
period (2004-2011).623 Det. Nicholas Rossi, who has been employed at Area 3 since 1995 and
whose primary duties since 2004 include organizing (e.g., indexing) and maintaining the Area’s

re-investigation and was getting police reports as the re-investigation progressed. Special Grand Jury
Exhibit 109 at 7-8 (Salemme, Joseph, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 15, 2013)). According to Andrews, SAO
received case supplementary reports and was kept up to date on the status of the re-investigation and its
progress. Special Grand Jury Exhibit 115 at 12 (Andrews, Dean, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 30, 2013)).
619

Chasen, Michael, IGO Interview Rep. at 1 (Nov. 27, 2012); Rossi, Nicholas, Kroll Interview Rep.
(Proffer) at 3 (Feb. 13, 2013); Molloy, James, Kroll Interview Rep. at 3 (Dec. 7, 2012).

620

Rossi, Nicholas, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 4 (Feb. 13, 2013).

621

Clemens, Robert, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 26:15-23 (Apr. 24, 2013) (describing how detectives
could remove files by checking them out through a log); Day, Edward, IGO Interview Rep. at 2 (Nov. 29,
2012) (describing how cabinets were not locked); Rybicki, Richard, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 28:1-6
(Mar. 27, 2013) (describing how cabinets were rarely locked).

622

See, e.g., Clemens, Robert, Kroll Interview Rep. at 3 (Apr. 10, 2013). Before the special grand
jury, Yawger testified that it is “very uncommon” for a homicide file to go missing as happened with the
Koschman case and that he had never had a homicide file “go missing.” See Yawger, Ronald, Special
Grand Jury Tr. at 160:13-19 (July 15, 2013).

623

Rossi, Nicholas, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 3 (Feb. 13, 2013).
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homicide files, explained to the OSP some of the differences he has observed.624 For example,
according to Rossi, since at least 2011, Area 3 (now consolidated with other detective areas into
Area North) has created and stored homicide files in white three-ring binders.625 Rossi recalled
that Area 3 homicide files were historically maintained in blue (and periodically black) folders in
which the documents were secured with metal fasteners and clips, as opposed to three-ring
binders.626 Others recall blue three-ring binders being used in 2004 as well.627 According to
Rossi, the different-colored folders or binders do not signify anything, and were simply the result
of CPD purchasing decisions made over the years.628
Furthermore, in 2004, Area 3’s homicide files were primarily stored on a bookcase and in
file cabinets located in the sergeants’ office.629

Generally speaking, homicide files were

arranged in chronological order and were labeled by RD # and by the name of the subject whose
death was being investigated.630 According to CPD personnel, if Area 3 detectives needed to
access a permanent homicide file, they were required to log such use by both “checking out” and
“checking in” the homicide file by recording their name on a piece of paper kept in the

624

Rossi, Nicholas, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 3 (Feb. 13, 2013).

625

Rossi, Nicholas, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 3 (Feb. 13, 2013); see also Special Grand Jury
Exhibit 148 at 7 (Yamashiroya, Gary, Kroll Interview Rep. (Feb. 5, 2013)).

626

Rossi, Nicholas, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 3 (Feb. 13, 2013); Sobolewski, Andrew, IGO
Interview Tr. at 42-45 (Aug. 5, 2011); Redman, Charles, IGO Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 2-3 (Oct. 31,
2012) (homicide files were not kept in three-ring binders, but were kept in a file with two posts on top).
Walsh, Denis, IGO Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 3, 10 (Aug. 14, 2013) (stating that based on his knowledge
of how Area 3 homicide files were stored in 2004, none were ever kept in blue three-ring binders, but
instead were organized in a flip-folder that had a blue cardboard cover).

627

Rossi, Nicholas, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 3 (Feb. 13, 2013); see also Skelly, Thomas,
Kroll Interview Rep. at 4 (Nov. 15, 2012).

628

Rossi, Nicholas, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 3 (Feb. 13, 2013).

629

Skelly, Thomas, Kroll Interview Rep. at 4 (Nov. 15, 2012); Day, Edward, IGO Interview Rep. at
2 (Nov. 29, 2012); Rossi, Nicholas, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 2 (Feb. 13, 2013); Rybicki, Richard,
Special Grand Jury Tr. at 108:9-17 (Mar. 27, 2013).

630

Rossi, Nicholas, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 3 (Feb. 13, 2013).
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sergeants’ office.631 However, adherence to such a procedure does not appear to have been
consistent.632 Lastly, homicide files for open cases were to be indefinitely retained in the
sergeants’ office.633
b.

The Various Versions of the Koschman Homicide File

The subsections below explore issues related to the various versions of the Koschman
homicide file that were discovered in, or after, January 2011.
i.

Commander Yamashiroya’s Credenza File

In response to the January 4, 2011, FOIA request the Sun-Times submitted to CPD,
Andrews ordered Yamashiroya to gather the Koschman homicide file so it could be provided to
those at Area 5 who would be handling the re-investigation.

In response, Yamashiroya

instructed Walsh to locate Area 3’s Koschman homicide file.634 A few days later, Walsh
reported to Yamashiroya that he was unable to locate the file.635
In response, Yamashiroya reported to Byrne and Andrews that the Koschman homicide
file could not be found.636 According to Yamashiroya, Andrews instructed Yamashiroya to
make another effort to find the homicide file.637 Yamashiroya complied and even conducted his
own personal search (which according to Yamashiroya, occurred approximately one day after

631

Clemens, Robert, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 26:15-23 (Apr. 24, 2013); Day, Edward, IGO
Interview Rep. at 2 (Nov. 29, 2012); Sobolewski, Andrew, IGO Interview Rep. at 42:9-20 (Aug. 5, 2011);
Molloy, James, Kroll Interview Rep. at 3 (Dec. 7, 2012).
632

Yawger, Ronald, IGO Interview Tr. at 56:21-57:1 (July 1, 2011).

633

Redman, Charles, IGO Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 2 (Oct. 31, 2012). Closed homicide files were
stored permanently at the investigating detective area or at CPD’s Records Division. Molloy, James,
Kroll Interview Rep. at 3 (Dec. 7, 2012); Special Grand Jury Exhibit 120 at 5 (Byrne, Thomas, Kroll
Interview Rep. (Jan. 9, 2013)).
634
Special Grand Jury Exhibit 148 at 3 (Yamashiroya, Gary, Kroll Interview Rep. (Feb. 5, 2013));
Walsh, Denis, IGO Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 3 (Aug. 14, 2013) (stating that he (Walsh) enlisted some of
his Area 3 colleagues to help him search for the Koschman homicide file).
635

Special Grand Jury Exhibit 148 at 3 (Yamashiroya, Gary, Kroll Interview Rep. (Feb. 5, 2013));
see Walsh, Denis, IGO Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 3 (Aug. 14, 2013).

636

Special Grand Jury Exhibit 148 at 3 (Yamashiroya, Gary, Kroll Interview Rep. (Feb. 5, 2013)).

637

Special Grand Jury Exhibit 148 at 3 (Yamashiroya, Gary, Kroll Interview Rep. (Feb. 5, 2013)).
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Walsh informed him he could not locate the Koschman homicide file).638

According to

Yamashiroya, during his search, he discovered a manila folder in his office credenza which
contained copies of certain CPD reports from the Koschman case.639 However, the file found in
Yamashiroya’s office credenza was not the original, nor complete, Koschman homicide file; for
example, it did not contain original GPRs or an index.640
ii.

Original Koschman Homicide File (Blue Three-Ring
Binder)

Because Yamashiroya and Walsh did not find the original Area 3 Koschman homicide
file during their searches in January 2011, Area 5’s re-investigation (conducted by detectives
Gilger and Spanos) started (on January 13, 2011) and ended (on February 28, 2011) without
detectives ever receiving or reviewing the original file.641

638

Special Grand Jury Exhibit 148 at 3-4 (Yamashiroya, Gary, Kroll Interview Rep. (Feb. 5, 2013)).

639

Special Grand Jury Exhibit 148 at 3 (Yamashiroya, Gary, Kroll Interview Rep. (Feb. 5, 2013)).
Yamashiroya’s office previously belonged to Byrne when he was Area 3 Commander. Special Grand
Jury Exhibit 148 at 3 (Yamashiroya, Gary, Kroll Interview Rep. (Feb. 5, 2013)). According to
Yamashiroya, Walsh was present when he found the file in his office credenza. Special Grand Jury
Exhibit 148 at 3 (Yamashiroya, Gary, Kroll Interview Rep. (Feb. 5, 2013)); Walsh, Denis, IGO Interview
Rep. (Proffer) at 8 (Aug. 14, 2013) (stating that he does not recall if he was present when Yamashiroya
found the credenza file). Former Area 3 Commander Chasen did not recall having his own personal
Koschman file in his office, but presumes he did because it was a “heater case,” which required him to
keep his superiors apprised. Chasen, Michael, IGO Interview Rep. at 9 (Nov. 27, 2012).
640

Special Grand Jury Exhibit 148 at 4 (Yamashiroya, Gary, Kroll Interview Rep. (Feb. 5, 2013));
Special Grand Jury Exhibit 109 at 9 (Salemme, Joseph, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 15, 2013)).
Furthermore, as part of its investigation, the OSP retrieved and reviewed the file found in Yamashiroya’s
office credenza and discovered it contained three documents that have not been discovered elsewhere.
The first is a CPD CLEAR report run by Yawger (who is identified by his PC Login ID number
“PC0N556”) on April 25, 2004, at 11:43 a.m. (approximately eight hours after the incident on Division
Street) accessing criminal arrest records for Kevin McCarthy. See McCarthy, Kevin CLEAR Rep. (Apr.
25, 2004) (CPD001679). The second is the Rita O’Leary draft case supp, which according to Rita
O’Leary she typed on April 25, 2004 (the final case supp was not submitted until she returned from
furlough on May 20, 2004), with Yawger’s handwritten notes. See Special Grand Jury Exhibit 14 at
CPD001619 (CPD001616-CPD001619) (Draft Case Progress Report 323454 (drafted Apr. 25, 2004)).
The third is a document entitled “Koschman Report Summary,” which appears to be a rough summary of
the investigative steps Area 3 took in 2004 related to the Koschman matter. See Koschman Report
Summary HK323454 at CPD004594 (CPD004491-CPD004659).
641

At the time Gilger and Spanos conducted their 2011 re-investigation, they only had the benefit of
Yamashiroya’s credenza file, as well as any 2004 CPD reports existing in CHRIS. See Gilger, James,
Special Grand Jury Tr. at 84:12-85:14, 91:3-6 (Jan. 16, 2013).
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On June 29, 2011, four months after Gilger and Spanos finished their investigation,
Walsh reportedly “found” the original Koschman homicide file.642 According to Walsh, he
located the original blue binder Koschman homicide file “on a wooden shelf in [Area 3’s]
Violent Crimes Sergeants office.”643 The blue binder was reportedly sitting (conspicuously
displayed) on a shelf (that had been searched previously) near other Area 3 homicide files which
were all housed in white, as opposed to blue, three-ring binders.644 During Walsh’s interview

642

Walsh, Denis, IGO Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 4 (Aug. 14, 2013); see also Internal memorandum
from Walsh to Byrne re Koschman File (June 30, 2011) (CPD007132). Yawger testified before the
special grand jury that, in 2004, “manila-type expandable” files were used to keep original homicide files
and that when he last saw the original homicide file for the Koschman case, it was not in a blue binder.
Yawger, Ronald, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 133:20-135:4, 135:23-136:2 (July 15, 2013).
643

Walsh, Denis, IGO Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 4 (Aug. 14, 2013); Internal memorandum from
Walsh to Byrne re Koschman File (June 30, 2011) (CPD007132). Besides containing original GPRs,
another distinction between the blue binder Walsh reported finding and the other Koschman case files the
OSP has discovered during its investigation is that the blue binder contains a table of contents and an
investigative file inventory – something to be expected in an original Area 3 homicide file. According to
Rossi, he likely created this particular table of contents and inventory. Rossi, Nicholas, Kroll Interview
Rep. (Proffer) at 4-6 (Feb. 13, 2013). It should be noted that the documents in the Koschman blue binder
homicide file are not in the same order as its table of contents, which indicates that the file may have been
rearranged at some point. Walsh told the OSP during his interview that, after he discovered the
Koschman blue binder homicide file, he never altered or rearranged it in any way. Walsh, Denis, IGO
Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 11 (Aug. 14, 2013). Finally, the blue binder homicide file also contained a
single undated GPR that on the front side had Giralamo’s PC Login username and password, as well as
the word “Vanecko” and the phone number “908-3121.” On the back side of the GPR the words, “V
Dailey Sister Son” are written. Special Grand Jury Exhibit 92 (CPD001052-CPD001053) (General
Progress Report for HK323454). According to phone record subscriber information obtained through a
special grand jury subpoena, the phone number “312-908-3121” was associated with Northwestern
University in 2004; however, according to the subpoena response, the phone number was not attributed to
a particular individual. (See AT&T Phone Records (ATT003455-ATT003457)). Yawger testified before
the special grand jury in 2013 that he authored this GPR and that he “scribbled” the phrase “V Dailey
Sister Son” on the back of the GPR on May 13, 2004, when he was told of Vanecko’s involvement during
his interview of Bridget McCarthy. Yawger, Ronald, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 73:7-17 (July 15, 2013).
However, the blue binder does not contain the GPRs from Rita O’Leary’s April 25, 2004, witness
interviews, nor Yawger’s GPRs from O’Brien’s May 20, 2004, interviews of the McCarthys and Denham.
644

Special Grand Jury Exhibit 116 at 3, (Peterson, Steven, IGO Interview Rep. (Feb. 4, 2013));
Peterson, Steven, IGO Interview Rep. at 37 (Jan 10, 2012); see also Special Grand Jury Exhibit 146 at 9
(photograph of the wooden bookshelf where the Koschman blue binder homicide file was allegedly found
amongst the white binders).
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with the OSP, he stated that Area 3 Sgt. Thomas Flaherty645 was the only other person in the
sergeants’ office when he (Walsh) discovered the original blue binder Koschman homicide
file.646 Flaherty told the OSP that, although he could not recall the exact date,647 he was indeed
in the sergeants’ office when Walsh retrieved a blue binder from the bookshelf which Walsh
immediately told him was the missing Koschman homicide file.648
According to a June 30, 2011, memorandum authored by Walsh to Byrne,649 on June 29,

645

Flaherty and Walsh are both former Area 4 violent crimes detectives, and from approximately
1996 through 1998 they were CPD partners. See Walsh, Denis, IGO Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 2; 4
(Aug. 14, 2013); Flaherty, Thomas, Kroll Interview Rep. at 1-2 (Aug. 21, 2013).

646

Walsh, Denis, IGO Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 3-4 (Aug. 14, 2013).

647

Flaherty explained to the OSP that Walsh instructed him to independently record the date and
time Walsh found the blue binder on the bookshelf, an instruction Flaherty told the OSP he did not
follow. Flaherty, Thomas, Kroll Interview Rep. at 2 (Aug. 21, 2013).
648

Flaherty, Thomas, Kroll Interview Rep. at 2 (Aug. 21, 2013). According to CPD records,
Flaherty was assigned to Area 3 and working the third watch on June 29, 2011. See CPD Attendance &
Assignment Record, Det. Div. Area 4 at CPD097424 (CPD097424-CPD097431) (June 29, 2011).
Furthermore, the OSP, in an attempt to corroborate or potentially disprove Walsh’s and Flaherty’s
statements made to the OSP surrounding Walsh’s finding of the Koschman homicide file on June 29,
2011, sought cell phone records and cell phone tower information via special grand jury subpoenas and
court orders. The available responsive records the OSP received and reviewed in response to these efforts
did not contradict the statements Walsh or Flaherty made to the OSP when interviewed in 2013.
Additionally, according to Flaherty, he was alone in the sergeants’ office when he observed Walsh walk
into the room and watched him pull a blue binder from the bookshelf. Flaherty, Thomas, Kroll Interview
Rep. at 2 (Aug. 21, 2013). Flaherty recalled Walsh exclaiming profanities indicating Walsh’s surprise
that he had just discovered the missing Koschman homicide file. Flaherty, Thomas, Kroll Interview Rep.
at 2 (Aug. 21, 2013). Flaherty stated that Walsh informed him that the binder he had found was the
missing file “everyone was looking for”. Flaherty, Thomas, Kroll Interview Rep. at 2 (Aug. 21, 2013).
Flaherty told the OSP that he (Flaherty) did not examine the binder Walsh had discovered, nor did he ever
speak to Walsh again about the blue binder Koschman homicide file. Flaherty, Thomas, Kroll Interview
Rep. at 2 (Aug. 21, 2013). Flaherty explained to the OSP that before Walsh discovered the binder, he
(Flaherty) knew the Koschman homicide file was missing, but that he was never personally asked to
search for it. Flaherty, Thomas, Kroll Interview Rep. at 2 (Aug. 21, 2013). Flaherty further explained
that he (Flaherty) never spoke to Yamashiroya about Walsh discovering the blue binder. Flaherty,
Thomas, Kroll Interview Rep. at 2 (Aug. 21, 2013).

649

According to Yamashiroya, Walsh first reported the discovery of the blue binder Koschman
homicide file to him, and then to Byrne. Special Grand Jury Exhibit 148 at 6 (Yamashiroya, Gary, Kroll
Interview Rep. (Feb. 5, 2013)); see Walsh, Denis, IGO Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 5 (Aug. 14, 2013).
Yamashiroya stated that Walsh called him at home the night Walsh discovered the missing Koschman
homicide file. Yamashiroya, Gary, Kroll Interview Rep. at 1 (Aug. 21, 2013). According to
Yamashiroya, he (Yamashiroya) then called Byrne. Yamashiroya, Gary, Kroll Interview Rep. at 2 (Aug.
21, 2013). During his interview with the OSP, Walsh stated that when he first reported the discovery of
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2011 at 9:39 p.m., Walsh “while looking for another file . . . located a blue binder/file that
contained what is believed to be the original file” for the Koschman homicide investigation.650
Walsh’s June 30, 2011 memorandum makes no mention of Flaherty’s presence when he (Walsh)
found the blue binder Koschman homicide file on June 29, 2011.651 During his interview with
the OSP, Walsh stated that, in his opinion, there was no reason to memorialize in his June 30,
2011 memorandum the fact that Flaherty was present when the blue binder was discovered.652
According to Walsh, he “did not think Tom’s [Flaherty] presence was germane. Tom didn’t find
[the missing blue binder]. I found it and Tom was there when I found it.”653 But according to
Yamashiroya, had he known someone else besides Walsh was present in the sergeants’ office at

the blue binder to Yamashiroya that he (Walsh) informed him (Yamashiroya) that Flaherty was in the
sergeants’ office when he (Walsh) found the blue binder. See Walsh, Denis, IGO Interview Rep. (Proffer)
at 7 (Aug. 14, 2013). However, according to Yamashiroya, he does not remember Walsh ever telling him
that anyone else was present in the sergeants’ office when he (Walsh) discovered the missing Koschman
homicide file. (Yamashiroya, Gary, Kroll Interview Rep. at 1-2 (Aug. 21, 2013). Walsh also told the
OSP that he “probably” also informed Byrne and Andrews that Flaherty was present when he (Walsh)
found the blue binder. Walsh, Denis, IGO Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 7 (Aug. 14, 2013). Furthermore,
according to Walsh, after he discovered the Koschman blue three-ring homicide binder, he asked Byrne to
take and maintain the file, but Byrne refused and ordered Walsh to keep it. Walsh, Denis, IGO Interview
Rep. (Proffer) at 5 (Aug. 14, 2013). In response, according to Walsh, he then locked the file in a cabinet
in his Area 3 office and later took the file home and placed it in his personal safe for some period of time,
until William Bazarek (First Assistant General Counsel to CPD) told him that keeping an original
homicide file at his home was not a good decision. Walsh, Denis, IGO Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 5
(Aug. 14, 2013). Byrne instructed Walsh to record the discovery of the Koschman homicide file in a
memorandum. Special Grand Jury Exhibit 120 at 12 (Byrne, Thomas, Kroll Interview Rep. (Jan. 9,
2013)). According to Yamashiroya, he (Yamashiroya) told Walsh a memorandum should be written to
document the finding of the missing Koschman binder. Yamashiroya, Gary, Kroll Interview Rep. at 2
(Aug. 21, 2013). Yamashiroya signed and approved the Walsh to Byrne June 30, 2011 memorandum
authored by Walsh. See Yamashiroya, Gary, Kroll Interview Rep. at 2 (Aug. 21, 2013); Internal
memorandum from Walsh to Byrne re Koschman File (June 30, 2011) (CPD007132).
650

Internal memorandum from Walsh to Byrne re Koschman File (June 30, 2011) (CPD007132);
Walsh, Denis, IGO Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 4 (Aug. 14, 2013). Witnesses have confirmed that the
collective understanding at CPD is that Walsh found the original Koschman homicide file when he
discovered the blue binder in June 2011. See, e.g., Peterson, Steven, IGO Interview Tr. at 36-37 (Jan 10,
2012); Cirone, Sam, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 15 (Mar. 22, 2013); Special Grand Jury Exhibit 148
at 6 (Yamashiroya, Gary, Kroll Interview Rep. (Feb. 5, 2013)).
651

Internal memorandum from Walsh to Byrne re Koschman File (June 30, 2011) (CPD007132).

652

Walsh, Denis, IGO Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 4 (Aug. 14, 2013).

653

Walsh, Denis, IGO Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 6 (Aug. 14, 2013).
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the exact moment Walsh found the binder, he (Yamashiroya) “would have [] suggested [that
fact] be included” in the Walsh to Byrne June 30, 2011 memorandum.654
Former Deputy Superintendent Peterson stated “common sense” dictates that someone
had to have placed (after the original search efforts in January 2011655 were unsuccessful) the
blue binder Koschman homicide file on the shelf (next to all the white binders) knowing it would
be found.656

When interviewed by the OSP, Walsh stated the blue three-ring binder was

“clearly” “put there” by someone to be easily discovered.657
Even though, according to Walsh, as soon as he discovered the missing Koschman
original homicide file, he knew an internal investigation would be conducted into the incident,658
it was not until July 20, 2011, approximately three weeks after Walsh reported finding the blue
binder Koschman homicide file, that he initiated, upon a superior’s instruction, a written CPD
Internal Affairs Department (“IAD”) complaint.659 In the complaint, he stated that he had
located what he believed was the original Koschman homicide file in an area that “had been
[previously] searched numerous times in an effort to locate said file.”660 As Walsh reported, the
original Koschman homicide file “believed to have been lost was obviously not lost” and instead
had been “removed and returned in violation of department rules and regulations” by an

654

See Yamashiroya, Gary, Kroll Interview Rep. at 2 (Aug. 21, 2013).

655

Walsh, Denis, IGO Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 4 (Aug. 14, 2013) (stating that he had “given up”
looking for the missing Koschman homicide file in January or February 2011).

656

Peterson, Steven, IGO Interview Tr. at 61 (Jan 10, 2012).

657

Walsh, Denis, IGO Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 4 (Aug. 14, 2013).

658

See Walsh, Denis, IGO Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 4 (Aug. 14, 2013).

659

Walsh, Denis, IGO Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 5-6 (Aug. 14, 2013); Walsh memorandum re
Initiation of CL # 1047119 (July 20, 2011) (CPD005770). During his interview with the OSP, Walsh
could not recall which of his superiors ordered him to file the IAD complaint, but Walsh stated it was
either Byrne, Andrews, or Yamashiroya. Walsh, Denis, IGO Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 6 (Aug. 14,
2013). According to Yamashiroya, it was Byrne that ordered Walsh to secure a CR # so an internal
investigation could be conducted into the missing (now found) Koschman homicide file. Yamashiroya,
Gary, Kroll Interview Rep. at 2 (Aug. 21, 2013).

660

Walsh memorandum re Initiation of CL # 1047119 (July 20, 2011) (CPD005770).
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“Unknown Chicago Police Officer.”661 Despite what Walsh wrote, during his interview with the
OSP, he stated he did not necessarily agree with his superior’s order for him to file an IAD
complaint, noting that “on its face is there a real rule violation?”662

IAD categorized its

663

investigation as a “misuse of Department records.”

On August 24, 2011, and in response to Walsh’s complaint, IAD Sgt. Richard Downs
interviewed Walsh.664

Downs’ interview of Walsh lasted 10 minutes.665

It was the only

interview IAD conducted in response to Walsh’s complaint. During the interview, Walsh did not
disclose that Flaherty was in the sergeants’ office on June 29, 2011, at the moment he (Walsh)
discovered the missing Koschman homicide file.666 According to Walsh, Downs simply did not
ask him during the interview if anyone else was with him (Walsh) when he found the missing
Koschman homicide file.667

When the OSP asked Walsh why he did not aid Downs’

investigation by informing him (Downs) of Flaherty’s presence (regardless of whether he was
asked), Walsh stated that, in his opinion, “you don’t volunteer things” to IAD.668 The very next
day, Downs submitted his IAD investigative report to his commanding officer for approval.669
Downs’ report concluded that “[b]ased on the available evidence gathered in this investigation,
and the inability to identify any accused,” the allegation is “Not Sustained.”670 IAD conducted
no other investigative work on the matter. Its investigation into Walsh’s complaint ended one
661

Walsh memorandum re Initiation of CL # 1047119 (July 20, 2011) (CPD005770); see also
Internal Affairs Face Sheet (July 20, 2011) (CPD001791-CPD001792).

662

Walsh, Denis, IGO Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 5-6 (Aug. 14, 2013).

663

Internal Affairs Face Sheet at CPD001791 (July 20, 2011) (CPD001791-CPD001792).

664

Walsh IAD Interview Tr. at 1797-99 (Aug. 24, 2011) (CPD001784-CPD001810).

665

Walsh, Denis, IGO Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 6 (Aug. 14, 2013); Walsh IAD Interview Tr. at
1797-99 (Aug. 24, 2011) (CPD001784-CPD001810).

666

Walsh, Denis, IGO Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 6 (Aug. 14, 2013).

667

Walsh, Denis, IGO Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 6 (Aug. 14, 2013).

668

Walsh, Denis, IGO Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 6 (Aug. 14, 2013).

669

Downs memorandum at CPD001800 (Aug. 25, 2011) (CPD001784-CPD001810).

670

Summary Rep. Digest CL # 1047119 at CPD001801-CPD001803 (Aug. 25, 2011) (CPD001784CPD001810).
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day after it began.
iii.

Det. Yawger’s “Working File”

During the course of its investigation, the OSP learned that, besides maintaining one
permanent and original homicide file for each Area 3 homicide investigation, Area 3 detectives
also typically kept their own personal “working file” for each case they were assigned.671 The
typical “working file” contains copies of reports and GPRs for the detective’s use when
performing tasks related to an investigation.672
On June 30, 2011 (the day after Walsh “found” the purportedly original Koschman
homicide file), Yawger (who retired from CPD in 2007) visited Area 3 and reportedly found his
2004 Koschman “working file.”673 According to Yawger, he called Walsh to make arrangements
to copy the original Koschman homicide file so he could prepare for his interview with the IGO,
which was scheduled to (and did) occur the next day (July 1, 2011).674 While Yawger waited to

671

See, e.g., Chasen, Michael, IGO Interview Rep. at 1-2 (Nov. 27, 2012); Redman, Charles, IGO
Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 3 (Oct. 31, 2012).

672

See, e.g., Chasen, Michael, IGO Interview Rep. at 1-2 (Nov. 27, 2012); Redman, Charles, IGO
Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 3 (Oct. 31, 2012). In theory, according to Rossi, the permanent and original
file mirrored the information that was in the working file, and vice versa. Rossi, Nicholas, Kroll
Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 3 (Feb. 13, 2013).

673

Furthermore, as discussed above, Nanci Koschman and her attorney (Loretto Kennedy) met with
Yawger in July 2004, at Area 3 headquarters to discuss the case. During Kennedy’s telephonic interview
with the OSP on January 2, 2013, she recalled that Yawger had a manila file folder with him during this
meeting that was about an inch and a half thick. Kennedy, Loretto, IGO Interview Rep. at 1 (Jan. 2,
2013). According to Kennedy, neither she nor Mrs. Koschman were permitted to view Yawger’s manila
file during the meeting, and in fact, when Kennedy requested a copy, Yawger told her that she needed to
subpoena the documents or file a FOIA request. Kennedy, Loretto, IGO Interview Rep. at 2 (Jan. 2,
2013).
674

Yawger, Ronald, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 98:23-99:2 (July 15, 2013); Yawger, Ronald, IGO
Interview Tr. at 54:21-55:2 (July 1, 2011). As previously noted, IGO opened up its own investigation
amid the allegations of police misconduct on February 28, 2011, 14 months prior to the appointment of
the Special Prosecutor. Furthermore, in a letter dated March 10, 2011, IGO requested from CPD
“[c]opies of any and all unredacted documentation” related to the David Koschman investigation, RD#
HK-323454. (Grossman letter to Price (Mar. 10, 2011) (CCSAO_014410).) On March 28, 2011, CPD
responded via letter, stating the following: “In response to your written request of March 10, 2011 for
copies of any and all unredacted documents related to the David Koschman investigation, please find
enclosed materials provided to the Office of Legal Affairs by the Record Services Division.” (Price letter
to Grossman (Mar. 28, 2011) (IG_007571).) CPD’s letter to IGO did not mention that the materials
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meet with Walsh,675 he went into Area 3’s detective locker room, where he found his Koschman
“working file” in a box labeled with his (Yawger’s) name on it.676 Walsh submitted a second
memorandum to Byrne on June 30, 2011, regarding Yawger’s visit to Area 3, which stated in
part: “On 30Jun11 at approximately 1420 hours [2:20 p.m.] the R/Lt. [Walsh] met with Retired
Detective Ronald Yawger who turned over to the undersigned a file which contained reports
relative to the Koschman investigation.”677
According to Yamashiroya, there were approximately 20 file cabinets in the men’s locker
room at Area 3 that detectives stored files in (and on top of) in June 2011.678 However, it
remains unclear why Yawger’s “working file” was not discovered in CPD’s initial searches in
2011 of Area 3, especially because according to Yamashiroya, the locker room area had

produced to IGO did not include original files, that CPD was aware that the original Koschman homicide
file was missing, and/or that CPD personnel had already searched for the original file.
675

When Yawger arrived at Area 3, a sergeant informed him that Walsh would be in a meeting for
another hour. Yawger, Ronald, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 99:9-14 (July 15, 2013).

676

Yawger, Ronald, IGO Interview Rep. at 1 (July 1, 2011); Peterson, Steven, IGO Interview Tr. at
38:21-24 (Jan. 10, 2012). Before the special grand jury, Yawger testified that while employed at Area 3,
he used two lockers and “two full drawers of files” in the detectives’ locker room. Yawger, Ronald,
Special Grand Jury Tr. at 99:16-100:2 (July 15, 2013). When Yawger retired in 2007, he cleaned out the
lockers, but not the file drawers. Yawger, Ronald, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 99:20-21 (July 15, 2013).
Yawger testified that while in the locker room at Area 3 on June 30, 2011, the file drawers he previously
used were occupied by current detectives, but that above those file drawers were two boxes with his name
written on them. Yawger, Ronald, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 100:3-7 (July 15, 2013). According to
Yawger, he found his working file in one of the two boxes. Yawger, Ronald, Special Grand Jury Tr. at
100:12-16 (July 15, 2013).
According to Yawger, Yamashiroya and Walsh would not permit him to keep his working file,
but they did allow him to make copies, which he did. See Yawger, Ronald, IGO Interview Tr. at 55:9-11;
60:1-16 (July 1, 2011); see also Epach, Thomas, IGO Interview Rep. at 1 (Jan. 31, 2013) (According to
Epach, Yawger also sent him copies of certain Koschman CPD reports in 2011); Special Grand Jury
Exhibit 149 (police reports Yawger sent to Epach in 2011). Before the special grand jury, Yawger
testified that Yamashiroya refused to let Yawger remove his working file from Yamashiroya’s office.
Yawger, Ronald, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 101:16-18 (July 15, 2013). Yawger testified that he thinks
Walsh explained that he could not remove the working file because of an “IAD beef.” Yawger, Ronald,
Special Grand Jury Tr. at 101:20-102:17 (July 15, 2013). As noted previously, that an IAD complaint
with regard to the missing blue binder was first filed on July 20, 2011, nearly three weeks after its
discovery. When interviewed by the OSP, Walsh stated he never told Yawger on June 30, 2011, that an
IAD investigation was underway. Walsh, Denis, IGO Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 8 (Aug. 14, 2013).
677

Walsh memorandum re Yawger file (June 30, 2011) (CPD007131).

678

Special Grand Jury Exhibit 148 at 8-9 (Yamashiroya, Gary, Kroll Interview Rep. (Feb. 5, 2013)).
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previously been searched.679 During his interview with the OSP, Yamashiroya stated that it was
both “embarrassing” and “shocking” that missing files (both the discovery of the “original”
Koschman homicide file as well as Yawger’s “working file”) were turning up with little
explanation for their sudden appearance.680 During his interview, Walsh told the OSP that he
was “surprised” that Yawger gave him a second set of Koschman files only one day after the
Koschman blue three-ring binder had been discovered.681
The OSP obtained phone records indicating Yawger communicated with Walsh (or Area
3) by phone or text message no less than six times from January 2011 through June 2011,
including a more than four-minute telephone conversation682 with Area 3 (and possibly Walsh
himself)683 one day before Walsh reportedly found the missing “original” Koschman homicide
file, and two days before Yawger himself “discovered” his Koschman “working file” in Area 3’s
locker room.684 When the OSP asked Walsh about these phone and text messages between

679

Special Grand Jury Exhibit 148 at 8-9 (Yamashiroya, Gary, Kroll Interview Rep. (Feb. 5, 2013)).
According to Walsh, the locker room at Area 3 had previously been searched, but only for the original
Koschman homicide file, not for Yawger’s “working file.” See Walsh, Denis, IGO Interview Rep.
(Proffer) at 7 (Aug. 14, 2013).

680

Special Grand Jury Exhibit 148 at 8 (Yamashiroya, Gary, Kroll Interview Rep. (Feb. 5, 2013)).
Yamashiroya also stated it was unusual that Yawger found his file years after his retirement. Special
Grand Jury Exhibit 148 at 9 (Yamashiroya, Gary, Kroll Interview Rep. (Feb. 5, 2013)).

681

Walsh, Denis, IGO Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 7 (Aug. 14, 2013).

682

See AT&T Phone Records for Ronald Yawger (June 28, 2011) (ATT003756). Before the special
grand jury, Yawger testified that he did not recall speaking with Walsh on June 28, 2011, and had “no
idea who I spoke to” that day. Yawger, Ronald, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 96:20-97:13 (July 15, 2013).

683

Yawger, Ronald, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 97:14-98:3 (July 15, 2013).

684

Phone records indicate that months earlier, on January 4, 2011, the same day the Sun-Times
issued a FOIA request to CPD regarding the Koschman case, Yawger called Area 3. See AT&T Phone
Records for Ronald Yawger (Jan. 4, 2011) (ATT003683). Then, on January 18, 2011 (a few days after
CPD made the decision to re-investigate the Koschman matter), Walsh twice used his Blackberry to call
Yawger’s cell phone twice. AT&T Phone Records for Ronald Yawger (Jan. 18, 2011) (ATT003690).
Furthermore, a little over a week later, Walsh texted Yawger’s cell phone. AT&T Phone Records for
Ronald Yawger (Jan. 26, 2011) (ATT004652). Lastly, on April 20, 2011, five days after IGO sent a
written request to CPD for “[a]ny and all original detective interview notes [GPRs] from the David
Koschman investigation,” Walsh used his Blackberry to once again call Yawger’s cell phone. AT&T
Phone Records for Ronald Yawger (Apr. 20, 2011) (ATT003729); Grossman letter (April 15, 2011)
(CCSAO_014412).
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Yawger and himself, he could not recall contacting Yawger in 2011, except in January 2011
when, as discussed above, Walsh was instructed by his superiors (shortly after the decision was
made by CPD to have Area 5 re-investigate the case) to speak with Yawger regarding his work
on the 2004 CPD investigation.685
iv.

Det. Clemens’ Discovery

During the course of its investigation, the OSP learned of yet another version of the
Koschman homicide file at Area 3 (which had not been identified or reported previously by
CPD, SAO or IGO). Although the OSP has not been able to locate this additional version,
Clemens’ special grand jury testimony vividly describes a Koschman homicide file he found in
2011 which is different from the “credenza file” Yamashiroya discovered, the “blue three-ring
binder” Walsh found, and the “working file” Yawger located.
According to Clemens’ testimony before the special grand jury, between late February
2011 and late July 2011,686 he found a Koschman homicide file on a table near the photocopier in
the detective area at Area 3.687 According to Clemens, no other homicide files were on the table
where he found the file.688 Because personnel at Area 3 frequent the area where Clemens found
the Koschman homicide file, he believed that if the file had been on the table for any substantial
amount of time, a colleague would have discovered it before he did.689
Clemens testified before the special grand jury that the Koschman homicide file he found
was contained in a blue hardcover “flip binder” (not a three-ring binder) with what he described
685

Walsh, Denis, IGO Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 7 (Aug. 14, 2013).

686

According to Clemens’ 2013 special grand jury testimony, he likely found the Koschman
homicide file at some point between February 28, 2011, when the Sun-Times first started publishing
articles in 2011 about the Koschman case, but before he read any articles regarding missing files and the
Koschman case. Clemens, Robert, Special Grand Jury Tr. 49:10-51:12 (Apr. 24, 2013); see also
Clemens, Robert, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 11 (Oct. 25, 2012). The Sun-Times story “Who Killed
David Koschman? A Watchdog’s Investigation was first published on February 28, 2011. Special Grand
Jury Exhibit 142 (NEWS000022-NEWS000027) (Novak, Fusco, Marin, Who Killed David Koschman? A
Watchdog’s Investigation, Sun-Times (Feb. 28, 2011)). The Sun-Times first reported missing files related
to the Koschman investigation on July 25, 2011. Novak, Fusco, More Missing Files in David Koschman
Case, Cops Still Close It (July 25, 2011) (NEWS000193).
687

Clemens, Robert, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 30:16-20 (Apr. 24, 2013).

688

Clemens, Robert, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 49:7-9 (Apr. 24, 2013).

689

Clemens, Robert, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 48:7-14 (Apr. 24, 2013).
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as a “mailing label” or “Avery label” with the name “Koschman” on it.690 Clemens described
the dimensions of the spineless folder as 9.5 inches wide, 11-12 inches long, and 2-2.5 inches
thick.691 While Clemens testified that he did not open the binder to review its contents, he noted
the documents had two holes in them and were fastened in the flip binder via two metal
spindles692 (a description other detectives have provided when asked how Area 3 kept permanent
homicide files in 2004).693 When shown a color photo of the “original” Koschman homicide file
Walsh reportedly found in 2011 (the blue three-ring binder), Clemens testified that the photo
depicted something different than the file he found at Area 3 in 2011 (because the Koschman
homicide file he found was not a three-ring binder).694
According to Clemens, homicide files were not to be left unattended “on the floor” at
Area 3.695 After finding the Koschman homicide file, he brought it to Walsh.696 Clemens
testified that he brought the file to Walsh because he was “certainly aware of its importance”697
due to the fact that the Koschman case had been the subject of newspaper articles.698 Clemens
testified that when he gave Walsh the homicide file, he told Walsh, “you don’t want this out on
the floor,” to which Walsh responded, “this thing’s got legs.”699 Clemens testified he is unsure
whether Walsh’s comment was meant to indicate that the Koschman homicide file Clemens had

690

Clemens, Robert, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 35:10-38:3, 59:5, 40:12-17 (Apr. 24, 2013).

691

Clemens, Robert, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 35:10-38:3; 64:14-18 (Apr. 24, 2013).

692

Clemens, Robert, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 35:10-38:3, 41:1-5, 58:4-9 (Apr. 24, 2013).

693

See Rossi, Nicholas, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 3 (Feb. 13, 2013); Sobolewski, Andrew,
IGO Interview Tr. at 44 (Aug. 5, 2011); Redman, Charles, IGO Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 2-3 (Oct. 31,
2012).

694

Clemens, Robert, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 60-64 (Apr. 24, 2013).

695

Clemens, Robert, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 11 (Oct. 25, 2012).

696

Clemens, Robert, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 41:7-9 (Apr. 24, 2013).

697

Clemens, Robert, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 44:17-22 (Apr. 24, 2013).

698

Clemens, Robert, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 11 (Oct. 25, 2012).

699

Clemens, Robert, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 40:20-22, 42:9-11 (Apr. 24, 2013).
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just given him “has legs,” or whether Walsh meant that the entire Koschman case “has legs.”700
According to Clemens, Walsh did not express any surprise or shock when he gave him the
Koschman homicide file that he had found.701 When the OSP interviewed Walsh and informed
him of Clemens’ grand jury testimony, Walsh stated he had no memory of any of Clemens’
assertions, and further stated he did not recall Clemens ever handing him a Koschman file or any
document connected to the Koschman investigation.702
There is no mention of Clemens’ 2011 discovery of the Koschman homicide file in any
CPD records.

For example, Walsh’s June 2011 internal CPD memoranda regarding the

discovery of additional Koschman files do not mention it, nor does Walsh’s July 2011 IAD
complaint, nor does IAD’s August 2011 investigative findings report (which included IAD’s
interview of Walsh).703
v.

Det. Gilger and Det. Spanos Review the Homicide Files
“Discovered” by Lt. Walsh and Det. Yawger

On July 20, 2011, the same day that Walsh filed his IAD complaint, he also informed
Area 5 detectives Gilger and Spanos (both of whom had conducted the Koschman case reinvestigation) of the existence of the Koschman homicide files Yawger and he had discovered
approximately three weeks earlier.704
Gilger and Spanos, later that same evening (July 20, 2011), and in response to Walsh’s

700

Clemens, Robert, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 42-43 (Apr. 24, 2013).

701

Clemens, Robert, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 11 (Oct. 25, 2012). Clemens classified his
discovery of the Koschman file as a “non-event.” Clemens, Robert, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 42:21-22
(Apr. 24, 2013). He said he described finding the file as a “non-event” because at the time, he did not
know any files related to the Koschman case were missing. Clemens, Robert, Special Grand Jury Tr. at
66:4-19 (Apr. 24, 2013) (testifying that had he read newspaper articles regarding the missing files, and
that if he had found the file after reading such articles, it would have been a “significant event” that would
have affected to whom he reported his discovery of the file).

702

Walsh, Denis, IGO Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 2-3 (Aug. 14, 2013).

703

Clemens was never interviewed by IAD; Clemens, Robert, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 56:16-18
(Apr. 24, 2013).

704

Walsh memorandum re Initiation of CL # 1047119 (July 20, 2011) (CPD005770). Special Grand
Jury Exhibit 91 at CPD001197-CPD001198 (CPD001187-CPD001198) (Case Supplementary Report
HK323454 (approved Sept. 1, 2011)).
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notification, went to Area 3’s headquarters to review the recently discovered homicide files.705
After reviewing the files, Gilger and Spanos determined that neither file changed their
conclusions about the case (as had been memorialized in their February 28, 2011 case supp).706
In fact, in a report memorializing their review of the file, Gilger wrote that “none of the new
information would have changed the outcome of the investigation,” therefore, the Koschman
case would remain “CLEARED EXCEPTIONALLY, CLOSED.”707
D.

CPD 2011 Re-investigation and the Mayor’s Office

During the course of the OSP’s investigation, it discovered evidence demonstrating that
the Office of the Mayor (“Mayor’s Office”) was involved in CPD’s response to the Sun-Times
January 4, 2011 FOIA request, as well as certain CPD press statements regarding the 2011
Koschman case re-investigation. However, there is no evidence gathered by the OSP that
demonstrates that then-Mayor Daley directed his staff’s actions.

Mayor Daley, when

interviewed by OSP, stated that he learned about the Koschman incident “sometime” after it
occurred, although he was unable to say exactly when.708 Mayor Daley also stated that he had

705

Special Grand Jury Exhibit 91 at CPD001197-CPD001198 (CPD001187-CPD001198) (Case
Supplementary Report HK323454 (approved Sept. 1, 2011)).

706

Special Grand Jury Exhibit 15 at CPD001206-CPD001207 (CPD001199-CPD001234) (Case
Supplementary Reports 8585610 and 8585620 (approved Feb. 28, 2011)); Special Grand Jury Ex. 91 at
CPD001197-CPD001198 (CPD001187-CPD001198) (Case Supplementary Report HK323454 (approved
Sept. 1, 2011)).

707

Special Grand Jury Exhibit 91 at CPD001198 (CPD001187-CPD001198) (Case Supplementary
Report HK323454 (approved Sept. 1, 2011)) (listing those materials that Gilger and Spanos reported as
“discovered” in the blue three-ring binder, as: (1) chronological table of contents; (2) investigative file
inventory; (3) crime scene processing reports related to the lineup photos; (4) GPR with Giralamo’s PC
Login Username and Password, the word “Vanecko” with a phone number and then “V Dailey Sister
Son” on the back; (5) copy of Yawger’s May 12, 2004 GPR from the Allen interview (with additional
legible printing that says “at one point, three guys said fuck it, let’s go. Victim says, yeah, you better
back down”); (6) morgue photos; see also Special Grand Jury Exhibit 151 at 15 (Hehner, Walt, IGO
Interview Rep. (Jan. 30, 2013)) (agreeing that the Yawger “working file” did not “shed any light” on the
investigation).
708

Mayor Daley, Richard M., IGO Interview Rep. at 1 (Apr. 26, 2013). According to Matthew
Crowl (Former Mayoral Deputy Chief of Staff for Public Safety), he was informed by someone at CPD of
Mayor Daley’s nephew’s involvement in the incident on Division Street and immediately informed
Mayor Daley in person of what he had heard. Crowl, Matthew, IGO Interview Rep. at 2 (April 25, 2013).
While Crowl was uncertain of the exact date, he believed he became aware of the Koschman matter
shortly after the incident. Crowl, Matthew, IGO Interview Rep. at 2 (Apr. 25, 2013). It was not clear
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made it clear to his staff and the public that because he was Vanecko’s uncle, he had recused
himself from any involvement in the Koschman matter.709
On January 4, 2011, an unknown member of CPD’s FOIA710 unit forwarded Novak’s
January 4, 2011, FOIA request to CPD First Assistant General Counsel Bill Bazarek, CPD
General Counsel Debra Kirby, CPD Legal Affairs James McCarthy, CPD Legal Affairs Terrence
whether Mayor Daley was already aware of the incident when Crowl made the disclosure to him. Crowl,
Matthew, IGO Interview Rep. at 2 (Apr. 25, 2013). At his interview with the OSP, Mayor Daley did not
recall Crowl advising him of the incident. Mayor Daley, Richard M., IGO Interview Rep. at 1 (Apr. 26,
2013).
709

Mayor Daley told the OSP he never had substantive discussions with his staff about the law
enforcement investigations into Koschman’s homicide nor did he ever direct anyone how to handle the
matter. The OSP’s interviews of his staff confirmed these statements by Mayor Daley. He stated he was
not aware of how the Sun-Times FOIA request was handled, nor was he aware his staff had any
involvement therein. Mayor Daley said that when he was mayor, at any time that he heard news
involving his family members, his immediate response, in substance was “no comment, and no
interference with City affairs.” He further explained, he is “elected with the public’s trust” which he
stated he would never “jeopardize.” He characterized his actions as “recusing” himself from the matter.
Mayor Daley, Richard M., IGO Interview Rep. at 1 (Apr. 26, 2013).

Additionally, the OSP interviewed four members of CPD who were assigned to Mayor Daley’s
security detail in April 2004, including both lower-ranking security specialists and higher-ranking
commanders. Each officer interviewed denied having any personal knowledge of the Koschman incident,
or of the response to or investigation of the Koschman incident. See Weingart, Carol, Kroll Interview
Rep. at 4 (Dec. 6, 2012); Roti, Sam, IGO Interview Rep. at 2-3 (Dec. 17, 2012); Thompson, Brian, Kroll
Interview Rep. at 5-6 (Feb. 8, 2013); Keating, James, IGO Interview Rep. at 3 (Mar. 11, 2013).
710

The e-mail “from” line simply said: foia@chicagopolice.org. The function of CPD’s FOIA
Department is to handle all requests for information, including requests from the media. O’Brien, Rory,
Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 2 (Jan. 15, 2013). Since 2010, the department has accepted FOIA
requests through e-mail, which can arrive via links on CPD and city’s websites. No matter the source, the
e-mail requests are routed to a single inbox that all FOIA officers can access. When requests are received
they are printed out, time and date stamped, entered into the department’s FOIA log (a database used to
track who is working on a request and when a response is sent), and placed in a bin. Individual FOIA
officers then pull requests from the bin to process them. An officer typically handles five requests at a
time. Sandoval, Matthew, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 2-3 (Jan. 11, 2013).
In processing a request, the officer first determines what exactly is being requested, whether a
responsive record exists, and whether any records are exempt from release. FOIA officers are also
responsible for redacting information as necessary — e.g., any information that would invade someone’s
privacy or allow a witness to be identified. Sandoval, Matthew, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 3 (Jan.
11, 2013); O’Brien, Rory, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 5 (Jan. 15, 2013). Redaction decisions are
sometimes made by the City Law Department, but it is not the case that they are always approved by the
Mayor’s Office. See O’Brien, Rory, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 2, 5 (Jan. 15, 2013). After
determining what redactions are needed, the officer prepares a letter summarizing the information being
provided, or, alternatively, why the request is being denied. Sandoval, Matthew, Kroll Interview Rep.
(Proffer) at 3 (Jan. 11, 2013).
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Collins, Commanding Officer Chicago News Affairs Lt. Maureen Biggane, City Law
Department attorney Karen Coppa, and City Law Department FOIA Ofc. Jennifer Hoyle.711 On
January 11, 2011, Sgt. Melinda Polan e-mailed Bazarek informing him that Ofc. Rory O’Brien
would be handling Novak’s FOIA request, that the case involved “Vanecko-mayor’s nephew,”
and asking whether Bazarek thought “Chief of Staff or anyone else [should] be notified?”712
On January 10, 2011, at 5:02 p.m., Hoyle e-mailed Rosa Escareno and Jodi Kawada (both
Deputy Press Secretaries in the Mayor’s Office) informing them of the Sun-Times FOIA request,
as follows:713

When asked by the OSP, Hoyle stated that she had no concerns about giving the Mayor’s
Office a “heads up” about a story involving the mayor’s nephew, since she wanted them to be

711

E-mail from foia@chicagopolice.org (Jan. 4, 2011) (CPD011991). When requests are submitted
by members of the media, the FOIA officers are instructed — pursuant to departmental “practice” — to
notify members of specific departments, including CPD News Affairs, City News Affairs, CPD Law, City
Law, and the Records Division. Sandoval, Matthew, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 4 (Jan. 11, 2013);
O’Brien, Rory, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 2 (Jan. 15, 2013). At one time, the practice was to notify
the different departments only about newsworthy events, but now — and in 2011 — the departments are
notified whenever any media request is received. Sandoval, Matthew, Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 24 (Jan. 11, 2013). The FOIA Department maintains an additional list of departments that are notified
when a FOIA request is approved, and/or when a draft FOIA response is to be circulated. O’Brien, Rory,
Kroll Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 2 (Jan. 15, 2013).

712

Polan e-mail (Jan. 20, 2011) (CPD000702). According to Bazarek, “Chief of Staff” referred to
the Chief of Staff of CPD, who at that time was Mike Masters. Bazarek had no recollection of notifying
Masters about the FOIA request. Bazarek, William, Kroll Interview Rep. at 6-7 (Mar. 13, 2013).

713

Hoyle e-mail (Jan. 10, 2011) (MAYOR_OFFICE022541).
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prepared in case the mayor was asked a question about it.714 The next morning Escareno emailed Hoyle, copying Kawada, asking “who is the bystander??”715

Kawada thereafter

responded to Escareno, copying Hoyle, telling her that “Rosa [I’]ll brief u [sic] on this.”716
A few minutes later, Hoyle sent Escareno two e-mails: the first attaching the Chicago
Tribune’s May 22, 2004 article about Vanecko’s presence at the April 25, 2004 incident,717 and
the second stating as follows:718

On January 13, 2011, a discussion of the Sun-Times FOIA request took place at the
weekly FOIA meeting at the City’s Law Department. Another, more detailed, discussion of the
request took place at the January 20, 2011 FOIA meeting. Hoyle recalled that the discussion was
more detailed at the second meeting because, by then, the participants were aware of the reinvestigation.719 At the second meeting, it was decided that the Sun-Times FOIA request would
be denied because the Koschman case was an open investigation.720

The attendees also

discussed press strategy, deciding that the official response would be to inform the Sun-Times
that it would get the requested information “in a little while” if the investigation was to be closed

714

Hoyle, Jennifer, Kroll Interview Rep. at 3 (Jan. 18, 2013).

715

Hoyle e-mail (Jan. 10, 2011) (DOIT011671).

716

Kawada e-mail (Jan. 11, 2011) (DOIT011721).

717

Hoyle e-mail (Jan. 11, 2011) (MAYOR_OFFICE022542).

718

Hoyle e-mail (Jan. 11, 2011) (MAYOR_OFFICE022543).

719

Hoyle, Jennifer, Kroll Interview Rep. at 3 (Jan. 18, 2013).

720

Hoyle, Jennifer, Kroll Interview Rep. at 3 (Jan. 18, 2013).
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(which Hoyle believed would occur in a few weeks).721
Meanwhile, on January 18, 2011, just five days after Gilger and Spanos were told to
reinvestigate the Koschman incident, Biggane sent the following e-mail to members of the
Mayor’s Office, including Press Secretary Jackie Heard, Kawada, Escareno, and Assistant Press
Secretary Lance Lewis:722

That same day, Escareno responded to Biggane advising her that “Maureen, we are aware
of this request and have been in touch w/Jenny Hoyle on this matter. I believe the names are
being redacted from the report.”723
Information about a law enforcement case is not routinely released in response to a FOIA
request if the police investigation is “open” or “ongoing,” or, if a matter has been indicted and is
awaiting trial.724

As discussed above, the Koschman case re-investigation was ordered by

Superintendent Weis early in January 2011, and Gilger and Spanos were assigned the matter on
or about January 13, 2011. Biggane’s January 18, 2011 e-mail was sent five days after the reinvestigation began and six weeks prior to its ending; yet its implication is that, though the
investigation had just started, CPD knew it would soon end. Further, the e-mail arguably seems
to suggest that when the re-investigation ended, the file would be closed, charges would not be
returned, and a substantive response to the Sun-Times FOIA request would have to be made.725

721

Hoyle, Jennifer, Kroll Interview Rep. at 3 (Jan. 18, 2013).

722

Biggane e-mail (Jan. 18, 2011) (CPD030339).

723

Escareno e-mail (Jan. 18, 2011) (MAYOR_OFFICE000464).

724

See 5 ILCS 140/7(1)(d)(i) and (vii) (West 2011) (exempting from disclosure records that would
interfere with an investigation or law enforcement proceeding).

725

Escareno e-mail (Jan. 18, 2011) (MAYOR_OFFICE000464).
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When interviewed by the OSP in 2013, Biggane stated she did not remember who told
her the Koschman case was “expected to be closed in the near future.”726 Biggane speculated it
might have been Chief of Staff Mike Masters or the Chief of Detectives (Byrne).727

In

explaining her January 18, 2011 e-mail, Biggane stated that her language should not be read to
mean that CPD already knew the conclusion of the Koschman re-investigation.728 Instead, she
simply meant that the case would be resolved “one way or the other.”729 Biggane further
explained that her use of the phrase in the “near future” meant only that the case was “a priority,”
not that it would actually be closed in a matter of days.730 Biggane stated that when she sent this
e-mail, she sensed the re-investigation would not take long.731 According to Biggane, “everyone
recognized it should not have been open all these years.”732
On February 24, 2011, Biggane e-mailed Andrews a press statement that was to be issued

726

Biggane, Maureen, Kroll Interview Rep. at 5 (Mar. 14, 2013).

727

See Biggane, Maureen, Kroll Interview Rep. at 5 (Mar. 14, 2013).

728

Biggane, Maureen, Kroll Interview Rep. at 6 (Mar. 14, 2013).

729

Biggane, Maureen, Kroll Interview Rep. at 6 (Mar. 14, 2013).

730

Biggane, Maureen, Kroll Interview Rep. at 6 (Mar. 14, 2013).

731

Biggane, Maureen, Kroll Interview Rep. at 6 (Mar. 14, 2013).

732

Biggane, Maureen, Kroll Interview Rep. at 6 (Mar. 14, 2013). When the OSP asked Biggane if
there was pressure to close the case by a certain date so FOIA materials could be produced, she responded
“[t]hat wouldn’t come from my office. I don’t recall being told that.” Biggane, Maureen, Kroll Interview
Rep. at 10 (Mar. 14, 2013). In response, the OSP showed Biggane the e-mail in which Escareno
references Biggane’s comments that CPD was trying to close the case in consideration of a FOIA
deadline, and then the OSP asked Biggane why CPD would want to have a case closed by the FOIA
deadline. Biggane, Maureen, Kroll Interview Rep. at 10 (Mar. 14, 2013). Biggane responded that she did
not know. Biggane, Maureen, Kroll Interview Rep. at 10 (Mar. 14, 2013).
Additionally, according to Biggane, e-mails like her January 18, 2011, e-mail to Kawada and
others (MAYOR_OFFICE000464) were sent to the Mayor’s Office every day. Biggane, Maureen, Kroll
Interview Rep. at 4-5 (Mar. 14, 2013). It was the “policy” under Masters to make the Mayor’s Office
aware of anything that might lead to questions from the press. Biggane, Maureen, Kroll Interview Rep. at
4-5 (Mar. 14, 2013). It was not unusual for the Mayor’s Office to be involved in FOIA response
discussions if the request might result in press attention. Hoyle, Jennifer, Kroll Interview Rep. at 3 (Jan.
18, 2013). In this instance, Biggane did not think it was inappropriate for CPD to be discussing the
Koschman reinvestigation with the Mayor’s Office because it was “protocol,” and because she was not
giving them “any details.” Biggane, Maureen, Kroll Interview Rep. at 7 (Mar. 14, 2013).
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by CPD to the Sun-Times relating to the January 4, 2011 FOIA request. In the first line of her email, Biggane advises Andrews that “Below is the final statement as edited and approved by the
Mayopr’s [sic] Press office. . . .”733
On March 2, 2011, Escareno contacted Biggane, asking her to call her about CPD’s
FOIA response (to Novak’s January 4, 2011 FOIA request) slated to go out later that day.734 As
Escareno put it: “This cannot go out until Law and our office [Mayor’s Office] has reviewed.”735
Biggane explained that CPD had to turn over the reports immediately.736

Escareno

responded:737

733

Andrews e-mail (Feb. 24, 2011) (CPD000405). Andrews responded by asking Biggane to call
him. Andrews e-mail (Feb. 24, 2011) (CPD000405). About an hour and a half later, Biggane sent,
without comment, a revised version of the statement. Biggane e-mail (Feb. 24, 2011) (CPD000403).
734

Escareno e-mail (Mar. 2, 2011) (MAYOR_OFFICE022624).

735

Escareno e-mail (Mar. 2, 2011) (MAYOR_OFFICE022624).

736

Escareno e-mail (Mar. 2, 2011) (MAYOR_OFFICE022624).

737

Escareno e-mail (Mar. 2, 2011) (MAYOR_OFFICE022626).
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Biggane then responded:738

On March 3, 2011, Biggane sent an e-mail to Escareno informing her that “The Vanecko
thing has been pressing. Just FYI--we are meeting with the State’s [Attorney’s] office on this
later today.”739 Later that evening, following the meeting at SAO, Biggane sent another e-mail
to Escareno, Kawada, Hoyle, and Heard explaining that “We and CCSAO remain in
concurrence. Therefore, the file is to be released tomorrow.”740
On March 4, 2011, the Sun-Times received certain CPD reports (that had been created
through that date) related to the Koschman matter (both from the 2004 investigation and the
2011 re-investigation)741 in response to Novak’s January 4, 2011 FOIA.742

738

Biggane e-mail (Mar. 2, 2011) (CPD009233).

739

Biggane e-mail (Mar. 3, 2011) (MAYOR_OFFICE022632).

740

Biggane e-mail (Mar. 3, 2011) (MAYOR_OFFICE022637).

741

The OSP has found no indication that, in producing these materials to the Sun-Times, CPD
disclosed that it was not the original investigative file, that CPD was aware that the original Koschman
file was missing, and/or that CPD personnel had already searched for the original file.
742

Rory O’Brien had previously, on January 18, 2011, sent Novak correspondence stating that, in
response to his January 4, 2011 FOIA request, CPD would be producing only the redacted General
Offense Case Report. O’Brien correspondence (Jan. 18, 2011) (CPD004835). The response would omit
“crime scene details, witness and suspect names and statements [that] would interfere with the
Department’s ongoing criminal investigation . . . [and] [t]he names, home addresses and telephone
numbers, and other identifying information that is unique to the witnesses and any suspect involved in
this incident . . . .” O’Brien correspondence (Jan. 18, 2011) (CPD004835). The decision by CPD to limit
the FOIA response to the General Offense Case Report was appealed by the Sun-Times pursuant to the
procedures set forth in the Illinois FOIA statute. Ultimately, the decision by CPD to only provide the
Sun-Times the General Offense Case Report was overruled by an Illinois Attorney General Public Access
Counselor, and thus, CPD was instructed to provide the Sun-Times all reports regarding the Koschman
matter. See Biggane e-mail to T. Novak (Mar. 4, 2011) (CPD038485-CPD038487).
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E.

SAO’s Involvement in 2011 and 2012
1.

Press Inquiries

Just as Sun-Times reporters were pursuing records from CPD, they similarly issued
several FOIA requests to SAO seeking records related to the Koschman case. On January 24,
2011, Novak submitted a FOIA request to SAO seeking to “inspect the state’s attorney’s records
and files regarding the death of David Koschman . . . .”743 Paul Castiglione, SAO’s Executive
Assistant State’s Attorney for Policy in 2011, responded to Novak’s request the next day,
January 25, 2011, stating “[h]aving searched the State’s Attorney’s files and records, we have no
documents that are responsive to your request.”744
According to State’s Attorney Alvarez’s Chief of Staff, Dan Kirk, the Sun-Times FOIA
request prompted SAO to determine who at SAO would be most knowledgeable about the
Koschman case.745 During his interview with the OSP, Kirk recalled attending a meeting less
than one week after the FOIA request where he was briefed on the case and the media’s
interest.746 State’s Attorney Alvarez explained that between January 24, 2011 (the day the FOIA
request was made to SAO), and February 23, 2011 (the day SAO issued a press statement), her
staff, including Valentini and Sally Daly (SAO’s Director of Communications), and she were
trying to gather all the facts.747 She stated that SAO requested the investigative file from CPD

743

Novak FOIA request (Jan. 24, 2011) (CCSAO_024527).

744

Castiglione letter to Novak (Jan. 25, 2011) (CCSAO_024528). Following the initial FOIA
request in January 2011, on March 16, 2011, the Sun-Times issued another FOIA request that asked for
specific files related to the Koschman matter, including, among other things, felony review logs,
correspondence, or memoranda between State’s Attorney Devine, Milan, State’s Attorney Alvarez, and
O’Brien, minutes and records regarding SAO staff meetings about the Koschman case, and telephone
records for State’s Attorney Devine, Milan, State’s Attorney Alvarez, and O’Brien for the time period of
April 25, 2004 to May 31, 2004. Novak e-mail (Mar. 16, 2011) (CCSAO_024529). On March 29, 2011,
SAO denied these requests, in part, on the grounds that production of felony review logs would be unduly
burdensome and, in part, on the grounds that no responsive documents were found. Castiglione letter at
CCSAO_024532 (Mar. 29, 2011) (CCSAO_024531-024532).
745

Kirk, Daniel, IGO Interview Rep. at 3 (Mar. 26, 2013).

746

Kirk, Daniel, IGO Interview Rep. at 3 (Mar. 26, 2013).

747

Alvarez, Anita, IGO Interview Rep. at 2 (Apr. 29, 2013).
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and O'Brien was spoken to, but not by her.748 Walt Hehner, Chief Deputy State’s Attorney in
2011, attended an O’Brien “de-brief” meeting along with Sally Daly, Kirk, and Boliker in
February 2011.749 At the time, O’Brien still served as an ASA but was no longer head of the
Felony Review unit.750
According to Kirk, O’Brien told those present at the meeting that, in 2004, he was called
to Area 3 by someone at CPD either directly or through the Felony Review unit dispatcher.751
Kirk recalled that O’Brien described interviewing witnesses but that he did not formally review
the case.752 Kirk further recalled that when asked the location of the Felony Review folder,
O’Brien stated he did not know if he made one or not and, if he did make one, where it would
be.753

748

At the end of the meeting, Hehner directed O’Brien to scour all of the files, and

Alvarez, Anita, IGO Interview Rep. at 2 (Apr. 29, 2013).

749

Special Grand Jury Exhibit 151 at 6 (Hehner, Walter, IGO Interview Rep. (Mar. 11, 2013)). Kirk
recalled that he attended this meeting along with State’s Attorney Alvarez, Sally Daly, and “probably
Hehner.” Kirk, Daniel, IGO Interview Rep. at 4 (Mar. 26, 2013).

750

After leaving the Felony Review unit in 2008, O’Brien had a six-month stint as the head of
Branch 66 (supervising grand jury proceedings related to homicide and sex crimes) and then became chief
of the municipal court division overseeing suburban courts. See O’Brien, Darren, IGO Interview Rep. at
2 (Feb. 5, 2013).

751

Kirk, Daniel, IGO Interview Rep. at 4 (Mar. 26, 2013). Before the special grand jury in 2013, as
part of his testimony, O’Brien read a statement which, in part, stated, “[m]y best recollection was that
there were two telephone calls. Both calls may have occurred the day of the lineups on May 20, 2004, or
one call occurred the day before the lineups and the other call occurred the day of the lineups. I’m not
sure if I was paged by the caller directly or received a call through the Felony Review dispatcher.”
O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 30 (May 8, 2013).
752

Kirk, Daniel, IGO Interview Rep. at 4 (Mar. 26, 2013); see also Special Grand Jury Exhibit 151
at 6 (Hehner, Walter, IGO Interview Rep. (Mar. 11, 2013)) (According to Hehner, O’Brien stated that the
detective was looking for legal advice, and that there was no criminal charge requested to be approved or
rejected).

753

Kirk, Daniel, IGO Interview Rep. at 4 (Mar. 26, 2013); Special Grand Jury Exhibit 151 at 6
(Hehner, Walter, IGO Interview Rep. (Mar. 11, 2013)) (recalling O’Brien could not remember if he “did a
file or not”). Before the special grand jury in 2013, as part of his testimony, O’Brien read a statement
which, in part, stated, “I’m sure I had a Felony Review folder with me when I went out to Area 3 for the
Koschman case, and that I started one by writing down the known case information before I interviewed
the witnesses. A majority of the folder would have been left blank because the information necessary to
complete it did not exist. I probably brought the folder back to the Felony Review office after my
interviews to await further contact from CPD regarding any new developments in the case. Due to the
number of witnesses I interviewed for the Koschman matter on May 20, 2004, it was possible I used four
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warehouses, for the Felony Review folder, and to find the file.754 Valentini was also directed to
perform an exhaustive search to find the folder.755
On February 21, 2011, Novak sent an e-mail to Sally Daly stating, “[w]e’re revisiting this
case as is the police department. We would like to sit down and discuss the facts of the case as
we understand them with State’s Attorney Alvarez and Darren O’Brien.”756 During an interview
with the OSP, O’Brien recalled that SAO “powers that be” told O’Brien to do a telephonic
interview with the Sun-Times — an interview which subsequently occurred on March 3, 2011.757
In a statement issued by SAO to the Sun-Times on February 23, 2011, apparently based
upon what O’Brien told his superiors, SAO stated, “all witnesses who were questioned indicated
that Koschman was the aggressor and had initiated the physical confrontation by charging at
members of the other group after they were walking away.”758 The statement further provided
that, “[a]s for the current status of the case, the Cook County State’s Attorney’s Office has not
received any information or had any inquiries from the Chicago Police Department or any of the
witnesses in connection with this case in the nearly seven years that have elapsed since the

or five Felony Review folders because each folder only had room for biographical information for two
witnesses.” O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 32-33 (May 8, 2013).
754

Special Grand Jury Exhibit 151 at 6 (Hehner, Walter, IGO Interview Rep. (Mar. 11, 2013)).

755

Special Grand Jury Exhibit 151 at 6 (Hehner, Walter, IGO Interview Rep. (Mar. 11, 2013)); Kirk,
Daniel, IGO Interview Rep. at 5 (Mar. 26, 2013).

756

Novak e-mail to Sally Daly at CCSAO_028227 (Feb. 21, 2011) (CCSAO_028226CCSAO_028228). Although the exact timing is unclear, Novak followed up his FOIA request with
several phone calls. See Daly, Sally, IGO Interview Rep. at 2 (Mar. 28, 2013). Sally Daly subsequently
forwarded Novak’s e-mail to Fabio Valentini, SAO’s Chief of the Criminal Prosecutions Bureau in 2011,
approximately two hours later, among other things, wondering how reporters obtained O’Brien’s name.
Novak e-mail to Sally Daly (Feb. 21, 2011) (CCSAO_028226-CCSAO_028227). Valentini sent an email to Sally Daly in response which, in part, states, “I would bet that they got Darren’s name from the
police reports. The reports lay out that we were contacted, we interviewed available witnesses, and gave
the advice that the police sought.” Valentini e-mail to Sally Daly (Feb. 21, 2011) (CCSAO_028226).
Based upon these e-mails, as of February 21, 2011, at least certain members of State’s Attorney Alvarez’s
staff had reviewed police reports from 2004.
757

O’Brien, Darren, IGO Interview Rep. (Proffer) at 14 (Feb. 20, 2013).

758

Alvarez e-mail to Sally Daly, Boliker, Hehner, and Kirk (Feb. 23, 2011) (CCSAO_028208);
Special Grand Jury Exhibit 142 at NEWS000027 (NEWS000022-NEWS000027) (Novak, Fusco, Marin,
Who Killed David Koschman? A Watchdog’s Investigation, Sun-Times (Feb. 28, 2011)).
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incident.”759

However, it appears that at least some SAO supervisors knew of the re-

investigation shortly after it began in January 2011.760
On March 3, 2011, Sun-Times reporters Novak, Fusco, and Marin published an article in
the series regarding Koschman entitled, “Witness in Daley Nephew Case Says Koschman Wasn’t
the Aggressor.”761 The article quoted Connolly as stating, “The state’s attorney said all the
witnesses involved said that David was the aggressor. That was a flat-out lie,” and “[w]hat I saw
was David definitely being mouthy….I did not see David attempting to attack the other person.
He was definitely moving toward the taller guy but not in an aggressive fashion. From what I
recall, he was probably moving in to say something else.”762 The article also quoted O’Brien’s

759

Alvarez e-mail to Sally Daly, Boliker, Hehner, and Kirk (Feb. 23, 2011) (CCSAO_028208). In an
e-mail providing the statement to the Sun-Times on February 23, 2011, Sally Daly indicated that SAO
was declining the Sun-Times’ request for an on-camera interview of State’s Attorney Alvarez. Sally Daly
explained that while SAO had not been informed by CPD “in any official capacity,” that they had
reopened the case, SAO was “not comfortable granting an interview if CPD considers the case open --with potential new facts or information out there that we are unaware of at this point.” Sally Daly’s email further noted that, “it appears that since the death of Mr. Koschman in 2004, his family has never
attempted to contact the CCSAO with any concerns or questions about the case. Nor have any of the
witnesses called or reached out to indicate any new facts or different accounts of the events of that
evening. Until your inquiry — nearly seven years later — the case has been entirely dormant from our
perspective.” Her e-mail further stated, “I realize your level of intrigue is piqued by the fact that we
cannot currently locate any paperwork on the case, but we are continuing to search the files in our
warehouse to see if anything is available. Regardless, the State’s Attorney’s involvement in this case is
memorialized in CPD reports and is consistent with the version of facts and the recollection of the
Assistant State’s Attorney who provided the advice to CPD in 2004.” Sally Daly e-mail to Novak (Feb.
23, 2011) (CCSAO_033625-CCSAO_033626).
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Before the special grand jury in 2013, O’Brien testified that he learned about the existence of
CPD’s re-investigation when he spoke with Gilger on January 21, 2011. O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand
Jury Tr. at 57:7-9 (May 8, 2013). As noted previously, Gilger’s case supp report records their meeting as
occurring on January 21, 2011, or roughly one month prior to SAO’s press statement that it had not
received any information from CPD. Special Grand Jury Exhibit 15 at CPD001204 (CPD001199CPD001234) (Case Supplementary Reports 8585610 and 8585620 (approved Feb. 28, 2011)). The “very
first thing” Gilger did as part of his re-investigation in January 2011 was visit the head of SAO’s Felony
Review unit to inquire about the Felony Review folder for the Koschman case. Gilger, James, Special
Grand Jury Tr. at 106:22-107:2, 107:19-107:22 (Jan. 16, 2013).
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Tim Novak, et al., Witness in Daley Nephew Case Says Koschman Wasn’t the Aggressor (Mar. 3,
2011) (NEWS000036-NEWS000037).
762

Tim Novak, et al., Witness in Daley Nephew Case Says Koschman Wasn’t the Aggressor at
NEWS000036 (Mar. 3, 2011) (NEWS000036-NEWS000037).
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statements defending his handling of the matter in 2004 from the interview given to Sun-Times
reporters via a conference call earlier that day.763
2.

March 3, 2011 Meeting with CPD

On the afternoon of March 3, 2011, Denise Perri, CPD Chief of Staff Masters’
administrative assistant, sent a calendar invite to Masters, Biggane, Peterson, Byrne, Marya
Vidricko (an SAO administrative assistant), and Kirk for a meeting at SAO’s offices at 69 West
Washington.764 The meeting was scheduled for 5 p.m. in the main conference room at SAO.
Although State’s Attorney Alvarez stopped by the meeting to greet those present, she did not
attend.765 Peterson, Byrne, Masters, and Biggane attended from CPD, while Kirk and Sally Daly
attended from SAO. The subject line for the calendar invite was “[sic] Vaneko.”
According to Sally Daly, the meeting lasted only 15-20 minutes and the purpose was for
CPD personnel to bring SAO “the Koschman file.”766 During his interview with the OSP, Kirk
stated that CPD brought with them recent case supp reports and informed SAO that it intended to
release these police reports in response to FOIA requests that CPD had received.767
763

O’Brien is quoted in the newspaper article as saying, “‘This was a case that had three major
problems, in my opinion, before I could even think about pulling the trigger on charging
anybody….There was contrary information given about the contact that was made between somebody in
Vanecko’s group and Koschman. Some people said it was a shove. Some people said it was a punch. . . .
I couldn’t find anybody that could identify the shover or pusher.’ Koschman’s friends ‘told me that
Koschman — even though he was a little guy — when he was drinking, he was an aggressive type of
personality…And, in this particular case, he was the aggressor. He would not let it go….If the case was
there, and we could have charged it, we would’ve charged it, no matter who it is.’” Tim Novak, et al.,
Witness in Daley Nephew Case Says Koschman Wasn’t the Aggressor at NEWS000037 (Mar. 3, 2011)
(NEWS000036-NEWS000037). However, O’Brien admitted under oath that none of the witnesses told
him that Koschman took a swing at Vanecko or “something like that.” O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand
Jury Tr. at 115:8-18 (May 8, 2013). According to O’Brien, “none of the witnesses told me Koschman
threw punches or made physical contact with Vanecko immediately before Koschman was struck.”
O’Brien, Darren, Special Grand Jury Tr. at 40:6-9 (May 8, 2013).
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Perri e-mail (Mar. 3, 2011) (CPD037531).
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Daly, Sally, IGO Interview Rep. at 2-3 (Mar. 28, 2013); Alvarez, Anita, IGO Interview Rep. at 3
(Apr. 29, 2013).

766

Daly, Sally, IGO Interview Rep. at 2-3 (Mar. 28, 2013).
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Kirk, Daniel, IGO Interview Rep. at 6 (Mar. 26, 2013). As noted earlier, Biggane advised the
Mayor’s Office of this meeting and SAO’s concurrence to produce records in response to the Sun-Times
FOIA request.
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3.

State’s Attorney Alvarez Calls for an Independent Investigation

On March 19, 2011, State’s Attorney Alvarez issued a statement dismissing the need for
a new investigation into the Koschman death,768 but reversed her position five days later. On
March 24, 2011, Sun-Times reporters Marin and Novak interviewed State’s Attorney Alvarez on
camera regarding the Koschman case.769 During the interview, reporters raised the fact that
some witnesses denied statements attributed to them in police reports and that one witness
claimed he identified Vanecko in a lineup on May 20, 2004.770 According to State’s Attorney
Alvarez, based on these new allegations, she indicated she would be open to an independent
investigation.771
Also on March 24, 2011, the Sun-Times published an article with excerpts from the
interview with State’s Attorney Alvarez.772 During the interview, State’s Attorney Alvarez
stated, “I think there should be an independent police investigation.” State’s Attorney Alvarez
suggested she would welcome review by an independent agency such as the Illinois State Police
(“ISP”); although she indicated that she did not “believe we have a good faith and legal basis to
bring charges.” State’s Attorney Alvarez further explained during the interview, “Before we
take something to the grand jury, we have to have a good-faith basis that a crime occurred and
that the person we are seeking a true bill of indictment for did it.” With regard to using a grand
768

On March 19, 2011, in a Sun-Times article entitled, “Alvarez: Not Enough Evidence to Charge
Daley Nephew,” SAO issued a statement which, in part, read, “The contradictory statements made by
witnesses seven years after the actual incident do not allow us to discount the statements that those same
witnesses made to Chicago police detectives during the course of the initial investigation and within
weeks of the incident. At this time, we are unaware of any new evidence that would enable us to bring
charges, and therefore we could not bring the case to a grand jury.” See Novak, Fusco, Marin, Alvarez:
Not Enough Evidence to Charge Daley Nephew (Mar. 19, 2011) (NEWS000071).
769

Alvarez, Anita, IGO Interview Rep. at 5 (Apr. 29, 2013). Kirk, Boliker, Hehner, and Sally Daly
were also present for the interview. Daly, Sally, IGO Interview Rep. at 4 (Mar. 28, 2013); Special Grand
Jury Exhibit 151 at 8 (Hehner, Walter, IGO Interview Rep. (Mar. 11, 2013)).
770

Alvarez, Anita, IGO Interview Rep. at 5 (Apr. 29, 2013).

771

Alvarez, Anita, IGO Interview Rep. at 5 (Apr. 29, 2013). According to Kirk, reporters for the
Sun-Times initially did not hear this remark. According to State’s Attorney Alvarez’s staff, it was only
after they followed up with Novak and Marin as they were near the elevator bank when the reporters
became aware and subsequently set up their equipment again to finish the interview. See Kirk, Daniel,
IGO Interview Rep. at 8 (Mar. 26, 2013).
772

Novak, Marin, Alvarez: Investigate CPD Handling of Death Involving Daley Nephew (Mar. 24,
2011) (NEWS000080).
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jury, State’s Attorney Alvarez stated, “We’re not there at this point. It would be unethical for me
to go to a grand jury at this point. I don’t know if there was a crime committed here based on the
facts we have. It could be justifiable.”773
According to State’s Attorney Alvarez and her staff, she discussed the possibility of
referring the matter to an independent investigative agency prior to March 24, 2011.774 State’s
Attorney Alvarez considered referring the matter to an independent agency because she felt CPD
could not fairly investigate the alleged police misconduct aspect of the case.775 According to
Kirk, SAO’s initial thought was to send the case to either the FBI or the South Suburban Major
Crime Taskforce.776

It was determined, however, that both of these organizations lacked the
777

necessary jurisdiction.

The Illinois Attorney General’s Office was also considered, but since

Yawger worked there, it too presented a potential conflict.778
According to Hehner, SAO also evaluated the possibility of appointing someone from its
own Special Prosecutions Bureau or petitioning for the appointment of a special prosecutor.779
In fact, State’s Attorney Alvarez directed one of her top appellate prosecutors, Alan Spellberg, to
research the appointment of a special prosecutor.780 In a memorandum dated March 10, 2011,
Spellberg detailed his research regarding the rules and standards for appointing a special
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Novak, Marin, Alvarez: Investigate CPD Handling of Death Involving Daley Nephew (Mar. 24,
2011) (NEWS000080).

774

Boliker, Shauna, IGO Interview Rep. at 3 (Mar. 25, 2013); Alvarez, Anita, IGO Interview Rep. at
5-6 (Apr. 29, 2013); Kirk, Daniel, IGO Interview Rep. at 8 (Mar. 26, 2013); Special Grand Jury Exhibit
151 at 8 (Hehner, Walter, IGO Interview Rep. (Mar. 11, 2013)).
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Alvarez, Anita, IGO Interview Rep. at 5-6 (Apr. 29, 2013).

776

Kirk, Daniel, IGO Interview Rep. at 8-10 (Mar. 26, 2013).

777

Kirk, Daniel, IGO Interview Rep. at 10 (Mar. 26, 2013); Special Grand Jury Exhibit 151 at 8
(Hehner, Walter, IGO Interview Rep. (Mar. 11, 2013)).

778

Kirk, Daniel, IGO Interview Rep. at 8-9 (Mar. 26, 2013); Special Grand Jury Exhibit 151 at 8
(Hehner, Walter, IGO Interview Rep. (Mar. 11, 2013)). This observation raises the question of why SAO
did not have a similar conflict based upon O’Brien’s continued employment at SAO.

779

Kirk, Daniel, IGO Interview Rep. at 10 (Mar. 26, 2013); Special Grand Jury Exhibit 151 at 8
(Hehner, Walter, IGO Interview Rep. (Mar. 11, 2013)).

780

Alvarez, Anita, IGO Interview Rep. at 3 (Apr. 29, 2013).
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prosecutor, including whether political ties to another person alone were sufficient to warrant the
appointment of a special prosecutor.781 Spellberg’s memorandum did not conclude one way or
another whether a special prosecutor should be appointed in the case but discussed the
application of Section 3-9008 of the Counties Code, which provides that:
Whenever the State’s attorney is sick or absent, or unable to attend,
or is interested in any cause or proceeding, civil or criminal, which
it is or may be his duty to prosecute or defend, the court in which
said cause or proceeding is pending may appoint some competent
attorney to prosecute or defend such cause or proceeding[.]782
While State’s Attorney Alvarez was not involved in the Koschman case in 2004, she was the
Chief Deputy State’s Attorney at that time. Her current First Assistant and Chief Deputy,
Boliker and Hehner, were also supervisors at SAO in 2004.783 Further, O’Brien, who was
Felony Review supervisor in 2004, was also a supervisor under State’s Attorney Alvarez after
she became State’s Attorney in 2008. In his April 6, 2012 Order appointing a special prosecutor,
Judge Toomin determined that SAO possessed an institutional conflict of interest requiring the
appointment of a special prosecutor.784
According to Kirk, State’s Attorney Alvarez ultimately decided not to seek a special
prosecutor but to have her office keep the case. She did decide for investigative purposes only to
refer the case to ISP because in her mind it had previously investigated crimes involving CPD
personnel, had the necessary resources, had a good working history with SAO, and was known
for conducting thorough investigations.785 However, State’s Attorney Alvarez chose ISP even
though she knew that Hiram Grau — who was employed as a CPD Deputy Superintendent in
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Spellberg memo re Rules for Appointing a Special State’s Attorney or Convening a Grand Jury
(Mar. 10, 2011) (CCSAO_019628-CCSAO_019630).

782

See 55 ILCS 5/3-9008 (West 2011).

783

In 2004, Boliker was chief of the Sex Crimes Division and Hehner was Deputy Chief of
Narcotics. Boliker, Shauna, IGO Interview Rep. at 1 (Mar. 25, 2013); Special Grand Jury Exhibit 151 at
1 (Hehner, Walter, IGO Interview Rep. (Mar. 11, 2013)).

784

Order by J. Toomin at 33, Apr. 6, 2012.

785

Kirk, Daniel, IGO Interview Rep. at 8-9 (Mar. 26, 2013).
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2004786 and as Deputy Chief of the Investigations Bureau at SAO in 2011 — would soon become
the agency’s director.787 According to State’s Attorney Alvarez, she knew prior to March 22,
2011 that Grau would be taking over at ISP, but she believed the transition would take several
months, and if Grau did arrive before the ISP’s investigation of the Koschman case was over,
ISP could have “walled” Grau off from the case.788
During his interview with the OSP, Kirk recalled that he was the first to reach out to
ISP.789 According to Kirk, on the afternoon of the March 24, 2011, Sun-Times interview, he
called ISP First Deputy Director Jack Garcia and told him about the proposed referral.790
According to Kirk, Garcia told him to send everything SAO had on the Koschman case to ISP
Interim Director Patrick Keen.791 Kirk also recalled that during this call, Kirk flagged the issue
of Grau taking over as Director of ISP, but that Garcia assured Kirk it would not be a problem —
either ISP would be able to conduct the entire investigation before Grau was confirmed, or Grau

786

In 2004, Grau reported to Superintendent Cline and had oversight over CPD’s Detective Division.
When interviewed by the OSP in 2012, Molloy, Chief of Detectives in 2004 and directly under Grau,
recalled that while he did not discuss the case with Grau, he recalled leaving a copy of the detectives’
police report “detailing what [went] on the night of the lineup” in a sealed envelope for Grau. Molloy,
James, Kroll Interview Rep. at 5 (Dec. 7, 2012). Nevertheless, when asked about Molloy leaving a copy
of a police report for him in 2004, Grau stated he did not recall receiving a report from Molloy and
indicated he had no involvement in the Koschman case. Grau, Hiram, IGO Interview Rep. at 2-3 (Dec.
19, 2012).

787

Boliker, Shauna, IGO Interview Rep. at 4 (Mar. 25, 2013); Kirk, Daniel, IGO Interview Rep. at 9
(Mar. 26, 2013); Special Grand Jury Exhibit 151 at 5 (Hehner, Walter, IGO Interview Rep. (Mar. 11,
2013)); Keen, Patrick, IGO Interview Rep. at 2 (Jan. 10, 2013); Alvarez, Anita, IGO Interview Rep. at 6
(Apr. 29, 2013). Grau told the OSP that he has never spoken with State’s Attorney Alvarez about the
Koschman case. Id. According to State’s Attorney Alvarez, she never spoke with Grau about her
communications with ISP or Keen. Alvarez, Anita, IGO Interview Rep. at 7 (Apr. 29, 2013).

788

Alvarez, Anita, IGO Interview Rep. at 6 (Apr. 29, 2013). According to Grau, he informed State’s
Attorney Alvarez as soon as he accepted the ISP nomination. Grau, Hiram, IGO Interview Rep. at 3
(Dec. 19, 2012). On April 6, 2011, the Sun-Times published an article by Michael Sneed, “Hot Potato?,”
discussing SAO’s referral to ISP and quoting Kirk as stating, “Hiram [Grau] still is not in charge of the
Illinois State Police — and they certainly had enough time during the past few weeks to re-interview
witnesses and finish their probe before he [Grau] got there.” Michael Sneed, “Hot Potato?” at
NEWS000117 (Apr. 6, 2011) (NEWS000116-NEWS000118).

789

Kirk, Daniel, IGO Interview Rep. at 9 (Mar. 26, 2013).

790

Kirk, Daniel, IGO Interview Rep. at 9 (Mar. 26, 2013).

791

Kirk, Daniel, IGO Interview Rep. at 9 (Mar. 26, 2013).
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would be walled off from the investigation.792
On March 24, 2011, SAO also sent a letter to Keen signed by State’s Attorney Alvarez.793
The letter notes that “according to new information brought to my attention, some witnesses now
suggest that the versions of events attributed to them in CPD reports from 2004 were not
accurate including one witness who now claims that his observations during one of the lineups
were not accurately memorialized,” and requests that ISP “initiate and conduct an independent
investigation of this matter in its entirety.”794 The letter additionally states, “To be clear, at this
point, I have no objective evidence to support the notion that there was any misfeasance or
malfeasance on the part of investigators in this case. However, with this new information, it is
my belief that an independent investigation from a separate police agency is clearly warranted to
ensure that we reach the truth in this case.”
On March 25, 2011, State’s Attorney Alvarez sent a letter thanking Keen for accepting
the referral of the Koschman case pursuant to her March 24, 2011 letter and their conversation
“early this afternoon.”795 Along with that letter, SAO sent copies of what it believed “to be the
complete Chicago Police Department investigative file.”796 According to Keen, although the
package was received by Keen’s Chief of Staff, Jessica Trame, no one at the agency opened or
reviewed it.797 According to Keen, ISP awaited further direction from the Governor’s Office on
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Kirk, Daniel, IGO Interview Rep. at 9 (Mar. 26, 2013).

793

Alvarez letter to Keen (Mar. 24, 2011) (ISP000013-ISP000014).

794

Alvarez letter to Keen (Mar. 24, 2011) (ISP000013-ISP000014).
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Alvarez letter to Keen (Mar. 25, 2011) (CCSAO_033312).
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Alvarez letter to Keen (Mar. 25, 2011) (CCSAO_033312). State’s Attorney Alvarez asked
Boliker to oversee the logistics of the referral. To that end, Boliker obtained a copy of the Koschman file
from Salemme, which she photocopied and had sent to ISP. See Alvarez, Anita, IGO Interview Rep. at 6
(Apr. 29, 2013); Boliker, Shauna, IGO Interview Rep. at 6 (Mar. 25, 2013). At this point, CPD did not
inform SAO that the Koschman materials it provided SAO did not include original files, that CPD was
aware that the original Koschman homicide file was missing, and/or that CPD personnel had already
searched for the original file. It was not until July 22, 2011, that CPD provided SAO with the missing
Koschman files Walsh and Yawger discovered on June 29 and 30, 2011. Alvarez letter to Ferguson (July
22, 2011) (IG_001737).
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Keen, Patrick, IGO Interview Rep. at 2-3 (Jan. 10, 2013). According to Keen, the file sent by
SAO remained unopened in Trame’s office.
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whether it would actually go through with an independent investigation.798
When interviewed by the OSP, Grau stated that sometime around March 25, 2011, the
day after State’s Attorney Alvarez referred the case to Keen, he called Keen and told him to
decline the referral from SAO.799

According to Grau, he considered recusing himself but

determined that the situation would present a conflict of interest since he was a former SAO and
CPD employee.800 During his interview with the OSP, Grau stated that on March 28, 2011, he
sent a letter to Governor Pat Quinn (which he may have hand-delivered to the Governor’s
Chicago Office)801 that “given [his] impending appointment as Director of ISP, ISP must decline
to conduct this review.”802 In his letter, Grau explained that the appearance of a conflict of
interest would undermine the effect of ISP’s review and recommended “that Cook County
State’s Attorney Alvarez should request a complete review of this matter by the Federal Bureau
of Investigation.”803 According to Grau, no one suggested that he write the letter and the

798

Keen, Patrick, IGO Interview Rep. at 2-3 (Jan. 10, 2013). On March 25, 2011, at approximately
3:19 p.m., Trame sent an e-mail to others at ISP stating, “The Governor’s office has made the decision
that we will be re-investigating this death. [Interim] Director Keen has spoken w SA Alvarez and she is
fedexing the case file to this office.” See Trame e-mail to Mark Piccoli, Rob Haley, and Luis Tigera
(Mar. 25, 2011) (ISP000025). Also on March 25, 2011, Novak sent a request to ISP seeking a statement
on SAO’s letter referring the Koschman case. In response, Isaiah Vega, of ISP’s Public Information
Office, sent Novak a statement that read, “[a]t the State’s Attorney’s request, we will review the matter.
The primary purpose of the State’s Attorney’s Office’s request and of our review will be investigating the
2004 incident.” When Novak subsequently requested an interview with Grau, Vega forwarded the
request to an employee of the Governor’s Press Office, Grant Klinzman. Klinzman subsequently sent a
statement “approved for use” to Vega, which stated, “[w]hile he was not personally involved in CPD’s
investigation of the 2004 incident, out of an abundance of caution Mr. Grau will be recusing himself from
the State Police’s review of the matter.” This e-mail chain was forwarded on to Keen. Trame e-mail to
Keen (Mar. 25, 2011) (ISP000042-ISP000043).
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Grau, Hiram, IGO Interview Rep. at 3-4 (Dec. 19, 2012); Keen, Patrick, IGO Interview Rep. at 4
(Jan. 10, 2013). According to Grau, Keen told him that he had already accepted the referral. Grau,
Hiram, IGO Interview Rep. at 3 (Dec. 19, 2012).
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Grau, Hiram, IGO Interview Rep. at 3-4 (Dec. 19, 2012); Keen, Patrick, IGO Interview Rep. at 4
(Jan. 10, 2013).
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According to Grau, he probably hand-delivered the letter to the Governor’s offices in Chicago.
Grau, Hiram, IGO Interview Rep. at 4 (Dec. 19, 2012).
802

Grau letter to Quinn (Mar. 28, 2011) (OSP_003196).
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Grau letter to Quinn (Mar. 28, 2011) (OSP_003196).
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decision to write it was his own.804
Ultimately, ISP rejected the referral of the Koschman case. According to Keen, ISP
waited approximately 7-10 days before the Governor’s Office communicated that ISP should
send the case back.805 According to Kirk, approximately 7-10 days after SAO sent the package
of police reports, Garcia called him and, without giving any explanation, hinted that ISP may
send the case back to SAO.806
On April 4, 2011, Keen sent a letter to State’s Attorney Alvarez rejecting the referral.807
Keen’s letter stated, “I have determined that the Illinois State Police is not the appropriate entity
to conduct the requested review of the 2004 investigation. Accordingly, the case file is enclosed
and is being returned for further handling as you deem appropriate, whether by naming an
independent, special prosecutor who, unlike ISP, if warranted, could convene a grand jury to
hear statements made under oath, or by referring the matter to another criminal justice entity with
similar powers.”808 Upon learning of ISP’s decision, State’s Attorney Alvarez called Keen to
express her disappointment; he too provided no explanation for the rejection.809
According to Kirk, ISP’s rejection of SAO’s referral resulted in a “scramble” to find an
investigative partner, which led to SAO’s decision to partner with IGO and its investigation into
the Koschman matter that it began the previous month.810 By early September 2011, IGO had
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Grau, Hiram, IGO Interview Rep. at 3-4 (Dec. 19, 2012). Grau did not speak with anyone from
SAO before writing the letter to Governor Quinn. Grau, Hiram, IGO Interview Rep. at 4 (Dec. 19, 2013).

805

Keen, Patrick, IGO Interview Rep. at 4 (Jan. 10, 2013). In response to a subpoena from the
special grand jury, ISP asserted attorney-client privilege over approximately 10 documents (including emails and handwritten notes) that involved communications with the Governor’s Office or personnel in
the General Counsel’s Office of the Governor’s Office.

806

Kirk, Daniel, IGO Interview Rep. at 9 (Mar. 26, 2013). According to Keen, he subsequently
called Kirk to confirm that ISP was not taking the Koschman case but did not provide a reason for the
rejection. Keen, Patrick, IGO Interview Rep. at 5 (Jan. 10, 2013).
807

Keen letter to Alvarez (Apr. 4, 2011) (ISP000012).
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Keen letter to Alvarez (Apr. 4, 2011) (ISP000012).
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Alvarez, Anita, IGO Interview Rep. at 6 (Apr. 29, 2013); Kirk, Daniel, IGO Interview Rep. at 910 (Mar. 26, 2013); Keen, Patrick, IGO Interview Rep. at 5-6 (Jan. 10, 2013).
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Kirk, Daniel, IGO Interview Rep. at 10 (Mar. 26, 2013). As ISP considered whether or not to
accept SAO’s referral of the Koschman case, Cook County Inspector General Patrick Blanchard
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gathered and reviewed certain documents and conducted several witness interviews.
In early September 2011, representatives from both the IGO and SAO met to discuss the
use of SAO’s grand jury in order to further the IGO’s investigation.811 Between September and
December 2011, SAO and IGO shared information about the investigation and discussed the
order in which witnesses would be called before the grand jury. Prior to any witnesses testifying
before SAO’s grand jury, on December 14, 2011, Nanci Koschman, Susan Pazderski
(Koschman’s maternal aunt), and Richard Pazderski (Koschman’s uncle) filed a petition for the
appointment of a special prosecutor with the Circuit Court of Cook County.812 SAO first
obtained grand jury subpoenas for witnesses to appear on January 18, 2012, after the petition for
the appointment of a special prosecutor had been filed, and approximately nine months after
SAO had decided to initiate an investigation.813

attempted to initiate an investigation of his own into SAO’s handling of the Koschman case. On March
30, 2011, Blanchard, accompanied by Steven Cyranoski of the Cook County Inspector General’s Office
(“CCIGO”), met with Kirk, Boliker, Hehner, and Castiglione from SAO. Kirk told Blanchard that
CCIGO did not have jurisdiction to investigate SAO. See Blanchard, Patrick, Kroll Interview Rep. at 5-7
(Dec. 19, 2012). At the meeting, Kirk also stated that SAO could not locate a felony review folder for the
Koschman case, but that O’Brien went down to Area 3 that day and simply failed to fill one out.
Blanchard, Patrick, Kroll Interview Rep. at 5 (Dec. 19, 2012); Blakey, Jack, Kroll Interview Rep. at 2-4
(May 9, 2013); see also Kirk, Daniel, IGO Interview Rep. at 4 (Mar. 26, 2013).
811

Mahoney, John, Kroll Interview Rep. at 4-5 (Mar. 7, 2013). By September 2011, IGO had issued
document requests to CPD and formally subpoenaed SAO seeking records related to the Koschman case.
IGO had also interviewed witnesses, including Koschman’s friends: Allen, Copeland, Francis, and
Hageline.
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In re Appointment of Special Prosecutor, No. 2011 Misc. 46, Petition to Appoint a Special
Prosecutor in the Matter of the Death of David Koschman (Dec. 22, 2011) (Locke E. Bowman and Alexa
Van Brunt of the Roderick MacArthur Justice Center at Northwestern University School of Law and G.
Flint Taylor of the People’s Law Office represented Mrs. Koschman, Mrs. Pazderski, and Mr. Pazderski).
The petition for the appointment of a special prosecutor argued, in part, that State’s Attorney Alvarez
maintained a “clear political — and personal — interest in the case” based upon her public statements
defending “the work of the Chicago Police and the Cook County State’s Attorney’s Felony Review unit,
insisting to Sun-Times reporters that there was insufficient evidence to charge Vanecko.” In re
Appointment of Special Prosecutor, No. 2011 Misc. 46, Petition to Appoint a Special Prosecutor in the
Matter of the Death of David Koschman at 19-20 (Dec. 22, 2011).
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SAO issued its first grand jury subpoenas on Jan. 18, 2012 to Lt. Walsh, Det. Rita O’Leary, Ofc.
Tremore, Det. Clemens, Craig Denham, Kevin McCarthy, and Bridget McCarthy. Mahoney, John, Kroll
Interview Rep. at 11 (Mar. 7, 2013); see also SAO Grand Jury Subpoenas (Jan. 18, 2011)
(CCSAO_013735 (Walsh); CCSAO_013743 (Rita O’Leary); CCSAO_013742 (Tremore);
CCSAO_013744 (Clemens); CCSAO_013746 (Denham); CCSAO_013749 (Kevin McCarthy);
CCSAO_013750 (Bridget McCarthy)). While SAO interviewed several witnesses, only two witnesses
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4.

State’s Attorney’s Office’s Response to the Petition for the
Appointment of a Special Prosecutor

When interviewed by the OSP in 2013, Boliker indicated that in the days following the
filing of the petition for the appointment of a special prosecutor, State’s Attorney Alvarez’s staff
met and decided to file an opposition to the petition.814 On January 6, 2012, WLS-890 radio talk
show host Bill Cameron interviewed State’s Attorney Alvarez. Part of the interview included
several questions regarding the Koschman matter.

During the interview, State’s Attorney

Alvarez indicated it was still unclear whether SAO would be opposing the petition. State’s
Attorney Alvarez commented on the strength of the case, stating:
Mayor Daley didn’t have a good relationship with the rank-and-file
CPD and that’s the truth, there are you know, but you have to look
at what occurred in this case in the simple fact, you know, people
looked at lineups and did not identify [sic] any prosecutor knows
that’s a fatal flaw in your case if you don’t have identification and
any defense attorney would be doing backflips if his client did not
get identified in a case, so there are flaws — there are serious
flaws...You know, we’re not even sure who threw the punch and
that’s the conflicting evidence that we have looked at. At the time
this happened no one identified him as being the one, and we don’t
even know if it was [sic] punch or push.
State’s Attorney Alvarez’s comments regarding a lack of certainty that Koschman was punched
contrasted with CPD’s conclusions in 2011 that Vanecko alone punched Koschman and Scott
Allen and James Copeland’s statements in 2004 and 2011, as the only two witnesses who saw
the moment of impact, that Koschman was punched. Judge Toomin noted that comments such
as these by State’s Attorney Alvarez arguably call into question whether SAO could have
independently reviewed the matter.815

testified before a grand jury. See Blakey, Jack, Kroll Interview Rep. at 3 (May 9, 2013). On February 15,
2012, SAO had Rita O’Leary read a prepared statement before the grand jury. O’Leary, Rita, SAO Grand
Jury Tr. (Feb. 15, 2012) (CCSAO_018589). On Feb. 21, 2012, Megan McDonald also testified before a
grand jury. McDonald, Megan, SAO Grand Jury Tr. (Feb. 21, 2012) (CCSAO_017540).
814

Boliker, Shauna, IGO Interview Rep. at 4 (Mar. 25, 2013).

815

See Order by J. Toomin at 29, Apr. 6, 2012. Former State’s Attorney Devine recalled
commenting to State’s Attorney Alvarez (sometime after SAO’s involvement became public in 2011) that
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On January 31, 2012, SAO filed its brief opposing the appointment of a special
prosecutor, relying heavily on witness statements given by Koschman’s friends in arguing a lack
of an evidentiary basis for the appointment.816 On April 6, 2012, Judge Toomin granted Nanci
Koschman’s petition for a Special Prosecutor and on April 23, 2012, appointed Dan Webb as
Special Prosecutor.

As a result of the Court’s rulings, SAO ceased its investigation and

cooperated in transitioning the case to the OSP. However, SAO continued to comment on the
case.
Indeed, on April 24, 2012, one day after the appointment of the Special Prosecutor, in a
Chicago Tribune article entitled, “Investigator Has Many Targets Koschman Case Involves
Cops, Prosecutors, Daley Clout,” reporters noted that, “According to Kirk, Alvarez’s chief of
staff at that time [in 2004], there was no admissible evidence that could have been used to file
charges.”817 However, when interviewed by the OSP in 2013, Kirk acknowledged that there was
in fact some evidence that would be admissible at trial and that he had based his statements to the
Chicago Tribune on what he learned from O’Brien and Hehner — and without conducting an
extensive review of the police reports or speaking with any witnesses or detectives.818
On December 3, 2012, the special grand jury indicted Vanecko for involuntary
manslaughter in connection with Koschman’s death. State’s Attorney Alvarez made a statement
that same day that SAO’s grand jury investigation had been looking into the case for “months,
almost close to a year.”819 When interviewed by the OSP, State’s Attorney Alvarez explained

“This [the Koschman case] was on my watch, you don’t need to wear the jacket on this.” Devine,
Richard, IGO Interview Rep. at 6 (Apr. 9, 2013).
816

See In re Appointment of Special Prosecutor, No. 2011 Misc. 46, People’s Resp. to the Pet. To
Appoint a Special Pros. at 15-37 (Jan. 31, 2012). Additionally, in response to petitioner’s motion to
compel witness statements recorded by IGO’s investigators, on February 21, 2012, SAO filed a brief with
Judge Toomin warning, “The wholesale disclosure of the information that Petitioners request would
disrupt the ongoing criminal investigation and further undermine an already dim prospect of any future
criminal prosecution.” In re Appointment of Special Prosecutor, No. 2011 Misc. 46, People’s Response
to Petitioners’ Motion to Compel at 8 (Feb. 21, 2012); Fusco, Novak, State’s Attorney: Releasing
Koschman Transcripts Would ‘Undermine’ Case (Feb. 22, 2012) (NEWS000310).

817

Jason Meisner and Steve Mills, Investigator Has Many Targets Koschman Case Involves Cops,
Prosecutors, Daley Clout at NEWS000408 (Apr. 24, 2012) (NEWS000406-NEWS000411).

818

Kirk, Daniel, IGO Interview Rep. at 7-8 (Mar. 26, 2013).

819

Dan Mihalopoulos, Alvarez: State’s Attorney Office Did Nothing Wrong at NEWS000522 (Dec.
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that she meant IGO’s investigation had lasted a year, even if her office had not utilized the grand
jury for the whole period.820 While IGO conducted over 30 interviews in 2011 and early 2012,
SAO did not use the grand jury at all in 2011 and conducted six interviews in 2011 and early
2012. Between January and April 2012, SAO presented one witness and one statement of a
witness before a grand jury.
V.

LEGAL ANALYSIS
A.

Three Levels of Scienter (State of Mind): Recklessness, Knowledge, and
Intent

There are three relevant levels of scienter (state of mind), relating to the criminal statutes
at issue, which are defined in the Illinois Criminal Code: recklessness,821 knowledge,822 and
intent.823
1.

Recklessness

“Recklessness” is a mental state involving a degree of criminal liability below that of
knowledge or intent,824 and is defined by the Illinois Criminal Code as follows:
A person is reckless or acts recklessly when that person
consciously disregards a substantial and unjustifiable risk that
circumstances exist or that a result will follow, described by the
statute defining the offense, and that disregard constitutes a gross
deviation from the standard of care that a reasonable person would
exercise in the situation. . . .825

3, 2012) (NEWS000522-NEWS000523).
820

Alvarez, Anita, IGO Interview Rep. at 8 (Apr. 29, 2013).

821

720 ILCS 5/4-6 (West 2013).

822

720 ILCS 5/4-5 (West 2013).

823

720 ILCS 5/4-4 (West 2013).

824

People v. Higgins, 229 N.E.2d 161, 163-64 (Ill. App. Ct. 5th Dist. 1967).

825

720 ILCS 5/4-6 (West 2013); see also Illinois Pattern Jury Instruction 5.01 (“A person acts
recklessly when he consciously disregards a substantial and unjustifiable risk that circumstances exist or
that a result will follow, and such disregard constitutes a gross deviation from the standard of care which
a reasonable person would exercise in the situation.”) (citing People v. Baier, 203 N.E.2d 633 (Ill. App.
Ct. 1st Dist. 1964)).
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2.

Knowledge

The Illinois Criminal Code defines the mental state of “knowledge” as follows:
A person knows, or acts knowingly or with knowledge of:
(a) The nature or attendant circumstances of his or her conduct,
described by the statute defining the offense, when he or she is
consciously aware that his or her conduct is of that nature or that
those circumstances exist. Knowledge of a material fact includes
awareness of the substantial probability that the fact exists.
(b) The result of his or her conduct, described by the statute
defining the offense, when he or she is consciously aware that that
result is practically certain to be caused by his conduct. . . .
When the law provides that acting knowingly suffices to establish
an element of an offense, that element also is established if a
person acts intentionally.826
3.

Intent

The Illinois Criminal Code defines “intent” as follows:
A person intends, or acts intentionally or with intent, to accomplish
a result or engage in conduct described by the statute defining the
offense, when his conscious objective or purpose is to accomplish
that result or engage in that conduct.827
Under Illinois law, every sane person is presumed to intend all the natural and probable
results of his or her own deliberate act.828
B.

Scienter (State of Mind) Requirements of Relevant Criminal Statutes

As noted above, the four Illinois criminal statutes primarily evaluated by the Special
Prosecutor were:

(1) official misconduct; (2) obstructing justice; (3) conspiracy; and (4)

tampering with public records. The definitions of each of these crimes, including their criminal
intent (scienter) requirements, follows:

826

720 ILCS 5/4-5 (West 2013); see also Illinois Pattern Jury Instruction 5.01.

827

720 ILCS 5/4-4 (West 2013); see also Illinois Pattern Jury Instruction 5.01A.

828

People v. Shields, 127 N.E.2d 440, 443 (Ill. 1955); People v. Varnell, 370 N.E.2d 145, 146 (Ill.
App. Ct. 2d Dist. 1977); People v. Smith, 219 N.E.2d 82, 86-87 (Ill. App. Ct. 1st Dist. 1966).
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Official Misconduct: A public officer or employee violates
Illinois’ official misconduct statute when he does any of the
following in his official capacity: (a) [i]ntentionally or recklessly
fails to perform any mandatory duty as required by law; (b)
[k]nowingly performs an act which he knows he is forbidden by
law to perform; (c) [w]ith intent to obtain a personal advantage for
himself or another, he performs an act in excess of his lawful
authority; or (d) [s]olicits or knowingly accepts for the performance
of any act a fee or reward which he knows is not authorized by law
. . . .829
Obstructing Justice: A person obstructs justice when, with intent
to prevent the apprehension or obstruct the prosecution or defense
of any person, he knowingly commits any of the following acts:
(a) destroys, alters, conceals or disguises physical evidence, plants
false evidence or furnishes false information; (b) induces a witness
having knowledge material to the subject at issue to leave the State
or conceal himself; (c) possesses knowledge material to the subject
at issue, leaves the State or conceals himself or herself.830
Conspiracy: A person commits the offense of conspiracy when,
with intent that an offense be committed, he or she agrees with
another to the commission of that offense. No person may be
convicted of conspiracy to commit an offense unless an act in
furtherance of that agreement is alleged and proved to have been
committed by him or her or by a co-conspirator. . . .831
Tampering with Public Records: A person commits tampering
with public records when he or she knowingly, without lawful
authority, and with the intent to defraud any party, public officer or
entity, alters, destroys, defaces, removes or conceals any public
record. . . .832

829

See 720 ILCS 5/33-3(a)-(d) (West 2013) (emphasis added).

830

720 ILCS 5/31-4 (West 2013) (emphasis added).

831

720 ILCS 5/8-2(a) (West 2013) (emphasis added)

832

720 ILCS 5/32-8(a) (West 2013) (emphasis added).
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C.

Prosecution of Conduct Committed in 2004 is Barred by the Statute of
Limitations

As of the Special Prosecutor’s appointment on April 23, 2012, approximately eight years
had passed since the incident on Division Street. As a result, in evaluating833 whether criminal
charges should be brought against any CPD or SAO employees for conduct occurring during the
initial investigation into Koschman’s death in 2004, the Special Prosecutor was required to
contend with the reality that many potential criminal charges were likely barred by Illinois’
statute of limitations, 720 ILCS 5/3-5.834 The Special Prosecutor was also required to consider
his burden of proof. Under Illinois law, where an indictment on its face shows that an offense
was not committed within the applicable limitation period, the prosecutor must allege those facts
that invoke an exception to the statute of limitations and ultimately must prove that exception
beyond a reasonable doubt at trial.835
Aside from specifically enumerated offenses such as murder or involuntary
manslaughter, 720 ILCS 5/3-5(b) requires that any prosecution for an offense not so enumerated
“must be commenced within 3 years after the commission of the offense if it is a felony, or
within one year and 6 months after its commission if it is a misdemeanor.” Thus, a prosecution
for a felony violation of state law official misconduct, obstructing justice, conspiracy, or
tampering with public records statutes is time-barred if not brought within three years — with
only limited circumstances in which the three-year limitations period set forth in 720 ILCS 5/35(b) may be extended or tolled (temporarily halted). As detailed below, the Special Prosecutor
evaluated whether such circumstances might apply in this matter, including the following
833

The Special Prosecutor’s evaluation was limited to state (and not federal) criminal law violations.

834

A statute of limitations is a “statute establishing a time limit for prosecuting a crime, based on the
date when the offense occurred.” Black’s Law Dictionary (9th ed. 2009); see also Toussie v. United
States, 397 U.S. 112, 114 (1970) (“The purpose of a statute of limitations is to limit exposure to criminal
prosecution to a certain fixed period of time following the occurrence of those acts the legislature had
decided to punish by criminal sanctions. Such a limitation is designed to protect individuals from having
to defend themselves against charges when the basic facts have become obscured by the passage of time
and to minimize the danger of official punishment because of acts in the far-distant past. Such a time
limit may also have the salutary effect of encouraging law enforcement officials promptly to investigate
suspected criminal activity.”).

835

See Illinois Pattern Jury Instructions (Criminal) § 24-25.23; People v. Morris, 135 Ill. 2d 540, 546
(1990); People v. Pacheco, 338 Ill. App. 3d 616, 617-18 (Ill. App. Ct. 2d Dist. 2003); People v. Gwinn,
255 Ill. App. 3d 628, 631 (Ill. App. Ct. 2d Dist. 1994).
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exceptions or tolling provisions applicable to the three-year limitations period, but ultimately
concluded that none applied.
1.

Public Misconduct

First, Illinois law provides for an extension to the three-year limitations period in cases
involving an “offense based upon misconduct in office by a public officer or employee.”836
Specifically, 720 ILCS 5/3-6(b) provides that “[a] prosecution for any offense based upon
misconduct in office by a public officer or employee may be commenced within one year after
discovery of the offense by a person having a legal duty to report such offense, or in the absence
of such discovery, within one year after the proper prosecuting officer becomes aware of the
offense.” However, 720 ILCS 5/3-6(b) further states that “in no such case is the period of
limitation so extended more than 3 years beyond the expiration of the period otherwise
applicable.” Thus, even assuming the three-year statute of limitations period for an offense such
as official misconduct could be extended based upon delayed discovery of the crime, the
limitations period for any such offense committed in 2004 expired six years later, in 2010, prior
to the Special Prosecutor’s appointment.837
2.

Out-of-State Residency

Second, Illinois law provides that the “period within which a prosecution must be
commenced does not include any period in which . . . [t]he defendant is not usually and publicly
resident within this State.”838

As to individuals who were putative targets of the Special

Prosecutor’s investigation into acts stemming from conduct that occurred in 2004, this tolling
provision did not apply.
3.

Continuous Conduct

Third, under Illinois law, where a defendant is charged with an offense comprised of a

836

720 ILCS 5/3-6(b) (West 2013).

837

See People v. Grever, 353 Ill. App. 3d 736, 769 (Ill. App. Ct. 2d Dist. 2004) (“the longest period
of limitations for the offense of official misconduct is six years (three years for the Class 3 felony (720
ILCS 5/3–5(b) (West 1998)) plus a three-year extension under section 3–6(b) because the offense is based
upon misconduct in office by a public officer or employee (720 ILCS 5/3–6(b) (West 1998)).”), overruled
in part on other grounds by People v. Grever, 222 Ill.2d 321 (Ill. 2006)); see also People v. Stevens, 66
Ill. App. 3d 138, 139 (1978).

838

720 ILCS 5/3-7(a) (West 2013).
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series of individual acts or continuous conduct, the three-year limitations period does not
commence until such time as the last act is committed. 720 ILCS 5/3-8 provides that, “[w]hen
an offense is based on a series of acts performed at different times, the period of limitation
prescribed by this Article starts at the time when the last such act is committed.”839 An offense
such as obstructing justice840 is not a continuing offense for purposes of tolling the limitations
period where the defendant simply fails to reveal his or her prior criminal conduct.841 Thus, the
failure of any CPD or SAO employees to later reveal to authorities criminal conduct occurring in
2004, or the concealment of such prior criminal conduct in 2004, would not convert any
obstruction of justice committed in 2004 into a continuing offense such that it would not be timebarred by the statute of limitations.
4.

Conspiracy

The Special Prosecutor also evaluated whether conduct committed in 2004 could
potentially be charged as part of a continuing conspiracy. Under Illinois law, the limitations
period for the offense of conspiracy begins to run from the date of the commission of the last

839

The term “act” is defined as including “a failure or omission to take action.” 720 ILCS 5/2-2
(West 2013). By way of example, courts have considered offenses such as failing to make and keep
records of controlled substances administered, People v. Griffiths, 67 Ill. App. 3d 16 (Ill. App. Ct. 4th
Dist. 1978), escape, People v. Miller, 157 Ill. App. 3d 43 (Ill. App. Ct. 1st Dist. 1987), concealing and
failing to disclose the death of a social security beneficiary, United States v. Morrison, 43 F.R.D. 516
(N.D. Ill. 1967), and failing to register as an illegal alien, United States v. Franklin, 188 F.2d 182 (7th
Cir. 1951), to constitute continuing offenses for purposes of determining whether a crime is barred by the
statute of limitations.
840

720 ILCS 5/31-4 (West 2013).

841

See People v. Criswell, 12 Ill. App. 3d 102, 105 (Ill. App. Ct. 1st Dist. 1973). In Criswell, the
defendant, after losing consciousness, found his step father’s body on the kitchen floor of their home with
a knife stuck in his chest. Id. at 103. The defendant, afraid police would suspect he was culpable,
disposed of the knife and buried the stepfather’s body in the home’s backyard. Id. After more than three
years had passed, the defendant was charged with murder and misdemeanor obstructing justice (which
was governed by a limitations period of one year and six months). Id. at 103-04. Prosecutors contended
that the defendant’s obstruction of justice was a continuing offense under Illinois law because he had
failed or omitted to dig up the step father’s body and indicate to law enforcement authorities that evidence
had been concealed. Id. at 104. After the defendant was acquitted of murder at trial but convicted of
obstructing justice, the appellate court reversed the conviction on the grounds that the offense was not a
continuing offense and thus was barred by the statute of limitations. Id. at 105.
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overt act in furtherance of that conspiracy.842 As a result, the Special Prosecutor evaluated both:
(a) whether there was evidence of a conspiracy in 2004 with a limitations period tolled by
subsequent overt acts in furtherance of that conspiracy, and (b) whether there was evidence of a
continuing conspiracy that spanned both 2004 and 2011 (and thus the limitations period would
have commenced in 2011).
a.

Evidence of a Conspiracy in 2004 with a Limitations Period
Tolled by Subsequent Overt Acts

As noted above, the limitations period for a conspiracy offense commences at the time of
the last overt act in furtherance of that conspiracy. Nevertheless, where the criminal purpose of a
conspiracy has been attained, a subsequent overt act or conspiracy to conceal the initial
conspiracy “may not be implied from circumstantial evidence showing merely that the
conspiracy was kept a secret and that the conspirators took care to cover up their crime in order
to escape detection and punishment.”843 Thus, assuming (for purposes of determining whether
the statute of limitations would bar such a claim) the existence of a conspiracy in 2004, the
Special Prosecutor would be barred from charging that conspiracy absent additional subsequent
overt acts in furtherance of that conspiracy, aside from mere silence. In other words, if police
and/or prosecutors conspired to obstruct justice in 2004, the Special Prosecutor could not charge
that conspiracy without an additional subsequent overt act.
While the Special Prosecutor and the OSP reviewed records (such as access logs
recording when police personnel accessed police reports) and interviewed witnesses which might
have provided evidence of an intervening overt act (occurring after 2004 and within three years
prior to the Special Prosecutor’s appointment in 2012), the Special Prosecutor’s investigation did
not reveal any evidence of activity on behalf of police or prosecutors that might have served to
toll the limitations period for any conspiracy that occurred in 2004.

842

See People v. Isaacs, 37 Ill. 2d 205, 218 (1967); People v. Drury, 250 Ill. App. 547, 574-75 (Ill.
App. Ct. 3d Dist. 1928).

843

People v. Criswell, 12 Ill. App. 3d 102, 105 (Ill. App. Ct. 1st Dist. 1973) (“allowing such a
conspiracy to conceal to be inferred or implied from mere acts of concealment would result in a great
widening of the scope of conspiracy prosecutions, since it would extend the life of a conspiracy
indefinitely”).
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b.

Evidence of a Conspiracy Spanning Both 2004 and 2011

The Special Prosecutor’s investigation also did not uncover evidence to prove beyond a
reasonable doubt the existence of a conspiracy that spanned from the initial investigation into
Koschman’s death in 2004 through the re-investigation in 2011. In order for there to be a
conspiracy, there must be an agreement of some kind.844 Additionally, in order to prove the
offense of conspiracy, while unnecessary to demonstrate all co-conspirators were acquaintances
or took part in all overt acts in furtherance of the conspiracy,845 a prosecutor must still
demonstrate the existence of a conspiracy and each co-conspirator’s specific intent to join that
conspiracy.846 The Special Prosecutor’s investigation did not uncover sufficient evidence to
prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the same conspiracy existed in both 2004 and 2011 in
connection with Koschman’s death.
As detailed herein, the Special Prosecutor’s investigation revealed that the same
individuals involved with the investigation into Koschman’s death in 2004 were not involved in
CPD’s re-investigation or SAO’s involvement with the case in 2011.

While the Special

Prosecutor’s investigation revealed some contact between certain of those individuals (for
example, communications between Yawger and Walsh in 2011 concerning the missing
Koschman homicide file), there was insufficient evidence to prove the existence of an agreement
or the specific intent of any individual to join such an agreement. While the destruction or

844

People v. Foster, 457 N.E.2d 405, 408-09 (Ill. 1983); People v. Ambrose, 329 N.E.2d 11, 14 (Ill.
App. Ct. 3d Dist. 1975); People v. Cohn, 193 N.E. 150, 153 (Ill. 1934); see also People v. Lattimore, 955
N.E.2d 1244 (Ill. App. Ct. 1st Dist. 2011); People v. Chambers, 303 N.E.2d 24, 27 (Ill. App. Ct. 3d Dist.
1973); People v. Rudd, 970 N.E. 2d 580, 583-84 (Ill. App. Ct. 5th Dist. 2012).

845

People v. Cohn, 193 N.E. 150, 153 (Ill. 1934) (“It [is] not necessary that [a co-conspirator] should
be acquainted with all the others engaged in the conspiracy. The doing of some act or the making of
some agreement showing [his or her] intent to be a participant [is] sufficient.”); People v. Buffman, 636
N.E.2d 783, 790 (Ill. App. Ct. 1st Dist. 1994) (“Conspirators need not have entered the conspiracy at the
same time or have taken part in all its actions to be criminally accountable for acts in furtherance of
conspiracy.”)

846

People v. Foster, 457 N.E.2d 405, 408-09 (Ill. 1983); People v. Ambrose, 329 N.E.2d 11, 14 (Ill.
App. Ct. 3d Dist. 1975) (“definition of agreement implies an intent to agree between a minimum of two
people”); People v. Cohn, 193 N.E. 150, 153 (Ill. 1934); see also People v. Lattimore, 955 N.E.2d 1244
(Ill. App. Ct. 1st Dist. 2011) (Intent may be inferred (1) from the defendant’s conduct surrounding the act
and (2) from the act itself); People v. Chambers, 303 N.E.2d 24, 27 (Ill. App. Ct. 3d Dist. 1973); People
v. Rudd, 970 N.E. 2d 580, 583-84 (Ill. App. Ct. 5th Dist. 2012).
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concealment of evidence or case files related to the Koschman case could constitute an overt act
in furtherance of a theoretical prior conspiracy in 2004 to obstruct justice,847 the Special
Prosecutor’s investigation did not uncover evidence sufficient to prove such a conspiracy beyond
a reasonable doubt.
D.

The Events of 2011-2012: Evaluating Whether Employees of CPD and SAO
Violated Illinois Criminal Law
1.

Prosecution is Not Barred by the Applicable Statute of Limitations

As noted previously, unlike the events which occurred in 2004, any state law violations
(e.g., for official misconduct, obstructing justice, conspiracy, or tampering with public records),
by employees of CPD and SAO relating to acts that occurred in 2011-2012 are not barred by the
applicable three-year statute of limitations as of the date of this report.
2.

Summary of the Evidence from 2011-2012 Which Was Thoroughly
Reviewed for Potential Criminal Charges

Generally, there are two types of evidence available to a prosecutor to prove criminal
intent beyond a reasonable doubt: documentary evidence and testimonial evidence. Furthermore,
criminal intent can be proven either directly or indirectly (i.e., inferred from circumstantial
evidence). The Special Prosecutor and his office have analyzed all available documentary and
testimonial evidence in this case — whether direct or circumstantial — for anything tending to
show that any individual recklessly, knowingly, or intentionally violated Illinois law by
suppressing and concealing evidence, furnishing false evidence, or generally impeding the
investigation into Koschman’s death.

Having reviewed over 300,000 pages of documents

obtained pursuant to special grand jury subpoenas, including e-mails, phone records, internal
memoranda, and CPD report access logs, the Special Prosecutor has found no documentary
evidence proving beyond a reasonable doubt that any employees of CPD or SAO recklessly,
knowingly, or intentionally violated Illinois law during their participation in the Koschman
matter in 2011 and 2012.

Likewise, after questioning nearly 150 witnesses, the Special

Prosecutor has identified no testimonial evidence proving beyond a reasonable doubt that any
employees of CPD or SAO recklessly, knowingly, or intentionally violated Illinois law during
their participation in the Koschman matter in 2011 and 2012.

847

See People v. Peebles, 457 N.E.2d 1318, 1322 (Ill. App. 1st Dist. 1983).
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Therefore, based upon all the evidence gathered by the Special Prosecutor and the OSP
(e.g., witness interviews, sworn witness testimony before the special grand jury, documents
subpoenaed and reviewed), and after having evaluated the elements of the potentially applicable
state criminal laws with regard to the acts of certain individuals, the Special Prosecutor does not
believe he could prove beyond a reasonable doubt by legally sufficient evidence at trial that any
employees of CPD or SAO recklessly, knowingly, or intentionally violated Illinois law during
their participation in the Koschman matter in 2011 and 2012.
The Special Prosecutor, before making this determination, and based upon a thorough
review of the entirety of the evidence from 2011-2012, ultimately focused on two primary issues
for potential criminal charges: (1) whether CPD’s 2011 determination that Vanecko acted in selfdefense was criminal misconduct, and (2) whether the facts and circumstances surrounding
Walsh’s 2011 discovery of the missing CPD original Koschman homicide file amount to
criminal misconduct. Both issues are discussed in turn below.
a.

Whether CPD’s 2011 Determination that Vanecko Acted In
Self-Defense Was Criminal Misconduct

As discussed above in Section IV., C., CPD’s 2011 re-investigation ultimately concluded
that Vanecko punched Koschman, but that Vanecko had acted in self-defense. Vanecko never
provided a statement to CPD about the April 2004 Division Street incident, including anything
relating to his actual and subjective belief that such force was necessary to prevent imminent
death or great bodily harm to himself or another. However, to be clear, Vanecko was not legally
or constitutionally obligated to make any statement to CPD. The self-defense conclusion was
significant because it was CPD’s primary basis for not seeking charges in 2011.
The Special Prosecutor’s investigation identified certain evidence that is arguably
consistent with the theory that CPD’s 2011 determination that Vanecko acted in self-defense was
criminal misconduct. That evidence is discussed below.
i.

Det. Gilger and Det. Spanos

The Special Prosecutor’s investigation identified limited evidence that is arguably
consistent with a theory that Gilger and Spanos manufactured CPD’s 2011 self-defense
determination. To begin with, three witness statements recorded by the two detectives have been
called into question by these witnesses. In each instance, the inaccuracies identified by the
witnesses in these statements tended to support CPD’s 2011 determination that Vanecko acted in
152

self-defense. First, according to Gilger and Spanos’ concluding case supp, which is based upon
the witness statements they memorialized in their 2011 GPRs, “Copeland stated that they were
trying to pull KOSCHMAN away from starting anymore [sic] trouble” before he was struck. But
during his testimony before the special grand jury in 2012, Copeland testified this statement was
not an accurate reflection of what happened the night of the incident, stating, “No. Again, I
mean, I do remember, you know, gesturing and nudging him to kind of move away, but
physically pulling him back, I don’t remember doing that.” Second, Gilger’s GPR of the 2011
Allen interview stated that Koschman “was in the thick of the argument and was also yelling.”
But, when Allen appeared before the special grand jury in 2012, he testified that the statement
was inaccurate “[b]ecause it’s not like [Koschman] was in the thick of the argument. It was one
giant argument and we were all yelling, so no, I would not—I did not say that.” Finally,
according to the GPR of the 2011 Kohler interview, Kohler stated “pushing and shoving
happened between the two groups.” Third, in 2012 before the special grand jury, Kohler testified
that he did not believe that statement was accurate: “I believe I stated that they were arguing, but
I don’t think I said anything about pushing or shoving at that point.”
Additionally, although Gilger and Spanos’ concluding case supp in 2011 states that
Koschman yelled “Fuck you! I’ll kick your ass,” this precise language is not supported by any of
the interviews in either 2004 or 2011. Indeed, Gilger and Spanos incorporated this misstated and
unattributed quote into their 2011 concluding case supp, without making it clear who provided it
or when. The closest source for this language appears to be a statement recorded in Yawger’s
interview of Kevin McCarthy on May 19, 2004, during which Kevin McCarthy stated “at this
time the primary kid (Koschman) and another kid were still swearing, calling himself
[McCarthy], Craig [Denham], and Richard [Vanecko] names, and saying things like ‘I’ll kick
your ass,’ etc.”

Kevin McCarthy never provided a statement to Gilger and Spanos, and to the

extent Gilger and Spanos were relying on a paraphrased statement from Kevin McCarthy made
not to them, but rather to the 2004 CPD detectives, the trustworthiness of that statement is
undermined by the fact that Kevin McCarthy lied to CPD in 2004 on at least two occasions.
Finally, Gilger and Spanos’ concluding case supp did not relate the fact that in his 2011
interview, Allen, one of only two people at the scene of the incident who saw the physical
contact between Vanecko and Koschman, stated that Vanecko and his group “were the
aggressors.” Allen’s statement undermines CPD’s 2011 determination that Vanecko acted in
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self-defense. Even Gilger himself acknowledged during his special grand jury testimony in 2013
that the failure to include this particular statement from Allen in the concluding case supp was a
fairly important omission that was contrary to CPD’s 2011 determination that Vanecko acted in
self-defense.
ii.

Dept. Chief Andrews, Cmdr. Salemme and Sgt. Cirone

The Special Prosecutor’s investigation identified limited evidence that was arguably
consistent with a theory that certain CPD commanding officers engaged in criminal activity, with
requisite criminal intent, to manufacture a phony self-defense determination. As detailed above
in Section IV., C., the Special Prosecutor obtained two versions of Gilger and Spanos’
concluding case supp—an initial draft from on or about February 11, 2011, and the final draft
from on or about February 28, 2011. The earlier draft made no mention of self-defense, while
the later draft concluded that Vanecko had acted in self-defense. Furthermore, the Special
Prosecutor obtained e-mails sent during the time in between these two drafts (February 27, 2011)
in which Andrews and Cirone discussed “corrections” related to the subject matter of selfdefense. Salemme was copied on one of these e-mails.
iii.

The Special Prosecutor’s Decision Not to Seek Charges
Against Det. Gilger, Det. Spanos, Dept. Chief Andrews,
Cmdr. Salemme, and Sgt. Cirone

Because of their direct involvement in handling CPD’s 2011 re-investigation of the
Koschman case, the OSP focused on the acts of Gilger, Spanos, Andrews, Salemme and Cirone
in evaluating whether any state law criminal wrongdoing occurred. Andrews and Salemme
voluntarily cooperated with the OSP’s investigation, Cirone was interviewed by the OSP
pursuant to a proffer agreement and Gilger and Spanos were compelled to testify pursuant to
court-ordered “use immunity.”
During the course of his investigation, it became apparent to the Special Prosecutor that
in order to understand what happened during CPD’s 2011 re-investigation of the Koschman case,
the special grand jury would have to hear testimony from the detectives who handled the 2011
re-investigation. Because those detectives, Gilger and Spanos, refused to testify voluntarily
before the special grand jury based upon their Fifth Amendment privilege, the OSP thought it
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was necessary, in order to fulfill Judge Toomin’s mandate, to seek court-ordered “use immunity”
to compel their testimony.848
Concerning the evidence against Gilger and Spanos, all the issues identified by the
Special Prosecutor are, at most, slight circumstantial evidence of wrongdoing—that is, none
directly proves that either detective broke the law. During their testimony before the Special
Grand Jury, both Gilger and Spanos characterized their February 11, 2011 draft case supp as
“just a draft.” Gilger further explained to the special grand jury that he “do[es not] always put
everything in there that I ultimately want to have in the report. . . . There were things I was
going to add, and there was [sic] probably things I was going to take out, you know. But at that
point when I typed it in, that’s what I had so far.” Gilger also explained to the special grand jury
that although he had not yet included anything about self-defense, he was planning on doing so.
Overall, both Gilger’s and Spanos’ special grand jury testimony indicates that the inclusion in
the February 28, 2011 concluding case supp that Vanecko had acted in self-defense was their
own (and not influenced by their commanding officers).
As for the evidence against Andrews, Salemme, and Cirone, none directly proves that any
of these individuals violated Illinois law. In addition, these officers provided plausible noncriminal explanations for why they sent the “corrections” e-mails. During his interview with the
OSP, Cirone stated he sent the e-mails because supervisor approval is a routine requirement for
exceptionally clear/closing a case, stating that in such instances it must be reviewed by a
commander “up the food chain”. Additionally, Cirone could not identify who actually crafted
the language contained in the “corrections” e-mails. Further, Cirone told the OSP that Gilger
was with him in his office when Cirone sent the “corrections” e-mails, and that he used his
personal e-mail account because “it was probably the account [he] had open” – the OSP
discovered nothing to contradict these assertions. Andrews also corroborated Cirone’s story
when interviewed by the OSP, explaining that the e-mail exchange would have been part of the
review process for the report. With regard to the substance of the changes, Andrews told the
OSP he “probably asked for some minor changes,” including that the case supp narrative be
more specific and document the exchange between Koschman and Vanecko. Furthermore, when
interviewed by the OSP, Salemme could not recall the single “corrections” e-mail that he

848

See footnote 25, supra, regarding grants of immunity.
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received, nor did he know why those specific corrections were being suggested, but he did say
his editing of the report was limited to only minor issues – such as spelling and typos.
Significantly, the Special Prosecutor’s investigation was unable to locate any drafts of
Gilger’s report between the February 11, 2011 draft narrative and the February 27, 2011 e-mail
with “corrections,” sent 16 days later. As a result, it is unclear which version Andrews and
Salemme may have edited. As stated above, the February 11, 2011 draft lacked any mention of
self-defense — the subject of one of the “corrections” in the February 27, 2011 e-mail. Thus, the
precise extent of Andrews’ or Salemme’s edits are unknown and could not be proved.
Therefore, it is the Special Prosecutor’s opinion that he cannot prove beyond a reasonable
doubt that Gilger, Spanos, Andrews, Salemme or Cirone engaged in criminal activity, with
requisite criminal intent, to manufacture a phony self-defense determination.849
b.

Whether the Facts and Circumstances Surrounding Lt.
Walsh’s 2011 Discovery of the Missing CPD Original
Koschman Homicide File Amount to Criminal Misconduct

As discussed above in Section IV, C. 7., at CPD, every homicide case is supposed to have
a corresponding permanent master homicide case file, and at Area 3, homicide files were
primarily stored on a bookcase and in file cabinets located in the sergeants’ office where they
were indefinitely retained until the case was closed. But, that was not the case for the original
Koschman homicide file.
As we now know, after CPD received the January 4, 2011 Sun-Times FOIA request
surrounding the Koschman case, Andrews ordered Area 3 to gather the original Koschman
homicide file so it could be provided to those at Area 5 who would be handling the 2011 CPD reinvestigation. In response, Yamashiroya and Walsh searched for, but could not find, the original
Koschman homicide file. In fact, it was not until June 29, 2011, four months after Gilger and
Spanos finished Area 5’s re-investigation, that Walsh reportedly found the original Koschman
homicide file.
The Special Prosecutor’s investigation identified certain evidence that is arguably
consistent with the theory that the facts and circumstances surrounding Walsh’s 2011 discovery
849

The OSP has concluded that the facts and testimony do not objectively establish self-defense,
which issue will be addressed at Vanecko’s trial. This conclusion, however, does not mean that the OSP
can prove beyond a reasonable doubt that CPD personnel’s incorrect interpretation of facts and testimony
as it relates to self-defense constitutes criminal obstruction of justice.
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of the missing CPD original Koschman homicide file amount to criminal misconduct. That
evidence is discussed below.
i.

Lt. Walsh’s Discovery of the Original Koschman
Homicide File (Blue Three-Ring Binder)

To begin, and as discussed in detail above, through events which all occurred in 2011,
Walsh was tied to three other files at issue in this case besides his June 29, 2011 discovery of the
original CPD Koschman homicide file, specifically: (1) Yamashiroya told the OSP that Walsh
was present in January 2011, when Yamashiroya discovered the Koschman “credenza file” (see
Section IV., C., 7., b., i.); (2) Yawger was visiting Walsh at Area 3 on June 30, 2011, when he
(Yawger) discovered his Koschman “working file” in the detective locker room (see Section IV.,
C., 7., b., iii.); and (3) Clemens, sometime between late February 2011 and late July 2011,
allegedly found and immediately turned over to Walsh another version of the Koschman
homicide file he found at Area 3 (see Section IV., C., 7., b., iv.).
In following up on Walsh’s connection to the four files at issue, the Special Prosecutor
and his office further discovered that Walsh reportedly found the original Koschman homicide
file conspicuously displayed (a blue binder surrounded by only white binders) on a wooden shelf
in Area 3’s sergeants’ office (an area that had been searched numerous times previously). While
certainly possible, it is somewhat improbable that Walsh would ultimately find the original
Koschman homicide file in Area 3’s sergeants’ office – a small room that is frequently occupied
by CPD sergeants, often 24 hours a day.
In addition, it seemed counterintuitive to the Special Prosecutor and his office that Walsh
would not have wanted to memorialize in writing (thus providing him an avenue in which his
story could independently be corroborated) that he was not alone when he discovered the missing
Koschman homicide file (the most critical and sought-after police file from a “heater case”
which had already received scrutiny both inside and outside of CPD). Be that as it may, it was
not until the OSP’s questioning of Walsh in August 2013 that, likely for the first time,850 Walsh
850

During his interview with the OSP, Walsh stated that when he first reported the discovery of the
blue binder to Yamashiroya he informed Yamashiroya that Flaherty was in the sergeants’ office when he
found the blue binder. However, Yamashiroya told the OSP that he does not remember Walsh ever
telling him that anyone else was present in the sergeants’ office when he discovered the missing
Koschman homicide file. Indeed, according to Yamashiroya, had he known someone else besides Walsh
was present in the sergeants’ office at the exact moment Walsh found the binder, he would have
suggested that fact be included in the Walsh to Byrne June 30, 2011 memorandum.
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mentioned he was not alone at the moment he found the Koschman homicide file, but rather was
with Flaherty (his former CPD partner and close friend). Indeed, Walsh’s June 30, 2011,
memorandum to Byrne in which he memorialized his June 29, 2011 finding of the Koschman
homicide file neglected to mention Flaherty’s presence. Instead, Walsh told the OSP that, in his
opinion, there was no reason to mention that Flaherty was with him.
Furthermore, even though Walsh was instructed by a superior to file the July 20, 2011,
IAD complaint (which alleged that the original Koschman homicide file that was “believed to
have been lost was obviously not lost” and instead had been “removed and returned in violation
of department rules and regulations” by an “Unknown Chicago Police Officer”), he himself
demonstrated an apparent lack of forthrightness during IAD’s investigation – behavior more
likely expected by a person who sees himself as a target of the investigation, as opposed to that
of a person who filed the complaint initiating the investigation. For example, during Walsh’s
August 24, 2011 IAD interview regarding the disappearance and ultimate discovery of the
Koschman homicide file, he once again did not disclose that Flaherty was in the sergeants’ office
on June 29, 2011 at the moment he (Walsh) discovered the file. Walsh told the OSP that in his
opinion, unless specifically asked, “you don’t volunteer things” to IAD.
ii.

The Special Prosecutor’s Decision Not to Seek Charges
Against Lt. Walsh

For several reasons, the Special Prosecutor determined he would not be able to prove
beyond a reasonable doubt at trial that Walsh recklessly, knowingly, or intentionally violated
Illinois law during his participation in the Koschman matter in 2011. Because Walsh refused to
voluntarily be interviewed by the OSP, the OSP thought it was necessary, in order to fulfill Judge
Toomin’s mandate, to conduct his interview pursuant to a proffer agreement.
During the course of the Special Prosecutor’s investigation, their was not a single witness
or document discovered by the OSP that directly contradicted Walsh’s statement that he actually
and honestly found (i.e., without any nefarious orchestration of events) the missing original
Koschman homicide file on June 29, 2011. While the 2013 special grand jury testimony of Det.
Clemens, as detailed above in Section IV., C., 7., b., iv., arguably undermines the truthfulness of
Walsh’s statements regarding his June 29, 2011 discovery of the original Koschman homicide
file, Clemens’ testimony has not been substantiated by others, was denied by Walsh, and the
binder Clemens allegedly found (which Clemens described to the special grand jury as a blue
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hardcover “flip binder”, as opposed to the blue three-ring binder Walsh found) has never been
discovered by CPD, SAO, IGO, or the OSP. Furthermore, even though Walsh told the OSP that
after finding the original Koschman homicide file that he took it to his house for some period of
time to store for safekeeping in his personal safe, there is no way for the OSP to determine what
documents in the binder (e.g., GPRs), if any, may have been altered, added, or removed by
Walsh.
Additionally, the OSP interviewed Flaherty in order to see whether he would corroborate
Walsh’s statement that Flaherty was with Walsh when he (Walsh) found the original Koschman
homicide file. During his interview with the OSP, Flaherty substantiated Walsh’s statement, and
explained that he was indeed in the sergeants’ office when Walsh retrieved a blue binder from
the bookshelf, which Walsh immediately told him was the missing Koschman homicide file. In
an attempt to independently verify Flaherty’s statement, the OSP reviewed CPD records and
determined that Flaherty, a sergeant, was in fact assigned to Area 3 and working the third watch
on June 29, 2011. Moreover, the OSP, in yet a further attempt to corroborate or potentially
disprove both Walsh’s and Flaherty’s statements made to the OSP that they were together in
Area 3’s sergeants’ room on June 29, 2011 at the precise moment Walsh found the missing
homicide file,851 sought cell phone records and cell phone tower information via special grand
jury subpoenas and court orders.

The available responsive records the OSP received and

reviewed in response to these efforts did not contradict the statements Walsh or Flaherty made to
the OSP when interviewed in 2013.
The Special Prosecutor and his office agree with what former Deputy Superintendent
Peterson explained during his interview with the OSP—that common sense dictates that someone
had to have placed the blue binder Koschman homicide file on the shelf (next to all the white
binders) knowing it would be found. However, without any actual testimonial or documentary
evidence demonstrating that Walsh played some nefarious role in arranging his discovery of the
original Koschman homicide file (or perhaps that he earlier prevented its discovery, or perhaps
altered the file in some fashion after its discovery), there is nothing close to proof beyond a
reasonable doubt that would support charges against Walsh.

Therefore charges are not

warranted.
851

According to Walsh’s June 30, 2011 memorandum, he found the missing original Koschman
homicide file at exactly 9:39 p.m., on June 29, 2011.
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c.

The Special Prosecutor’s Decision Not to Seek Charges Against
Any Employee of SAO

Lastly, the Special Prosecutor identified no evidence of any kind suggesting that any
employee of SAO recklessly, knowingly, or intentionally violated Illinois law during their
participation in the Koschman matter in 2011 and 2012. As such, charges were not sought.
VI.

CONCLUSION
The evidence discussed in this report supports the findings by Judge Toomin in his April

6, 2012, Memorandum of Opinion and Order in which he decided to appoint a special
prosecutor, wherein he stated:
Section 7-1 of the Illinois Criminal Code provides:
‘A person is justified in the use of force against another when and
to the extent that he reasonably believes that such conduct is
necessary to defend himself or another against such other’s
imminent use of unlawful force. However, he is justified in the use
of force which is intended or likely to cause death or great bodily
harm only if he reasonably believes that such force is necessary to
prevent imminent death or great bodily harm to himself or another,
or the commission of a forcible felony.’ 720 ILCS 5/7-1 (West
2002).
Inherent in the ability to raise a legitimate claim of justifiable force
is the requirement that a person seeking to avail himself of the
defense be able to present some evidence of six salient factors, to
wit: (1) force was threatened against a person; (2) the person
threatened was not the aggressor; (3) the danger of harm was
imminent; (4) the threatened force was unlawful; (5) the person
actually and subjectively believed a danger existed that required
the use of force applied; and (6) the person’s beliefs were
objectively reasonable. People v. Jeffries, 164 Ill. 2d 104, 127-28,
646 N.E.2d 587, 598 (1995); People v. Lee, 311 Ill. App. 3d 363,
367, 724 N.E.2d 557, 561 (2000).
Here, the viability of the self-defense claim imputed to Vanecko by
the police and [SAO] rests solely upon the oft-repeated conclusion
that Koschman was the aggressor. Yet, that determination derives
from conflicting statements provided by Koschman’s companions
as well as independent witnesses suggesting that Koschman was
verbally rather than physically aggressive. Vanecko’s friends
provided no meaningful insight, claiming their backs were turned
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when Koschman was struck. However, even assuming Koschman
was the aggressor, that determination should only be the start of
the inquiry. Adherence to the salient factors noted would have
been far more telling. First, there is no credible evidence that
Koschman employed any physical force against Vanecko. On the
contrary, the quoted materials from the [IGO] investigation
incorporated in petitioners’ reply clearly undermine that claim.
Second, there is only conflicting evidence that Koschman was the
aggressor, albeit verbally. Third, there is no indication that there
was any danger of imminent harm to Vanecko, particularly given
the disparity in size between himself (6’3”, 230 pounds) and
Koschman (5’5”, 140 pounds). Fourth, the submissions before this
court are barren of any suggestion, much less evidence, that
Vanecko actually and subjectively believed that a danger existed
that required the use of force he applied. If nothing else, one
aspect of the police investigation is uncontroverted, no police
officer or [SAO] prosecutor ever interviewed or spoke to Vanecko.
In fact, Detective Yawger, in an interview with the Sun-Times,
lamented how Vanecko’s attorney frustrated his efforts to speak
with his client after initially promising Yawger that Vanecko
would talk to investigators.
Yet, it is the existence of a person’s subjective belief that the
evidence must show. People v. Malvin Washington, Ill. Sup. Ct.,
No. 110283, January 20, 2012 ¶ 48. In the absence of such
evidence, an objective observer might well express amazement as
to how the police or [SAO] could so blithely divine the subjective
feelings of Vanecko. Clearly, they could not. Under these
circumstances, the public could well conclude that the entire claim
of self-defense came not from Vanecko, but, rather, was conjured
up in the minds of law enforcement. A discerning citizen could
well surmise that it simply is an argument made of whole cloth.
Whether Vanecko may, in fact, have a valid claim of self-defense
should properly be for him to raise, not the police.
[SAO’s] concurrence in what one might charitably characterize as
a rather creative exercise of the police investigative processes
offers little confidence in [SAO’s] ability to conduct the kind of
objective ‘fresh look’ that this matter requires. This is not to
suggest that there is merit to petitioners’ claim of political or
personal interest. Nonetheless, [SAO’s] efforts to denigrate the
evidence against Vanecko, coupled with [SAO’s] recurring calls
for an independent investigation evokes a decided interest in the
matter sufficient to warrant appointment of a special prosecutor.852
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Order by J. Toomin at 30-32, Apr. 6, 2012.
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VII.
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Special Prosecutor Dan K. Webb is the Chairman of Winston & Strawn LLP, and the

former United States Attorney for the Northern District of Illinois. This matter is the fourth time
Mr. Webb has served as a special prosecutor.
Mr. Webb was principally assisted in the investigation by Winston & Strawn attorneys
and Deputy Special Prosecutors Stephen J. Senderowitz, Daniel D. Rubinstein, Derek J. Sarafa,
Matthew J. Hernandez, and Sean G. Wieber. Mr. Senderowitz is a former Assistant United
States Attorney and has previously served as a deputy special prosecutor on another matter. Mr.
Rubinstein is a former Assistant United States Attorney.
In addition, valuable assistance was provided by other Winston & Strawn attorneys,
including: Jennifer L. Bekkerman, Andrew C. Erskine, Matthew R. Carter, Thomas G. Weber,
Shannon T. Murphy, Jared L. Hasten, Solana P. Flora, and Katherine V. Boyle.
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